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PREFACE 

When' this ,study was first conceived, we proposed to conduct a broad-scale 
investigation of the grand jury and its counterpart--the preliminary hear
ing~-in a number of states. Partly in response to a suggestion from S~fff 

0 

a.t the National Institute ,,of Justice, we amended our early plans and concen
trated our efforts on multiple jurisdictions within a single state. We be
lieve that this change in direction was a fortuitous one. By exploring the 
use of these pretrial screening mechanisms in different count:Les operating 
under, th2 same legal framework, we were able to draw some imp~rtant conclu
sions. Among the most ,significant are these: 

• Nothing is so in~~rently unique about the nature of each 
proceeding as to preclude using the grand jury or the 
prelimina:t"y hearing for othe same screening purposes. 
The use of on~) or the other screening mechanism is in 
large measure 'shaped by local norms, attitudes, and _in
formal relationships among system actors. The same jus
tifications are often given for electing to U:~ each. 

• Both the grand jury and the-preliminary heari~g serve a 
variety of collateral functions which may b~,• impor,tant 
in determining when and how each is used. For example, 
the prelimi0 nary hearing may be used for the purposes of 
discovery, preservation of testimony, testing of consti
tutiqpal is;:mes, and review of conditions '· of release, 
and.an opportunity for plea negotiation. The grand· 
jury· may be used for investigatic;;'n and case development. 

• Neitber the grand jury nor the preliminary hearing 

0 
screened out a significant percentage of casea in the 
jurisdictions studied. At the same time, most of the 
cases pa~sing their screening criteria terminated in 
guilty pleas or convictions. Wh~ther the proceedings 
are "rubber stamps" for the prosecutor or highly effec
tive 'screening mechanisms is, therefore, largely a mat

,,<l ter of perception. 
ii 
zJ 

• The preliminary heal:"ing may be deemed to provide a some-
what better test of probable cause in terms of the 0 \. 

amount of evidence presented and the opportunity to 
challenge that evidence. However, the,re are instances 
in which state or local prosecutors need to use the 
grand jury proceeding to investigate and prepare for the 

,. prosecution of cpmplex criminal cases. FUtthermore, 
whe~e the preltminary hearing;, is waived in a large pro

0 portion of cases, its effioacy as a screening device 
may be moqt. 
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We hope that this report does justice to the Arizona experience. More im
portantly, we hope that our findings and conclusions will be of interest to 
a broad range of individuals, including academicians, researchers, practi
tioners, and policymakers concerned with improving the pretrial screening 
process. 

A great many other individuals also played a role in this research effort. 
We would like to thank our distinguished advisory panel members for their 
contributions to the research design and their feedback on draft products. 
The panel members were: 

• Professor Robert Blakey 
Notre Dame Law School 

• Dr. Janet Gilboy 
American Bar Foundation 

o Professor Milton Heumann 
Political Science Department 
Rutgers University 

• Ms. Catherine Reeverts 
Formerly with the National Coalition 

to End Grand Jury Abuse 

• Dr. Charles Wellford 
Director, Institute of Criminal 

Justice and Criminology 
University of Maryland 

We would also like to thank the staff of the National Insti tui;;e of Justice, 
Office of Research Programs, for sponsoring this research and for their 
assistance throughout the research effort. Special, recognition should :be 
given to Jonathan Katz, our project monitor, for his help in formulating the 
study design, focusing the research questions, and responding to numerous 
drafts of this report. 

Finally, we would like to acknowledge the contributions made by other members 
of the project staff~ Brad Smith was instrumental in developing our overall 
;t,esearch strategy and was primarily responsible for documenting case flow 
pa1;::terns in each j'urisdiction. Nancy Grimes assisted in our case records 
search and helped set up our data base. Janice l<night and Aleta Chamberlain 
provided programming support, with/ assistance from Ken Carlson. Mary-Ellen 
Pe:i;·ry ,.and Lisa,, Wenzell were responsib1.e f.,or the production of ~ report. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The grand jury" system has been the subject of" a variety of cr.iticisms .in 
recent years. It has been categoFized <;1.s a meaningless rubber stamp; unable 
or unwilling to exE,'lrcise its own will or judgment · cUld acting as an arm of 
the prosecutor, charged with trampling the due process rights of witnesses 
and targets of its"inqiliries, and challenged on the ground that it violates 
constitutional guarantees of equal protection under the law. The grand jury 
has also be?n cx-iticized as ineffective and a drc;=:1in on scarce resources. In 
this vein, commentators ha,ve pointed out that "the grand jury receives cases 
only after they have undergone pl;'osecutorial review ( and have. likely been 
screened by victims and police as well) • Furthermbre, (,;,it is claimed that 
the laws governing the quality and quantity of evidence necessary to obtain 'I 

.~ grand jury indictment are., so minimal as to make ~he ,proceeding a mere for
mality. 

The efistence 'bf the preliminary hearing as "an alternative screening mech-"' 
anism is' typically aclqlowledged by these•· critics only to underscore" the 
flc1,ws a:pd the drawbacks of the grand jury. Ironically, the preliminary hear•· 
ing is rarely ~itiqued on the same basis as is the grand jury although many· 

0 

of the same concerns apply to it as• well. 
0 

Furthermore, while eacih pre>ceeg
ing has been studied intensively in its own right, few have coXQ.par.ed the two 
empirically as well as theoretically. 

,} 
'\ 

\\ 

Paz;t of the dilemma in assessing the relative strengths; or merits of the 
preliminary hearing ~nd the grand jury is th~ lack of agreement on exactly 
what functi◊ns these ' mechanisms should pe(['form. It is one thing to "assess 
the efficacy of each proceeding in determin'ing whether the legal standa:t;d 
of probable cause has beE.ln met in a given case. It j,s far diffe£2;nt- to com
pare uhesgra:nd j~ and the preliminary "hearing on the extent to which they 
fac:i,litate di13coverx or plea negotiation. In fact," there are only a few 
studies which exam.ine what functions ~ being sefy,ed by the grand" jury an~ 
the preliminary hearing, over and above their basic screening :f~mctions, . 

-------'1---
1Prosecutors may opt to present felonies to the preiirttinary") hearing 

or the grand jury in apprpxim~tely one-half o~ the states. 
2 see, for example, Graham, l<ennlth and Le~n Letwin, "The Preliminary 

Hearing in Los Angeles: Some Field .Pindings and Legal Policy Implications .• " : "a 

~UCLA Law Review/ Vol.. 18 ( 1971) i' Carp, Robez:;t A., "The 'Harri$ County Gra'nd 
";j¾ry; A case· Study," Houston Law Review, 12: 90 ( 197 4) • 
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There are nun1erous additional unanswered questions on 'the role and operations 
of the grand jury and the preliminary hearing. Very little has been written 
on the patterns of usage where both proceedings are available, nor has there 
been any analysis on the factors governing the prosecutor's choice of pro
ceeding. Questions exist over the nature of the "two proceedings as well as 
their efficacy and efficiency. Little attention has focused on ap_propriate 
expectationsdor each screening mechar,i.ism and the tradeoffs between conserva
tion of system resources and the quality of screening. In vi~Jl of the criti
cisms described above, the relative level of due process protection offered 
by either mechanism is also an important issue • 0 

0 

The purpose of this study was_ to c9mpare the grand jury and the preliminary 
hearing as screening devices and to explore their larger role in the pre
trial process. The study focused on the use and operation of .both proc'eed
ings within a single state, in two counties whose practices differed widely. 
By selecting only one state in which to conduct our examination, we were abl~ 
to explore the effects of "local legal culture" on the pretrial screening 
process while holding constant the laws and supreme court rules under which 
the study jurisdictions operated. 

We do not pretend to have addressed all of the possible issues relevant to 
this subject area. Some, such as the level of screening neces9ri.t:i:'Y at this 
stage in the criminal justice process, are better left to theore-c'icians and 
legal scholars. others, sus]:i as the use of the grand jury as an invlfsti
gative tool, were 1:ot possible given; the resource constraints of the ((tudy. 
What we have tried- to do is shed some light on the important simila¼ties 
and differences between the two proceedings, debunk certain myths commonly 
associated with the grand jury and the preliminary hearing, and suggest a 
number of policy and research issues for others to explore. We hope that 
this report will contribute to the continuing discussion over the purpose 
and nature of these proceedings. ~ 

1. 1 Guide to this Report 

ft/,•"'· 
In the remaining section~ of this chapter, we briefly examine the objectives 
sought to be achieved by the pretrial screening process and the role of the 
grand jury and the preliminary hearing in fulfilling those objectives. we 
tlfen provide an overview of the issues raised by the availability (in some 
states) of two distinct screening mechanisms and discuss recent proposals to 
upgrade the grand ,,jury system as a result of the criticisms leveled against 
it. This chapter concludes with a discussion of the overall objectives of 
our research. (,The methodology is described in Appendix A):' 

"fl The second chapter_ in this report ,provides a brief review of_ the laws and 
- local organizationai structures affecting the operation of the grand jury and 

the preliminary j).earing in Arizona, the state selected for this study. We 

analyze the case flow patterns for the two counties studied (Maricopa County 
[Phoenix] and Pima County [Tucson] ) a

1h~ present our findings on the two sig
nificantly different patterns that we observed. 

Chapters 3 and 4 provide a - thorough exami.nation of 1-:::he operation of the pre
liminary hearing and the grand jury respectively in Maricopa and Pima Coun
ties• We describe both procee9-,ings as they function in actual practice, as 
we,11 as the perceptions of local practitioners on the ef;Eiciency and useful-
ness of each. 

The State Grand Jury's role in screening complex cases typically involving 
white collar crimes is the subject of Chapter 5. We also review the detailed 
procedures followed by the Attorney General's staff to avoid error in pre
senting cases to th~ State Grand Jury. 

The final chapter compares the grand jury and the preliminary heJr{ng across 
the sites studied and summarizes our findings. We conclude with a discus
sion of issues and questions to be considered in any examination of the pre
trial screening process and the appropria¼e roles of the grand _jury and the 
preliminary hearing. We also raise additional questions that need to be 
answered. 

The Role of the Prelimirtary Hearing and Grand Jury in Pretrial 
Screening 

() \\ 
0 

,. 
The purpose of' pretrial screen:3-llg is, simply put, to prevent those cases 
which are weak, insignificant, ill-motivated or otherwise not worth pro
secuti31g from penetrating further into the criminal justice system. Thus, 

0 

the pretrial screening _ decisions "are designed not only. to save the govern
ment and the accused from incurring'' unnecessary expense, but also to pro-
,tect the accused from unfotmded and malic,"?-ous allegations, thereby avoiding 
'i::h~ a~;i.ety an§ emba:r:rassmen~ ,,of t:i;ial: Within ,::cth'7 scope of t~is ov.erall 
obJective,; .a number of specific functi,ons ,, have beep, described. . In gen
era.l, these fa;!,l into th:re~ categories:. evaluation of proof, conservation 
of S¥stem resources by.weeding put" cases not sufficiently important to pur
sue, and application of community nqpns and judgments. 

\I \11</ 

Q 

In practice, pretrial screening, is' not a single event, but an ongoing proc-
ess whicli typically introlves all actors in the criminal justice system. A 
victim's decision regard.ing whether to report a crime may be the first screen 

•\ 
~ [,/ 

/,) 

1 See, for exaxnpJ.e, Grahani, .Kennet~, and Leon Letwin, "The Preliminary 
Hearing in Los Angele~: Some Fie1.d Ji'.indings and Legal Policy Implications,'' 
UCLA Law .Retriew, 1!3: 6 1971. 
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that occurs. 1:!y deciding not to :j.nvestigate a case or to make an arrest 
even though a suspect has·, been identified, police officers ,,screen out cases. 
Magistrates perform a screening role wgen · they refuse to issue an arrest 
warrant. Prosecutors who decide not to prosecute cases brought to their 
attention by law enforcement officials or to investigate c~tizens' acomplaints 
are screening. A mag;j.s~rate at the p~eliminary hearing,, screens when he or 
she declin~s to bind over a defendant for trial ~pd a grand jur~

0 
perfo~ms a 

s'imilar role when it refuses to indiqt ~} 

The relative importance of the preli.minary hearing and the grand jury as 
elements in this pretrial screening process is a matter of some debate.. Some 
observers claim that screening decisions made by individual prosecutors may,:; 
,,be more effective in weeding out unfounded charges than either the prelimin
ary hearing or the grand,, jury, since prosecutors generally apply a more 

(\ 
str;in_g~nt standard. Prosecutors often evaluate cases,, using a likelihood 
of conviction standard, whereas the magistr1te "and grand jury are. generally 
charged with determining probable cause. Furthermore, these observers 
contend that prosecuto~s have little to gain from prosecuting weak cases and 
that the expense and negative public opinion associated witll losing such 

,• ,, I 

cases are themselves sufficient barriers to prevent possible abuse. 

0 '0 

Those who hold this view"often play down the role of the grand jury and pre
liminary hearing on other groun~s as well. An oft-cited a~gument is that, 
since the trial is designed to · safeguard the r,,ights o;f the accused, there 
is little need for such safeguards' at the p:r:eliminiirY hearing or c,Jrand j~y 
stage. The fear ,, is that expanding the nature and scope of these proceedings ' 
would turn them into mini-trials or allow the accused to 0 be :tried twice. 
Therefore, the pretrial proceedings" are sometime!5 designed to'' pre't::lude con
sideration of certain issues (such as suppression iS1sues or affirmat;i.ve 
defenses) , leading in turn to, charges that, th_e hea.ring is nothing more than 

i;,. '. ') ~ ,, •) 

a rubber-stamp for the prosecutor's decisions. Although the rl,lbber stamp 
label is typically applied to the grand jury, it may also'apply to the pre
liminary hearing in some circumstances. 

On the other hand, other commentators have pointed out that there are prob
lems with. overreliance on either police "Or prosecutorial sc:ree11ing or on 
tri_als to guarantee judicial saffguards. These observers argue that the 
preliminary hearing and the grand jury hav,.~ an important role to play as 

0 

G screening devices • 
0 

o ,, 

1 " 0 J.l ·" 
Probable cause exists if the facts as presenj:.ed ,. would lead a reason-

ably intelligent ~d_prudent person to believe that a crime has beencbmmitted 
and that the defendint committed it; Prosecutors may scr~en cases~~Y tryi~g 
to assess· the lik~lihood ot; convi·ction by predictin'g the creq,ibility or weight 
of their evidence when.presented to a jury. 

0 

The idea that screening by either the police or the prosecutor is an adequate 
substitute for a more forJ,nal proceeding has been challenged for a number of 
reasons. Studies have shown that po~ice rarely screen out a sizable por~ion 
of cases brought to their attention; deferring instead ~o the prosecutor or 
the magistrate to weed out" cases brought before them. Given the routine 
contact and close working relationship between the police and the prosecutor, 
the police version of the facts might not be examined as thoroughly by the 
prosecutor as it would be by a detached observer. Moreover, it is claimed 
that prosecutorial screening lacks uniformity. For example, prosecutors 
within a single jurisdiction may disagree 0 on the standard of proof required 
for-prosecution Ol;' on th:r "con:victability" of a case, thereby making dispar-
ate screening decisions • ·. 

Also· cited as a weakness in police or prosecutorial screening is the absence 
of any involvement by the community or any outside authority in the deci
sion-making .. process. The magistrate or the grand jury represent such out
side participation, given that ·•they are . not involved in case preparation 
or presentation. Although outside scrutiny of this type, may often have a 
lin1ited O~='"indirect effect on pre-trial proceedings, its importance is under
scored when one. considers the infrequency of such involvement at the trial 
~tage. 

Those who argue that the availability of trial is inadequate to guarantee 
protection base their arguments on the widespread use .of plea negotiations to 
dispose o~ case~. Stating that " ••• the modern adversarial jury trial is far 

Y too expensive, complex, and time-consuming to be used as the system's routine 
meth~dlor dispute resoluti?n," Arenel¼a as~erts that trials ari: offered to 
all in', the hope that few will accept. ;i:t is true that defense cqunsel and 

0 the judiciary have an obligation to ensure that pleas of guilty are entered 
voluntarily, reliably demonstrate factual guilt and are made in conjunction 
With a knowing and intelligentnwaiver of the right to contest legal guilt at 
trial. As Aranella contends, however, there are a number of institutional 
factors "which may impede the ability of these actors to make these guaran
tees. Excessive caseloads, lack of time to investigate and prepare cases 
fully, ·and uncooperative clients may reduce the effectiveness of the pro
cedµres estt'lblished to guarantee due process. Morover, depending on the 
nature of" local discovery laws or provisions for testing the admissibility 
of evidence, pleas may be entered on the bas'is of incomplete information. 0 . . . 

-=' 1 
Graham an'd Letwin, op. cit. 

2 . . 
.f1cintyre, Donal:d M. , 1' A Study of Judicial Dominance of the Charging 

Process," g:purnal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science, 59:4, 
1968. 

3
Graham and Letwin, op. cit. 

4 , " 
~ Arenella:, Peter, ".Reforming the F,ederal Grand Jury and the State 

Preliminary Hearing , to Prevent Conviction Without Adjudication," Michigan ,, 
Law 'Review, 78: 463, ,, 1~80 ;;· 
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The importance of plea negotiations to the efficient fimctioning of the sys- _ 
· tern may also create normative pressure on defense attorneys. Court rulings 
permitting more lenient sentences for those who ,plead guilty than. for~those 
convicted at trial may introduce subtle -coercion° in the' plea negotiation 
process. Judicial inquiry designed to ferre;t: out any~~vert coercion~~nd to 
ascertain the .defendant's understanding of his action prqvides some ,_minimal 
guarantee that the defendant understands the factual elements"of the crime. 
It does not necessarily ensure that the defendant ,understands - what ''would 
constitute an affirmative defense, nor does it guarantee that the government 
has sufficient legal evidence I other than the def.end,mt 1 5\\ own admission,. to 
prove the essential elements of the crime.,, 

0 
-I) 

In sum, both the ___ preliminary hearing and the grand jury have been .,the sub-
ject of some criticism,.- although the grand jury has borne the brunt of these 
attacks. These criticisms have been fueled by claims that these proceed

0 

ings offer different levels of due process protect;!,on, although they perform'\ 
similar screening functions and, in £act, operate as alt_ernatjve screening 
mechanisms in many jurisdictions. 

1. 3 The Dual System of Prosecution 

The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution mandates grand jury 
involvement in federal felony pro§ecutions unless waived._ fhiS requirement 

0 

has never been applied to the individual states, however. As a result, 
the 50 states vary considerably in their procedures __ for filing felony cases. 
In some states {and in the federal system) both proceedinge may occur al
though only the, indictment is required ( if not waived) • One-half "of the 
states have "abolished tqe requirement of an indictment and given,, the prose
cutor the discretion to choose between the preliminary hearing and the grand 
jury for case screening. 

Those who favor the grand jury as a screening device believe it confers a 
number of benefits, including, amon•g others,: 1, 1 ) greater efficiency; 

0 
2) 

pecrecy, which is considered especially oimpor,tant in cai:;es involving pro
tected wi tn.esses and undercover agents ; and O 3) broad Jnvestigati ve powers, 
including the ability to subpoerra evidence and compeh testimony. Those who 
favor the preliminary hearing for pret~'ial screening believe that it pro
vides a higher level of due proc'es13 protection since it is typically adver
sarial and open. I~ also •serves ,{number of impo~tal?-t collateral tunctions,-r 

.,'"-\1 

~n H1,i;rtado v. California,· 110 u.s. 516 (1884), the u.s. Supreme 
Court ruled that_, for the'-' states, prosecution by informati'bn was a Con(stitu
tionally permissible alternative_ to prosecution by indictment. The authority 
of states to ,choose whether to use 't:he grand jury was more recently upheld '3 

in Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 UHf. 665 ( 1972). 
0 

1/ 

includ_in~r but· not limited to: 1) early discovery1.:;0f the government's case, 
0 2) pei:'petuation l>f ~vidence, and 3) an opportunity for early plea negotia

tion. 

\ 
The due process issues are by far the most controversial when comparing the 
preliminary hea1?ing and the grand jury. -.- These have been used by commenta
tors urging grand jury reform or even abolition. Samuel Dash, for example, 

' 'compared tne two proceedings in their screening capacity (specifically ex
.empting the inv:est.igative grand. jury) and concluded t,rat the:i;-e is consider
_,able difference in the nature· of these proceedings. Whereas the prelim
inary hearing is an open proceeding ,,before an impartial magistrate in which 
th,e" accused may be present and may part~cipate through! cross-examination 
and the introduction of evidence, the gr/ilnd jury proceeding is by nature 
secret and is, ~ parte. It is not direct~li by an impartial indi viclual but 
by the prosecutor whose decision it is to file charges. Thus, Dash arc_;mes 
that in those jurisdictions where the prosecutor has exclusive control over 
the choice of scr'~ening meclil3.nismr he als:o ''controls t11e defendant's .access 
to the protections inherent in the preliminary hearing. Dash concludes that 
if the right 50° participate and the right to counsel attc:1.ch at the prelimi
nary hearing, then the indj..q

0
ting. grand jury must also be deemed a criti

cal stage of prosecution at which those rights apply. By imposing parallel 
requirements, the prosecutor's choice of ~creening ,echanism would no longer 
determine the protections extended to the ·aefendant. --

i> 

.. ----) 

Two solutions to, the - equal p~otection issue are g~nerally propose~;} 1) 7e·· 
structuring the screening process so that the prosecutor cannot deny,the de
fendant due process protecti'ons as a'' result _of the method of filing., charges; , 
or 2) revising the grand jury proceeding to incorporate due process protec
tions comparable to those available at the preliminary hearing. Each of 
these approaches has been tried. 

In November 1978, the california Supreme Cot1-rt in Hawkins v. Superior Court 
adopted the first of these solutions by •mandating post-indictmeint prelim
inary hearings on the basis of the equal protection clausie 9f the State 

<J 

1 Dash, Samuel, "The Indicting Gr.and Jury: A Critical Stage?," ~ 
American Criminal Law Review, 10:807, 1972. 

2 See also Alexander, Richard P. and Sheldon Portman, "Grand Jury 
Indictment Versus Prosecution by Information--An Equal Protection-Du_e 
Process Issue, 11 Hastings Law i1ournal, 25: 997, 1974. 

3 
Coleman v. Alabama, 399 u.s. 1(1969). 

4 ~ " 
The u.s. Supreme Court has ruled that the due process safeguards 

applicable i1f a preliminary hearing are not required before the grand jury. 
In United States v. Mandujano, 42 s u.s. 564 (1975), for example, the Court 
rejected the xight to counsel at grand jury proceedings. 
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Constitution. 1 The Court found "that a defendant charged by indic~ent i~ 
seriously disadvantaged in contrast to a defendant charged by info~mation." 
Specifically, the fundamental rights of ,.counsel, confrontation, and a hearing 
before a judicial officer were. cited as unavailable to 'defendants~,charged by 
grand jury indictment. It was_ the existence of a dual system of prosecution"' 
with differing due process safeguards that triggered the equal protection 
issue. As noted by the Court, 

the prosecuting attorney is free in his completely unfet
tered discretion to chopse which defendan"j:s will be charged 
by indictment rather than information and consequently 
which catalogue of rights, wi~ely disparate though they may 
be, a defendant will receive. 

The Court in Hawkins found cno compelling state interest to justify this 
discrimination. The solution devised by the Court was to require a post
indictment adversarial hearing at which the defendant would have access to 
the full range of due process protections tl:!at would be available during 
any preliminary hearing. 

Al though similar challenges to the grand jury have been raised for years 
in many other states , the courts have consistently supported the use of 

4 
the grand jury indictment to initiate prosecutions. The Hawkins deci
sion remains unique at this time. However, the procedural requirements 
of Hawkins were adopted in Wisconsin through legislation. In 1979, the law 
was amended to require: 

[u] pon indicpnent by a grand jury a complaint shall be 
issued [and] ••• the person named in the indictment ••• 
shall be entitled to a preliminary hearing • • • and all 
proceedings thereafter shall he the same as -if the person 

5 
• • • had not been indicted by a grand jury. 

In recent years, the major thrust of debate and activity involving grand 
juries has focused on the second approach to the equal protectio~, issue: 
changing the rules and procedures of the grand jury itself, rather tl:!an 

1 
~ Hawkins v. Superior Court, 22 Cal.3d 584, 586 P.2d 916 (1978). 

2 I b' id., at 592. 
3
Ibid. , at 592. 

4 
See, for example, State v. Bojorquez, ,0 114 -Ar,i.z,." ,$4;~, 535 p. 2d 6 

( 1975} and Falgout v. People, 170 Colo. 32, 459~J?. 2d 572 ( 1969). ,, · 
-~ . . 

,,chapter 291 of the Iaws of 1.979, repea!1~1pg an<;i recreating Wisconsin 
Statutes, _ section 968. 06. '-"''' 

restructuring the process for case screening as occurred in California and 
Wisconsin. Per!1aps the best known set of proposals for grand jury reform was 
developed by the American Bar Association's (ABA) ~ectiori of Criminal Justice 
thrcib.gh its Grand·_,Jury Committee. The Committee, established in 1974, has 
dev~loped 30 legislative principJ-es of grand jury reform. Initially, 25 of 
these were approv~d as ABA policy by the House of Delegates in August 1977; 
three_ were approved in 1980; and two more followed in 1981. The 30 princi
ples include measures designed to protect the rights of witnesses, including 
the right to counpel in the grand jury room and the right against self
incrimination; to establish evidentiary standards for grand jury proceedings; 
to require recording of testimony and commentary; and to set up guideline~ 
for granting immunity and using the contempt powers of the grand jury. 

Any comparison of the preliminary hearing and the grand jury as alternative 
screening m,echanisms should address not only their relative due process safe
guards, but other factors as well. For example, it is important to compare 
the two proceedings on their relative effect on resources and spheduling. 
Furthermor7, the grand jury and the preliminary hearing serve collateral 
functions, such as facilitating early discovery or plea rtegotiatibns, in ad
dition to their screening function. While advocates of the preliminary hear
ing stress its assurance of due process guarantees, this does not explain 
why defendants so often waive their right to a preJ,iminary hearing. Simi
larly, argume~ts that the g_rand jury is far more efficient from the prosecu
tor's standpoint do not explain why prosecutors occasionally elect to use the 
preliminary hearing. In<leed, despite the rheitoric, tactical 'considerations 
often carry far greater weight in decisions governing the use of the grand 
jury versus the preliminary hearing than the particular rules under which 
they operate. Therefore, it is imperative that these two proceedings be ex
amined not only in ~elation to theoretical considerations but as they exist 
and are used in practice. 

It is also important to note that debates centering on both the due process 
issues and other more practical considerations often treat the preliminary 
hearing and the grand jury as if they represented a single "ideal" or "typi
cal" proceeding. Yet, as will be discussed throughout this report, the man

0 

ner in which these screening devices operate va:i:ies dramatically from juris
diction to jurisdiction, depending upon state laws and rules as well as local 
norms and customs. It is not·possible to state; therefore, that the preli-

, minary hearing guarantees a certaih combination of due process protections 
which are not available at the g:i;-and jury proceeding, since J1either proceed
ing is uniform from state to state. In fact, in some states there is little 
difference, ,from the defendant's point of view, in the due process protection 
offe~ed by either the preliminary hearing or. the grand jury. A major purpose 
of this study is to help inform the debate over these pretrial screening 

1
The ABA principles and, their implementation at the state and fed

eral ,, level are di.soussed in ll:n\erson, l?,gj:>pf~h DaXt . _Grand Ju3;X_ Reform: A,, 
Review of Key Issues (Washingto~, o~·c.·;, National Institute of Justice, 1983.) 
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processes by contrasting their pperation within a single statutory frame~or~~ 
Before discussing the results of our own research efforts, however, it J.S 

useful to describe the research questions addressed and~summarize the method
ology used. 

The Current Study 

,·, 
In view of the concerns raised about the grand jury's role in case process-
ing, its effectiveness and efficie~cy both in its own right and in contrast 
to the preliminary hear;ing, we set out to conduct an explor_atory a~d de
scriptive analysis qt .. some of these issues. The primary subJect of 1n:7es
tigation was defined to be the grand jury per ~--its structure.f:, functions 
and basic operations. In ~xamining 'the grand jury's scr.eeni~g 

11 
,functions, 

we felt it was essential to examine its counterpart--the preliminary hear
ing--and the process by which prosecutors elect one mechanism or the qj:her. 
The issue of grand jury reform was also included insofar as it affected the 
types of grand jury procedures utilized in the jurisdictions selected for 
study. 

Our study design involved a comparison of the use and operations of the grand 
jury and the preliminary hearing in a single state where the legal framework 
was constant but prosecutorial discretion over the method of case initiation 
res~l ted in considerable variation in local practice• Five basic research 
questions were developed to guide this study: 

1. On what basis do prosecutors elect to utilize the grand 
jury versus the preliminary hearing to screen, cases? 

2. How do the grand jury and the preliminary hearing 
screening processes actually operate with respect to: 

• basic organization, structure. and functions; and 

• actual operations, including scheduling, duration, 
and roles of major par~icipants? 

3. What evidentiary requirements are applied by law and 
what types of evidence are typically introduced in each 
screening proceeding? 

4. How efficient and effective are the grand jury and pre
liminary hearing proceedings as screening mechanisms? 

S. How is the grand jury used as a screening mechanism in 
more complex cases such as those involving white collar 
or organized 0 crime? 

The methodology used to select .. the sites for ;!:his study and to carry out 
the research design is·· described in detai.l, in Appendix A. B_asically, the 
research was conducted in a singJ.e state (Arizona) in which local practices 
varied dramatically despite the common statutory framework." The two ~argest 
counties--Maricopa county ( Phoeni:ic) and Pima County ( Tucson)--presented a 

·· natural experiment for study sine~ Pima County uses the grand jury for most 
cases whereas Maricopa County .is more selective in presenting cases to the 
grand jury. The statewide grand jury, which focuses on corqplex cases typi
cally involving white collar crime, was also examined. As described in 
Appendix A, this research combined. · interview' data with an examination of 
case records to provide ';IUaliti tati,V:~ material as well as descriptive statis
tics. 

With. the cooperation of local authorities, we were given access to both grand 
jury and preliminary hearing transcripts to complete our case rep6rds ana],y
sis. These were critical to our description of the characteristics of the 
two proceedings; they also provi<J_ed us with rich anecdotal material which is 
interspersed throughout this report. Since grand jruy proceedings ?l,re secret 
in nature and transcripts are generally not made available to the public 
(other than in the interests of justice), we were extremely fortunate in 
obtaining them in furtherance of our research objectives. 

In order ''to examine · the preliminary hearing and the routine screening grand 
jury, cases were randomly sampled from all those filed in the two counties 
between July 1, ~ 11979 and ;rune 30, 1980. Special samples, representing more 
complex cases, were also drawn from the records of the Organized Crime and 

0 

Racketeering C Uni t OCRO) in Maricopa County and the Consumer Protection/Eco( 

nomic Crime Unit (CP/ECU) in Pima County. ;:r:n conj unction with ~rawing these 
samples, 500 cases were randomly identified in' each site to provide a gen
eral desci-iJ?tion of the case fJ.:J,w in each countY.,• A final set of cases was 
drawn from those presepted to the .State Grand Jury by the Attorney General's 
office. Each of these samples provided a, uniqU<;! insight into the pretrial 
screening process, as will be discussed in the remainder of this report. 
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FELONY CASE INITIATION ANO PROCESSING 
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This chapter is intended to 'pro.J\d~ a brief introduction to the_ legal an1 
or~anizational structures and case flows in the two counties und~r study. 
First we describe the court"'system and provide a brief overview of case ini
tia;j:.ion events. Next, we describe __ the local socio-legal culture and discuss 

O 

the wanner in which felony cases proceed in each county. '~~lhat is striking in 
this discussion .:!.s that, despite the .fact that the two counties operate under 
a single legal framework, they have adopted two sharply dif~,ering approaches 
to the pretrial screening process. Subsequently, we provi~e a ,summary d:f'the 
major differences between Maricopa and Pima c;:;9unties, as well as dSOme specu
lat:i ve comments on 'the origins of or factors associated with these differ
ences. It is clear from the marked contrasts between these jurisdictions 
that l~cal history, norms, and expectat,:f'ons h~ve more to do with the behavior 
of system participants than the fo'bnal legal structure. 

0 Q, 0 

2.1 Overvi'ew "of the Arizona Court System and the Laws Governing 
Case Im.itiation 

c3 
{,) 

0 

~fi ,, / 
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The __ Ariz~na court sy:~tem is divided into four levels, as displayed in Fig- ,/ 
Ul;e 2. 1. Only two, of these levels are involved directly in the pretrial .✓/"' 
screening process--the superior Court and '):he courts in which the justices // 
of ,,the peac~ sit, rsferred to throughout this report as Justice Courts""~" 
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The Superior°Court G is a single, statewide court system. At the close of 
1980, the Superior Court consisted of 81 judges s.:i'.'.tting in 14 counties. The 
Superior Court is a trial court of general jurisdiction and, in addition to 

0 

civil jurisdiction,~ presides over felony prosecutions and may hear misde-
" meanors if not "~therwise provided by law. Of particular inte?:est to this 

study, the Superior Court is res~onsible ;or impanelling the grand jury in 
those counties where the grand jury sits. It also has concurrent author
ity with t4~ Justice Court to conduct preliminary examinations, although the 
vast majority of such hearings are heara in the lower court (see Chapter 3). 
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The laws governing case initiation in Arizona are described in more 

detail in Appendix B. ,, 
2 0 

These data a:te drawn from the 1980 Annu,al Judicial Report:; published 
by the Supreme Court of Arizona. 

3By statute, all counties with a population of 200,000 or more mu~t 
call a grand ju:r:y three times a year--in January, l1ay, and September. ,l>:t?tlle 
time of this study, onl'Y Maricopa and Pima Countiel~ had sufficient population 
to fall under this requirement. 1/ 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART-THE ARIZONA JUDICIARY 

I) " Superior Court judges in Maricopa and Pima Counties are selected on the basis 
!) SUPREME COURT 

Chief Justice* 
of merit; in other counties, judges are elected. 
county is appointed by the Supreme Court. In 

The presiding judg~~05n e~~ 
counties with three ~'CE' mor~~

- !,'• 
.. -

r, () 

Vice Chief Justice• 
3 Associate Justices 

6-Year Terms 
... judges, the presid~ng judge may appoint court ~ommissioners to perform &ties 

"deffned by law or \~uprem: Court rules. In criminal cases, the commissioners 
may preside at the1 initial appearance of the defendant in Superior Court. 

'.', ,., !Jo 

~ --c:

~ 

It Statewide, there _ax~e 84 justicei; of the peace, each serving a single pre
_ _,;;:=- cinct. These, justices are elected by the voters in the precinct to a four

COURT OF APPEALS year te,;m of office.. The~ Just;.ice Courts have jurisdiction over misdemeanor 
12 Judges, 6-Year Terms cases (concurrently with the Municipal Courts). Their invoivement"in felony 

Division I-Phoenix 
Chief Judge• & 8 Assa.date Judges 

3 Departments (A, B & C) 

Division II-Tucson 
Chief Judge* & 2 Associate Judges 

°'~/?es is limite~, to handli,µg appearances of a defendant following the filing 
of a compla:tnt and holding prel,iminary hearings when they occur ( except in 
the rare instance a preliminary heaying is held in the Superior Court). 

Presiding Judge• & 2 Judges Ea. Counties;nCochise, Gila, Ci/ 

Counties: Apache, Coconino 
Graham, Greenlee 
- Pima, Pinal, As noted, this study is concerne~ with the flow of cases into and through J)' 

Maricopa, 'Mohave, Navajo, Santa Cruz the Justice Courts amd th~ §~erior court. Figure 2. 2 provides a simplified 
Yavapai, Yuma ve;rsion of the thre1e possi1:1£e case flow patterns from initiating event to 

filing in Superior C:ourt. These three pattern,s, labelled Patterns A, B, and 
C for easy referencei throughout this report, are described in greater detail 

~,-------~, _+J.._,. ____ "'."'.'"-0 -·---, 

in• Appendix B. CasEl flow statistics and descriptions of each county's -prac
tices are described Pelow. 

SUPERIORCCOURT 
81 Judges, 4-Year Terms 

Presiding Judge Each County** 2. 2 ., " I Maricopa County 
Maricopa 41 Yuma 3 

_, -ff 

Pima 
Cochise 
Coconim;,, 
[li9al 

16 
3 
3 
3 

Gila 
Mohave 
Navajo 
Yavapai 

2 
2 
2 
2 i1 

One e1;1i:h: Apache, 
Graham, Greenlee, 

I Santa Cruz 
"' 

.:: '.~ 

!I' 

Maricopa County encc)mpasses metropolitan Phoenix, th~ governmental c and com
mercial center of the state. In addition, it includes a number' of affluent 
resort" Cr.:>Illl!lunities,: the university' commW1ity oi Tempe,,, poor Mexican-Ameri
can areas and five Indian :reservati9ns, the largest" of which is the Gila 

' 
River Indian Reservation. 

ll 
(Criminal bases arising' on 

C 
Indian reservations are 

' 
handled in the federp.l' court system.) In 1980.f, the _popul~tion wa's 1,511,552, 

0 

an increase of nearly 56 percent since 1970. Over half the stat~ 1 scpopu

0 D 

,, I 
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE 

I 
(/ 

MUNICIPAL COURTS 

lation currently li•ires in Maricopa County, which is 9, 155 square O miles in 
land area. cApproxi~~ately 15 percent of the population ii:, Mexican-American, 
with a small proportion of blacks and Indians. 

r•::, 

V 
0 

84 Judges, 84 Courts (Pr&cincts) 
4-Year Terms 

Maricopa 18 Navajo 
Pinal 12 Pima 
Yavapai 7 Apache 

5 
5 
4 

0 

., 

64 Full-time Judges 
53 Part-time Judges 

74 Cities/Towns 
Q 

0 

:::--, 

a 

The influx of popul;;,.tion into this area, du~ largely to the dry, warm cli
mate and' growing employment opportun,i. ties, has transformed Phoenix" from a 
relatively small, :La:r:gely agricultural_ ranching community to a sprawling 
metropolis,¾_ The enoi;-mous growth ~as n~t been without cost. For example, 

0 

'. Cochise 6 Mohave 4 
. 

C Yuma 6 Greenlee 3 (_ ,. 

Coconino 5 Graham 2 
Gila 5 Santa Cri.;z 2 

•Elected by !heir membffl 
.. Appointi,d by th!l Supreme Court 

1 
Figures drawn 

Uniform Crime Reports. 
from population estimates' iR the 1970 and 1980 

.,,. 
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FELONY CASE FLOW: INITIATION TO ARRAIGNMENT WITH MAXIMUM TIME LIMITS* during the 1970s the Phoenix area became the center of ntany land fraud and 
:!:,~.,~ securities fraud schemes. These ultimately resulted in the creatiop. of the 

state-wide grand jury and a special prose,;::uti'on unit within the Attor~:;.:~y· Gei:i-Pa'ttern A 
eral' s Office. . C See Chapter 5. ) 0 

10 days/20 days depending on custody 
or as soon as ossible 

10 days 
48 hou?s 10 da s lor as soon as" ossible 

2.2.1 The Maricopa County Court System" 
mplaint filed obable cause faun ' q 

C 

n Justice Cour :.;•:a"fP 
-, , re" 

As of spring 1982, the superior Court of Arizona, Maricopa County, h'ad 39 'Session! 
judges incluging a presiding judge and ·an associate pr.esiding judge. The \ 
Criminal Division had 11 judges and two.full-time commissioners, appointed by 

~o true bil~ 
the presiding judge to three-year t~;ons. The position of-presiding criminal 
jud·ge is rotated every one to two years at the discretion of the presiding 

10 days judge. 
0 

0 
During 1980, the last year from which cases were sampled, the c'?iurt ~ad - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - ~ ---~ -- - - - - -- - - ~ - - ~ - - - 7,450 felony filings (plus 50 transfers in) and 6,528 terminations. Back

Pattern B log at the beginning of the year was 3,329; at the end, 4,301. Very few mis.
demeanors were handled directly in superior Court (80 ,_filings and 68 termina
tions). 

24 hours of execution of 
10 da s 

obable cause faun The current presiding judge, who has senved in his present position for sev
" eral years, has exercis-ed considerable influ.ence on the operation of the IProb~le cause not found! 

0 grand jury in Maricopa County. In the early 1970s, as a ·result of off-the
record proceedings in a number of grand jury cases in both Maricopa and•Pima 

7 days of service .of summons 
Counties, this judge made it clear that he would not tolerate similar lapses 

!G.J. Session! of procedure in the future and, noted tha't it might be necessary to disim
tio true bill) panel the grand jury befor~ the conc~u9,ion i'of .its statutory term of ser~,ice. 

Breaches of grand jury secrecy, an additional problem at approximately the 
same time, were also the subject of his' concern. In response to these. con10 days () 

0 

cerns, the Maricopa County Attorney•s Office developed a standardized proce
dure to be followed in presenting cases to· the grand j.ury and submitted it 
to the judge for approval. Sul;),sequentl~f upon .:t;,he ~reation of the' se)?e 
Grand Jury, the• attorney general's staff 1•:ias "1nfp;r;ned that strict adherence ------------------------£-------~------------------~-----~-------. Glto the rules governing grand jµry proceedings would "be'"expected. The formal

Pattern C ized procedures developed, .at the state level and· in Maricopa County" {which 
will be described in subsequent chapters.) can, therefore, be attributed in 

!G.J. sessio°t:::' lrrue bi4t::: ~ Initial. Appea;-ance k,rraignment in superior Court! large part to the policie~ established by the presiding judge in Maricopa 
and transfer to County. f&o true biltj iSUmmon~ SU erior Court 

0 0 

There are 18 justices of the peace in Maricopa County, corresponding to, 
0 *Cases may be dismissed and refi!~d at any point. I the 18 precincts in the county. Thesev justices are elected officials and, :/ according to state law, need not be lawyers. Of 

0 
the 18, only a few are 

1, 

.;. 

'traine;9, aEJ lawyers. Tn.eir education and eJi;perience vary greatly: one .i 

0 

,,c 1Data drawn from the Arizona G.ourts: 1980 Caseload., Financial and 
l?erSoQ,nel Report, published by the Administrative Office of the Coµrts on 

, 

behalf of the Arizona'SUpreme Court. (Phoenix, 1980). 

16 
17 

0 
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is currently a rancher, another is a former chief of policell During 1980, , 
11,472 felony complaints were filed in the 18 justice courts • 

. o C, 

1 
The Maricopa County Attorney's Office 

',; 

" 0 

During the time of our study, four major bur~aus in the County .Attorney's 
Office were involved with the processing of adul,t felony cases: the Charging 
Bureau, the Trial Bureau, the Major Felony Bureau, and the Organized Crime 
and Racketeering Unit. 

II 

The Charging Bureau, which was staffed with approximately 20 a-ttor-neys in 
1979, was primarily responsible £or reviewing cases presented by the var
ious law enforcement agencies in the county for factual and legal s.ound
ness. According.to office policy, n.o. complaint or indictment could be filed 
unless the evidence established a reasonable likelihood of conviction on the 
offense charged. In conjunction with reviewing.cases brought before it, the 
Charging Bureau performed the following functions: 

• review of departmental. (police) reports; 

• preliminaf,Y evaluation of a defendant's candidacy £or 
adult diversion; 

•" filing of criminal complaints in justice court; 
[l 

• election of the preliminary hearing or the' grand jury 
as the charging mechanism; " 0 

• presentation of cases going to the grand jury, with 
the exception of those handled by the Major Felony 
Bureau and Organized Crime and Racketeering Unit; 

• selecting and subpoenaing , w:t'tnesses to the preliminary 
hearing; and • 

reassigning cases, where appropriate I to the' Major • " 

Felony Burea~ or the Orgiilized 
0 

Crime and Racketeering 
Unit. c,• 

ff 

The Criminal Trial Bureau, the large~t bureaii in.the County Att,orney 1 s 
0 

0ffit':e· 
with 'nearly 40 attorneys, was responsible for the prosecution of al.l crim-
• • • • ?J 
inal cases in Maricopa County Superior Court and the down,town Phoen:i;x justice 

!P 

1 
The Maricopa, County Attorney I s Office is •. descr~ed here as it oper

ated at the time the cases under study were being processed., Where appropri
ate, we note some of the organization!"l-1 c:, changes impJ;·emented since 1981. 

~ 0 • 

18 0 

,., 
, 0 

courts with the exception DOf cases assigr,ed to the Major Felony Bureau and 
£~~ Organized Crime and, Racketeering Unit.0 

' " 0 

~In addition, the Trial Bureau was responsible for conducting all preliminary 
hearings scn'eduled by staff in the Charging Bureau. Thes"e hea1d.ngs were 
assigned on° a , daily basis, with each attorney in the Bureau spending ap
proximately one to pne and one-half days a week in Justice Court .for pre-

" liminary hearings. " Thus, in the typical instance, cases were processed 
horizonta;t.ly, with different staff members handli.ng the charging and tri'al 

✓,,4uncuions. ( This occasio:nally posed problems vis a vis scheduling of wit-
~ ,, -----

nesses at the preliminary 
',. 

,;tiearing, .as discusse-a i'i1 Chapter 3. ) 
O' 

The Major Felony Bureau's goc:tl was vigorous prosec'uti'on of major offenses and 
offeri'.'ders" with maximum penal ties. Priority was given to the following types 
of cases: homicide, sexual assault where weapons were used, armed robbery 
over a certain dollar amount, major arsons, mul,t±ple defendant cases, and 
cases involving repeat offenders. 

0 () 

The Bureau received its caseei either through direct contact by law enforce-
ment agencies or through neferrals from the Charging Bureau and the Criminal 
Trial Bureau. The Bure.au' s functions included case" development and inves-

0 tigation before and afi;.er case filing, locating and interviewing witnesses, 
0 

presentation of the case to either the grand jury or preliminary hearing, 
pretrial preparatinn, triai, sentencing, and post-conviction work. Within 
this and the Organized Crime and Racke,teering Unit, ~ases were handled ver
tically, •insofar as possible. In 1979, 12 attorneys and six investigators 
were af:lsigned to this Bureau. 

Finally, the Organized Crime and Racketeering Unit (OCRU) was devoted 
to the prosecution of organized crime, white collar crime, official corrup
tion and 1arge-sfale pornography. OCRU handled all pha,ses of the cases it 
prosecuted, from invesJ.igation through post-conviction work. During 1979, 
it was staffed by 12 attorneys and nine investigators, including one investi
gative accountant and one legal clerk. 

A .new county attorney was elected in January 1981. After running on a strong 
" law and order platform, the new county attorney began instituting policies

0 

consistent with his .. beliefs. The adult diversion program was dismantled; 
plans were developed to. utilize investigative resources more proactively 
against drug dealer.s; and the office began to explore the possibility of in
creased reliance on the grand jury rather than the preliminary hearing to 
file cases, ,,primarily to expedite case flow. " 

1 
cases in outlying justice courts were, generally handled by attorneys' 

in outlying Charging Bureau offices located within the respective jurisdic
tions. 

0 
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In addition to these initiatives, the office was r~Frganized from a centr~l.-· 
ized to a decentralized model. The new, organhi:atilon involved vertical case 
processing, with clusters ,,of lawyers af~signed to p:bosecute crimes committed 
in each ,of several geograph

0 
ical sub di visions. Ea!/bh unit was charged with 

handling cases fz-om charging through d.iisposi tion i The County,, Attorney' s 
Offi~e ho]?ed that _this geographical organization wpuld help generate neigh-

_ borhood support, increase accountability t.o the coll)kunity, q,Ud foster attor
neys' commitment ,to tlie area. Based on a private i 1ldustry model, this organ

r ization ,,was also design~d_ ,to encourage. healthy comtlrtition among units. The 
Major F,elony Bureau and OCRU continued in operation }as they existed under the 

\\ previous administra.tion. ,?° ·, 

1 
2.2.3 Maricopa County Case Flow 

0 
\.) 

2 
The case flow in Maricopa County (depicted in Figure 2. 3 ) shows two pre
trial sc~eening s~tages in most cases -- the initial screen "and review stage 
which is the sole responsi1;>ility of the 11prosecutor, and a 0 second stage in-D 

-:-""volvin'g (upon the occasion of a scheduled preliminary hearing) prosecutors, 
defe~se , attorneys and sometimes a magistrate ,,while the case is still within 
the j~isdiction of the J~stice Court. summarizing briefly, we find that: 

0 1. Less than two-thirds of the cases survived stage one. 
Roughly 62 percent of the· 15,800 felony cases received 

0from 1
! the policf were initially filed a~ felonies "in 

Justice Court. The other 6, 050 ( 38%) 1'{ere screened 
out by the prosecutor at the earliest opportunity;. 

0 

Thus, only 9,750 (62%) survived the initial stage. 

---------~ t) 
1 

0 Data on case flow in the; otwo counties were obtained. through an 
examination of 500 randomly samp'l.ed felony cases in e(lch county and :inter
views with prosecutorial ~nd law , enforcf",.ment personnel.. These data were 
used to develop estimetes of case flow patterns. Estimates in this chapter 
represent numbers of defend~h'ts • For a d,escription of the laws governing 
each case flow patJ:ern, see AppeAgix '13. " 

2 . ~ 
The flow charts in the fo¼,1owing s~ctions have been somewhat sim-" 

,plified for purposes of despribing the typical. case flow. For example!;, we 
have not attempted to depict the ways in which a case can reenter the system 
after a dismissal, a· rejection, or a finding of no probc;ble c.ause, although 
the prosecutor typically can refile a case after these events. For purposes 
of these figures, each case is considered to enter and exit the system only 
one~. We have also simplified these charts by ignoring case attrition, which· 
may be due to a defendant being a fugitive or undergoing psychiatric hospi
talization, for example. In our flow ch'i:rts we,.,have assumeil that each event 
leads to the next logical event and have estimated the number of cases at 
each stage using the proportion .. of cases in ° our sample that reached that 
stage. 

3 0 

These ca1culatio-ns do not j.nclude the 0 estimated 50 cases prei:;ented 
directly to the grand jury without ever being filed in Justice Court (J.a~ 
belled Pattern c case.s throughout this chapter),. ;They include 300 cases 

0 ',) 

presented to the grand jury directly following arrest a)ld initial appea:i;-ance 
before a magistrate. ~ 

,t 

~.~ Figure 2.3 
(t::, Maricopa <;:ounty Case Flow Estlmates1 

Crime Commllted 

Felonies with suopect(s) Reported to Other Felonies and Misdemeanors 
or Discovered by the Polle• without Suspect(s) or Crimes Not 

Drop Case <i (200) Reported to or Discovered by 
the Pollce 

~~~ 

.~.k· 
(I 

Screened and ---Case Developed From 
Reviewed by County Attorney and 

County Attorney Polle• Investigation 

~ (PATTERN C) 

i ,'.,_t: 
<i 

(50) 

..... ~"-, Initial Appearance/ ~ 
Preliminary Hearing 
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:t ~ ------~ ~ 
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Directly 
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C 
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(If defendant arrested)/ 
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~ i.1 
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2. _!3oughly half the felony caseload is resolved in Justice 
Court. Of the 9·} 750 f,elony cases filed in Justice 
Court {and not screened out upon initial prosecutorial 
review), 4,285 {45%) were resolved in Justice Court 
through dismissal, deferral, plea to a misdemeanor, or 
a finding of no probable cause; another 1, 225 ( 13 % ) 

were bound over to superior Court only for the purposes 
ofGaccepting a plea and sentencing. The remaining 
4,240 cases (43%) were bound over to the Superior Court 
without immediate resolution. 

,, 3. Clearly, the preliminary h'.earing track is the preferred 
mode of ooeration in this \\jurisdiction. Of the 9,750 
cases "filed as felonies 'in Justice Court { and which 
survived the initial review), 1,175 ( 12%) were pre
sented to the grand jury. All other cases remained 
on the preliminary hearing track. 

4. While a great many preliminary hearings are scheduled, CJ 

few are actually held. Of the 9,750 cases in which 
a preliminary hearing was initially scheduled (exclud
ing those screened out upon initial prosecutorial 
review), preliminary hearings were held in only 1,190 
{ 12%). The other cases which had been sch~~uled for 
the preliminary hearing were resolved in several ways: 

0 

2,825 (29%) were resolved through a plei•in either 
Justice or superior Court; "2, 650 ( 2 7%) were dismissed 
or deferred; and~ 1,910 {20%) waived the preliminary 
hearing without a plea, often in exchange for some 1;1 

benefit. As noted above, the remaining 1 , 17 5 cas~s 
(12%) were presented to the grand 0 jury. Thus, in the 
final analysis, the number of grand jury proceedings 
and preliminary hearings were roughly equal. 

\> 

In the , remainder of this section we describe the Maricopa County case flow 
in detail, highlighting the timing of screening decisions, the locus of 
responsibility at each screening stage, and - the factors involved in these 
decisions. Where possible we note the relatio):lship<. { if any) between of
fense type and case flow patterns • ( See Tables 2. 1 and 2. 2 in Section 2. 4 
fo:i:;, a cross-count~analysis of•caseflow statistics}. 

At the time of our study, initial intake decisions were handled by the Charg
ing Bureau, except for cases within the jurisdiction of the Major Felony 
Bureau or the Organized Crime Racke'teering Unit. ( In certain instances, 
eases handle,~ by,, the latter two Bureaus go directly to the grand jury after 

1 
they are screened and follow Pattern c, depicted earlier in Figure 2. 2 and 
described in detail in Appendix B.) 

The Charging Bureau reviews the remaining cases either -following 'the ini
tial appearance ( Pattern A) or before any charges are filed in,, Justice Court 

22 

{Pattern B). 1 
Respondents in Maricopa County suggested that nearly two

thirds of cases rejected by prosecutors were Pattern :B cases which were often 
stale, involved out-of-state defendants, or had a very low priori~y. 

The Charging Bureau almost always files a felony charge.in the approximately 
62 percent of the cases which survive this initial review. There is ·no 
standard_ policy or practice that covers reducing charges to misdemeanors 
at this point; rather, cases are filed as felofi'-les and ini tii:;illy foll~; 

2 
the typical felony case flow. For almost all 'cases,,_ the fir~t judicial 
proceeding is the initial appearance before the magistrate. The .,routine 
practice in Maricopa County is to schedule the prelim~nary hearing at this. 
initial appearance. Although our estimates show that preliminary hearings· 
actually occur in only 1, 190 ( 12%) of the cases _in which• a hearing date is 
scheduled ( excluding those Pattern A cases screened out hy t,he prose.qutor 
following the initial appearance), this date is the focal point for the 
second level of screening. 

0 

In Maricopa County, the normative expectation is that most cases will con
tinue on this track, wh;ch provides an opportunity for negotiation between 
defense and prosecution prior to or at the occasion of the preliminary hear_
ing • It is unusual for prosecutors to bypass the scheduled preliminary 
hearing at this point and present a case to the grand jury. We .estimate that 
such intervention did occur in 1,175 (12%) of the cases surviving the in.i,
tial prosecµtorial review. 

According to an 1:ri£e:rnal po.licy-"_m~o :!:ssued in. September 1979 by the Maricopa 
County Attorney,· circumstanves in whicli "cases ~sr:ould be presented to the 
grand jury include the following: 

'-' !/ 
I 

• when there are out-of-state witnesses; 1, 

/! 

a when there are professional witnesses (doctors, pharma- I, 
if 

if 
11 a cists ,, etc • ) ; 

It 

• when multiple 
0 

jurisdictions are involved ( since each (I 
involved precinct would have to hold its own preliminary ;/ 
hearing); I/ 

Iii 
• Wll.en the investigation requires a lar1:1e number of wit

1,1 

L 

):lesses; 

1 
In Figure 2. 3, Pattern A and Pattern B cases are shown as equally 

frequent. Al though one type of case may be more common than the other, 
we were unable to obtain any estimates of the proportion of cases in each 
category in Maricopa County from interview respondents. 

2 ,. 
Of the estimated 6, 050 cases _ screened out at this initial review, 

approximately 520 ( less than 9%) were '\)referred, for other prosecution." This 
catcha11 phrase includes pases reduced to misdemeanors and filed as such in 
city court. 

23 
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~! 
' • when the cas\~ involves more than one defendant; and 

• when:·. the ident:tfication ., of the defendant is not a prob
lem it,1 the case ( i. e". , there are surveillance photo
graphs or fingerprints, etc.). 

() 

On the other hand" there,, are circumstances in which the grand jury,should not 
be• used since the. preliminary hearing offers tangible advantages. The pol
icy memo identifies the following situations for which the preliminary hear
ing is the preferred -approach: 

Q 

• whsn it is,. desirable to have ,testimony preserved; 

. • when it is d~~·irable to h,ave the witness testify because 
events surrounding the crime are confused and unclear; 

(! 

• 

• 

when it is desirable"to have a further identification by 
the victim of the suspect; 

when it is important to assure that the victim is inter
ested in pursuing the matte~; and 

• where _there is some uncertainty as to 
2witnesses will be willing to testify., 

whether or not 

Although there are clearly articulated reasons for the prosecutor to use 
either the grand jury or the preliminary hearing, it is important to recog
nize that neither proceeding is held in 7,385 (76%) of the 9,750 cases that 
pass the initial prosecutorial screen and in which an initial appearance is 
held in Justice Court. As noted above, mechanisms have evolved in Maricopa 
County to involve all participants in the criminal justice process in at
tempting to resolve cases prior to their being bound over to superior Court. 
These include ,.plea agreements to misdemeanors ( thus retaining the Justice 
Court's jurisdiction over a case), diversion or deferred prosecution pro
grams, and agreements to plead upon arraignment in superior Court., Cases may 
also be dismissed at this point, sometimes in conjunction with plea negotia
tions in other cases involving the defendant. ,, Each of these is discussed in 
detail below. 

Of the 9,750 cases scheduled for a preliminary hearing, we estimate that 
2,650 (27%) are dropped at this stage. A small number of these (300 cases) 
are referred to deferred prosecution programs, almost al.ways as a result 

D 

D 
1 ,, 
Clearly, there may be cases in which factors favoring both proceed

ings are present, although prosecutors we interviewed seemed to have no dif
:Eiculty in choosing between the grand jury and the preliminary hearing ,in 

(,4.ndividual cases. Given the atypical usage of the grand jury, it would be 
~fafr to infer that tfe reason for goin~ to the ~and jury would have to be 
qw.te strong to caus-J a change from routine practice. 

2 
The relationship between these 1:actors and the decision to proceed 

by·way o:E the grand jury or the preliminary hearing was veri:Eied in inter
views with prosecutori;;, defense counsel, and judges. 
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of negotiation between the defense attorney and the prosecutor. The re
mainder of these ca.ses .are dismissed by the prosecutor. In some instances 
this occurs following plea bargaining in other cases involving the same 
defendant. In other cases, the dismissal is at the initiative of .the pro
secutor. While this latter event might occur independent of the preliminary 
hearing date, it is more likely to result from the failure of a victim or a 
witness to appear at the scheduled preliminary hearing, which is the~' can
celled. It is critical to point out, Jlowever, that in this. latter instance 
the prosecutor can almost always refile the charges at a later date. From 
our sample of 500 cases, we found that the cases dismissed at this stage 
represented a range of offenses. Nearly one-third of the dismissed cases in 
our sample involved crimes of violence (typically aggravated assault), and 
slightly over one-third involved property offenses. Approximately one
quarter of this group were charged with drug offenses, which almost always 
involved marijuana. The remaining cases represented offenses against public 
order or multiple types of offenses. 

Negotiations at this. stage can also lead to some cases being reduced to mis
demeanors. Our analysis in Maricopa County indicates that 1, 600 cas~s; or 
a1wroximately 16 percent of the 9,750 cases in which a preliminary hearing 
was scheduled, were terminated at this stage through a plea to a misdemeanor. 
charge. These cases may .be pled in Justice Court under only two conditions. 11 

First, the charge must actually be reduced to a misdemeanor, not an "open 
charge" which may be tr.eated as either a :felony,; or misdemeand:r. Second, any 
probation which is imposed must be unsupervis,a, since supervised probation 
is only available through the Superior Court. Sixty-six percent of the cases 
in our random sample of 500 which terminated through a plea'agreement to a 
misdemeanor involved drug o:Erenses. With only one exception, the drug in
volved was marijuana. Property o:Efenses (generally petty thefts and vandal
ismJ accounted for 16 percent of the pleas to misdemeanors, whereas only 
eight percent stemmed from crimes of violence. OffenS!es against public 
order accounted for the remaining 10 percent of these cases. 

In some instances, a plea agreement may be developed at the time scheduled 
:for the preliminary hearing but the Justice Court may lack jurisdiction to 
adjudicat.(r c.the case• This situation exists if the defendant is pleading 
guilty to .a felony or to an open ch~rge 1 or if the plea agreement involves a 
sentence of supervised probation. In these cases, the defendant typically 
waives the preliminary hearing ;and the casl:! is transferred to superior• Court 
for a "plea arraignment." '!'here is no need for any judicial involvement: at 
the Justice Court level in cases with such waivers. T'nis procedure, used 
only in Maricopa County, occurs at the firsi: appearance in superior Court 
which· would otherwise constitµte the_, traditional arraignment. At the plea 
arraignment, the presiding criminal judge accepts the guilty plea and im~ 
poses sentence. According to one defense attorney, this procedure usually 
is reserved for negotiatioqs involving pleas to charges that preclude the 
imposition of any prison '~entence under the new sentenci.ng code. Esti- "' 
mates derived from our case analysis indic!;lte that roughly 1,225 cases, or 
13 percent of the 9, 750 cases scheduled for a preliminary hearing, were 
resolved in this fashion. Property o:Efenses accounted for tpe largest 
portion (approximately 38%) of the cases waived with a pJ,ea .in our sample of , 
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500. Violent crimes represented one-quarter of the cases resolved in this ~ i way; drug offenses were charged in 17 percent of these cases; and the remain
ing cases following this pattern involved driving while into~icated, crimes 
against public order, or multiple categories of offenses. 

0 

[1 

The preliminary hearing may also be bypassed at the discretion of the defend-
ant al though ;no plea is negoti'ated. Known as "straight waivers, 11 these I} 

cases are bound over to the Superior Court, where a tr~ditional arraignment 
occurs and the progression of events leading to trial· commences. We have 
estimated that straight waivers occur in 1,910 cases, or ~ppro~imately " 20 
percent of the 9, 750 cases scheduled for a preliminary hearing. Re~pond
ents generally agreed that straight waivers were enacted by the defendant 
in~xchange for release on personal recognizance or for scheduling co~ven~
en~. Re~pondents were ' not as consistent on whether waivers were made to 
obtain early discovery; some felt that the discovery policies w~re suffi
ciently liberal to eliminate this as a benefit for the defendant, whereas 
others indicated that this was an adequate quid pro quo. 

rp..;_ 

As might be expected, a range of different offense types are handled i~ this 
manner. From our analysis of 500 randomly selected cases, we found that the 
distribution of" offense categories was as follows among the cases in which 
straight waivers ~curred: property of.fenses ( 44%); crimes of violence 
( 28%); drug offensl:ii; ( 12%); other offenses ( 13%); and mixed offense types 
( 3%) • -

~?t;,' 
As noted above, preliminary hearings or grand jury, proceedings are held in 
only 2; 365 ( 24%) of the 9,750' cases filed in Justice Court. Our sample of 
preliminary hearings showed that 44 percent of the caseload ~nvolved crimes' 
of violence, 27 percent involved property crimes, 17 ,J?ercent involved drug 
offenses, and the remaining 13 percent involved other· ,types of offenses or 
combinations of offenses. (The caseload of the preliminary., hearing is dis
cussed in more detail in Chapter 3. ) In Maricopa County, the grand jury's 
caseload was distributed as follows: 29 per;'ent of the ciises involved cr.imes 
of violence; 35 percent involved property crimes; 25 percent involved drug 
offenses; and 10 percent invo~vEd other offenses or combinations of offenses. 
(More detail is provided in Chapter 4.) 0 

a . 

1 
One issue of interest concerning waivers in which no plea ~s nego-

tiated is the power of thE;! prosecutor to contest or veto the waiver, since 
the waiver must be si~ned by the prosecutor as well as by the defendant and 
his attorney. Respondents in Maricopa County indicated that there were cir
dumstances in which the prosecutor would object to waive:t;' of the prelimin
ary hearing, particularly where there wa~ a need to preserve certain testi
mony. We were not able to document any cases in which the waiver was opposed, 
however. A small number of cases in which the defend~nt was not allowed to 
enter a waiver did appear ~n our sample in Pima County. These will be dis
cu9sed in the following section. 
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Clearly, similar types of cases may proceed by any of the case ·flow<'.paths 
describ_ed above. With few exceptions CEJ,ilich a1,3 the use of a plea ~g·ree~ent 
to a misdemeanor to res:Dlve many marijuana cases or the use of the prelim
inary hearing for many crimes of'violence), the process of determining 
how a case will proceed is not bound by the nature of the offenses charged. 

What is common in most of these cases is the use of the occasion of the 
scheduled preliminary hearing as an opportunity for discovery and negotia
tion. 1 In most instances, this is the first time the parties meet fac~-to
face. Although there may be contact betwee~ the prosecution and the 
defense prior to the date set fo;i;- the , preliminary hearing, there is typi
cally not enough time between the initial appearance and the preliminary 
hearing for any significant negotiation to occur, since the interval must 
be 10 days or less if the defendant is in custody. Therefore, both parties 
approach the hearing date uncertain as to whether a hearing will actually 
take place or whether some form of negotiation will occur. 1 

(~ 

Respondents indicated that negotiation is not possible at such an early stage 
when cases are presented ,,to the grand ju;y rather than scheduled for a pre
liminary hea:i::ing. Resolving cases in this fashiol:l and at this stage in the 
process reduces the burden on both defense and prosecutorial res6urces, par
t;.icularly that of t:riaJ.. ,Preparation. The inducements to enter or accept a 
plE~a at this point lire similar to those in ,effect closer to trial wnen plea 
negotiations traditionally ocqur. The process is facilitated by the informal 
practice of allowing the defense access to i;;!'{e police report prior t'.o or at 
the ~~me set aside for the preliminary, hea:1;'}:iig, although this is riot required 
by the laws governing di13covery. ResoJ~Jing cases in this fashion results 

f\ in efficiencies for the courts as wel)../{ The Justice Court does not have to 
'ho1,d a preliminary hearing, and t~Superior Court, at most, is .il~volved in 
accepting the plea at arraignme,Yc for those cases which' remain felonies. 

<,: / 

/ 
2 ,/ 
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-~ ,, ~,ma County " J,/'. 

. / Pima C~unty coyer,s ,/ the southern portion of the state I extending to the 
Arizona-Mexico border. Apart from 'the 9tate' s second largest city, Tucson,,/' 
which is the commercial, educational and culturah'cen:-t.er of southern Arizona,/' 

. . • . " . ,✓,:r II ✓-""' , 

the. c~un:t;.y is ~ery fUral. The Papago Indian Res~r.~vation. and two g,?...(itus 
forestiWi consume over half of the County's 9,240 s~are mile a:t;'ea;./ Like 
Maric~pa County, J?,ima Count_y has experienced rapid growth durin,g'""tne last\\ 
decade. Its population in 1980 wal\> 539,800( up 53 pe,3:"pel'!t' ;t:rd~ 1970. 
Persons of Spanish heritage account for approximately ~5 pergent'""o'f the total 
population . and other minorities account for an adq;itiortiil se'?en percent. 

~ 

1 
Although Maricopa County has devised a pre-preliminary hearing 

conference (described" in Section 3. 3. 1) , there are no data available on 
the ·fre~ency of these conferences. , The scenarios we have described may 
pccur at this conference or at the time set for the preliminary hearing 
itself. 

CJ 
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Like most other parts of the country, Pima County has experienced a substan
tial rise in the crime .rate over the last decade. According to the FBI's 
;1niform Crime ~ep~rt, ~he rate of violent crime has more t~~~ do~led bet~een 
1970 and 1980. ·A maJor concern for law enforcement officials 1.s the heavy 
illegal drug traffic alcmg the Mexican border. Tucson, whi;h is only 65 
miles from Mexico,. is reputed to be a major center for illegal drugs entering 

'1~:he · United states. 

., 0 

Although Tucson is the second largest city in the state, it is considerably 
smaller than Phoeni:Q. In fact, Tucso~·has retained some of the characteris
tics associated with small towns, including a relatively informal atmosphere 
within· governmental agencies. For example, individual prosecutors are al
lowed a good deal of discretion in the performarrce of their duties. Clearly, 
formalization is a matter of degree; however, our observations and those of 

if others interviewed during our study indicated that there is less formality or 
structure in the operation 11 'of the pretrial screening process in Pima County 
than in Maricopa County. E'urthermore, many of our respondents characterized 
the judges in P.ima .. County as fairly lib-eral as a group, although individual 
variations were ncited.,1 Another difference noted between Maricopa County and 
Pima County was the mo~e aggressive nature of the defense bar in the latter. 
These aspects of the socio-legal culture help explain the different approach
es to case processing, as will•he described.below. 

2. 3. 1 '" The? Pima County Court System 

The Superior Court of Pima County has 16 judicial positions, only 15 of which 
were filled as of April 1980. The presiding judge is named by the Arizona 
Supreme Court, taking into accpunt the wishes of the local judges. The pre

11 

siding judge at the time of our study had held that position for the last 
three years. Typically, the associate presiding judge is the successor to 
the presiding judge. The presiding judge also names one judge to supervise 
the processing of crlminal cases and one responsible for the civil caseload. 
However', due to a shortage of judges, the associate presiding j,udge often 
assumes one of these positions. There are also three full-time commissioners. 

A few years ago, the Pima County Superior Court created a separate criminal 
division, with five judges assigned exclusively to criminal caseloads. The 
change in court structure was one of several recommendati~~ns which emerged 
from a one-year federal grant which focused on the cou,rt 13ystem. This 
organizational scheme was droppea after one year, however, because it· did 
not produce the anticipated :i;:esult; there was no increase in the number of 

0 

''1 
The FBI' s Uniform Crime. Report's "crime rate figures measure the 

number of reported crimes·· in a community' compared with population , size. 
Violent crime includes offenses of murder, forcible rape, robbery Ana ag
gravated assault• Nationally, the v,~olept crime rate inci?.:ased by 61 percent 
from 1970 to 1980. 
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cases processed.: Furthermore, according to the pre2iding judge, the criminal 
judges were "burned out" and asked for reassignm17nt. 

During 198~, the: co.prt had 2,796 felony filings (plus 30 transfers in) and 
2,589 terminations. Backlog at the beginning of the year was 1,024; at 

0 

th~ end 1, 266 •0 Only eight percent of the felony cases pending at the end of 
the year exceed(!d the 150 day time limit for speedy trial. Only. two mis
demeanors were JEiled directly in Superior Court and both were dismissed on 
the prosecutor~s motion. 

The Justice of the Peace Court in Pima County includes five judges; four are 
located in Tucson and one in the town of Ajo~ During 1980, 1,238 felony 
complaints were £iled in the five justice courts. 

2.3.2 The Pima County Attorney's Office 

The increase in the crime rate in Pima County was not matched by a concomi
tant increase in prosecutorial resources. In order to improve efficiency, 
the County Attorney's, Office made a number · of changes in organi?.:ation "and 
procedure during the mid-J970s. An adult diversion program for ~-'first-time 
property crime offenders was initiated, and a decision w~s made to prosecute 
as misdemeanors cases involving first offenaers charged wlth possessing sma:Ll 
amounts of marijuana. Specialized staff were desit.3"nated ( 1) to review cases 
for charging, ( 2) to prosecute drug crimes and complex ;hi te collar crimes 
by means of j <;,)int law enforcement/prosecutor teams, and ( 3) to handle. sex 
crimes,. arson, and serious offenders.'" The organizational structure is de-

" scribed more :fully below. 

::::, ,. ,. C 

The Criminal Di vision handles prosecution of all criminal cases, regard-
less of the age of the offender or the seriousness of the charge; Within 
the Criminal Di vision, separate unr'ts are responsible for charging deci
sions, felony trials, and prosecution of misdemeanors in the Justice Court. 

" 

p' 

The Issuing Team, which consists of~ supervisor and two experienced attor
neys . assigned on a rotating basis, handles all felony cal3es except spe
ciality areas s uch as sexual offenses, drugs or consumer fraud. They are 

0 

responsible for "revie"wing cases and deciding whether to begin a felony" 
prosecution, prosecute the case as a misdemeanor, 'request further investi
gation, or reject the case. In addition to screening cases, the issuing,, 
attorneys decide whether the case will go to the grand jury or the pre
liminary hearing. 

~J 

1 
Data drawn from ihe.Arizona Courts: 1980 Caseload, Financial 

and Personnel Report, published ~Y the Administrative Office of the Courts 
on behalf of th~.Arizona Supreme Court. (Phoen.i!x, 1980). 
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Once the Issuing Team has carried out its functions, the case is assigned to 
t, <.' ;) 

one of "Several Trial Teams. -Each trial team includes a senior attorney who 
is responsible for superv:ising 0the work of the deputy county attorneys. The 
Trial Teams·, handle all felonies except those assigned to spediaf units which 
are responsible for prosecuting qases involving narcotics, serious ,,offend-
ers, sex abuse, ch;!.,..1.si ... u.b~e __ , a.nd arson• _ .. -s:i,,,rv,,-,--,,.~,..---."'-,,"--.."'-;,.~✓ a-~-"-'~•·-,._,,,,,,......,_,,.,,,"~~w,;-;.~: , 

;;,;;.;;.;._~_.";-c:.,c_--;;:~ 'h<'. c'.·:."..:::ce~:::: '.::c,:,:..::;.j;:ccc::!.~~,j;;~,r,.,•(:p:':::7-~'t--"'~-~--~~~~__....,...,..,,,....~i!'-S::.::r.-..~='--"-~'.--~c,--c,_..__, __ ~---=-./',-'~-

In Pima---- County, white collar crime cases are typically handled by the ~
sumer Protection and Economic Crime Units,·.~-' Although A:r:izona law currently 
assigns the prllllary responsibility for consumer protection to the State 
Attorney General's c.Office, an agreement betwee~ the attorney general and 
the county attor-ney has q_eleg~ted this responsibility to the Pima County 
Attorney's Office for cases within its jurisdiction. The Consumer Protec
tion Unit accepts complai~s related to business practices front c~tizens. 

n•,:. 
The business or person involved is given an opportunity to 0 reply to the 
complaint. If t.q~:i;-~; .is evidence that a crime has been committed or a regu
lation violat;ed9':. '..:tij{f; j;ri;v.:estigatian may be undertaken and, if the results 
warrant, a civil•,--i-~ti6'~ or a criminal prosecution may be initiated. '.rhe 
Economic Crime Unit works ('\l:i -a law enforcement/prosecution task force. 
Alleged offenses are handlec.v' as criminal cases or as civil cases, depend
ing on the facti:;, the available evidence, and the probability of obtaining 
restitution for the victim. While most frauds are handled by the Consumer 
Protection Unit, secu'i::'ities violations and land frauds -are prosecuted by the 
Economic Crime Unit. 

1 2.3.3 Pima County Case Flow 

The felony cas6; flow in Pima eounty depicted in Figure 2. 4 is less complex 
2 

than that of Maricopa County. In Pima County, there are only two key 

1 
Data on.; case flow in the two counties were obtained through an 

examination of 500 randomly sampled felony cases in each county and inter
views with prosecutorial and law enforcement personnel. These data .were 
used to develop estimates of case flow patterns. Estimates in this chapter 
represent numbers of defendants. For a description of the law$ gover.ning 
each case flow pattern, see Appendix B. 

2
The flow charts ill;¼ the following sections have been somewhat sim

plified for purposes of decscribing the typical case flow. For example, we 
, ,--~· 

have not attempted to depict the ways in which a case can reenter the system 
after a dismissal, a rejection or a finding of no probable cause, although 
the prosecutor typically can refile a case after these events. For purposes 
of these figures, each case is considered to enter and exit the system only 
once. We have also simplified these charts by ignoring case attrition, Which 
may be due to a ~fendant being a fugitive or undergoing psychiatric hc,spi
talization, for ex~ple. In our flow charts we hav.e assumed that each ,event 
leads to the next 1\ogical event:;; and have estimated the number of cas,as at 
each stage using th\~ proportion· of cases in our $ample that reached; tha.t 
;rt.age. \ 

-

Figure 2.4 
Pima County ease .Flow Estimates' 
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'Estimates used In this figure represent numbers of defendants. 

30 Source: Developed by Abt Associates from summary statistics, Interview data 
and an analysis of 500 randomly selected casos, _, 
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" This case flow is discussed in more detail in the remainder of this sec-
0 °' events--the initial screening decision by the prosecutor and the grand jury tion. Following this discilssion, the case flows for the two counties are 

proceeding. Pretrial case processing decisions are in large part contr~,lled contrai;;ted. '' 
by the prosecutor and do not involve any negotiation process with the de 0 

fense. There is also little reliance on the Justice Court during the screen- •~.\ 1',• ~ _ O ~ :-,,~·,.(~r;,,'":'+.•''""'.,t.\4.r:~~~~-••:.:.::~~-l.''.:£5~;::~~ 

0 '; .• ing process. SUmmarizing ,briefly, our findings are tha~: - .. _. c-..:,c•·•,.:,,.,-,~~-,,.~~~ .. ~:c'.~?1~";w,~·~ .~.,,~----c::=~;;;:._~'ti'"''ei1na~,caufflt-i',;;.,/!}ru-~:::t.r..~l'.&y~~e!i~r~"-l!'a~ts:-~,l-~·'::_~_e:giii£-1=if~cifi€it1iii iTt~o·· - . ,; 
•~':c;-1~~".!Uw ... 1~,1,rw·~1---i.:Rl-~'ct.t'\.:!·~~.:!~r""•"~~~~~~~~~•Wllttl~~~~~~~ci.Z:e~~~~·~~1;~-,:....-~•~:.r~ ·_, , ways. First, many cases are directly screened olit from the felony case flow., ,. 
~-~ ~.:,...,~'-"'-•-~\\ 1. A number of potential felony cases are automatically by police acting in accordance with the policy enunciated by the Pima County Q 

filed as misdemeanors by law enforcement officials in prosecutor •~,pat certain types of offenses (such as cases involving small 
Pima County operating under a policy directive issued quantities o~Jarijuana) are not to be presented to the co,2:ttty attorney but 
by the Pima County Attorney's Office. An undetermined are to be filed directly as misdemeanors. Second, the Pattern A case flow 
number of cases, frequently involving possession of has been modified in Pima ~unty by local practice so that po£1ce are author-
marijq:ana, are never presented to prosecutors for ized to file an" interim complaint following an arrest without first present-
screenihg. Instead, they are directly filed as mis ing the case to a deputy county attorney for ~~s or her review. This mechan

0 demeanors in City or Justice Court ( depending on the, ism is used to shortcut the filing of a formal complaint within 48 hours of '". 
location of the offense) by law enforcement personnel. initial appearance. 
Although we were unable to determine the number of 
cases handled in this manner, this aspect of case 
processing in Pima County should be kept in mind when Although we are unable to quantify the extent of screening that occurs as a \\ 
analyzing the case flow statistics for this jurisdic result of the county attorney• s policy, Figure 2.,4 shows our estimates for 
tion. cases which are presented to the prosecutor for review. Of the 51'400 cases 

actually reaching the prosecutor in Pima County r'for screening, approxi
2. Of the 5,400 cases actually reaching the prosecutor, mately 2, 960 or 55 percent were prosecuted as felonies. Of the remainde:r,:, 

approximately 2,440 (15%) were screened 6~t at the 1,420 (26%) were rejected, and 1,020 ( 19%) were reduced to misdemeanors• C 

earliest opportunity. Some o.f these cases were (( 0 

filed as misdemeanors and others rejected outright. G, 

The remaining 2,960 cases continued to be treated as The rate of rejection for felony prosecution appears related to the method of 
felonies. case initiation. ~tost cases in Pima" County are initiated .by arrest rather 

than by complaint; our estimates show that approximately 3,500 cases ( 65%) 
3. Few cases are resolved while in Justice Court in Pima follow Pattern A, whereas 1, 90 O ( 35%) follow Pattern B. However, we deter

County. Of the 2,960 .cases accepted for prosecution by mined that 'approximateJ.:y 1,900 (78%) of the 2,440 cases 
1

screened out at this 
the county attorney and filed in Justice Court, only stage \-1ere initiated by arrest. a 

680 (23%) were disposed of before reaching the Superior 
Court, through dismissal, deferral, or a finding of no 
probable cause. Statistics 0 collected by the· Pima CoJJnty Attorney's Office show that between 

25 and 30 percent of the declin~d case!:!' were referre57- to the city attorney, 
4. ~he grand jury is by far the preferred screening mech suggesting that some of the ,cases covered by the pdlic::y directive may ac

anism in Pima County, handling 2,125 (72 percent) of tually be reaching the county attorney inappropriatel,y. others may have 7 u the 2,960 cases which survived the original prosecu entered the system unnecessar,;i.ly. If the prosecutor had been involved in 
torial screen and which originated in Justice Court. screening these cases initially, those considered inappropriate for felony 

. ~ ' " It is standard procedure to use the grand jury fqF case prosecution i'llight have been rejected or deferred without the filing of 0 felony C 

screening in Pima County. Preliminary hearings are charges. some argue that.this additional step could spare the defendant_ the 
oo scheduled rarely and occur even less frequently. Of cost and embarrassment of arrest or court appearance on such charges

1 
and r 

(I ., 

the 2,480 cases arraigned in Superior Court (includ- reduc~ the workload of the courts ,Jthe prosecutors, and ,,the defen.§le ai:tor• " 
0 ing those following Pattern C), 2,325 (94%) were filed neys. ,, J _ 

\I 0 there following an indictment. 
() 

'\ 
~!) 

C, 

1 \) ii 

This figure does not include those in which the prosecutor' was 
involveci in investig'tting and presenting the case directly to the ."grand 

~ jury. 2 ,,. 1 
These calculations do not include the estimated 250 cases presented ,, Whether", p·rosecutors would, actualJ.,y elect to screen

0 
out cases 

directly to the grand jury without being filed in Justice Court (labelled '" b~fore the compl~\int ~ was O filed is an 9pen question. Clearly, there are .. 
Pattern C throughout this "chapter) • c::oun.terpressureE1 against .rejecting the "case at thii:; ec1,rly stage, not· the 

0 

least of which comes from law enforcement. 

0 
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Once cases are accepted for prosecution, screening remains almost exclusi;ely 
wjthin the control of the prosecutor. Defense attorniys and the Justice 
Court are not generally involved as in Maricopa County:" Instead, approxi-

hY;,\\our analy~is of characteristics of cases going to the preliminary hear-
in9',I• We found that 77 percent of the cases ~.n which ac preliminary hearing 
was11 held involved crimes of violence (although typically not involving sex-

mately 2,125 (72~} of the 2,960 cases which are filed in" Justice Court (and ualu assault) •0 Another 11 percent involved crimes of violence in conjunction ~ .. 
not initia_lly ,sireened out by the ,Pros~cutor) are presented to the grand :.~ ,, witr~ other categ~ries of .9r.,~e/ .~-~h.~ .. ;.~~.inin,@'"is!'.l~.,,.~~-rc5l'~.ri:§.~~.:p1."ei±mfnarr"'"""::::,.,_2~_...~,•:-'c'.:' __ ._ 
. 1 I t f h ' . ·•= ~,"'.~.~~~ iL '--~ . ,. '<-,"1,-.··-,,,, .-~, .. ,~ ""'".-.~·---=--' 0 

Jury. n mos o t e c,ases in which the no.J,ic~f.,i.J.e-~~""?.:~~..,,_..;~.;z.:::iu¥'.l:-a.:i::iit1'-~--,,..- · """:-•'!""'"·~---~~~~l="~;;,-~""~--.:1·v'6:1;v•e~·-p.Lope1. t:y or 01..uer crimes. In contrast, the grand 
.••. ..-~"i~~.:.c~~\:'.:.'.:c...~f~"""'!Fih.1.tu~;:;.m?~7!.~"!t~v'e"r'"'l:'l~etf~Ifi~; •the~ is scheduled for,, the r jurl-7 ,caseload in Pima County included a wide variety of offense types. Fifty . 

grand jury soon after the, initial prosecutorial. review. The prel.iminary ¼·~~,,. ~ percent of grand ju,ry cases involved crimes against property, 19 percent in-
0 

hearing is considered useful only in limited circumstances in Pima County. · l volye¢1 crimes of violence, 14 percent involved drug offenses," and the remain-
Furthermore, time scheduled for· the preliminary hearing is not viewed as f,m" { .-, """'·· ing 18 perc'ent involved other crimes or mul tipl.e categorie's of crimes. 
opportunity for negotiation .;with the defense. Instead, the stated pol.icy in ~q 
the charging unit j\\s "go to the grand jury unless there is a good· reaspn to • -~~.~. ·,J .. ·. ~ 
do otherwise. II . . .,. . ,...,,, ••• As noted above, prosecutors in Pima County used the preliminary hearing to 

{ ii " obtain speci_fic benefits. However, .,one of these benefi'ts--the desire of 
0 

.i;,;,;,i the prosecutor to preserve the testimony., of elderly or transient witnesAlthough technically the initial appea?;ance triggers the scheduling of the 
ses--is often offset by the hope on the part of the defense that the witness ·prelizninary hearing under Ari.zona' s Rules of Criminal Procedure, this 
will b~ unavailable at trial and that preliminary hearing testimony will not does_ not occur as a matter of local practice in Pima County. Since prelimi
be introduced in lieu of the witness. Thus, the defense is placed in a nary hearings are held only rarely, it is considered inefficient to clutter 
double-bind.: forego the benefits of discovery or cross-examination to avoid the Justice Court calendar ~ith ~earings which, for the most part, will not 
the preservation of testimony or participate in the preliminary hearing occw:;. Instead, the Justice Courts in Pima County. typically note the last 
knowing that the transcript may save the government's case later. Although date on which any given preliminary hearing may be held under the applicable 
waivers are not used as a means of prosecuting case_s 0fficiently in Pima t'i.me limits, but do not schedule a hearing until a deputy county attorney 
County .( there are too few such cases to effect any reduction in workload) , indicates that he or she irlt~nds to present the case in this manner. 
they do occur w.i;bh some frequency, whether f9r tactical considerations as 
suggested above or as part of a plea agreement. 

While the two jurisdictions differ dramaticall.y in their preferred mode of 
pretrial screening, it is interesting to note that the justifications most 

The defendant's right to waive the preliminary hearing did not appear as an often noted for hol.ding a prelimi~ary hearing are very similar .i,n both coun
issue in any of our cases in Maricopa County. However, in one of our sample ties: to test th~ credibility of witnesses, to assess case strength, and to 
cases in Pima County, the defendants were not allowed to waive the prelimpreserve testimony. In both counties, these benefit~ are viewed as particu
inary hearing. Although we;: have no way of knowing how frequently"' this oclarly attr..:1.ctive in non-sexual assa~t cases, especially those involving par
curs, the argumen~s on bo;J;i sides are interesting. ties who are either' acquainted or related. In both sites, such cases are 

,. expected to go to the preliminary hearing which serves as a mechanism for 
weeding out the relucta~t victim or the weak case. In Maricopa County, this 
ration_ale ;i.s also offeted for use .of the preliminary hearing in sexual as
sault · caseg. In Pima County, prosecutors rely on the local victim-witness (;) 

0 

0°,program to ensure witness cooperiation and view the testing of witnesses on 
the sta;nd or prese1e:ation) of testimOI?;Y . as. largely unnecessary for sexual 
assault cases. Moreover, the grand jury· is seen as providing an additional 
benefit to the victim: he ·or she does not have to testify in the presence 
of the defendant or be st,tbj ected to intense cross-examination. Neverthe
less, when the victim is a child, the preliminary hearing may be used in 
Pima County to preserve testimony and. thus avoid difficulties if the child's 
memory lapses before trial. ~;,; .• ,w 

Some of the victims in one case who were expected to testify at the pre
Jjminary hearing were transients. Therefore, when the defendants tried 
to waive the preliminary hearing, the prosecutor opposed this move. The 
court ruled that the preliminary hearing would be held since it was not 
an exclusive right of the defendant but of the state as well, especially 
in l:j.ght of the stat 

1e Is interest in preserving the testimony of transient 
witnesses. 

0 

The fact that the prosecutor controls the pretrial screening process in Pima 
0 (I County so tightly probably reflects long-term relationships with the local 

We found that preliminary hearings were held in only ·90 (3%) of the 2,960 defense ~ar. The perceptions of interview respondents in both counties and 
cases filed in Justice Court and:0.surviving the initia1i prosecutorial screen. 
The use of the preliminary hearing in only selected instances wa; borne ou'.t ; .... 

1 Our respondents suggested this 0 sometimes occurred in less serious ~ 
1 cases or in instance.I? in which the defendant was entering military service, 
In addition, an e,sti~ed 250 ·cases bYPass the justice court and\) for examp].e. .Pima County does not use th~ "plea arraignment" mechanism 

are presented .directly to the .grand jury following Pattern c. used in Maricopa County for this type of case. 

4 
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aggressive. 1 Prosecutors expressed doubts that the process of negotiation 
and waivers, which allow the system used in Maricopa County to operate ef
fe.ctively,° w0uld be feasible in Pima County. The Justice Courts could not 
function -if prelimi:n.ary hearings were scheduled in many cases without expec
tation of waivers or' plea agreements";!:o reduce the caseload. This is not to 

- '" s':3.y that cases are .no·t·. J;>e. ~olv. ed. o. :i; .:12}:J.~t· 1;!5?,_me qJ;~~.-.fi~g9.,.t,.:Ji,a,;t;j.,~jl.o~~~f):C!!:ll:ll.~:c;:,~,~~ -
,c .,-t,-, ,J . ' , ..... "-:~ ',(~ - ~ ~~.!--,..--·---~~-....,,--- ., 

, ,~·-:w<V••··,,v:::'..'.:~d~J;~l~flt?,£:.JUat::-\.:-:.~:::~::,i;i~-~~vG.t'"'"l-ii'' pfirta-County: Of the 2,960 ·• cases filed in Jus.- t 
...,_._-=--~~ tice Court and passing the ini£ial prosecutorial screen, an e?timated 275 ~; 

cases (9%) entered the deferred prosecution program at this poi~t and an-
other 400 cases ( 14%) were dismissed. Nevertheless, when we qc1ribine these 
two groups, we find?that only 675_ (23%) of the 2,960 cases in Pi~F County are = 
resolved at the Justice Court, whereas well over 50 percent of/the cases in 
Maricopa County are either dismissed or deferred in lower cou;ft or require 
only a "plea arraignment." 

({ ' For the most pa.rt, there is little participation by the defense in 11screening 
in Pima County ar..d very little activity in the Justice Courts. An estimated 

llllf"'.a;;;,j 
2,280 (77%) of the 2,960 cases which are accepted for prosecut'.?cm and which ' .-i pass through; the Justice Courts are bound over to the Superior Court. An 
important consequence of the case flow pattern in Pima County is, that,. plea 
negotiation and discovery take place later than if cases were processed 
through the Justice Court system. There may be no adversarial meell:.ing of the 
parties until trial (or at a settlement c,onference if one is held). Wjj'thout 
access to the police report at the preliminary hearing · ( or even earlier as 
occurs under the informal practice in Maricopa County), the defense is not in 
a position to negotiate until after a grand j,jy in!iictment is returned. 

~ .. 

Defeniie attorneys contend that prosecutors deliberately process cases this 
way ati:d use the grand jury to bring the highest charges possible to strength
en th~ir position when plea negotiation does occur. Prosecutors claim this 
patter:n is followed primarily for reasons of efficiency and to avoid over
~9~di~fg the Justice Court system. 
·-\J Ii 

ii 

2. 4 Ii Summary 
Ii 

TablJI 2. 1 summarizes the case flow s;tatistics for each si.te. 2 As can be 
seen ri al though Maricopa County issues slightly more felony cases than Pima 

11 

1 
'i This characteI?istic ( admittedly subjective) has been attributed 

to s,rveral J factors. Some have suggested that the def~nse bar ,is aggressive __ ... 
in rJasponse to the "tough" stance taken by the prosecutor. others feel that 
the 1/udiciary in this county is faix2ly liberal and the defense ba~•s aggres
sivet1ess reflects their expectation of achieving a reasonable return for 

JI ' 
0 theiJ~ efforts • 

/i 2 ' 
// Cases following Pattern C were excluded in the discussion up to 

this:/ point, since these cases are never filed in justice court. Pattern c 
easels are included in Table 2. 1, however, to show overall ~ase flow. 

// 

Table 2. 1 

SUMMARY CASE FLOW ESTIMATES 

C:J 

Maricopa Gounty Pima County 

Number Percent Percent 

Total felony cases* 16,050 5,750 

Felony cases surviving 9,800 (61% of total 3,210 (56% of total 
initial prosecutorial felony cases) felony cases) 
screening* 

Of cases surviving initial prosecutorial screening: 

Presented to grand jury 1,225 12 2,375 74 

Not presented to grand 8,575 88 835 26 
jury 

TOTAL 9,800 100 3,210 100 

Immediate ;'Outcome 

--No'bill/no probable 40 <1 55 2 
cause 

--Resolved in Justice 4,250 43 675 21 
Court,. through dismis
sal, deferral, or plea 

--Filed in Superior 5,510 56 2,480 77 
Court** 

TOTAL" 9,800 100 3,210 100' 0 

*Includes cases ,Presented directly to the grand jury without being filed in 
Justice Court (Pattern C). 

**Includes .cases referred to Superior Court for a Plea Arraignment even 
though'the parties have already reached an agreement on the case while it 

0 was in Justiqe Court. 
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ii 
County ( 61 % versus 56%) , fewer cases are actually bound over to SupEy;i;-ior 
Court (56% of those surviving initial screening versus 77%). Of th~f:!e ca~el!i, 
Pima County presents 74 percent to the grand jury ·while in Maricopa County 
only 12 percent are _handled this way and the remaining 88~· percent have a 
preliminary hearing schedgb_e.9: !...,,_~_Only; ___ a=,sma2-l=•~f.rcact&on={=14%o},=of=~-the~~sched.""=""'--.c<-'····==,=·--··7; 

,,-~~-~-~u:J:°ea ·prelimiriary--heirin.gs ___ in-Maricopa County are ever held, however, as ( 
displayed .in Table 2. 2. Instead, the occasion of the preliminary hearing · .-~; 
is used to weed out cases at the Justice Court level through negotiation 

..... ,.,, 
with the defense bar. Of the cases scheduled for a preliminary hearing in 
Maricopa County, close to 19 percent end in plea negotiation at the Justice 
Court level, and 14 percent are resolved except for the formality of the 
"plea arraignment" in Superior Court. Approximately 31 percent of those 
scheduled for a preliminary hearing are deferred or dismissed at this point. 
The time scheduled for the preliminary hearing serves as a unique opportunity 
for plea negotiation since it is often the first time that the defense and 

._,,0 

prosec'l;lt} .. on have a chance to meet and go over a given case. In fact, this 
·opportunity . is v;iewed as one of the benefits of leaving cases on the pre-
liminary hearing calendar rather than presenting them to the grand jury. 
Consequently: 44 percent of the dases in Maricopa County are resolved in Jus-
tice Courts. This figure would be even higher if it included ple~ arraign-
ment cases which are resolved at the lower court level except for necessary 
formalities. In contrast, only 21 percent of all felonies issued in Pima 

0 County are resolved at the Justice Court level through deferral or dismissal. 
G 

Instead, as noted~~~ve, nea~ly three-quarters of the cases in this site are 
screened by the gra~ jury. u · 

What makes heavy reliance on the preliminary hearing work in Maricopa County 
is the fact that the hearing is so rarely held. Although the defense is 
typically given the opportunity for a preliminary hearing and defense attor
neys quickly point o~t the shortcomings of the grand jury as they view them, ?1.,.,--

they often waive the preliminary hearing. In some ways this is a refl.~ction 
of the low expectations of the preliminary hearing held by the defense 'bar. 
Defense attorneys do not feel they obtain particularly useful discovery from 
the preliminary hearing or that it is a proper forum for raising suppression 
issues or testing affirmative defenses. These factors are attributable to 
the J:imits placed on the preliminary hearing by the Arizona Rules of Criminal 
Procedure, the availability of early discovery through info.rmal arrangements 
with prosecutors, and the quantity and quality of evidence needed to demon
strate probable cause. Although defense attorneys do value the opportunity 
to cross-examine the government's witnesses and to identify weaknesses in the 
case, there are tactical advantages to waiving the preliminary hearing in 
some cases. These advantages, often obtained through discussions with the 
prosecutor, include additional or e.arlier discovery and the release of the 
defendant on recognizance, as well as favorable plea negotiations. 

There are a number of factors inherent in each proceeding and in each juris
diction's adaptation of statewide rules that contribute to the case flow 
patterns described above. In the next two chapters, we describe each pro
ceeding in detail, highlighting differences between the two counties. 

dl Table 2.2 

OUTCOMES OF CASES BY SCREENING MECHANISM 

Maricopa County ') Pima County j 
Number Percent N :\nmer '' Percent 

\\ 

Cases presented to the grand 
~ 

No bill 5 <1 50 2 

Filed in Superior Court 1,220 >99 2,325 98 

TOTAL 1,225 100 2,375 100 

Cases not presented to the !J 

grand jury 

Preliminary hearing held/ 
No probable cause 35 <1 5 

Preliminary hearing held/ 
Filed in Superior Court 1,155 13 85 10 

Preliminary hearing waived 
( str~ght waiver) 1, 91 O 22 70 8 

Preliminary h~aring waived 
with plea (plea arraignment) 1,225 14 

" Pled to a misdemeanor 1,600 19 

~Deferred or dismissed* 2,650 31 675 .81 

TOTAL 8,575 100 835 100 

*In Maricopa County, these:: dispositions occur after a preliminary hearing has 
been scheduled, whereas in Pima County the reverse in true. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
0 

o THE PRELIMINARY HEARING IN ARIZONA 

O In the preceding chapter, we found that use of the preliminary hearing in 
Arizona varied widely from one county to the other. In. Maricopa County, 
the vast majority of cases are scheduled for the preliminary hearing. Thus, 
although the0..defense at~brney may, and often does, waive the proceeding, the 
preliminary lfearing handles a cross,..section of cases. In Pima County, the 
grand jury i~ the screianing method of choice and the preliminary hearing is 

-~~ ~~ 
' .· scheduled only rarely. It is used primarily in sensitive cases and cases 

where the prosecutor desires to test the credibility of the victim or other 
witnesses, assess their presence under cross-examination, and/or preserve 
their tes~imony for use at trial. 

Prosecutorial decisions regarding which screening mechanism to use are guided 
by and, in turn, affect the nature of the proceeding itself. In d~,~iding 
whether or not to waive the hearing, de.fense counsel must also consia~r the 
nature of the proceeding and the benefits perceived to be associated with it. 

I 
I ' In this chapter, we explore the nature of the preliminary hearing ;j,n\, each l_c 

of the jurisdictions under study, basing our discussion on an analysci:s of 
Arizona's Rules of Criminal Procedure, interviews· with. individuals in the 

, .. court system, and case records data obtained by reviewing a sample of prelim
'-~ ... ;.,~: 

inary hearings transcripts and related case files. 

Q 

We begin with a brief overview of the types of preliminary heari.ngs that are 
utilized on the national level in order to place Arizona's exper_:!,ence in a 

0 

. broader context. What is clear from this overview is that there is no single 
-•.;-,_~ or uniform 0 way of handling this proceeding--the preliminary hearing has many 

0 variants, each offering different• levels of screening and due process safe-_ 0 C 
·,·;,;...,.? 

•.\!' guards. At the same . timt;:!, while Arizona's approach to tl1'.'e preliminary hear-" 
ing may not be "representative," it is not unlike the systems used by many 

~l other ~tate~ across the nation. 
0 D .,:..:,,-,.~ 

G 
0 

Next, we describe the operation of preliminary hearings in Mar.icopa and Pima 
Counties, including the manner in which 'they are scheduled, the duxation of 

(r the proceedings, the nature of the evidence introduced by prosecutors, and 

~-
the operation of various due process protections for witnesses including the 

_-;;::fr, .. 
opportunity to be accompanied b7 counsel"' and the privilege against self

,, '-·..-:-
l incrimination. We also examine the extent to which the defense participates 

,; 
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in the proceedirigs by cross-examining witnesses, testi;ng the 0 admissibility .,. 
of evidence and offering affirmative defenses. These topics are of particu- ; does not pre~lude the government from initi,ating a subsequent 0 prosecution 

c ~~~~,~cf~Y~~~~~~is~s~~din~~~e~E ~ ~• _ ~~me~~eJ~~~-~~~' 
0 , , "grand Jury reform. •• c'?, .1 ........ ~,,.-~1<..'ir,,,,.r,,~,.r,,r .. :,.,.,r,""~JS:::.:;E<..l:,,..~~~1.i:-%1~ ~~-...,r•:~0~6-,.,.bVOi,~43f~~~~;:.~JflV11ll-'J:K-".'.'.i~if:;;ie....-,'f..-, connectJ.on WJ. th subsequent hearings and for 

·' , --------------, . . .• , , ~~'"'"';-," ... ~f~~i:.,•••~rc:~-'-" -~~--~~-- · 
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~inally, -&e 0 discuss the effi(:a~y of , the preliminary heatlng as ~ ,, screening 
O 

mechanism, as well as the collateral functions served by the proceeding. OUr 
analysis suggests that the secondary benefi t·s," accruing 'to the _preliminary 
hearing proqess may outweigh the proc~eding' s val_ue as a screening mechanism 

0 ., 

oo 
per~-
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'3. 1 The Legal Framework 

3. 1. 1 A National Perspective 

A comprehensiye analysis of the 
nary hearing 'across the Unit\ed 
Drawing upon secondary sources, 

c, 

CJ 

(3 

laws and ''court rules governing the prelimi
States was beyond the scope of this study. 
however, we can provide an overview of the 

diversity that exists among federal and state jUTisdictions. 
,?' 

Perhaps the most common approach to the preli1,ninary hearing is typified by 
the federal proceeding, al though there are many state variations on this 
theme. According to tjle Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, a prelimi
nary examination must be held within JO or 20 days of a defendant's initial 
appearance before a magistrate, depertaing oil whether the defendant is in 
custody. & (A grand jury indictmeht precludes the raquirement for a prelimi
nary hearing). At. the preliminary .examination, the magistrate is charged 
with determini'hg whether there is probable cause to believe" an offense was 
committed and that the defendant committed it. The finding of probable cause 
may be based on hearsay evidence in whole or in part. The defendant has'' the 
right to cross-examine the government's witnesses, to introduce exculpatory 
evi~ence, and, hy u.s. Supreme Court ruling_, the Sixth Amendment right to 

2 
assigned counsel. The defense may not obJ ect to evidence on the ground 
that it was acquired unlawfully, sinc::e suppression motions are heard by the 
trial court. Upon a finding of probab;~ cause, the magistrate is required 
~o hold the defendant to answer to the fecieral grand jury. otherwise, he or ,, 

<): she must dismiss the complaint'' and discharge the defendant. ( The discharge 
0 

1 
See the discussion in Cl,lapter 1 and Emerson, Deborah Day, Grand 

Jury Reform: A Review 0£ K~y Issues (Washington., D. c. : National Institute 
of.: Justice, 1983 • ) o 

0 

i:: ~.Colent~ V• Alabama, 399 U.S. 1 ( 1973). 
o, 

· . l ~--pretrial preparation under conditions set forth in the Rule. s. 
• 

C i) 
"i;~ ~~ ,11 

'""~: '"' 
. ('. 

, 
' ~- · ,, 

f 
The promulgators of the Federal Rules felt that '"administrative necessity and 
th: efficient administ~~tion of justtl.ce" pr,rcluded the use of strict eviden

·~,.:; - _..,., tiary standa_rds in the federal proceeding. While recognizing the value of 
r"'.~ triar rules of evidence. in ascertaining whether the defendant should be bound 

0 0 (;? over, fo:r:; ,tria~,, th~::r~~ere 
dentiary requJ.rements · 9f 

concerne~ 7hat increa.sing. the procedural and evi
the preliminary examJ.natJ.on would result in two 

0 such determinations: one before the magistrate and again at trial. Given the 
/·· ... availability 9f the grand jury as an alternative screening device, they also 

feared that such requirements would se1;ve as a disincentive to holding the 
'preliminary hearing. Thus, the, dual sysitem of, prosecution has not only been" 
Ul3ed to support' grand jury reform and t.o justify a post-indic~ent prelimi
nary hearing, the two approaches disc::ussed in Chapter 1; it has also been 

"Used aJ> a ration.ale for keeping ''the 0 pr'eliminary hear½tg limited in nature, 
sq th~t it is not circumvented entirely by prosecutors. 

a In summary, the federal legal framework affords defendants a numbe~ights 
at fhe preliminary hearing stage. These',include the right to~l~)esses 
and present O evidence .1;_n their own behalf; to be accompanfed" by counsel and 
to have counsel appointed, if indigent; an~, µpon application, to have access 

• to the J?relimina:i:y .·. hearing transcript. . On th~ other )lana, both the Federal 
Rules and relevant case law make it clear that the evidence produced at the 
preliminary examination· need not meet either the quand.tat.i,ve or qualitative 
standards necessary to support- a conviction at, trial. The evidence need onl~ "' 
convince the magistrate that the accused probably committed the crime. 

According to one source, the preliminary hearing process in afproximat~ly 22 
states is based in whole or in part on the '_f~deral approach. While it was 
not possible to conduct an independent legislative analysis in the course of 
this study, it seem.13 fair to say that the federal process is generally repre
sentative of current state practice. At the same time, it is important to 

.... '·~•·. 

·11 
1 See "" Notes accompanying Rule 5. 1, Federal Rules of" Criminal Procedure. 

2
Federal prosecutors m~y proceed directly to the ~and. jury .w.i,.thout 

0 first holdin<;r a preliminary hearing, so long as the indictment is "returned 
within the t.ix!te limits set by the Rules. ~ 

3s ee, 

~ 

~\ for ~;;-;;ample, c?•S• v. 

0 

· King, 482 F.2d 7 68 (D.c. Cir. 9 1 73 ) • " 
ll 

4 
The Grand Jury: Its ~aluation and Alternatives, a 

0 
National Su:t:vey." 

Q 

.. 

.. 
0 0 Criminal Justice Quarterli• 3.:114-148, Summer 1975. 
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a 
point out that a number o~ states do not fo.llow the federal pattern. For 
example, in a relatively small number of states, California being the best 
documented, the probable cause determination must be based solely on legally 
~dmissible evidence. And in at least one state--Rhode fsland--probable cause 
is generally determined in a non-adversarial setting. Thus, our compari
son of the grand jury and the preliminary hearing in Arizona must, of neces
sity, be limited in nature. 

3. 1, 2 The Arizona Legal Framework 

Under Arizona law, any justice of the Supreme Court, judge of the superior 
Court, justice of the peace, or police magistrate is a "magistrate" for all 
functions g±v-en to "magistrates" by Arizcha rules or statutes. In theory, 
then, the prelimi~,i:lrY hearing falls within the jurisdiction of all ~iourts in 
the state. In reality, respondents in both counties studied indic~~ed that 
the preliminary hearing was largely within th~ purview of the Justice Court 
system. Nevertheless, justices of the peace are not required to be '.lawyers 
and must run for election every four years. Thus, prosecutors occas:i.onally 
take to the Superior Court cases involving complex legal issues or requiring 
a record of the highest quality, as well as cases where there is concerr that 
a justice's behavior and decisions ntay be politically motivated. , 

1• 

{ 
The procedure followed in the preliminary hearing in Arizona is summariz~d by 
Rule 5. 3(a):' ,, 

1:, 

• The magistrate is required to admit only such evidence 
as he or she feels· is material to the determination of 
probable cause; 

(I 

• All ~&"rties have tJ;1e right to cross-examine the witnes
ses tes~ifying personally against them and to ;evfew 
theiF previous written statements prior to cross-exami
nat':i:'on; II 

11 ,, 
1.-. 

1 
In Rhode Island, the prosecutor may \harge by information in non

(', 

capital offenses. , Following initial scre7r,11,flg, 1:.he prosecutor charges the 
defendant without a probable cause he<:4-.. ....:..~~/ The prosecutor is required to 
attach to the informa;t::.ion all exhibits on which he or she relies to estab
lish probable cause and the defense has 10 days in which to move for'dismis
sal o~ the charges. If the defendant makes such a motion, a hearing is he_.l..d 
a±. which the prosecutor must rely on the aforementioned exhibits to demon
strate probable cause, unless the court grants permissiqn to supplement them. 
If the court grants the defendant's motion, the state is precluded from again 
br~ngi1:g the same accusatign. The Rhode Island practice was held to be con
stitutional by Supreme Court' decision--Gerstein v. Pugh, 420 u.s. 103 ( 1975). 

• At the close of the prosecution's case including cross
examination of prosecution witnesses by the defendant, 
the mag;i._strate must determine and state for the record 
whether the prosecutor's case e~tablished probable cause; 

• The defendant may then ~ake a specific "offer of proof," 
including the names of witnesses who would testify or 
produce the evidence offered; 

• The magistr,~te may refuse to allow the offered evidence, 
if he or she determines that it would be insufficient to 
rebut the finding of probable cause. 

The rules are fairly restrictive in limiting the purpose of the preliminary 
hearing to the determination of probable causf.¼. As in the federal system, 
Rule 5,3(b) specifically states that suppression motions or any other chal
lenges to the legality of the evidence are not applicable at the preliminary 
hearing, but rather are reserved for the trial court. 

~ther provisions regarding the evidentiary standards to be applied at the 
preliminary hearing are .contained in Rule 5.4(c). That Rule states that the 
finding of probab1.e_ cause must be based on $ubstantial evidence, which may 
be hearsay in whole.or in part in the following forms: 

• written reports of expert witnesses; 

e documentary evidence without foundation, provided there 
is a substantial basis for believing such foundation 
will be available at t:rial and the document is'' otherwise 
admissible; 

• the testimony o:E a witness concerning the declarations 
of another or others where such evidence is ·cumula
tive or there is reasonable ground to. beli~ve that the 
declarants will be personally a~ailable for trial. 

0 

As discussed previously, in addition to screening cases for probable cause, 
0 

the preliminary hearing typically facilitates a number of collateral func
tions, one of which°' is discpverp, It is interesting to note that the prior
ity given to this function in Arizona changea considerably. with the imple
mentation of the new Rules of Criminal Procedure in 1973. At the siune time, 
that the new Rules $\J.l;)stantially broadened discovery overall, the role of 
the preliminary hearing .in the discovery process was downgraded. Prior to 
these changes, the preliminary hearing was essentially a mini-trial. Strict 
rules of evidence were in force and hearsay was not allowed. The defendant 
could call witnesses and make sworn or unsworn statements. rn contrast, 
the courts currently view the purpose of the preliminary hearing as :)fairly 
restrictive in nature. In State v. Prevost, for example, the State Court 

:...) 
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1 
of Appeals ruled that discovery at the preliminary hearing was ~ncidental • 
This theme has been reiterated in several other rec~nt~decisions. " 

Since the use of the preliminary hearing for discovery purposes is now limit
ed, it is important for defense counsel to have other opportunities to inter
rogate witnesses in the course of preparing for trial. An issue of some con
cern, therefore, is whether the defendant's questioning of a witness at the 
preliminary hearing precludes obtaining a statement :from that witness at a 
later date. Rule 15. 3 governs the tivailability of depositions. Upon motion 
of any party or a witness, the court may order an oral deposition for one of 
three reasons: to preserve testimony, to obtil.in discovery from an uncoopera
tive witness, or to secure the release of a witness who has been incarcerated 
for failure to assure his or her future appearance. While the revised Rule~ 
specifically exclude persons who have testified at t&e preliminary h_earing, 
eit~er ~arty may s.eek a voluntary. intefvi,ew with such ~itnesses _( counsel m9y 
not· ethically advise noncooperation) • Furthermore, in exceptional cases, 
additional discovery may be sought from witnesses under Rule 15 .• 1 (e). Ac
cording to this provision, the witness may be deposed upon court order if 
he or she refuses to cooperate and the defendant can show: 

-
• that he or she has a substantial need for the in-

a formation in preparing the case; and 

• that he or she cannot obtain the Jubstanti~l equiva
lent by,other means without undue hardship. 

3.2 Characteristics of Preliminary Hearing Cases 

Differential use of the preliminary hearing and the grand jury in Maricopa 
and Pima Countieg is reflected in the characteris_tics of the cases reaching 
the proceedings. Table 3.1 displays the number" of defendants involved in 
each of the sampled cases in Maricop~;a.nd Pima Counties. l 

1 I) \'; 1~0 

state v-J,Prevost, 118 Ariz. 100, 574 P.2d 1319 (App. 1977). 
2 ' ·:, 
See, for example, State. v. Bojorquez, 111 Ariz. 549, 535 P.~d 6b 

\ . 
(1975); State v.~canaday, 117 Ariz. "572, 574 p.2d 60 (App. 19]7); and state 
v. Williams, 27 Ar;i.z. App. 279, 554 P.2d 646 (1976). 

3 see American Bar Association, standards for Criminal Justicet 
standards 3~'3. 1 (c), 4-4. 3(c) (.2d ed. 1980). 

4 ~ 0 

A parallel set of conditions governs prosecutors' motions for addi-
tional discovery unqer Rule 15.2(f). 

5 0 
As noted in Chapter 2, al.though Maricopa County schedq_les most cases 

for a preliminary hearing, Illany of theJe hearings are never held. The data 
in thi? chapter do not include cases in which a preliminary hearing· was 
scheduled but not held. · 

',\ 

(-,) 
i) Table 3. 1 

" NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS CHARGED IN PRELIMINARY HEARING CASES 
1,') 

Number of 
Defendants Maricopa County Pima County 

x~· 1 89% 81% 
2 8 17 

Ir I 
I 3 3 1 

I 
I 

4 - 1 ., 
,, 

As can be seen, the Pima County cases ·are slightly mox-e likely to involve 
multiple defendant□• Pima County cases also differ from Maricopa County 
cases with respect to offense type, as illustrated in Table 3.2. 

<( 
I. 

0 

Table 3. 2 

OFFENS11;S CHARGED IN PRELIMINARY HEARING CASES 

Offenses Maricopa Countv Pima County 

" 
Crimes of violence only* 0 33 (44%) 65 (77%) 

!) 
Crimes against property only ,,20 (27%) 6 (7%) 
Both crimes of violence and crimes ·.• " 0 

u 
against property 2 (3%) 8 (10%) 

Drug offenses only 13 ( 17%) 0 (0%1 
Drug offenses and crime~ of violence 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 
Drug offens;,es and crimes against property ~ 2 (3%) 0 (0%) 

0 

other 5 (7%) 3 ( 4%) 
co 

!Missing 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 

C 
75 (10.1%) 84 (100%} 

' ,, 
!J 

<') 

'> 

*Crimes of violence include murder, assaulj::, sexual offenses, kidnapp-
ing, robbery, and theft from the person. Although the latter two offenses 
involve the taking of property, they also often involve force or the threat 
of injury and direct confrontation between the victim and the perpetrator. 
Crimes against property include burglary, theft, and forgery. 

., ': 

0 
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As can be ,seen, in Maricopa County a variety of types of cases were handled 
at the preliminary. hearing. In contrast, crimes of violence (alone or _in 
combination with crimes against property) clearly dominated the preliminary 
hearing calendar in Pima County. ·Another dramatic difference between the two 
counties was in the use of the oreliminary hearing for drug offenses• In 
Maricopa County, 20 percent of ;11 preliminary hearing cases studied were 
c;irug-related, whereas in Pima County, only one case invqlved a drug charge; 
and that case also involved a crime of violence. 

These findings are largely consistent with the case fl9w patterns discussed 
in Chapter 2. In both counties, prosecutors indicated they "favored the 
preliminary hearing as a screening mechanism when they wanted to assess th; 
victim's int~nt to pursue the case, or if they needed to preserve testimo~y. 
In Pima County, this was perceived to be especially critical in cases involv
ing young children. Our case records data reveal that sexual assault charges 
were involved in 23 percent of the preliminary hearings in this site. Al
though we did not collect data on the vi_ctim is age, it_ is clear £ram the spe
cific offenses charged (e.g. , child molestation, sexual assault on a minor) 
that at a minimum, over ~.alf of all these sex-related cases involved children 
as vict'.ims. 

" .J 
a !I 

The. differential presence of drug offenses in the records samples is also 
consi,stent with the case processing policies of prosecutors in each juris

Table 3.3 

NUMBER OF COUNTS CHARGED PER CASE 

Number of 
Counts Pima Count 

57 (76%) 43 (51%} 

13 ( 17%) ·-19 ('23%) - -
3 4 (5%) 9 (11%) 

4 0 (0%) 8 ( 10%) 

5 1 ( 1 %) 6% 2 (2%) 26% 

7 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 

9 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 

"missing 0 (0%) 1 ( 1 % ) - -
75 (99%) 84 (100%) 

') 

0 

In summary, Pima County preliminary hearing cases appear to involve more 
diction. As noted in Chapter 2, it is routine procedure for police in Pima defendants, more charges, and more sensitive types of offenses. Differ
County to treat d~ug violations as misdemeanors or for prosecutors to reduce ential use of the proceeding and case selectivity may help explain some of 
the charge as ''soon as pos5;ible. Drug offenses would rarely be screened at the differences in preliminary hearing operations described below. 
the preliminary hearing in' this site. Maricopa County typically uses the 
occasion 0£ th~ preliminary: hearing as a time to dispose of such cases; in () 

Q at least a few instances, the preliminary hearing is actually hel,d. 
3.3 Preliminary Hearing Operations 

Another case characteristic we examined was the number of counts alleged per 
case. In the .. majority of C<'!,_.ses in both counties, only one offense was charg 3.3.,1 Scheduling and Preparing for the Preliminary Hearing 
ed. Pima County, however, presented multiple count cases at ''the preliminary 

C, hearing more frequently than did Maricopa County. As displayed in Table 3.3, 
26 percent of the cases in Pima Cdllnty involved three or more charges, where0 

In Maricopa County, the preliminary hearing is _scheduled at the time of the 
as the comparable figure for Maricopa County was only six percent. defendant's first appearance although it is unknown at that time whether the r Q preliminary hearing will be waived or v if held, how many witnesses will be 

calle_d. Typically, the justices of the peace allow one half;:'.,hour per he~:r
// ing, al thougp cases occasionally last much longer as discussed in Section -~ 3 • 3 • 2 below. While the <;locket does get backed up occasio:n,ally, forcing a 

i) G 

0 • continuance, this rule . of thumb generally works--largely because so many of t 0 'l 
"' the sohedulecl hea:i::i1ws are nevet actually held. 

Justices of' the,peaoe report that they are often able to predict whether the 
1 preliminary hearing will be waived and, if not, how long it will take from an Despite their common rationale, the rates at which they used the pro

ceeding were markedly different as discussed in Chapter 2. analysis" of tlle c.q,arges filed and/or the counsel representing the defendant. 
For example, ac'c:ording to one respondent: 

49' 
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Thesi: and 

Criminal damage cases are generally pled. 

The" charge of aggravated assault on a 
(i.e. , resisting arrest) is generally 
Class 6 felony to a misdemeanor and pled. 

Police witnesses generally require less 
ilian witnesses. 

·co 

police officer 
reduced from a 

time than ci v

Child molestation cases generally take a long time ■ 

·'···-· -

other characteristics of the case are taken into account iri the 
sche4uling process where possible: 

11· 
In ~~ri~opa County, the massive volume of cases has forced the court to take 
addittonal steps to facilitate case flow. One mechanism developed by the 
justices of the peace in downtown Phoenix is the·pre-preliminary hearing con
fe2ence , used at the discretion of the court. The conference, is scheduled 
well within the 10 to 20 day limit set for tlie hearing itself. All such 
conferences are

11 

set for one time slot on a single day--for example, 11: 00 At-'1 
on Thuri;;day. Witnesses are not subpoenaed to the pre-preliminary hearing 
conference but are invited to attend. According to a justice of the peace, 
the subpoena process·· would take too long, since time is needed to file a 
complaint following an initi~l appearance, then issue and se~e. the subpoena. 
At the conference, the police report is made available to the defense, an1 
both parties have their first opportunity to communicate with ~me another. 
The pqrpose of the pre-preliminary hearing confer~nce is to provide an oppor
tunity for the parties tp negotiate a settlement without actually holding a 
preliminary hearing. 

0 

'"' -~-. 

0 

Opinions regarding this "invention O.f;i court" are divided. Clearly, the con
ference has been useful in expediting case flow and bringing about early 
settlements. On the other hand, there is some. concern among defense counsel 
that the conference can "force" the prosecutor and defense counsel to strike 
a. deal, particularly in cases involving charges of possession of marijuana • 

. 0 
.In fact, ,one respondent, who stated that he felt he had been "tricked" into ,.,,_,-, 

going ( thinking the conference was actually . the preliminary hearing) , now 
refuses to attend such sessions ■ 

' 0 

It is important to note that, in certain instances, the defendant may 
also receive the cf'olice report earlier than required under the Rules govern
ing disclosure, either through an informal agreement between the parties or 
in exchange for an outright waiver of the preliminary hearing, without the 
use of this conference. 

In Pima County, the scheduling process is handled 0 quite differently. Without 
the scheduling of a preliminary hearing to facilitate plea lilegotiations and 
because so few preliminary hearings are actually held, no automatic system 
exists for putting them on the calendar. Instead, at the time of the initial 
appe~rance, the Ju~tice Court not;ls the outside date at which the preliminary 
hearing could occur. If the prosecute~ decides to present the case at a pre
liminary hearing, he or she will notify the court, which will then schedule 
the heilring. otherwise, the case will proceed ~irectly to the grand jury. - .. 

\ 

Arizona's Revised Rules of Criminal Procedure require the magistrate to "is
sue process to secure the attendance o;f:, .~it??iesses" and ··to secure a court 
reporter to record the proceedings unless waived by both parties. The actual 
witnesses to be heard are selected by the parties involved. Generally 1 both ) civilian and law enforcement ~itnesses receive subpoenas, regardless of their 
wi,llingness to testify. The· subpoena effectively serves as a notification 
that the preliminarJ( hearing has been scheduled and. requests the attendanc~ 
of the individual otj,, whom it is served. 

Ii 

In the past, the ChJ\rging Bureau in Maricopa County was responsible not only 
for selecting the i;\reliminary hearing or the grand jury as the screening 
~evice, but ~lso fqr identifyin5, the witnesses to be ~

1
alled. Prosecutors 

in the Charging Bui'eau did not actually c'onduct the preliminary hearing, 
however; that task was handled by staff of the Trial Bureau. According to - ~· .. , one respondent, ~his division of labor posed certain problems. 0 In some 
cases, the Charging Bureau attorney would subpoena everyone listed in the 
police report; in others, only law enforcement officers were subpoenaed. 
While the Trial Bureau generally preferred not to have civilian witnesses 
testify, prosecutors felt compelled to put them on if they were subpoenaed 
and aJ:?peared. ·under a recent reorganization, Trial Bureau attorneys are in 
charge of subpoenaing witn~sses for the preliminary hearing, thus eliminat
ing the coordination problem. 

3.3.2 Duration of the Proceeding 

Accordi~g to .our analysis of case records, almost all preliminary hearings 
were concluded on the same day they were opened. In Maricopa County, only 
seven percent of the cases were held over "for more than one day; in Pima 
Coun~y, the comparable figu~e was. 11 percent. The median number of pfges of 
testimony per case was 28 i:n Maricopa County and 39 in Pima County. Data 
were not .available on elapped time per hearing in either · county. Assuming 

1 Page length va:i;-;i.es widely in both counties. In Maricopa County, the 
nurnb~r of pages of te1timony per case ranged from 10 to 166. In Pima County, 

, the minimum page leng{h 
0 

was five and the maximum was 540. 
ii 
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that one pager. of transcript is roughly equivalent to one minute of testi
mony, however, we can estimate the typical length of these proceedings. In 
Maricopa County, we estimate that the typical case lasts approximately 30-
35 minutes; in Pima County, the estimated duration is roughly 40-45 minutes. 
This slight difference in the length of the two proceedings is probably re
lated to the discrepancy in overall usage patterns and case characteristics 
as discussed earlier. 

0 

It is interesting to note that despite the fact that the laws and rules 
·governing the preliminary h1aring in_ californ~a are, in t~eory~ more rig~r
ous than those in Arizona, in actual practice, the california proceeding 
is also relatively brief. In their intensive analysis of the preliminary 
hearing in Los Angeles, Graham and Letwin found that the t1ipical proceeding 
lasted only 30 minutes~ 2, The prosecutor normally attempted to J?Ut on a 
fairly complete case in order to preserve testimony and prepare a transcript 
which could later be used in lieu of trial under California law. - (Occasion
ally, magistrates would bar additional witnesses on the ground that probable 
cause had already been established.) In contrast, the defense rarely intro
duced evidence of its own, and defendants were not ordinarily called as wit
nesses, despite elaborate rules protecting their rights. The de:t;?nse did 
use the hearing to cross-examine the government's witne.sses, however. After 
the testimony was completed, the parties each presented their arguments to 
the magistrate. These arguments centered primarily on constitutional issues 
which were often resolved in a "rough and tumble" manner. Clearly, the 
formal legal framework only partially accounts for local preliminary hearing 
operations. other factors, such as tactical considerations, the need for 
efficiency, and local norms and customs, explain mµch more, 

_,') 3.3.3 Presentation of the Government's case 

1~) 

Testimonial Evidence 

The mean number of witnesses testifying in Maricopa County was 1. 7; in Pima 
County, the mean was 2.3. The vast majority of witnesses were called by the 
prosecuto:c--98 percent of all witnesses in Maricopa County and virtually 100 

1
In California, as noted above, suppression issues may be properly 

raised at the preliminary hearing and strict evidentiary standards apply. 

2 
G&"aham, Kenneth and Leon Let win, "The Preliminary Hearing in Los 

Angelesf some Field Findings and Legal Policy Implications." UCLA Law Re
view, Vol. 18, ( 1971), pp. 636-757. It should be noted that Graham and 
Letwin' s analysis predated the Hawkins decision; however, the Rules govern
ing the hearing per se have remained constant over time. 

52 

(.! 
percent in Pima County. However, according to the Rules described above, 
both the prosecutor and the defense attorney have the opportunity to ques
tion any ,;,,r,i tnesses who testify regar?-less of which side called the witness. 

As noted above, the government's case may be based on. hearsay in whole or 
in part, with certain provisos. Documentary evidence may be introduced 
without foundation as long as there is substantial evidence for believing 
foundation will be available at trial and the document is otherwise admis
sible. Furthermore, hearsay testimony must be cumulative in nature or there 
must be reasonable grounds to believe.the declarant will be personally avail
able for trial. 

Al though it is typically more efficient ·o,_ for · the prosecutor to consolidate 
evidence from a number of sources into the hearsay testimony of on~ witness, 
direct testimony wa.s often introduced at the preliminary hearing. Prose
cutors :tn both counties view the preliminary hearing as a forum for testing 
the performance of witnesses on the stand and as a mechanism for preserving 
testimon~l. " These objectives tend to offset whatever .benefits accrued from 
reliance on hearsay. 

t 
\ 
~ 

In both c~)unties, a large fraction of the witnesses who testified in our 
sample of \cases were civilians. · In° Pima County, _civilians comprised 68 
percent of 1all witnesses testifying; in Maricopa County, civilians accounted ~\ 

for 52 percient of all witnesses. ( See Table 3. 4. ) Victims were the most 
common type\\ of civilian witness appearing. ~n Maricopa County, c70 percent 
of the civilian (36% of all witnesses) we:i::;e victims, whereas in Pima County 
55 percent lb£ the civilian witnesses ( 3 7% of all witnesses) were victims, 

ii 1 f ' ·1· 't t Eyewitnesses! were the second largest c ass o civ.1. ian wi nesses, accoun -
ing 

0 

for 16 i?ercent of all civilianr,witnesses in ~laricopa County and 30 per-

cent IB P7 ~nnty. · 

,/ IV 
;/ J "" . 

I/ 
/' 

1/ 

// 

1A; will be dis.cussed in Chapter 4, introduction of hearsay testimOlJY 
was far more prevalent in the grand jury proceeding. 

c:, 
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Table 3.4 

" TYPES OF WITNESSES TESTIFYING AT THE PRELIMINARY HEARING 

" 
Maricopa County P,,ima county 

N % N % 
\) 

lj 

Police Officers 
and Investigators 63 48 . 63 32 

i 
' Civilian Witnesses 67 52 134 68 

Victims 47 36 73 37 
Co 

Eyewitnesses 11 9 
~ 

40 . 20 
(l 

0 Defendants 2 2 4 2 
,, 

"' 
other 7 5 17 9 

Co 

Very few witnesses at preliminary hearings were defendants at that same pro-· 
ceeding--only 2 percent of all witnesses were defen,~ants in either Maricopa 
County or Pima County. Although the issues of calling targets to testify and 
compelling testimony are generally raised ill ;elation° to grand jurie,~, theyc
may arise in conjunction with' a preliminary hearing as well. The followin«;r 
case illustrates these'issues in practice. 

,:, 

Two defendants were charged with .con~iring to murder the wife of one 0£ 
the defendants. After six witnesses had testified, the court foJmd no 
probable cause on the conspira&y charge against one defendant but did bind 
that defendant over on a~charge involving fraudul~nt schemes. 

rs 
Following a week's reeess, the prqceeding,reconvened with the pros~cutor's 
announcement that lfe intended0 t:o call the defendant against whom, the con
spiracy count had' been dropped and to grant him use immunity. The attor
ney for that defendant objected on the grounds that use immunity would'iiot 
offer protection against federal' charges which might ari~e since the tele
phone was allegedly used {n othe c9mmissipn of the crime. In aadition, he 

; 0 

------------------------------------------------------------------------~~---
o. 

1 
Use immunity prevents the government from using the immunized wit-

0 

ness's testimony aga.inst the wi tness in any subsequent prosecti'-tion. ~e 
issue of. whether use immunity in one ·jurisdiction is binding on other jw:;-

,_, isdictions including th0 fede.ral system is the s;ubject of varying interpreta-
c, · 0 

tions. 

Q ' 54 
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claimed that us~ immunity would not p:t·otect the defendant in the contin
uing state pr'bsecution and stated that the prosecutor sh6uld drop all 
charges against this defendant if he intended to call him as a witness . 

The court ordered the defendant/witness to testify after informing him of 
his rights under the grant of use immunity and warning him of the penalties 
for perjury or contempt. Prior to questioning the defendant/witness, the 
prosecutor offered to disclose to the court all evidence available for use 
against this defendant/witness to avoi_d later challenge on the basis that 
the grant of immunity had been violated. The court ordered the evidence 
sealed in an envelope. Following the defendant/witness's testimony, prob
able cause·· was found against the co-defendant. 

0 

Defendants are not the only type of witnesses that may be placed in jeopardy 
by testifying. On occasion, a prosecutor will call as a wi tnes'.s an indi
vidual who participated in the crime but has already been tried or has agreed 
to testify as a result of a plea agreement. Another type of witness who 
may fear self-incrimination is someone who was involved in either related or 
unrelated illegal conduct with the defendant but has not been charged. Al
though Arizona law does not require thai~ witnesses be notified of their legal 
rights ( such as the right against self'-incriminJ;;1.tion) before testifying, we 0 

• I • 
noted instances in which witnesses were informed of such rights. The issue 
was raised somewhat erratically, however, as discussed below. 

In some cases, defense counsel expressed concern over athe possibility of 
self-incrimination, even (rhough the government witnesses' rights were t.he 
ones at stake. One such case is described in the anecdote which follows. 

0 

\ 
Q \\ ::. 

A witness testifying as the victin, oi' theft and assault by a prqst~tute was 
7 

describing the initial encounter Between himself and the defendant. As he 
testified that he eRposed himself to reassure the defendant that he was not 
a police officer, the defense attorney raised the i£lsue of the witness's 0 

0 rights against self-incrci.mination by stating: " 

( ~ ••• perhaps the Cou:r;t should" appoint an- attorney for this 
witness. There may be some statements that he maltes where 

1 

he may be admitting to criminal offenses. 
~ " 

The judge, speaking to the witnes~, said: I) 

.. --------------~--~-------~----------------~-------~-~---~-~----------~----~---
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---------------- ··-----· ---------------" ----------------,, -·--------------- .._ -----+.-,, 
You do understand you do have a right to invoke the Fifth 
Amendment privilege if you feel that any answer you give 
may tend to incriminate you in any way? 

The witness's responses indicated s'bme confusicri and an off-the-record 
conversation occurred. Following that discussion, the prosecutor announced 
that the state would go on record that it had no intention of prosecuting 
the witness. A£ter . the defense attorney pointed out that city prosecutors 
would not be bound by this, the Judge once again advis&l:l. the witness re
garding his rights. The witness was i,nformed that he had the right to an 
appointed attorney, that he could refuse to answer questions, and that he 
could not be compelled to answer without a formal grant of immunity. The 
witness then completed his testimony, claiming the ;Fifth Amendment only 
once in response to a question on cross-examination. He was ordered to 
answer the question by the judge, ~owever, since the issue had already bee.,~ 
covered during direct examination. 

In some other instances, concern for the rights of .. a witness was 'raised by 
the prosecutor or by the judge, as described below. 

,; 

\\ 

In one case, several friends who were involve.d in an altercation with 
strangers were testifying for the prosecution at a preliminary hearing on 
aggravated assault charges. During cross-examination, the defense counsel 
sought to elicit testimony on conver~ations among the victims to show that 
the victim on the stand·woul~ have ~een unable to identify the defendant 
without 0information supplied to him by the other victims. It beQame clear 
that the victims had consult~d an attorney and tk).at some of these--conver
sation.s_ had taken place in the presence of the attorney• The prosecutor 
rais~d 'the issue that tfie victim who was testifying should be apprised of 

l j:he attorney-client privilege. 
11·' :{_t~~-~ :;·, 
. ,,, fl,,,· _ .:, 0 ..... ".'?'-1:•,,,.--------------~-------------------------,_,,0-------------~------------------(?j 
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In this and"' subsequent anecdotes, we have quoted statements directly 
where feasible without attempting to make them grammatically correct. we 
have also tried to avoid summarizing what is ~eing said to make it more con
cise or clear. In this way, th~ay judge the effed'tiveness of infer,-

' mation given to civilian wi 7.1es or lay jurors, for example. 

/ 
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Are you aware there is a matter 'bf privileged coxru:n'llh,ication between 
an attorney and client? Communications which occur between the at
torney and client are within an attorney-client relationship. That 
is, the attorney is being consulted as an attorney, it can be a 
criminal or civil matter, it doesn't matter. Actually it goes to 
statements you make to the attorney. There are certain ways that can 
be waived for the issues here, a number of people present, they would 
have to all be clients of the attorney, basically, to invoke the 
privilege. You have a privil~ge ••• where you tell an attorney or 
another client tells the attorney ••• A privilege where you\d,pn 't have 
to disclose what the statements a~e-

We do not l:l,~ve an exact count of the number of times ··witnesse-§ received 
notice of their rights when the need arose. We did find instances, however, 
when notice would have been appropriate, but was not given. At the ,same 
hearing described in the anecdote above, for example, another witness testi
fied about an u:pauthorized entry into an office without receiving any warning 
from the court that his testimony might be self-incriminating. 

~ 

Physical and Documentary Evidence 

For the most part, probable cause determination,s were based almost exclu
sively on testimonfal evidence. our data collection instruments weresdesign
ed to determine what types o~ physical or documentary evidence were intro
dw::ed (incl.uding evidence such as weapons, contraband, checks, other finan
cial records, video- or, ,,audio-recordings or f;Lngerprints) as well; as the 
-method of introduction (such as direct 'introduction °of the item, presenta
tion through expert t~stimony, or presentation through a report ,;,specifying 
findings from forensic analysis) • ·· 

In both counties, physical or documentary evidence was brought dirictly into 
the preliminary heari:q,g in appr~ximately 7 per~ent of the , samplec;i cases. The 
types of evidence presented to the magistrata included photograRhs_(typically 
of the crime ~ne or the deceased i~ a homici;de case} , otl1er .. pictures or 
diagrams, and docp.ments ( such as checks or forgeq 1 instruments) • We·?-pons were 

ra:e].y b~bt to· the preliminary beari~g as evi~epcc:" ' 
0 

0 
"The admissibility of hearsay contributes • to the abseni;ie of this type of 
evidence. Using hearsay in place. of Ph'.3sical or documentary evidence~ is 

,:; 
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considered particularly efficient by prosecutors in cases involving forensic 
evidence, since it allows them to introduce the findings of scientific analy~ 
sis without calling an expert witness or introducing the expert's "report. 
Typically, the findings are entered .i,ntc:> the record through .a law enforcement 
wft11ess who testifies in this manner: "Lab analysis showe·a. t)le drug to be 
marijuana," or "A medical doctor told me the victim...,s injuriei;,, were consistent 
with the knife that was recovered." 

In Maricopa County, procedures have evolved to prevent objections on the 
grounds· of qualifications of experts where their findings are at issue. 2},c
cording to respondents, most experts routinely ussd by the police are on a 
list given to the court ,,and upd~ted regularly. For each expert on the list, 
the Arizona Department of Public Safety and the Phoenix Police Depar~ent 
labo~a~ori~s have sent c~rtified letters tf th: court verifyi~g his o~ · her 
qualifications and standing as an expert. This allows the witness either 
to testify as an expert without direct proof of expert status or, more often, 
to submit a written report to law enforcement investigators which is i.ntro
duced through hearsay testimony without challenge to the conclusions or find
ings. Some justices of the· peace still insist on the introduction of t!he 
written report, how~ver. 

3.3.4 Cross-examination 

The power of the ~gistrate to terminate a defendant's cross-examination 
is interpreted in different ways by Arizona I s courts and local;, practition-· 
ers. Some argue that the revise'd Rules liberalizing discovery generally 
mitigate the need for extensive cross-examination at the preliminary hear
ing. case law tends to support this visw. For example, in State v. Canaday, 
the court r~l~d that a. def~ndant' s opp~r~unity to cross-examine w~tn~sses 2 
at the preliminary hearing is only a limited one. In State v. Williams, 
the court ruled that due process does not require that the defense be given 
the opportunity for li~tless. cross-examination for discovery purposes at 
the preliminary hearing. 

Nevertheless, a numbei:r of re~1pondents continue to believe that the magis
trate either cannot ( under the Rules) or 1?hould not limit the defen~e I s 
c:r;oss-examination of witnesses\ According to the public defender's office 

1
In exceptiono-1 cases, police have submitted affidavits on the. quali

fications of individual experts. 

0 
2 !JC' 
State v. Canaday, 117 Ariz. 572, 574 P. 2d 60 (App. 1977). 

3 
3ate v. Williams, 27 Ariz. App. 279 1 554 P. 2d 646 ( 1976). 

in Maricopa County, for example, the preliminary hearing is critical in 
getti11g the police officer or:· civilian witness on the record. This office 
believes that the defense has an "absolute right" to question witnesses on 
"pertinf,';!nt issues. II Of course, the definition of "pertinent" may vary • 

. )._.) 

C) 

One justice of the peace "we interviewed allows cross-examination if ( 1) it 
'ii ' 

is relevant; (2) it is related to an affirm;1,.tive defense; or (3) it tests 
the credibility of the witness. oThis justice of the peace grants the defense 
wide latitude in cross-examination, believing that such latitude is in con- .. 
f9rmity with the generally broad discovery rules in Arizona. -As he put it, 

.j 

"otherwise cases might as well go to the grand jury." In his view, since 
preliminary hearing witnesses cannot be deposed at a later t;i.me, the pre
liminary hea1ing is the only opportunity available to the defense to question 
the witness. 

According to our case records analysis, the. defense almost always exercised 
its ri.ght to crosa:,..-e:x:amination. In only 5 percent of the cases in Maricopa 
County and 7 percent in Pima County did the defense1• fail to ask any questions 
of any witness. In "fact, the defense attorney often questioned witnesses 
more extensiveJ:y than did the prosecutor. Our analysis r~vea'led that in 61 
percent of the cases in-. Maricopa County, the number of pages of testimony 
resulting from questioning by the defense attorney equalled or ex9eeded the 
amount of testimony elicited by the prosecutor. In Pima County, this,.occur-

.. -: ~ 

red_ in 57 percent "of the sampled cases., The median number,,of pages of testi-
mony on direct examination was 12, and a median of 16 pages were developed 
through cross-examination in Maricopa County. The comparable figures for 

. ~ 

·•Pima County showed very little difference between the prosecution and the 
defense, with the median number of pages being ' 2 0 and 19. 5, re spec ti vely. 

3.3.5 Exculpatory Evidence/The Offer of Froof 

As noted above, at the close of the prosecution I's case ( including defense 
cross-examination) the magistrate must determine and state for the record 
whether probable cause has been established. At that time, the defendant 
may make a specific "offer of proof," including the names of witnesses who 
would . testify or produce evidence. The. magistrate may refuse to hear the 
evidence if he or she believes it is ir.1sufficient to rebut the finding of 
probable cause. 'Thus, the Arizona Ruleis do not guarantee the defendant's 
right to testify in his or her own behalf or to offer evidence, These pro
visions are designe9, to prevent the p:i:;:e!iminary hearing from becoming a 

1 
As noted in Section 3. 1. 2 above, 1in actuality the defense Ill.ay have 

other opportunities to interrogate witne~sses either through their voluntary 
cooperation or by means of court ordered gepositions. 
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mini-trial or other full-scale 0 hearing. They reinforce the purpose and scope 
of the hearing as a mechanism for binding the defendant over and preventing 
possible abuse of powe.+, not for the. ultimate .adjudication of guilt or inno
cence. 

Acco:cding to a nUJ::9her of respondents, an offer of proof is rarely made. ( E'er 
example, one magistrate estimated that an offer was made i~ only one out 
of every ten cases. ) Our case records a·nalysis confirmed this estimate by 
revealing that an of.fer of proof was made in only 8 percent of the prelimi

O 

~ary heqring cases examined in Marico~a County. In Pima County, it was made 
1n 14 percent of the cases examined. 

0 · 0 

D 
0 

.A,ccording to the defens'e counsel interviewed, the infrequent USE? of the offer 
of proof is due to several factors : ·i 

• An off'eir of proof · is iinlikely to affect the probable 
cause determination, since the" prob'able cause standard 
is not a rigorous one. 

(,) 

• Defense counsel are wary to put a defendant or othez 
wi tne-"'sses on the stand because· the prosecutor may 
"trip the witness up" and make him or her open to 
future impeachment. 0 

\ 
• Defense" counsel are reluctant to provide the prosecu

tion with informati,_?It re),,~ed to defense striitegy. 

• 'The defense '.s •. objective at the··' preliminary hearing is 
not to obtain ,a finding of no probable cause but, 
through cross-"'examination, to obtain discovery or t<;> 
lay the foundation for subsequent attacks on the cred
ibility of the witnesses. 

Magistrates do not accept the offer of proof in all cases, According to one 
justice of the peace in Maricopa County, the magistrate must consider the 
type of information which will be contd,buted in responding to an offer of 
proof. For example, if the defense claimed "self-defense, 11 ,~. the offer of 
proof would probably be d~_nied, since this magistrate believes the purpose of 
the hearing is only to determine probable cause and not tp assess the defend
ant's motivation. On the other hand, if the case invol~ed only circumstan
tial evidence of burglary and the defendant makes an offer of proof of three 
alibis, the justice of the peace would probably allow the defense to present 
its evidence so that the credibility of the witnesses could be assessed. 

\) 
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1 We found t~at the majority of offers ,,of proof were accepted, although 
these did not always involve the in~roduction of new evidence or additional 
witnesses. ~nstead, the magistrate often .made his or her decision on the 
ba.si5. _of the_ S1:,lllUUary or legal a~guments p~oviged~y the defense attorney. 
According to c~se records analysis, two-thirds of the offers of proof were 
accepted "'in Maricopa County and three-quarters in Pima county. The :follow
ing anecdotes illustrate some of the issues raised by offers of proof: 

0 

0 

·-~ 
C 

Following the conclusion of testimony in an aggravated assault case, . the 
defense attorney informed the judge that there were eyewitnesses who could 
t:estify that the victim did not have a reputation for honesty and that the 
victim was armed with a knife at the time of :the alleged assault;,· The de
fense attorney also , notified the court of numerous other, contradictions 
between the victim I s testimony and that 'bf the eyewitnesses •0 The judge 
noted that it appeared that the defendant Was claiming self-defense but 
fo~nted out !hat issues of self-defense and provocation were n9t appro
priate for the ,I?reliminary hearing. Instead, tnese issues were .for the 
jury to rEisolve based on the credibility of all the witnesses. The judge 
defined the Eurpose of the preliminary hearing in'this instance as allowing 
a adeterminatidn whether the victim did receive the wounds as he claimed. 
The judge noted 0 that, since the .defendant was not claiming that he had been 

' wounded, the labels of victim and defendant had been correctly applied. 

In a ,cq.se involving s~vera"1 members of a rock bartd who were allegedly as
saulted following a dispute with a club manager ove;r payment for ;their per
fo;pnance, the offer of proof included a claim that exculpatory evidence was 
available: 

,:__. ........ -· 

When the problem of payment arose, the club manager called the police, who 
al-1.eged,ly told the parties that since the dispute was civil, the police 
need not be involved. The police allegedly indicated that the band could 
stay ovel:'night at the club until paid in the morning. According to the 

· testimony, the defendants (friends and employees of the club fhanager) r~
turned to the club in the morning and ass.aulted the members of the band. 

During the tef\l,timony of one of the band members, a defense attorney told 
the court that there was evidence available that was potentially ,exculpa-
tory ..and raised doubts about the wi tl)ess 's credibility. This attorney 

,:-. \\ 

() ., () ---------------~-----,------------~-----------------------~----------~--------.::.-

1 . ~ . 
By "accepted, 11 we mean that the magistrate allowed the evidence to b~ 

I'?, 

introduct;;d, not that n6 probable cause was found. 
0 ., 0 'w ,.:_: 
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pointed out that the situ~tion was unusual since the witness had made prior 
statememts that were extremely inconsistent with his testimony. In addi
tion, he claim~d tha~ he had informed the prosecutor of the availability of 
the club.owner who would testify that the alleged victims were not author-

0ized.to remain in the club overnight. ln light of these circumstances, the 
defens1;=. attorney charged that the prosecutor was required to stop the'pre
liminary hearing or to investigate the charges further. The prosecutor 
responded, by sayd.ng he would argue these points at the oconclusion of the 
he~ring and the testimony cont~nued. 

Fo~lowing the completion of testimony, each of the three defense attorneys 
n:hallenged the pro<:eeding. Contrad.i,ctions between the testimony and prior 
statements WEr,;re again brough~ to the court's ~ttention in cori'JUl'l.ctiorr- with 
a request Jhat the charges be dismissed. A dismissal was also sought on 
the basis "¥.hat •Jthe judge's rulings on defense objections "'"fiad denied the 
defendant substantial O procedural rights. Another 0issue which was raised 

~ (> 

() involved a claim that, two of the witnesses discussed their ·testimony dur
ing a. recess i the defense attorney asked thc1;t'~(of these witnesses be 
recalled ;~o be questioned about this matt~ ' 0 

'The judge refuseg 0 to dislniss the charges, aD,~ asked the defense,, to subm.i.t 
£heir offers of proof. Th~se offers of proof included an offer that the" 
club owner would testify that the band Wq.S not authorized ,'to remain in 
the club and that ope of the defendants was acting on his orders, and an · 
offer that the defendants would testify that the altercation .i,nvolved 
mutual combat. The,court disregarded each of these lines of argument but 
did allow evidence on the claim that one witness had instructed another 
witness how to testify. 

When the defense attorney recalled a witness and asked him whether he had 
discussed hi~ testimony with another witness guring a recess, the witness 
denied it. The defense attorney then asked that his client be allowed to 
testify regarding what he lfad overheard at the recess. . The judge denied 
the request, noting that it was not part of the init.i,il offer of proof. 
The judge tnen rl.lled that the offer of proof failed and found probable 
cause /or all defendants on all charges. 

0 

Rarely did the offer of proot actually affect the outcome of the preliminary 
hearing. Indeed, as will be discussed in Section 3.4,below, a finding of no 
probable cause was extremely rare under any circumstances, l 

In cases·where the defense does present evidence, the Arizona Rules of crimi
nal' Procedure give the prosecutor th,\: right to cross-examine witneJkes on is:
sues related to probable c~use. Accordirtg "to our case records analysis 
however, this is highly unusual in practice. In the small number of cases i~ 

:':ti 
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I \ which the' defense actually introduced" evf'dence, the prosecutor did not once 
"""ll"~, ·~--. elect to cross-examine the witnesses. 

3.3.6 Admissibility of Evidence 
,---·,,,,.,(''- """/"•"'·'""'\. 

,; 
'.• 

As discussed above, hearsay testimony may be introduced, as long as the evi
dence presented is cumulative or there is reasonable ground to believe the 
declarants will be personally available at trial. So too, \':I documentary evi
q_ence may be in.traduced without foundation, provided there is substantial 
basis for believing such found~tion will be made available at trial, 

() 

(\ 
:::.,,fJ 

Alth~ugh bot~ counties rely heavily on c;ivil:i.an w~,tnesses at the preliminary 
1 hearing, this does not preclude prosecutors from also introducing hearsay 

testimony. .such evidence ,is not always introduced without defense challenge, 
however." Furthermore, prosecutors may quest~on the introductio~ of hearsay 
during the defense's crofs-examination. 

Table 3. 5 displays the frequency of objections to hearsay made by both par
ties. As might he expected, the defense was far more likely to make such 
objections, questioning the prosecutor's use of hearsay on direct examina
tion. The total number of such objections per case was relatively small, 
however. In Maricopa County, the average" was just under one per case "( 72 
objections in 75 cases). In Pima County, the average number of objections 
per case was jtist over one ( 96 objections in 84 cases) • Moreove'i-, the num
ber of objections raised varied substantially by case and by witness. 

In Maricopa County, the justice of the peace was just as likely to sustain 
the .objection· as to overrule it, regardless of whether the prosecutor or 
the defense counsel made the challenge. In Pima county, the justice of tbe 
peace was likely to sustain the prosecutor's objections, which were very 
rare. He or she was far less likely to sustain the more frequent objections 
of the defence bar., . (See Table 3, 5.) As noted above, such rulings were 
based on the court's opinion regarding whether the evidence pres~nted was 
cumulative and whether there was reason to believe the witness would be 
available for trial. 

J) 

1
As discussed in Section 3. 3. 3, "52% of the witnesses in Maricopa County 

and 68 percent of the witnesses in Pima county were civilians. 
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Table 3.5 
" " 

~ OBJECTIONS TO HEARSAY 
r, ., 

Number of Percentage 
Objections Made sustained 

" 0 

= 0 

Marico:ea Counti 

Prosecutor 18 ,, 50% Q 

" 
Defense 54 46%, " 

~ 

Pima Count::i 

Prosecutor 6 67% 
D 

Defense 96 30% ' 0 0 

/l 
A " 

0 / 

The following anecdotes provide examples of the types -of objections raised 
agai:qst hearsay evidence: 

(( (I 

One defense attorney challenged he.Jirs~y te~'timony concerning the means of 
entry into the premises where the cr·ime db curred. He argued that the 

D 

testimony concerned a material fac't which should not be admissible through 
hearsay simply accompanied by a claim that the appropriate witness would 
be available for trial". The defense objection . was overruled. 

~ 
Another case involved an assault whi~e out of an (;{±gument over some 
tires. y 

,, 
r, er= 

,~L 
·¾,The prosecµtor tried to introduce hearsay testimony regarding a statement 
. by a companion of the defendant on the subject of where the tires came 

from. In" response to the defense obj e.ct:i..on, the prosecutor said, 
~ " 0 r.;; ' '7 

.-•• This statement is not) being o:rfered for the truth of the 
matter contained therein, just being offered for the fact 
that i<t"was ~aid. It's ••• only being offered to better ex
plain th~ cifcumstances of the incident. 

The hearsay w_as admitted: i 
Q 

0 

\\ 

0 
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H~arsay is no~ t?e only grounds upon which evidence can be challenged. A 
I lin~ of qu~stioning may .be halte-:l due to objections that it is irrelevant --~ -~ 

or immaterial to the determination of prohwle -- cause. Table 3. 6 displays 
the number of objections made by prosecutors and defense counseJ----,:;:;)n the 
gro~ds ~f relevance._, As can be seen, such objections were far ~reval
~nt in Pima County than in Maricopa County. In Pima County, there were 233 
instances recorded in 84 cases ( an average of 2. 8 per, case) , with niore. tha;rs;· 
thr~e-quarters of the objections lodged .by the prosecutor's office. If 
,Maricopa County, there were only 60 such objections in 75 cases ( an average 

0 

0 

Table 3.6 

OBJECTIONS ON THE GROUNDS OF RELEVANCY 
0 

\") 

,, Number of Percentage 
Objections Made sustained 

,, 

C " 
Marico:ea Count::i:: 

Prosecutor 46 67% 

De_fense 14 50% p 
Q ¾cJ 1f 

.. c, ()-(c-::C 

Pima Count:i: 
I),= 

Prosecutor 178 53% '' 
Defense 55 77% tJ 

of O • 8 per case) , and the prosecuto:r' s obj ectiori.s accounted for three-quar
ters of the tot~l- Whereas in Maricopa County the justice of the peace was 
somewhat more likeLy to sustain the prosecutor's objections, the reverse was 
true in Pima COUfLty. 

,Another ground. for .opjection involved leading the witness, although such 
objections were 1-c.ss frequent then , those described above. Objections of 
this type were far more lik~~JJ to be made by the defense during the prose
c~tor I s direct examina,tion of the witness. The justice of the ~ace sus
tained defense counsel \s motions in over half of the cases ( 57%) in both 
Pima and Maricopa Count~es. Th.e few o}?j~ctions lodged by the prosecutor 

~\ were virtually all. sustainf:!d. ( See Table 3. 7) • 

!_l 
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Table 3.7 

LEADING THE WITNESS OBJECTIONS ON THE GROUNDS OF 
(\ 

L..:.~ Percentage 0 

Number of 
Sustained Objections Made 

0 

Q MaricoEa county 
80% 5 Prosecutor . 
57% 14 Defense 

i;,:, 

Pima County 
100% 1 Prosecutor 

"' 57% 46 Defense r, \l C 

a 

Finally, other typas of objections were made, including claims 
tions were argumentative, had already been aske~ an~ answered 
based on sufficient foundation. These are summarized in Table 3.8. 

0 

Table 3.8 . " 
-

OTHER OBJECTIONS 

Percentage Number of 
sust:ained 

0 Objections Made 

MaricoEa Count:t 

... 75 72% Prosecutor 
" 

0 

40% " 70 Defense ,, 
,, 

Pima counti 
227 52% Prosecutor 

0 

,, 0 

192 48% Defense ,·, 
0 

As can be seen, once again such ob:jections were far more prevalent in Pima 
CJ 

County (with roughly five per hearing) than Maricopa county (with nea1:-).y 
two per hearing). In Pima county, the justices of the peace sustained li::5\igh
ly half the objections made, independent of the objecting party. In Maricopa 
County, the prosecutor's objections were somewhat more likely to be sustained 
than those made by the defense bar. 

Before concluding this section, we should make a final point regarding::, sup
pression issues. The revised Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure speci-fi
cally preclude the use of the preliminary hearing to test the legality of 
search and seizures and other Fourth .Amendment issues. Yet, a number of 
defense counsel pointed out that the hearing. did allow them to probe along 
these lines, as long as they did so indirectly and without .overstepping local 
norms and informal rules of behavior. Thus, while illegally, obtained evi
dence may not be challenged at the preliminary hearing, the opportunity to 

' cross-examine government wi tnesse$ may help the defense prepare later sup
pression motion$. 

C 

3.4 Efficacy of the Preliminary Hearing as a Screening Mechanism: Immed
iate and Ultimate Outcomes 

th::::i:~~ 
or 

3.4.1 The Determination of Probable Cause 

According to Arizona's Rules bf Criminal Procedure, once probable cause is 
0 determined, the magistrate must enter a written order holding the defendant 

1 ., 
to answer before the Superior Court. (Upon request, he may reconsider 
the conditions of release. ) The Arizona courts have ruled that p:tobable 
cause presupposes that a prima. facie case has been"estab.;Lished. Mere suspi
cion is not deemed suff.icient for a finding of probable cause ; there must be 
more evidence for, ra.ther than again&, guilt and there must exist a state 
.of facts that would lead a man of ordinary caution to entertain conscienti
ously a strong suspicion of guilt. That is, where more t~an one inference is 
equally reasonable, probable cause does not exist; however, .i.f one inference 
is more reasonable than another (and is on the side of guilt), probable cause 
exists. Evidence presented at the preliminary hearing need not be suffici
ent to es1r,ablish guilt beyond a rea~onaBle dotlbt, but tn\lst meet the ''ordinary 
caution" standard defined above. The magistrate is not bound to find 

1 '· 
As noted earlier, the Rules further state that the pr.obable cause 

finding must be based on substantial evidence which may be hearsay in whole 
or in part. 

... 
/) 

.. ~(3ee, for example, State v. Abbott 103 Ariz. 336., 442 p. 2d 80 ( 1968) r 
In re Anonymous, Juvenile Court No. 6358-4 14 Ariz. ~PP• -466, 484 ]?.2d 235 

0 
( 1971); Drury v. Burr 107 Ariz~ 124, 483 P. 2.d 539 ( 1971 h Dodd v. Boies 88 
Ariz. 401, 357 P. 2d 144 (1961). 

[) 
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probable cause at the preliminary hearing simply because there has ·been a 
prior determination of probable cause to issue an arre.st warrant• The 
magistrate is charged with making an independent and unbiased determin~tio~ v 

of whether probable ?ause exists to bind the defendant ov,er for t;=ial • 
0 

C 

In actuality, the chances of the defendsmt being bound over following the 
preliminary hearing are extremely hign. In~ our sample of 500 cases used to 
study overall d~se flow ( see Chapter 2) , only a very ~mall number of cases , " 
resulted in a finding of no probable cause. Our estimatis indicate that this' 
occurred in three percent of the cases sampled in Maricopa County and six 
percent in Pima County. 

0 

The Rules do not allow the magistrate to hold the defendant to answer for a 
crime different £rom that chargedcin the initial complaint. °For example, if 
armed robbery was the charg~ on the initial complaint, but no evidence was 
introduced concerning the existence of a weapon, the magistrate could only 
dismiss the complaint or f,ind probable cause for armed,. robbery• He or she 
could not amend the complaint and find probable cause_, for simple"' robbery. 
The only way a complaint may be amended is through a negotiated plea between 
the parties. Before a magistrate can hold a defendant to "answer on new or 
additional charges, a new complaint must be filed• ,,, 

In this way, as in others, the courts have attempted to make a distinction 
between a judicial trial and the preliminary hearing. For exr;lnple, in Appli
cation of Williams the court ruled that it is not the duty of magistrates to 
determine ultimate guilt or innocence · or to determine the degree of crime 
charged but only to determine whether there is frobab~e cause to believe ~he,;, 
defendant is guilty of the offense charged. It 1s left for the trial 
tribunal to make the final determination of the applicability of ;I.aw to the 
fact.s and for the jury to determine whether the defendant is guilty of the 
offense charged or of an included offense. 

,, (/ 

This does not mean that the magistrate is without discretion entirely. If 
more than one charge is brought, the magistrate may find probable cause to 
bind the defendant over on a subset of t~e ~harges in (\the co.mplaint. He or 
she need not bind over the defendant or dismiss the case outright. A numb~r 
of respondents cited the magistrate's influence oyer the charging decision 
as an advantage .of the preliminary hearing. In the view of these respond
ents, the grand jury typically returns an indictment on the highest charge 
possible; in contrast, when a case goes to the preliminary h~aring, a reduc
tion in the number of counts is possible. According to our case records 

1 State v. Gause 1q7 Ariz. 491, 489 P.2d 830 (1971). 

2Application of Williams 85 Ariz• 109, 333 ]?.2d 280 (1959). 
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analysis, however, such a reduqtion in charges was extremely rare, suggest
ing 'this was' more myth than:, reality. One or more counts were dropped at the ·.~· preliminary hearing in°only aboll,t five percent of the cases in '~~ither county. 

·.(}, Occasionally, this occurred because the charge had already beeh disposed of 
' in the City Court; in other cases, the qharge was dropped as the result of a 

finding of no probable cause. 

A fi11-ding of no probable cause is not necessarily a, final determination, how
ever. Consistently I the courts have ruled that the preliminary hearing is' 
not a final judgment and that a magistrate's dismissal of a col]lplaint"xs not 
an ,· absolute ba:i:- to further prosecution. Al though the prosecuting: attorney 

0 

cann:ot file a complaint in Superior Court" after the justice of the peace has 
d:Lsmissed the same complaint, he oJ:;., she can return to the Justice of the 
Peace C~urt if it appears that a diff1rent .:,decision would be justified or 

-~l present the matter to the grand" jury. We do not have quantitative data 
on the number of cases which,.were0 resu);)mitted following a finding of no prob
able· 'cc1:use. One interesting case had been presented to a grand jury which 
refused to indl.ct. When the sa.efe case was presented at a preliminary hear
ing, the defense 'attorney unsuccessfully challenged the state's right to 

CJ 
(i ref~le charges £ollowing'a finding of no probable cause. ·, ~·~ 

0 

(' i The defense petitioned the court for a 0 dismissal saying that a grand jury 
~~ ~ had refused to return an indictment in the same case and claiming that 

seven out ~pf 10 grand jurors voted against the ~p.dictment. Acqusing the 
state of forum-shopping, the defense attorney claimed 'that if 1 Q citizens 
couldn't find enough evidence to hold ,the defendant to answer, then the 
preliminary hearing should not be used to bring about that res,11 t. The 
prosecutor cited case law supporting the practice and indicated that it 
was not unusual as he had presented three cases ttiat weefi at preliminary 
hearings following grand jury proceedings in which the grind jury refused 
to vote for all or part of the indictment. The judge concurred with the 
prosecutor and allowed the hearing to proceed. The qefense attorney then 
argued that the prosecutor should be required to intt:oduce mo:r:.~ evidence 
than that contained in the grand jury transcript. The prosecutor acknowl
edged that he was doing just that, since the victim was scheduled to 
testify. The preliminary hearing terminated with a finding of ,p'robable 
cause, and the case was ultimately disposed of through plea negotiation. 

i 
fflllf",'·C,; ,,.._.~ 

J\ \, ; 

0 

'I 

;.;o.~t 
1wilson v. Garrett, 104 Ariz. 57, 448 P. 2d 857 °( 1969). 
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3.4.2 Judicial Review of the Preliminary Hearing 

,'_: 

A;"izona' s revised Rules specify the groun·ds for review of the preliminary 
hearing by the Superior Court. Review must be initiated by a motion for a 
new finding of pro~able cause on th:e grounds that ( 1) ,] the defendant.. was 
dehied a substantial procedural right or ( 2) no credible evidence

0 
of <gutlt 

was adduced. The motion, which must be filed within 25 days a:fi.~~r co':11plet:i},Pn 
- of the preliminary hearing, must speci¾.;i.cally al,lege the ways in ~hich such 

evidence was lacking. Th~ review of the evidence ll\µs~ be based on the trans
cript of the proceedings,- and unless a ne.w prelimim:i.ry hearing is commenced 
within 1 O days afte:i:;-, erl:try of the remapd 9rder, the case must be dism'.i'ssed. 

0 
(I 

" According to the commentary, accompanying tl:2,e " Rules, the authors O s9ught "to Q 

eliminate the dichotomy between motions to quash ( for 'f egal insufficiencies) 
an,_d petitions fot..' writ of habeas co~pus ( fqr factual inconsistencies) 0 under 
tlie former Arizona law. A single remedy.;;;-a motion to repeat "the probable 
cause proceeding--is provided by the new Rules. The defendant's remedy is 
thus not dismissal of the. charges, but only a remand for reconsideration on 
appropriate instructions, which can lead to a dismissal if a t;;mely hearing 
ls not held. In addition, substantive defects in the prosecution not remedi
able by ;emand for furthe'r evidence can'be handled as follows: 

The court, on motion of the defendant, shall order that a 
prosecution be dismissed upon finding that the indictment, 
j,,-nfovnation, or complaint is insufficient as a matter of 
~w. ~ 

we were,, unable to develop our"' own estimc1\es of the frequency of remands• 
"According to defense counsel in Maricopa County, motions eto remand are made 
~~ only a small fraction of preliminary hearing cases and few are won. One 
attorney pointed out, "You need something solid." According to another 
respondent, remands are extremely rare--may,pe two out of 1ijQQ cases. A case 
can be remanded on the ground that the prosecutor failed to p~ove all the 
elements of the crime. The remand is supposed to d~scribe fully the grounds 
for the order, ,but according to one magistrate, this is not always the case. 
rt" remanded, the prose~ution may refile. In Maricopa" County, we were told 
that the county Atto1:ney's Office rarely ~e'j:iles the case unless a-new 
witness is added or the wrong preci17,pt was involved in the initial filing. 

3.4.3 Ultimate Outcomes 

One might argue that the infrequency of no probable cause determinations fol
lowing the preliminary hearing is indicative of a very ineffectual screening 

1
Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 16.7(b). 

---,-~-----~ ---,~-

----~.._..,__,.__. __ _ 

proce~s •. Since so few cases are weeded out at this stage, the label "rubber 
stamp might b~ applied to the Justice Court as we,11 as the grand jury. Data 
on the ultimate disposition of such cases can ~e used to counter this argu-

o ment.J hq~ever • As .shown in Table 3. 9 in Maricopa County only two ( 3%) of the 
59 defen~ants i~ our sample fo.F whom we have outcome data were acquitted. Of 
the ~emainder, 44 (75%) pled guilty to one or more charges, four (7%) were 
conv~cted of one or more charges, and nine (15%) had their charges dismissed 
by the prosecutor. In Pima County, only three (4%) of the 77 defendants in., 
our sample who were botihd over follpwing the preliminary hearing were acquit
ted• Of ~he remainder, 56 '' ( 7 3 % ) pled guilty to one or more charges, 1 o ( 13 % ) 
were convicted of at least one charge, and eight ( 1 O~) had tl'ieir charges 
dropped by the prosecutor. 

,, Table 3.9 0 

" 
ULTIMATE DISPOSITION OF PRELIMINARY HEARING CASES* 

.Maricopa County " Pima County Outcome 
'· N % N % 

Dismissed 9 ( 15%) 8 ( 10%) 
Pledce,, 44 (75%) 56 (73%) C 

Convicted following 
bench or jury trial 4 ( 7%) 10 (13%) 

., Acquitted following 
bench or 

0 

jury trial \ -2 ( 3%) . -3 ( 4%) ' 

TOTAL i,l 59 ( 10.0%) 77 (100%) 
,t, 

' ,, 
0 

*Data were available on only a portion of the defendants 
in our case records sample. ~ 

Of course, these findings also highlight once again the important role of the 
prosecutor, not only during the pretrial screening process hut also with 
respec~ to tbe ultimate disposition of criminal cases. In Maricopa County, 
only six (7%) of the defendants bound over following the preliminary hear
ing ever went to trial. The remainder either pled to charges or had their .. 
charges dismissed. In Pima County, th.e,. comparable figure was 13 ( 17% l • 

/ ~J . 

Convictions are only one way of assessing pretrail spreening. Most convic
tions occur as a result of plea agreements, and nothing in the plea ne.gotia
tion process itself requires the government independently to develop reliable 

\\ 
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Q eyid~nce of factual and legal guilt. In the opinion of the study authorS, 
then, conviction rates are ultimately a poor measure of the efficac~ of t~e 
pretrial screening process. Rather, "one must evaluate the process ;vis-a-vis 
the quality and quantity of evide,rce actually introduced and the due ,,:roqess 
protections provided. 

3.5 Collateral Functions 
·~ 

0 

r:, 

Obviously, the preliminary hearing serves a number of collateral functions 
in addition to its primary function as a. screening mechanism. some of these" 
were discussed in Chapter 2 of this report; others were hinted at throughout. 
the preceding discussion. Each of these collateral fuHctions is discussed 
briefly below. 

Although the revised Rules expanding discovery in Arizona 'sor_newhat mi~i~ated 
the use of the p:r,eliminary hearing for this purpose, the~ did not eliminate 
this function entirely._. The preliminary hearing transcript supplements the 
information supplied in the formal complaint and, thus, sup_plements the f~r
mal pleading. The opportunity to cross-exar_ni~e. _also se~es a number of dis
covery purposes, including testing the credibility of w1tness:s.on the st~nd 
and identifying possible defense strategies. Wi;lile th~_preliminary hearing 
is not a forum for addressing Constitutional issues, it does allow the 
defense limited opportunity to probe 1c._for Fourth AmeI).dment suppression ipsues 

"as well. . ' ,, 
.\ h 

The second collateral function served by the preliminary hearing is t e 
preservation of testimony of witnesses who may ultimately be unable to tes
tify at trial. Within three days after waiver'1 or conclusion of th: pre
liminary hearing, the magistrate must submit" all pc1.pefr~, and record~. in t~e 
case to the clerk of;. the superior Court,-!, T~ transcript must be filed .in 
Superior Court within 20 days after conipietion of the hearing. 

0 

According to the revised Ru~e~, staten:;en~s made ~der oath by a pa?.~ty ~r. wi~~ 
ness durin";r a previous judicial proceeding (or'.,~ dE;lpos:tt~on) are. adm1,ssib!~ 
in evidence if,·( 1) the "defendant'' was a party to the previous action, or pro 
ce.eding, had the right and opportunity to cross-examine the declara'n~, and 
was represented by or waived coUl'lsel; al}d ( 2) th~ --~epl~ran~ is un,wailable 
as a witness, or is present and subject to cross-examination., · · 

-· .. :,o.~_,c ;?, 
(::" ·' 

<e> 1
This is a major collatyral, function of the calit1=.ornia pf;eld.miriary 

hearing, as described in Graham andJ:.etwin, op. cit. 0 

2
Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, d~':,le .. ·fg • 3 ( c) • 

\,'· ,., 

72. 0 

------- - ~--~, 

As discussed in Chapter 2, use of 1,the preliminary hearing transcript for this 
purpose may be important for a number of reasons. First, it preserves the 
testimony of very young children, who may forget the details of the incident 
over time. Seconq, it preserves the testimony of those who may not be avail-

.able at trial, by reasons of illness, death, or relocation. And 0 third, in the 
view of our respondents, it reduces the likelihood of witnesses being .impor
tuned or harmed in some way. In Arizona, where there is a sizable popula
tion of transients--including many elderly people--visiting the ~tate for i;he 
winter months, these benef;ts were cited as particularly important. 

The preliminary hearing transcript can also serve other c-Purposes. Frequent
ly, the transcript is used to impeach witnesses at trial. Together with the 
police report, the preliminary hearing transcript may also be submitted to 
the trial court to establish guilt or innocence. According to Arizona case 

"law, the transcript may be used in this manner only if it can be shown that 
the defendant has an understanding of all the rights he or she waived, in
cluding: 

• advice as to the range of sentencing and parole possi
bilities; 

• ~-the right to testify on his or her own behalf; 
I) 

• /the right to call witnesses ; 

• \I the right to offer any furthe:r; evidence; and 
'1 §'"::.., 

• the right to trial by jury. 1 

If the preliminary hearing transcript has more than enough,~vidence to sup
port a guilty verdict, then an agreement to _submit charges tci the trial court 
on. the basis of the transcript and police report 'is tantamount to a ~.rllty 
plea. 

C> 

// 

In Los Arigeles County, the use of the transcript as a substitute for a full 
trial has a number of advantages.! including fast turnaround on the trial 
court's "short-cause" <,calendar. Thus, this practice is fairly common 
in that jurisdiction. We found little use, of the transcript for this pur
pose in our study jurisdictions, however. More commonly, it was used to sup
port plea negotiations and sentencing decisions. 

1 
Arizona v. l?xice, 27 Ariz. App. 673, 558 l?.2d 701 (1976). 

" 2 . 0 ,, 

, ,. Graham and Let win, op. cit. 
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Another secondary use of, the preliminary hearing in our study was a"s an occa
sion for plea negotiation. In Maricopa County, fully one-third of the cases 
scheduled for the preliminary hearing were pled either in Justice Court or 
in superior court (at the "plea arraignment") without the preliminary hearing 
ever actually taking pl~ce. 

A final use of the p~eliminary hearing is as a mechanis~ for determining the 
legality of detention and reviewing the conditions of release. At the con
clusion of the hearing, once probable cause has been found and the defendant 
bound over, the justice of the peace may, upon request, reconsider the condi
tions of release. In ' addition, favorable conditions of relea~e were also 
negotiated on occasion in Maricopa County in exch~nge for waiver of the hear
ing •. ,,. 

3.6 Summary 

The preliminary hearing in Maricopa and Pima Counties is not a mini-trial as 
a result of the provisions implemented through the 1973 Rules of Criminal 
Procedure, nor is it a one~•.sided or summary proceeding. Instead, it serves 
the purposes of both the prosecution anc+., defense in different ways. For the 
prosecution, the preliminary hearing offers the opportunity to 'test case 
strength afd to preserve the testimony of witnesses who may not be available 
at trial. For the defense, there is a fe.·.rtling that it is an opportun
ity for discovery and identifying weaknesses in the government's case. Our 
case analysis indicated, however, that very few cases (3 to 6%) are actually 
screened out at the preliminary hearing. 

,:;; 0 
.Key c;::haracteristics of the preliminary ,-.hearing in :the two counties are com
pared in Table 3. 10. As can be seen, the preliminary hearings are likely 
to be more time-consuming and perhaps more complex in Bi.ma County compa.red 
to Maricopa County. Although fn both counties the majority of preliminary 

·::hearings involve one defendan} charged ·with one count, Pima County follows',, 
this pattern less often than does Maricopa County. Moreo~'-i'ier, cases in P;i.ma 
County ha'{e more witnesses, a greater ptal volume •s of;~i t:~stim99y, and more 7 
objections than cases in .t-1aricopa County. These findings reflect the fact 
that in Pima County, the preliminary hearing is· th~ less preferredc device·, 
whereas in Maricopa County it is the sd:eening method .of choice. Thu1:1, :-the 
former'c•involves 9- select group of cases, whereas in Mad.copa County it iir,:
cludeI; a fairly broad. cross-secti9.n e,i,en·" thotigh f1\any cases are, in effect, 
screen~d out .:by defense waivers. - ,_\ /) '· 

., 

\'y) 
11 

-~, Particularly in Pima County, prosecutors use the preliminary hearing 
for weB.-defined purposes, i.e., in cases involving crimes of ·violence where 
tl{e vaictim' s .. presence· on the stand can be assessed. 

0 

I' 
I\ Cl :1 
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Table 3.10 ~ 
Sut,~y COMPARISON 

!'.) :~ 
OF PRELIMINARY HEARING CHARACTERISTICS 

~ 

Characteristics* Marica a Count Pima Count 

0 Percent of single-defendant cases 89% 81% 

Percent of cases with one count 76% 51% 

Mean number of witnesses per case 1. 7 witne,sses 2.3 witnesses 

Percent of witnesses who were civilians 52% 68% 

Percent of.witnesses who were defendants 2% 2% 

Median pages of testimony 28 pages 39 pages 

Percent of cases in which defense 
questioning exceeded prosecutor 
questioning 61% 57% 

Percent of cases in which physical/ 
documentary evidence was introduced 
directly 7% 7% 

Percent of cases in which an offer of 
proof was made 8% 14% 

Aver. number of objections per case 
(on any ground): .-

Prosecution 1. 9% 4.9% 
Defense 2% 4.6% ., 

Percent of cases :j.n which no probable 
cause was found 3% l I?~,, 

*Note that tq.i= types of ~ases pre'iliented to tqe preliminary hearing in' Pima 
County are" far mar~ .,s~lective than those preee.nt.:.ed in Maricopa County, 
which uses" the 'preliniinar'sr' h~_~ing ilsf its screening device of choice'• ,, 
11:ven in Marico_pa Coup.ty, howeyer P many preliminary hearings p.ever occur G• 

as "a result of w~i vers, ~ci thicr ,1 self-seleptir:m. may influ~nce 0 case char
0 acter:i,stics. - - 1,r·,_:" · • ,, 

//_ o ~ n 
'f'· '" 

·c, 
J 

0 

-----=:-- ~ -~ -- -·~ _,. ' ----. 

,At the same time, the defense in both O counties is likely ,:t:o :• qeirelop more 
testimony throug~ questioning than~is ~he prc,sequto:i;. Furthermore, there.is 
no

0 
<rJffe~e,nce between the two counties, ,in the extent to whic_h_,,J?~Y~ical or 

documentary evidence ii:; introduced at the hearing, an pffer of proof, is made';j. 
or defendants take the stand. In :n~ither county arer1 such events likel.v ;to 

1 

o,,~_- i:;1=_ • As noted above_, ra:rE;\ly is <the defenda:g.t not bound over followin°g- th~ o 

"' h rri~ng in either j,,U:r.~sdicti1~n1, ''t "; I/ C 
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CHAPTER 4 
0 

0 THE COUNTY GRAND JURY IN ARIZONA Q 

D .U (l 

0 

(1 "' 
0 C ,, 0 b ' Use of the grand jury as an alternative screening mechanf'~m varies between () 

a 
"' the two counties studied in Ar,,:Lzona. As described in Cha_pte,:r 2, the grand 
0 jury is the predominant screening device in Pima County, wh,;!:r°eas it is used "" 

only in specific instances in Maricopa County. Thus, .in P±.ma County there 
0 
(j is a presumption that a case will go to the grand jury absent r:;pecial circum

stances; in Maricopa County the presumption is that most cases.will .not go to 
the grand jury. 

!} 

To review the factors influencing the decision-makins process in Marlcopa 
County, resppndenfs indicated that the grand• jury was most likely to be used•· 0 

in cases involving multiple defendants, complex documentary evidence, or large 
numbers of witnesses (particularly if they are u~dercover agents, from out-, 
of-state, or professionals such0 as doctors or scientific experts). The grand 

0 jury was also favored £or cases involving crimes covering more than one pre
ri'J cinct; since a separate preliminary hearing would be required in each pre

0 

cinct. Prosecutors in Maricopa County cited the grand jury's efficiency in 
sue1i cases as the primary. reason for selecting that mechanism. Row'ever, the 
grand ·,jury is likely to be ·used in these instance,s only when the perceived 
advantages of scheduling a preliminary hearing do not apply or are clearly 

fr 
,j 

outweighed by the benefi t,s anticipated £rem the use of the grand j·.ury • 

Given these two dramatically different approaches to using the ''grand jury to 
0 

screen cases, the manner in which the grand jury operates in i,tactice -.in each 
county becomes of interest. To place Al:;:;i.zona I s grand jury system in context, 

C o: this chapter briefly examines the range of grand juiy variation on a .national 
0 " 0. basis (with particular emphasis on the extent to which certain grand j,yry 

0 reforms have been implementl11). Turning to Arizona's experience, we describe 
{) Q 

0 
(i) the grand jury proceeding £~self, referencing the Rules of Criminal Proce

0 o,. 0 

0 dure, pe:rceptions of practitioners interviewed :i.n the course of this study, 
and the findin<:JS of 

0 
our analy~is of grand jury :transcripts in sampled case~t" 

We describe the"types of cases p~esented to t~e grand jury, the impanelment" 
Q ,:Process, and the · chafacteristics lof the procJeding itself, including 9-ura..:\ 

tion,, the nature of the evidence, and the ~respeqtive J:'Olf:;S of the prosecutor 
. and_ the __ grand jurorsJ In_closing,_we~disc'1S~-tlle,A~:Uect4veness of .the grand 

f) --=~fuxyii~erfopning J.ts screening role. " 
,, . & 

():'" 

"o 

h 1 \I . II , II ec' ,1 ,, 1 The use of \I the. g:x;-and. :i,ury. at the state level in Arizona to screen 
comp1ex cases .,is discussed "in Chapter 5. , \ II • 1,1 

·11 1, 
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4. 1 The Lec,ral Framework 

,-";; ',,'1 

4. 1. 1 A Natiohal Perspective 

(j 
7 

At;h 
(, 

noted in the introduction to this report, the grand jury has been the 
subject of con~;iderable criticism in recent years and has been the focus 

1 
of a' number of proposals and initiatives dedicated tq its :i:·efd'rm. The 
thr~st of these efforts h~s been to incorporate due process protections for 
targets and,witnesses into~the grand jury proceeding and to upgrade the qual-
ity of evidence in addition to making the proceeding more open and subject to 
review.. Provis~pns which allow witnesses to be accompanied by an attorney 
while testifying before the grand jury or which require notice to witnesses 

0of their legal rights and notice to. targets that they are the subject of an 
inquiry have been advocated as mech9,nisms to· guarantee that due process is 
not circumvented in the grand jury room. Other reforms have been proposed 
to improve the quality •'and quantity c>f evidence available to the grand jury. 
These include reforms which would :i::equire that the grand jury be allowed 
to hear pnly evidence which would be admissible at trial and mechanisms to 
facilitate the introduction of exculpatory evidence. A third category of 
reform proposals has been aimed at creating a formal record of the gral:ld jury 
proceeding and opening the proceeding to external scrutiny including judicial 
revi,ew. 

'' 

States vary in the extent to which tp.ey have adopted any of these provisions 
as part of their laws governing grand juries. To determine the range of 
national variation, state laws were analyzed usj,,ng three provisions which 
were selected as indicators of the. degree of implementation of ,;grand jury 
reform proposals: the right to counsel in the grand jury room, applicability 
of tr~af rules of evidence, . and requ.i,rement of a formal record of".:, the proceed
ingp. These provisions we're selected because proponents of reform incluqe 
them as 0 centrai' elements in proposal\? to modify the gr~nd jury, and they are 
typically spec±·fied by law rather than local,. custom or info;rmal practice. 
( See Figure 4. 1. ) 1:; 

Fiftee'.11. states have enacted a 0 statutory ''right" to counsel in the grand jury 
room, although there is con$iderable variation in the types of ciwitnesses who 
may exercise this right. Seven~ state9 allQw all. grand jury witnesses to he 
accompan~ed by an attorney, and two states (including Arizo:q~) restrict th.is 
right 'to witnesses categorized as target$ of the grand jury's inquiry. O!l,e 
state allows all witnesses except those., under a grant of immunity to have an 

1 . 
Q 

For a more thoJ"ough discussion .of the issues related to grand jury 
reform see l!inerson, Deb'brah Day, Grand,Jury Reform: A Review of Key Issu~s 
(Washington, DC: National "Institute of Justice, 1983). 

,\ 

2
This analysis was, firdli::· conducted for the National Institute of 

Justice a:rid is reported in Emerson, op. c:Lt .• 
r 
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NATIONAL OVERVIEW OF ENACT~NT OF GRAND JURY REFORMSl 
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Figure 4.1 

NATIONAL.OVERVIEW.OF ENACTMENT OF GRANO JURY REFORMSl 
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''cl.For purposes of this figure, the right to counsel is available to all witnesses, unless otherwise spec!fied, and jurisidictions are 
characterized, if applicable, as requiring trial rules of evidence, although one or two exceptions to the trial rules"are made for 

,') 

g~and jury hearings. 
2,,, 

Right to counsel available only for target witnesses. 
3only state in which counsel ls allowed to object to questions. t 
4Right to counsel available only for those witnesses who have been granted i~nity. 
5Right tq counsel availab1e only :for those witnesses who have waived their right to immunity. 
6These~provisions ?nly apply to investigative grand juries. Grand juries in this state are not authorized to issue indic~ants. 
7These provisions only apply to special grand juries, which are investigative only and ~p not have the power to issue indictments. 
8Right to counsel available for all witnesses except those testifying under a grant of immunity. i 

(/ 

SOU~WE: Emerson, op. cit. Based_ on a 'review of state J.aws enacted ,through l91U. ] 
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attorney present; another allows only immunized witnesses to be accompanied 
by an attorney; and two other states perinit only those who have waived immun
ity to have counsel with them: The f,inal two'"" states allow witnesses to be 

0 accompanied by an att0rney only befQre investigative or special grand juries. 
In all 15 states ( except Kansas, whe're tqe attorney' may , object_. to a ques
tton), the role of the attorney is limiteq to advising his or h~r client. 
Attorneys are directly prohibited from addressing the grand jury. 

0 

'The second type of provisJ.on anaj.yzed relates to the applicability of eviden..: 
~ary standards to the grand jury proceeding. In some states, no standards 
apply, a~~ the g.::and juzy may receiVEp hearsay evi't:lence without regard t,o its 
reliability. ,_,Ten states have enacted evidentiary standards for the grand 
jury that approach the r~quir~ments imposed' at trial, although a few excep
tions to the trial rules are allowed in the grand jury proceeding. Most 
frequently, hearsay is the one exception which is permitted. 

The third provision ,involves th~ requirement that the grand jury proceeding 
(except deliberations) be recorded. Given the secrecy surrounding the gr~nd 
jury and its one-sided nature, many commentators have cited the need for a 
mechani-;sm to protect against potentia.l abuse. The requirement of a formt;tl 
record of the proceeding is the most frequently enacted "of the three provj,
sions. However, states vary considerably in their requirements governing 
the scope and distribution of the record. some require that only testimony 

.be recorded, whereas others mandate the recordi~g of the enti~e proceeding. 
Furthermore, some automatically make the re9ord available to the defense 
soon after the indictment is made public; others have st:t'ict limits govern-
ing access. 

In summary, fewer th~n half of the states h~ye implemented any of these re-
~/ ( ., '! 

forms, and :fewer still have implemented more than one. Although the impact 
of these{ laws. on the degree of due process protection or in deterring 01:· 

uncovering abuse is unknown, one thing remains clear_: these provisions by 
themselves do not dramatically alter the pasic nature of the grand jury pro
ceeding, which remains non-a,dversarial and large;Ly U11der the direction of 
the 'i;,ro~_ecutor. 

4. 1. 2 The Arizona Legal Framework 

1
' Arizona! s y .. ·and j=y is- nut- at:'rpiea"l- "uf·~others iu=ehe=couxi:-t .. y 1 °a"1though· no 

single state can be truly .)'.'epresentative, given" that each is unique. UndP...r 
the Sqte's }/aw,, a grand jury consists of 16 randomly· selecteac qualificed 
electors and.,ffour alternates who are screemed for general bias prior to im
panelment /faY the superior court irv the appropriate' county. The court also 
appointl?7a foreman who is charged withomaintaining order and ensuril}g that 
the grand jury proceedings )re conducted in accordance with the~~ppropriate 

·# 0 

laws. Since , the Ari,zona Rules of Criminal ;J?rocedU?.'e require th,_?-t at least 
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nine grand jurors concur on an ihdict1ne!71t, '6ni ,~ the im.P,p:r.t~nt ~focedures~l 
at the beginning of,. each sessioJ} is 'to 'make,, <::ert:ai\~~hat there a1;e at least 
nine qua.lified ju:i:;:ors "presep'i:.. In addi1::!.on' Jo rneet±:;ig" •the ge~eial qualif~
cations to sit orr,, a 'grand j,ury, each" j~ror m'Gs't De free of involvement or 
bias in an indi v±dWil case,· to he qualinied · to hear that case. 

c_ __ 

The Rules of Criminal l?:i:'ocedurs,! govern the ope;ation of the grand jury in 
Arizona ois well as the seledti;;n •arid duties of jurors. $oine of the modifi
c~tions described abc;;~e, as part ,o,fc: the nati'~nal per~pective have been/lmple
me:r{ted in Arizona. Rule 12.S provides that a witness may be a,cfoompan;Led by 
counsel "if the witness is a person 1.ui.der investigation by the gr;:md jury." 
If such a person appears (either as ',fl result of a· subpo~na nr as a result of 
the granp. jury's grant,;ing his or her written req,aest to appear) , Rule 12. 6 
requires, that he or she be advised of the right to remain silent and tbe 
right to be accompanied by an atto:rney. It:, ,the latte.r right is exercised, 
the Rule ,limits the role of counsel by stating: ,, counsel shall not II. • • 

att,empt to communicate with b,nyone other than his client" and provides for 
summary expulsion of the attorney by the foreman for violation of that re
quirement. 

<:~"'\ complete stenographic record of the proceedings ( except deliberations). is 
±"'1:!quired by the Arizona Rules. This requirement, although stated fairly 
generally by the rule, has been clarified by case law. In a landmark case, 
an ind'ictment was challenged due to off-the-record conversations between 
jurors and discussions between jurors and witnesses during. short recesses. 
The Court of Appeals strongly upheld the requirement cf a thorough record
ing, ruling as follows: 

All proceedings are to be recorded, except the jury•~, 
deliberations. Recording during a formal recess is not '"'"', 
requ,ired, i.e. , if the recess is actually a hiatus .:in the "''· 
probeedings where ,,the jurors are not to discuss the case 
with each other, let alone with a witness or the prosecu-
tor. No conversation is to be allowed between jurors and 
witnesses during a 

O 

recess. No off-the-record conversa-
tion is to he a1,lowed between the jurors and the prosecutor 
regarding the case or any legal aspect of it. All actions 
of the prosecutor and the jurors should be susceptible to . 

r,, 

\'· 
review to ensure to the defendant an impartial, just and 

1 unbiased hearing. 
6' 

, 
Following an indictment 1 a transcript of the recording must b~ filed in 
Superior Court and is available only to the prosecui;ion .'and the defen's.e. 

, This record can be used to challenge the indictment on the grounds that the 
difendant was denied a substantial procedural right or that' an insuffici~nt 
nlli-nher of qualified jurors concurred in the indictment. The ,remedy for this 
t~e of challenge , is a remand for a new det~rmination of probable cause. 

0 

1 ,,, 
Wilkey v. 0 Superior Court, 115 ,,lu'iz. 526, 566 P.2d 327 (1977). 

I,' 

d 

( 
There are no provisions.for challenging an indictment on the sufficiency or 
quality o:& the evidence introduced (unless the defendan'): successfully al
leges that these led to a denial of a "substantial procedural right'·'), since 
Arizona has not adopted evidentiary standards for grancl jury proceedings. 

4.2 Characteristics of Grand Jury Cases 

As with the preliminary hearing caseload, the: nature of the cases handled 
by the grand jury is interrelated with the factors ,:influencing a prosecu
tor's decision to use the grand jury. This is particularly ·true in Maricopa 
County, where cases do not routinely go to the ,grand, jury but ,are handled in 
that fashion because of a spe'cific advantage antic:::ilji,f.!.ted by the, prosecutor~ 
These advantages may be tied to case·· characteristi<::s r, ~/g., the' grand jury .. 
may be perceived as more efficient .in multiple defendant cases., However, 
other reasons unrelated to case attribtl"j;.es may lead to a di3ciS,ion to use the 
grand jury in individual. cas~s ., °For'; e:';,:i:m~e, a,J prosec:1tor .r~y prese~t a 
case to the grahd jury to avoid an antic~Jjllated confrontation, wi~h a particu
lar defense attorney, thereby making \1)%e';

1

decision on the basis of pe:i:son~li
ties rather than the nature of the case. Nonetheless, it ,,is interesting to 
look at the types of cases preserl'ted to ti;ie grand j.ury in the, two counties 
studied, although these factors clearly are not predictive. 

Al though single-defendant cases were the most "common type of case presented 
. to the grand jury, our samples contained a n~qmber of mul,tiple defendant 
cases, with the highest number of defendants in one <?ase being seven.,, Table 
4.1 displays the number of defendants per case in each county. 

Table 4. 1 

NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS PER CASE* 

Number of Defendants Maricopa County Pima County 

1 80% 78% 
2 13 16 
3 3 3 
4 3 1 

5 or more 1 1 
Q 

\ 
*Cases originating from the specialized prosecution units \ 

in the two counties (the Organig_;,.ed Crime and Racketeering 
Unit (OCRU) in Maricopa County and. the Consume:r;; Protec
tion/Economic Crime Unit (CP/ECU) in Pima County) involved 
one defendant 80 percent of the time. 0 
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The frequency of multiple-de;fe%dant cases before tqe grandi;jury is especially 
interesting since many prci'secutoJ'.:1~ perceive the grand jury as far more effi-

• D s cient than the preliminary hearing for these types of cases. In MarJ.copa 
County the ~se of the grand jury for multiple defendant cas'es is much more 
pronounced, given that only 11 percent of preliminary hear.ings involve more 
than one defendant {see Section 3.2) compared to 20 percent of the,grand jury 
cases. 

(I 

Another·factor that may influence the decision to use the grand jury and the 
nature of the proceeding is the type of crime involved. Table 4. 2 examines 
the patterns of offenses charged i~.l grand jury cases. 

1: 

0 

Table 4.2 

OFFENSES CHARGE,J? IN GRAND JURY CASES 
·. 

Offenses " Maricopa County Pima County 

,, Crimes of •violence only* 22 (29%) 14 ( 19%) () .. 

Crimes against property only 26 (35%) 37 (50%) 
~ ,, 

Both crimes of violence and ·,, 
crimes against property 4 ( 5%) .3 ( 4%) 

= 'Drug offenses only 19 {25%) 10 ( 14%) 

Drug of£enses. and crimes df 
violence and crimes against 
property ,, 1 ( 1%) 0 ( 0%) 

0 

other 3 ( 4%) 10 (14%) ;,;-~ 
//~ C, 

0 

75 (99%t 74 ("1g,1i) 
7 

*Crimes 
7 

of violence include murder, assault'.', sexual of
fenses, kidnapping, robbery, and theft from the person. 
Although the latter two offenses involve the tak,ing of 
J?,roperty, they also involve £orce or the threat of injury 
and direct confrontatio~ between the"victim and the per
petrator. Crimes against property include burglary, 
theft , and forgery. 

0 

Ii 
As can be seen in Tab),e, 4. 2, sMaricopa County presents dases with · a broad 
range of offenses to the gran~ jury, as. is the case with the preliminary 
h:aring (see Chapter, 3). Property crimes were more preva\t at the granQ 

jury than were ~rimes of violence, although many cases involving crimes of 
violence ~ere presented as well. our interview data suggesting that the most 
serious cases wext.,~ typically presented to .the grand· jury rece_ived support 
from r, our finding k-e' 80 percent of the homicide " cases in our sample were 
presented to the grand jury. Sexual assault cases·also appeared in our grand 
jury samples. This finding is consistent with the stated desire to minimize 
the burden on the victim through use of the grand jury, but it is somewhat 
surprising that some of the cases involved child victims, given the emphasis 
placed on the preliminary,, hearing as a mechani,sm for preserving testimony 
should a child victim's memory begin to fade. 

In ~!ma County, crimes against property account for one-half of the workload 
of the grand' jury. In view of the" selective use of the preliminary hearing, 
these cases are following the typical path rather tha'.('~eceiving unusual 
treatment. Five "driving while intoxicated" charges fell i;ito the "other" 
category. 'The remaining five charges all invol~ed crimes against the justice 
system, including bribery, perjury, and obstructing justic~. 

The number of counts per case was another case characteristic examined. 
Again, single-count cases we.re the most common but multiple-count cases 
represented 41 percent of O the cases in, Maricopa' County "and 45. percent of 
tho~\ in Pima County. This again suggests that the grand jury is considered 
an important tool in more complex or time-consuming cases. The two counties 
were similar in the distribution of, counts per case. 

" (;] 
Table 4.3 

NUMBER OF COUNTS CHARGJ:;D PER CASE* 
" 

u 
Number of Counts Maricopa County Pima County 

' 

1 44 (59%) 41 (55%) 
2 19 (26%) 19 (26%) 
3 B 6 { 8%) 9 (12%) 
4 3 ( 4%) 3 ( 4%) 
5 2 ( 3%) 1 ( 1%) 
7 

10 

' 
0 

'·' ., 1 
0 

75 

( 1 % ) 
( 0%) 
(101%) 

0 
1 

74 

( 0%) 
( 1%) 

(99%) 

• 1 
I 

i 
. 

*The majority of the cases presented to the grand jury by 
the specialized unx:;s, OCRU, and CP/ECU involved multiple 

,:::-
counts. ln Maricopa County, only 20 percent of the cases I 

., preisented by OCRU involved a simple allegation, whereas j 

the . pattern in Pima County more closely resembleq the I ' 
general caseload, with 44 percent of the cases involving ' 

single defendants(;• i 
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There :is less difference in the types of cases presented to the grand jury in 
the two counties than there is in the characteristics of the respective pre~ 
liminaryi: hearing )~seloads ., Thus, any variation between ~cou11,ties . in th~ 
operation/ of the (f~rand jury is less likely related to differential usag2 
patterns (as is prol:i,ably the case with the preliminary hearing) than to dif-

0 fering local policies or practices. 

in private f'n' his chambers could do so, while cautioning the group that they 
shoul_d no,t make any assumptions if any person elected to respond in private. 
rri:ie »Judge th~n read ~our que.stions before asking for responses~. The ques
tions dealt with: prior convictions for treason or a felony without a subse
qu~nt restoration of civil rights, current condition of insanity or guardian
ship status, mental illness which would interfere with service and status 
as S'l.lrety on a pail bond for someone accused of a crime. None ~f the panel 
asked to respond in chambers, nor did anyone answer affirmatively when the 

4.3 Grand Jury Operations questions were posed to the group. , 

(W 
c.J) 

4 •. 3. 1 Selection and Impanelment 7n addition to gathering background information on each prospective. juror 
~n are~s such as education, employment and marital status, each impanelling 
Judge interrogated the panels on their relationships or contacts with law 

After a pool of qualified electors has been selected from which grand jurors enforcement personnel. The panels were also asked to report any other fac
may be drawn, it is the responsibility" of the, impanelling judge in each tors or influences in their experience which might prejudice them in any way. 
county to verify each prospective juror;,!~ qualifications, screen for bias or 

.,other grounds for exclusion, and determine whether any other barriers to 
service on the grand. jury exist. Although theqiiestions asked of prospective The inquiry into this issue was handled much more thoroughly in Pima County 
jurors ge°c'frally covered sinular topics in the two counties, the method of than in Maricopa County, where only a general question was directed to the 
examining the panel differed. In Maricopa County, an initial series of jurors. To identify cases in which the prospective jurors would not be able 
questions was directed to a panel of 65 prospective jurors as a group, and to act objectively or fairly, the judge in Pima County discussed some of the 

cl 
the judge did not announce his decisions until after the examination h.ad been issu~s tha~ wou~d likely come before the grand jury. Topics touched on by 0 

completed on" all issues. Therefore, the jurors •did not know which 'factors 
would result in an excuse from service on the panel and which would not. In 

the Judge in this regard were nar~otics, murder, and sexual assault or child 
molestation, In the last instance, the judgf, warned the panel that th'ey J ,\ 

t 
Pima County, however, the"entire group wasnot screened. Instead, the clerk would probably be hearing very graphic, explicit testimony and asked whether 
of court randomly seJ:ected 16 pr~~vective jurors from .among those present in 
a large pool. ( It is not possible to determine the exact size of the pool 

an~ of them. "would ~ave any difficulty in hearin,g about suchj, matters in de
1tail from time to time, or would be offended by it?" The )fiudge urged the 

"from the transcript.) Although only these 16 were initially questioned, the members of the panel to gi'lte serious thought to whether any l~rsonal experi
entire group remained present throughout the proceeding, since replacements ence_s ~r exp~riences of their families would interfere with /~he performance 
might have been needed as excuses were granted. To avoid the need to repeat of their duties as _grand. j:urpr_s. When two individuals ind~pated that they 

0 
any questions if replacements were needed, the judge asked that everyone take felt they could not act impartially on cases of this type, 1;:/he judge ..raised 
note of the questions asked of the group of 16., the possibility that they could excuse themselves from the /grand,J jury each 

11 
time a case of this nature was presented. After both jurors agreed to that 
strategy, the judge asked the deputy county attorney, who was present at 

The level of questioning also varied between counties in most topics dis the impanelment proceeding, "how frequently cases involving sexual assault 
cussed. In Maricopa County, the impanelling judge posed very specific ques or child mole-Station might arise. Given the deputy county attorney I s esti-
tions lj to the J·urors, . such as, "What would be the effect of 

~ . vour 
~ 

;ihsence on . 
<,mate of 15 to 20 percent of all cases, the judge excused the two jurors. 

your employer?" In contrast, the P\rrra County impanelment judge typically 
asked the panel members in a more. general fashion°to relate any circumstances 
which would cause substantial hardship to their family or employer. The In both counties, the judges presiding over the impanelment proceedings 
types of responses did not differ significantly between counties despite the appeared cognizant of the potential burdens of grand jury service ari:d yet 
contrasting styl~]5f examination. "were careful to emphasize both the importance of a representative grand jury 

and the contribution to the justice system made by those who serve as grand 
jurors. In ass~ssing t~e burdens. of service, one judgrstated that a juror 

To ascertain their qualifications to serve as grand jurors, the panels in 
both counties were examined to verify that they were citizens, at least 18 
years of age, residents of the appropriate county, residents of the state for 

would be excused., only if substantial hardship resulted. However, in both 
counties, the judges pointed out ways to prevent or alleviate any hardship 
by describing the laws forbidding punitive actions by employers, informing t 

. ' 
at least 50 days, and able· to write their name or make their ma.rk. Another jurors that the foreman could excuse an individual juror from attenaing on a 

line of inquiry involved prior convictions and mental conditfon~ In J?.trna 
'\\ County, this .group of questions was asked in the same manner as any otheip;'b. 

In Maricopa County,. however, the judge said that anyone ·who w~,shed to respond t....:..; 

{) 

1 . 
Impanelment, Pima County Grand Jury, No. 40, p, 35. 
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given day, and even suggesting ways in which a juror ?ould resch:dule o~her 0 The judge·pointed out the similarities in the function of the grand jury and 
co~tments. Jurors were excused for a variety of reasons, including serious the magistrate at the 'Preiiminary hearing, then noted that there are differ
family illness, hardship due to lost income,c.hardship to an employer thr~ugh ences in the proceedings inicluding the presence of the defendant at the pre
absence of a key staff member,, and conflict between the requirements of Jury liminary hearing. The· prospective jurors were told of their right to ask to 
duty and a )..engj:hy vacation"•,for which tickets had i\3-lready been purch~sed • In hear the defendant or other witnesses. The judge tiie~ to allay any concerns 
instances in which the prospective juror was upcertain about the impact of the jurors might have abouti 'this issue in the following m~nner: 
jury duty but suggested that problems might arise, excuses were typically not 

.;.•, 

granted. I hope this doesn ',t upset you ••• that the defendant is not 
present before the) Grand Jury because he is not for ••• most 
of the matter; tha:t are presented to you, • · •• [although in·]. 

one way in which the proceeding in' Pima County differed was the judge: s prac
tice of requesting prospective jurors to obtain additional information on 

a preliminary hea1:ing the defendant does have a right to 
be present. As ti say, .: •• [ifj the Grand Jury would like 

the impact of jury service before an excuse was granted. For example, a r· t-o~hear from the c~efendant, they fan, but just as a matter 
student was encouraged to try to rearrange his class schedule, and an em \~of course it is ndt usually done. 
ployee was asked to call her boss to ascertain the actual impact of her 
absence. The judge• s decision was deferred until later in .. the proceeding \\ 

pending the, outcome of these inquiries. As a result, the remainder of 7he The judge concluded this area of his comments by point~ng out that the de
pool could not be excused since there were still two or three prospect:~.ve fendant can testify if he or she so desires, but does not have to t~stify 
jurors who had. not determined whether their service would cau~e hardshiI?· if he or she does not wish to do so. 
one juror was ultimately excused, but the replacement was examin~d only .by 
a general inquiry on whether he would be disqualified on <;1_,ny grounds dis
cussed up to that point. When the grand jury was sworn, two m~ers who An important aspect of the instructions concerned the daily operations of the 
were students were st~J uncertain whether they could resolve. their class grand jury, its duties and any restraints placed on its members. To the 
scheduling conflicts. The judge noted they could be replaced if they were extent possible, the impanelling judges in both counties tried to prepare the 
excused at some point in the future. jurors for their task and let them know what to expect during their term of 

service. The judges also used this opportunity to caution jurors not to 
0 misuse their powers,--'_,hut not to be hesitant to use them if necessary. Jurors 

Following the selection of 16 grand jurors and four alternates, the impanel-· were informed of tihe laws governing the presence of attorneys for witnesses 
ling :judge is responsible for instructing the jurors on their duties. In in the grand jury rC>om and the limits on their participation. The jurors 
both counties, the impanelling judge provided some background information on were notified of their right to hear evidence at the request of the person 
the grand :jury and its place in the criminal justice system. The disti~c under investigation or to allow that person to testify upon his or her writ

0 
tions between the grand jury and the trial jury were explained and the his
torical role of the grand jury as both swo:r:d and shield was described. The 

ten request. The judges informed the jurors of their power to require that 
evidence which they believed would explain away the charges be presented to 

judge in Maricopa County was careful to point out that the grand jury was them. In Maricopa County, panel membe~s were told that they should ask ques
part of the judicial branch and was responsible to the court for its actions. tions of the witne,sses who appeared if they felt the question~ were warranted 
In Pima County, the judge went into considerable detail differentiating the but were Qautionz.d to refrain from asking "needless, repetitious, or irrele

·probable · cause standard from one involving proof beyond a reasonable doubt vant questions.", 
and explained that, in the typical case, the grand jury would be hearing 
evidence from only one side. 

The requiremen1r.:s for deciding upon an indictment and returning it to the 

" court were described to the jury, as well as the procedure for declining to 
An interesting comBonent of the judge's remarks in Pima County concerned the return an ing!Lctment. On that issue, the jurors in Mari.-copa County were 
preliminary hearing. The. grand jurors were informed that, at the discretion urged not to ,resitat;.erfin""refusing to vote for an indictment if they doubted 
of the county attorney, .the preliminary hearing could be used as an alterna that the sta171dard of proof (probable cause) had been met. They were told G 

tive method for initiating charges. However, the judge told the group that they were : '' 

• • • for a variety of reasons, which .I w±1; not get into, ••• 
in Pima County the number of cases that go torough the Grand 
Jury f;r exceeds the number of cases that go before a magis-

trate. ~ 

'.) 0 
1rbid., P• 15. 

r 
l 

~ 

1rbid, p. 13 • 

2
Proceedings before the 35th Maricopa County Grand Jury in Re: Im-

panelment, P• 67. 
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._.• .performing a critical task _in standing here as a grand 
jury between the prosecutor and the citizens of the commun.;. 
ity. You have the prqtection. aqd liberty of the community 0 

· and its citizens in your charge. 
Ii 
I 

!1 

i' 
The respective roLes of the grand jury and the prosecutor were thoroughly 
defined in both counties. The jurors were told that the county attorney 
cannot tell the grand jury what he or she thinks it should do, nor can he or 
she evaluate the tes~imony or make a closing argument. The judge noted that 
the prosecutor cannot comment on the evidence or answer questions abou.:t a 
witness's testimony but explained that the county attorney did serve p.S legal 
advisor to the grand jury. Both judges offered the jurors the opportunity 
to direct legal questions to a judge if they could not obtain an answer from 
the prosecutor. The judge in Pima County cautioped the jurors ~gainst seek
ing legal information on their own: 

• • • you might have the idea to go look up the law on your 
own. We don't want you to do that. We want you to ask 
the County Attorney if you have any questions. Sometimes 
in the past others have decided that they want to better 
understand the law by looking up the law for themselves and 
that has caused some difficulty, so be sure and defer to 
the County Attorney for your legal expertise and advice in 
that regard. If he can't answer the question directly he 
can turn it ~ver to me and we will try to resolve it in 
that fashion. 

,1 

charges in it and possible defendants, but as I said 
before, ••• it is in~no way binding upon you. 

If they have prepared an indictment and suggested an in
dictment that Defendant A and Defendant B and Defendant c 
are in it, an_d you don't think Defendant c should be there, 
te~l the County Attorney to remove c. That is your'perog
ative. If you have a Defendant B and you think D should 
be charged, the Grand Jury may prepare an indictment to 
reflect that• If they brought · an indictment in front of ~ 
you that showed an offense of robbery and you didn't think 
that robbery was committed but only theft, you say ~o, we 
a:e not going along with the robbery in the ·proposed in
dictment, but pr~pare an indictment. charging bur~lary; in 
other words, it is your decision. Their prepared indict
ment 1 is only a suggested indictment and not binding upon 
you • 

Several times during the course of providing these instructions the judges 
str~ssed the importance of adhering to the requirement that all discussions 
be i~. the presence of the court reporter making the official record. One 
judge d_escribed past occurrences of off-the-record conversations which had 
led t~ s~ccess~ul challenges of indictments. This was given particular 
emphasis in Maricopa County during the instructions rega~ding the role of the 
p~osecutor as legal advisor. After reiterating the point that any question 
direc,ted to the county attorney must be on the record, the jud~-:re said: 

' ",\ 

10., 
I; 

This notion of having all matter~ on the record is so imIn advising, the grand jury on its role in making charging decisions, the po~rtant that I have instructed· the Cnunty Attorney and judge in Pima County informed the grand jurors that the prosecutor would be hi:s deputies who will be with you each day not even to say asking them to select the procedure to be followed concerning the prepara hello to you unless you are in the grand jury room with the 2 tion of the indictment. He then described the alternative approaches and court reporter present •. 
stressed the discretion available to the grand jury. 

[One] way this could be done is this: the County Attor Although the judges in both counties gave the newly-sworn grand jurors the 
ney could bring in the witnesses before you and have them opportunity to ask questions, there was no indication that this ever oc

. testify, give you the law in the area that the County .At c~rred in the impanelment transcripts we read. In addition to the instruc
\\ ,. torney thinks is appropriate _,and then let you deliberate tions from the judges, grand juries received more specific information from 

and decide what charges and who, , if any, should be in- prosecutors on routine housekeeping matters and the applicable statutes. 
dicted. W~ did not .rev~ew transcripts of these proceedings since they largely con

~ist of recitations of statutory material and, therefore, we do not know if 
••• There would be nothing wrong with that process, but it Jurors __ were more forthcoming with questions to i:he prosecutors than they 
does take some time. wer~ to the judges. 

/ So what most Grand Juries in Pima" County have done is go .. 
along with the procedure whereby the County Attorney will An interesting question is the effectiveness of the instructions deliv-
prepare what they th;i.nk the indictment shbuld be with the ,, ered to grand J'uries by J

0 

udges and prosecutors. I t' · t b n _c,,a par icipan -o server 

&. 0 

1 1 
Ibid. , p. 67. Ibid, PP• 71-73. 

,. 2rmpanel.;;~~,:-- Piina Co~~ty-=Gi(ancl Jury" Ne,: 40'•~ p. 91. :fl?roceedings before the 35th Maricopa County G~and Jury in Re : Im-panelment, p. 74. 
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examination of the gr~;nd jury in Harris County (Housta'~) /''Tei~s; Carp anal
(j yzed the length of time .it took for grand jurors to comprehend their. role. 

His findings are reported below. 
m ~' 

Given that the Harris County gr~nd juries routinely handled~~ c~ses a day:,, 
0 

and taking into considerat!'.i.on their total output, Carp concluded that the 
first eight percent of, the cases process7d by any grand jury ,}','ere resolved,. 
without, the grand jury fully understan~ing 'its risponsibilities or duties. 

ct 
Although·our study did not address this issue, it is certainly an important 
point to consider when analyzing the relative merits of the preliminary 
he;ring (with and without law-tr~ined magistrates) and the grand jury. !t 
may also add perspective to the descriptions of grand jury participation in 
questioning wi~esses and making charging 'tlecision:s. 

LENGTH OF TIME REQUIRED BEFORE GRAND JURORS SUBSTANTIALLY UNDERSTOOD 
THE DUTIES, POWERS, AND FUNCTIONS 'OF A GRAND JORY., 

' t,_'I) 

0 \½, Percentage of 
Length of Time Grand Jurors 

,_. (_N = 156) 
,l(\. 

{., 1'>!:.1 

Understood Pl:ior to or immediately after first ,?ession 22 
Understood after second session 27 
Understood after fourth session 32 
Understood after sixth, session or ,long:er 19 

/) 
(Median time is somewhat more than the third session) 

Source: carp, Robert A. , "The Harris County Grand Jury: A Case Study," 
Houston Law Review, 12: 90 ( 19,74_), p. 99 • 

,, 
4.3.2 Commencement and Duration of the Proceedings 

In both Pima and Maricopa Counties, each case to be considered by the grand 
jury is introduced in a routine fashion. Typically, the presenting attorney 
will announce the case by name and number and recite the alleged crimel::l., the 
names of the witnesses who are scheduled to testify, and the names of the 
victims to alert jur ors .. __ to any potenlial conflicts • 

t I 
In Maricopa county, where the grand jury proceeding is highly formalized, a 
series of "admonitions'' is read to the grand jury at the beginning of each 
day's session, including the grounds for self-disq,uali:l;ication. At the 

~ 

0 92 

1 " 

outset of .. ·. every case tne jurors axe asked whet.her any of these admonitions 
are applicable• 

In the cases contained in our random sample, jurors would occasionally report 
the existence of possible grounds for disqualification.' There was no_consis
tent response, however; different prosecutors hand).ed the. situation in dif
ferent ways. On occasion, jurors noted that they were acquainted with one 
of the witnesses or other key persons, but remained on the grand jury after 
indicating that this would not bias their decision or affect the weig·ht given 

1 

to that person's testim~p.y. · In one case in our sample, the following seen-.. 
ario occurred: 

\': 

The juror was uncertain. whether he knew one of the _people involved, in the 
case so asked factual questions about the person. The prosecutor recessed 
the grand jury and" me,t with the individual juror andc. the court reporter 
outside the presence of the other jurors. A discussion was held on the 
record regarding cha:i;:acteristics of the person involved in the case and 
the nature of the jm:or' s relationship with that person once the question 
of identity was resolved, The juror continued to sit on the case following 
his assertion that he was not biased or otherwise ;influenced by the rela
tionship. 

Another area in wh:i.ch prosecutors varied was the degree to which they as
sisted a juror in c.'1i'etermining whether there were sufficient grounds,, for dis
qualification. on.k approach was to redirect the juror's questions back to. 
the juror by pointing out that disqualification cc;mld resul ~ only from the 
decision of the juror or the judge and that the prosecutor did not have the 
authority to exc1;i.se any juror from any particular case. A much more direct 
approach was taken by other prosecutors who advisi:ld jurors that, in effect, 
they should excv,se themselves given the relationship that had been described, 

0 

As noted above;, the offenses under consideration were included in the intro-
ductory announcement of each case. Strict precautions were taken. in Maricopa 
County to avqid prejudicial language while providing the grand ju-ry with this 
information.( In one instance, a grand jury handling one of its first cases 
asked the prosecuting attorney to read the charges. The county attorney 
pointed out! that there were no charges before the grand jury and that the 
proceeding /was 11 just an investigation of possible criminal activity." Al
though in 1.other cases in this county the offenses under consideration were 
characterifzed as "charges, 11 prosecutors typically corrected themselves when 
referring#to counts of the indictment before the grand jury had deliberated. 
In contr~~t, prosecutors in Pima County routinely announced the case in.terms 
such as •(count 1 of· this indictment concerns• •• 11 

o 0 

Every g.i::and jury receives general instructions at or near the time of impan-
elment regarding the substantive criminal laws they ,y,ill be called upon to 
apply • However , counties differ in the procedures used to refresh the grand 
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jurors' recollection of the applicable statutes. In Maricopa County, it is 
ff' policy to ensure in every case that each juror present has heard all 

o ice · , - d th t ·1d' t statutes relevant to the case. If the grand jury s recor sin ca e a one 
juror has not heard a certain relevant statute, the p~o~ecut is instru7t
ed to read that law. Furthermore, the jurors are to be given he opportw:iity 
to hear the statutes again if '!:hey desire. In Pima County, · E:! ~nstruc'tions 
at the impanelment are rarely supplemented, with two exceptions: (1) when a 
juror requests that a statute be re-read; and (2) when the sta1;ute ha~-beco~e 
applicable for the first time. In our sample of cases,. prosecut~rs in. ~ri
copa county were quite consistent wi:th their st~ted policy, reading sta~u~es 
or referencing them as having been read earlier in 99% of the c~ses. In Pima 
county, where this is more_ discretionary, statutes were read in less than 7 

percent of the cases sampled.' 

These formalized procedures have an effect on the duration of grand jury 
cases in Maricopa County, as would be expected. However, we,. also , fow:id 
that the quantity of testimony produ~e~ _for the grand jury w~s g>reater in 
Maricopa than in Pima County. In Maricopa County,. the median number of 
pages of testimony was approximately seven, '·w~er1eas in Pima ~aunty ,it was 
four. Greater disparity in the amount of testimony was shown in cases pre
sented by the special units, with OCRU cases (Maricopa Co_-unty) involvirtg a 
median of eleven pages of testimony fnd, CP/ECU. cas.es (Pima Coun~y) taking a 
median of four pages of testimony. Althougn pages .of tei,rtimony ranged 
as high as 39 pages in Maricdpa· County and 54 pages in Pima County (for ,_cases 
from the regular, not the specialized, prosecution caselqad), many cases were 
very brief, especially in Pima County where nearly_ one-quarter of the cas7s 
involved only two pages of testimony. Only three percent of the cases in 
~ricopa County were that brief. 

Given that there is little difference in the grand jury's caseload in th~ 
two counties, it is interesting to note· the variation in time spent''hearing 
testimony. When considered in conjunction with our findings that the pr,a
liminary hearing is longer in Pima County than in Maricopa County (see Sec
tion 3. 3. 2), this suggests that the atypical proceeding in each county may 
be more intensive or less routinized. Partly as a result of this situation, 
the atypical proceeding is likely to remain atypical, since each county feels 
their system would bog down if they reversed their practice.p 

~n Maricopa County, cases in the general grand jury caseload took an 
average o.f 25 minutes, and :,those p_Fesented by OCRU took 28 minutes• We are 
unable to infer time elapsed in Pima County by comparing pag~s of testimony, 
since we do not know what portion of the time'wa;:i allocate~ to testimony in
stead of the formalize& procedures , described above• It is interesting to 
note-'that carp's analysis of the Harris County {Houston), Texas, grand jury 
showed an average of five minutes per case for the entire proceeding, includ
ing deliberations. 

~--~----~------~-------------------------,,.--~---~~---;--~-~---

4.3.3 Presentation of the Government's Case 

Arizona grand jury procee1ings are not bound by the same evidentiary stan,d
ards that apply at trial. 2his influences prosecutors' perceptions of the 
efficiency of the grand jury and is a major facto-r in shaping the nature 
of grand jury proceedings. Prosecutors cite the -ability to introduct· hear
say as an advantag~, since it allows ~hem to consolida~e ~hei~ evid ~ce and 
present only one witness who can testify to matters withJ.n his or 1er own 
knowledge as well- as those communicated to him or her by others. A related 
factor occasionally cited' by prosecujors is the use of hearsay testimony to 
protect the identity of an informant. 

~menial Evidence 

The typical case hea~d by the grand jury ~n both Pima and Maricopa Counties 
involved only one law enforcement witness. This pattern was followed in 92 
percent of the cases sampled in Maricopa 0 county and in 95 percent of those 
in Pima County. The remaining 8 percent of the routine cases in Maricopa 
County involved two law enforcement witnesses; no civil.:i;an witnesses testi
fied. In contrast, the remaining 5 percent ot? the cases in Pima County 
involved civilian witnesses as well as law enforcement witnesses. These 
witnesses were either victims or eyewitnesses. 

A similar pattern occurred in cases presented,by the specialized prosecution 
units: civilian witnesses testified in only eight percent of these cases in 

1, both counties. The relative absence of civilian witnesses is not surprising 
in view of the preference given to the preliminary hearing as a forum to test 
the credibilityof witnesses. 

One distinction between the cases presented by the specialized units and the 
regular caseload was the 'type of law enforcement officers testifying. Rou
tine cases were t7Pically presented through the testimony of a police officer 

1 See, for example, State v. Guerrero, 119 Ariz, 273, 580 P. 2d 734 
(App. 1978). 

2 ,,, 
It should be noted, as discussed in the preceding chapter, that 

hearsay is also admissible at the preliminary hearing in certain circum-_ 
i~ 0 

stances. 
3rt is interesting to note that this purpose can be accomplished at -

the preliminary hear.i;ng as we,11, although perhaps not as easily sinJI~ the 
witness has to test.ify under cr..oss-examination. In one of our sam]?le prel~m
inary hearings, the police officer testifying refused to ans~er any questions 
that might provide olues to the identity of an informant, even refusing to 
respond · to questions referring;, to the informant as "he" until the defense 
attorney qualified his labelling as 

0 
generic. 
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who ha.d some involvement with investigating the case or making the arrest. 
In ,Maricopa County, nearly half of the law enforcement witnesses 0 testify
ing in the cases in our special sample were undercover agents, · reflecting 
the subst~ntial number of narcotics cases handled by the OCRU unit. In Pima 
County there were no undercover agents; most government witnesses were in
vestigato;!;s • 

. ---~ -:.~--

0 

'·The nature of the testimony" offered to the grand c::jury by 0 law er{forcement 
witnesses ,often involved merely a recitation of the facts contained in the 
police report. In some instances, the witness was not directly involv§d in 
the events being described (often an officer testified to the actions of both 0 

himielf ,or herself and-~ther officers involved in the case) and did not have 
any information beyond that in the police report.,, .. Given the standard o{ 
probable·· cause and the absence of cross-examination, this was generally con
sidered sufficient evidence by the grand jury, since indictments were almost 
~lways retur~,lfd• However, thes€ factors combined "7:0 limit the grand jury',s 
ability to questi'bn the witness effectiv,ely and ,rendered the transcriPt of 
little use to the defense"as a discovery device. 

As noted earlier in this chapter, provisions to protect the rights of grand 
jury witnesses have been promulgated as an important com~onent of grand jury 
reform efforts. It is clear that these issues arise only in unusual circum
stances in the types of cas~s heard by county grand juries in Arizona, since 
most witnesses are law enforcement,,,.officials. We did find, two instances, 
however, in which the legal rightscif the witness became a subject of discus
sion during the grand jury proceeding. 

Although/I none "of our randomly sampled, grand jury cases involved an appearance 
1 

by a withess who was a target of the inquiry or directly at ri9ik, o~e wbtness 
did asse;rt certain legal ri-ghts as described in the anecdote below. 

In .a cas~ involving assault and ~idnapping charges' arising out of an al
tercation between the defendant and his ex-wife's divorce lawYer, one wit
ness claimed several constitutional protections. The witness was the 
defendant's lawYer and was an eyewitness to 

0 
the altercation. The wit

ness willingly testified to his observations but refused to answer ques
tions regarding his conversations with the defendant, citing the attorney
clieht privilege. (At one point, the witness also.raised a F.ifth Amendment 
claim, but this was never carried any further.),,, The prosecutor asked the 
grand jury to have the witness appear before,. the Superior Court to settle 
the issue of privilege. The foreman then asked the witness if he would 

(J 
appear before the court to accept a grant of immunity and return to the 
grand jury at a speci:fied date to continue his testimony. The witness 

-------------------- ,.,---- ,, ------ ,----- - ---------------- ,, -
1 agreed to fo:).low that ~rocedu!:'~ However, the witness did not aripear at 

Superior Court. At~ a later ~ate, he returned ta the grand jury ad~ testi
fied without clai~ing any pri\~ege. 

~ 

One grand jur::t case' in our special county sample did involve a witness who 
was also a target. It was presented by the consumer Protection/Economic 
Crime Unit in Pima County. The confusion of the grand jurors and the prose
cutor's re~ponse are de~cribed :in the anecdote bel,pw. 

As one witness was excused but before the next was called, a juror broke 
in with a question. The juror asked: "Is it <)tistomary to have a person 
who :i.s also charged with one of the counts as a ,iitness?" The prosecutor, 
after some confusion, answered negatively. The juror pursued the issue by 
asking: "This is an unusual case?" The prosecutor responded, "Yes." The 
target was then called ~hd sworn in. This dialogue occurred between the 
prosecutor and the target/witness-:~= ~ 

_;; Prosecutor: " ••• you are here today pursuant to a 
subpoena served upon you?" 

Witness: "Yes." 
/",, ·,, 

Prosecutor: "To testify in front of the grand jury?.~. 

Witness: "Yes." 

Prosecutor: "Are you aware that the presentation today 
has to do with the af:fairs of fraudulent 
insurance claims presented by ••• among other 
things?" 

Witness: "Yes." 

Prosecutor: "And you have discussed this matter previ
ously with Detective ••• bf the Tucson Police 
Department and Detective ••• , correct~" 

Witness: "Yes." 

P:::-osecutor: }' And1 
you are aware of the possibility of 

'" the Pima County Grand Jury returning charg
es ag•inst you, possibly for conspiracy 
facilitation having to do with your role, -, 

-----------------~---------------------------------------------- -- -

1rt is interesting to note that immunity does n~t obviate the attorney
client privilege which was the only claim pur'sued by this witness. , 

·;) 
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-----------------------------------------------------------~---------------
0 if you will, in ••• fraudulent insurance 

claim presentation?" 

Witness: "Yes, I am." 

Prosecutor: "Before I ask you any questions, ••• I would 
like t,o read you your rights." 

,, 
"You hav.e a right to remain silent. Any
thing you say can and will be used against 
you in a court of law." 

"You have the. right to have an attorney I) 

present to assist you prior to questioning 
and to be with you during questioning if 
you so deµire. If you cannot afford an 
attorney, you have a right to have an at
torney appointed for you prior toques
tioning." 

"Do you understand these rights?" 
\\ 

Q Witness: "Yes, I do." 

Prosecutor: "Having now been advised of these rights, 
do you wish to answer questions in front 
of the Grand Jury regarding your arrange
men ts with and your discussions with .•• 
with, regards to these various ,,vehicles in 
November of 1979?" 

Witness: "Yes." 

Physcial and Documentary Evidence 

In addition to testimonial evidence, information may be introduced athrough 
the use of physical objects or documents. For instance, in a case involv
ing a gun as the I,llurder weapon, exhibits could include the gun itself; and/or 
a report prE:pared by a .ballistics expert who might also testify directly. 
Given the admissibility of hearsay to determine probable. cause, it '.ts also 
possible to introduce the ballistics ex,J?ert' s ffndings to th~ grand jury 
through the testimony of a police officer WP,O summarizes the ~eport's con
clusions. 

V tf:j 

1J 
Through our case analysis we found that physical and documentary evidence 
plays almost no role in grand jury proceedings·. Such evidence was not introt"" 

regarding any scient,ific findings. However, laboratory reports were used to 
report results of drug analysis in a small number of grand jury cases. A lab 
report was part of the. evidence in four percent of the Maricopa County cases 
and in five percent of the cases in Pirna County. 

The cases presented to grand juries by the special prosecution units fol
lowed this pattern as well. Although there were references in the testi
mony to audio-video recordings in one-third of the cas'es handled by OCRU in 
Maricopa County, that evidence" was directly introduced to the grand jury on 
only one occasion. In tha~ instance,'the grand jury acce'pted the prosecutor's 
offer to play the recording for them. In other cases in Maricopa County, the 

"" existence of a recording was noted but no further action taken. 

4.3.4 Introduction of Exculpatory Evidence 

The evidence"introduced in grand jury proceedings is directed to~ard proving 
the existence of :Probable cause; rarely, if ever,'' is any of the evidence 
exculpatory in nature. There is no requirement in Arizona that known excul
patory evidence be presented to the grand jury. Moreover, case law ha,:;; held 
that failure to inform the grand jury of pot1ntially exculpatory evidence is 

, not grounds for dismissing the indictment. A judge interviewed in the 
course of this study noted a situation,, in which the grand jury was not told 
of incriminating statements by a non-defendant, yet the indictment was held 
to be valid. 

,,·, 
, Al though prosecutors are not required to present exculpatory evidence to 

the grand jury, they may offer sqch evidence if they are aware of it or may 
notify the jurors of its availability should they desire to hear it. Simi
larly, the grand jury its elf may seek out any exculpatory evidence it be
lieves may exist. Thus, some of the defense attorn,eys who were interviewed 
indicated that, .·. in selected cases, they notify the·. prosecutor or the grand 
jury of the defendant's desire to testify and of the existence of exculpa
tory evidence. 

In practice, however, exculpatory evidence is rarely presented to the grand 
jury. In the cases contained in our sample, exculpatory evidence was nE;lither 
offered nor actually introduced by the pro.sepµ:t:,_g;i;- ~ 

\l --=·-(', ·,:-•_c-- - - .;. ---

In one case, the defense attorney sent a letter to the grand jury notirig 
its r:i:ght to request additional evidence. and urging it to inquire into five 
enumerated issues considered important to the defense. In closing the de-
fense attorney said: 

0 

Q 

1 see, for example, State v. Baumann, 125 Ariz. 404, 610 P.2d 38 (1980). 
Q 

duced directly "in either county, nor were expert witnesses called to tes
0

tify 
0 0 fl 
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:Se careful in your J deliberations. [The defendant] is in 
business and regµliirly must deal with the public. Any 
criminal allegati'on!k against him or any m~er of his fam
ily would be injuri/,bus to his reputation and charges should 
not be lodged wi1hout a full exploration of ~he facts. 

/) 
c/' 

There was no reference in the transcript to this letter/ and thus ~:t was un
clear whether the grand jury ever saw it. However, the! points ra:i.:sed in the 
letter were all explored during the testimony before the grand jury, in part 
as a result of questions by the jurors. 

0 ,, 

4.3.5 Level of Grand Jury Involvement in Directing the Proceeding 

Critics of the grand jury often paint it as responding to the prosecutor's 
direction and desires to the point of being a "rubber stamp" which takes 
no action on its own. Yet prosecutors who appear before grand juries on a 
routine basis deny that jurors are overly passive or fail to participate 
fully in all aspects of the proceeding. In fact, prosecutors claim that on 
a number of occasions, a grand jury has surprised, tl1,em by ;;Pursuing areas of 
inquiry not covered by the prosecutor or by questioning'.' ,, the evidence ·•as 
presented. 

One way of assessing the ext,ent of the grand jury's involvement in eliciting 
evidence is to .c:.onsider its role in questioning witnesses. Typically, the 
prosecutor led ;; witness through his or her testimony by a series of ques
tions. Once the prosecutor had completed i!ihis line of . inquiry, the grand 
jury was given the opportunity to question the witness. Generally, the grand 
jury was not restricted in its _questioning. However, in a few instances 
where a jm:·.or' s questions ventured into irrelevant or prejudicial areas, a 
prosecutor '\,;rould prevent the witness from respond-ing and would inform the 
jury that the line of questioning was not relevant or might introduce bias. 
For ·example, this occurred when the questions "focused on the suspect' s prior 
record or the method by whic~ the suspect was identified. This practice was 
not universa·l and in some cases the grand jury received answers to the iden
tical questions that had been interrupted by prosecutors in other cases. 

On the whole, the grand juries who heard the cases in our sample were in
v:oived to .. a_-J.;L111J.tedc~degre1;Lonly. -Wit.l'lesses were questioned by grand jurors 
in 66 percent o:f the cases in both counties-~~'•' In Maricopa County, ,thEl, median 
number of grand jury questions per witness was only 2. 4, although one wit
ness was asked 41 questions. 'In Pima,. County, the highe,st number o:f ques

0 

tions asked of any witness was 29, but the median per witness was only two. 
Since typically only one witness testified per case, thts means that grand 
jurors routinely asked only one or two questions in the course of the pro
ceeding. The bulk of testimony was provided in response to questions asked 
by the prosecutor. In one-half of the cases.examined in Maricopa County, the 
prosecutor was zesponsible £or eliciting roughly 94 percent of the testimony; 
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in Pima County the comparable figure was __ virtually 100 percent. In only 25 
percent of the cases did the grand jury direct more than 25 percent of the 
testimony in ~ricopa County or more than 20 percent in Pima County. Grand 
juries hearing cases presented by the Consumer Protection/Economic Crime Unit 
in Pima County were slightly more active; askiney,,a median of five questiqns 
per .. witness and directing 22 percent of all testimony. 

In_ both counties, the stated policy and observed practice is to dismis~ the 
witness after the prosecutor and jurors have completed their questioning. 
The grand, jury is then provided with the opportunity to ask questions of the 
prosecutor. These questions are technically limited to issues 0£ law, but 
on occasion the jurors will i,nterject a question on a factual issue, We ob
served that t£ jurors asked factual questions, prose\'cutors qui le con:sistently 
declined to./·answer and instead offe;red to recall the witness. Two examples 
show the 

1/ 
sErict adherence to this requirement, 

I C 

\\ 

A j1.1roF could not recall the age of a suspect and asked what it was after 
the witness had been excused. The prosecutor simply responded that the 
queJstion was a factual one and recalled the witness. 

A~ter completion of testimony in one case, a juror noted that the witness 
had stated that certain events occurred in one year whereas one of the two 
firosecutors, presenting the case had _mentioned a different date in announc
Jng the case and the applicable laws, The witness was recalled to clarify 
"this issue. 

I ' 

ALI.though routine factual ques'tions were typically addressed by recalling wit
nfesses, there were occasional problems with other types of questions• One 
,~rea of inquiry which was sometimes explored by grand jurors through ques
;hions, to the prosecutor ~nvolved case strategy. Questions s_uch ~s "Why was 1 
•this defendant charged a)hd not this person?," "Why was this witness used 
to present this evidence?, 11 and "Who decided to charge this offens_e and 
why?" posed particularly sensitive problems for prosecutors. In some circum
stances, these questions may raise legaJ. issues and therefore be appropriate
for the prosecutoris response. On the other hand, the issues may be entirely 
a matter of fact and not .proper questions for the prosecutor•, However, if 
the issues are related to judgments made by the prosecutor's staff, recalling 
the witness may not serve any purpose as he or she may not be able to answer 
the jury' s questions. For the Il\ost part, prosecutors dealt w~ th s~ tu~ - ,, 
tions of this type by pointing out the options open to the grand Jury if it 

\ 

1
since the witnesses are told to wait outside after they are excused, 

there is no difficulty in recalling them to the. grand jury ro9m. 
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disagreed with the strategy adopted by the prosecutor but declining to ex-
plain the reasons behind the strategy. 

Even when the grand jury's inquiry clearly involves ;issus that are legal in 
nature, the prosecutor must be careful to avoid infringing on·· the discre
tion of the grand jury. Particularly when facing questions regarding the 
nature of the charges, prosecutors were careful to point out that it was the 
responsibility of the grand jury to detrmine exactly which· offenses should 
be charged. 

The grand jury sought legal advice from the deptuty county attorney with 

0 
some frequency in the cases sampledtc At least one legal question was posed 
in 29 percent of the cases studied in Maricopa Coq,nty and in 20 percent in 
Pima County. The number of que.stions asked was as high as 19 in one case 
in Maricopa County and six in Pima County, wereas the averages were 1. 4 and 
• 6 respectively. Although the impanelling judges in .both counties pointed ' 

° out that the grand jury could seek legal advice from the court, this never 
~occurred in any of the cases sampled. 

0 

4.3.6 Deliberations 

Once the grand jury's questions have been answered, the jurors are ready 
to deliberate. The procedures followed ~n the two counties differ signifi
cantly at this point. In Pima County, the grand jury de/liberates on the 
draft indictment as prepared by the prosecutor. In Maricopa County, a two
stage deliberation process is followed. The grand jury is either directly 
instructed ( or advised to recall earlier instructions) that they have three 
options at this point: to recall any witnesses, to request additional evi
dence, or to request a draft indictment. In 4 percent of the cases in Mari
copa County, further testiµlony was provided before the draft ind.i'.'ctment was 
requested. The anecdote beiow illustrates the complexities of the prosecu
tor's role in advising the grand jury on the legal issues rela.ting to the 
possible charges anddprovides an example of the cixcumstances · in which a 
witness Illight bexecalled. 

ii 
One case involving an inexperienced grand jury hearing 9nJy i~~ third case 
illustrates the interaction between members of the grand j:j.lry and the 
prosecutor as legal issues are explained and charging decii~ions formu
lated. The inexperience of the grand jury is an important fip.ctor, since 
questions were asked which were not asked by more seasoned j1!,U:'ors. Fol
lowing the standard practice in Maricopa County, the prosei~utor opened 
the presentation :Cy informing the grand jury that the statutes governing 
burglc1.ry and theft were relevant to the case and then proce~o.ed to read 
those laws verbatim. The grand jury interrupted the prosecutor on several 

. ---- ---------------------------------------- .. ----~-------~-~--
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occasions to clarify the,, legal definitions of theft and burglary. To as
sist them, the prosecutor desc;:ribed a hypothetical set of facts and dis
tinguished which facts would support a charge of burglary and which wpul~ 
constitute theft. At one point, a grand juror asked a question about the 
penalties ,applicable for each crime. The prosecuto,r declined to answer, 
noting that the penalty was not. relevant to the determination of probable 
cause. The jurors' did not seem to recognize that theft and burglary were 
alternative charges and that i'i::c,was their job to ascertain th.e appropriate 
charge. An additional factor contributing to their confusion was the fact 
that eithE;,r a felony or a) misdemeanor·· could be charged. One juror asked 
the prosecutor to read the. charge, to which the prosecutor responded that 
there was no charge at that point, only "an investigation of possible 
criminal activity." , 

Following the testimony of the witness, the grand jury continued to raise 
legal questions on the definitions and levels of the optional charges 1' 

When a factual question was raised regarding the value of. the items alleged 
to have been stolen, the prosecutor did ~ot answer the question ~imself, 
but offered to recall the witness. At that point, the grand juror did not 
take him up: on his offer, but rephrased the question. Still not fully• 
grasping the grand jury's role, a juror asked,:, "He's being charged with 
a felony, isn't he?" To this the prosecutor replied, "That's up to you." 

The grand jury then retired to deliberate but·· returned with further ques
tions. The prosecutor once again attempted to explain the alternatives by 
stating that if the grand jury found certain facts to be true, the charge 
would be burglary, whereas if another fact pattern was belieyed to be true, 
then the proper,,charge would be theft. Throughout this series of explana
tions, the prosecutor stressed that ,he was not implying that the evidence 
showed any of these facts, only the legal consequences of the grand jury 
believing certain facts. A member of the grand jury noted that certain 
questi9ns should have been asked of the witness, but then proceeded to ask 
the prosecutor those questions. At that point, the witness was recalled. 
Following additional clarification of their options·, the grand jurors de
liberated once more, and thereupon requested a draft indictment. 

0 

// ,. 
Difficulties over the offenses to"be charged may arise following the indict
ment as well as before. If the 'grand jury returns an indictment which the 
prosecutor feels is legally flawed, a de~ision must be made whether to inform 
the grand jury of the problem and how to resolve the problem. The prosecutor 
may need to dete:i;mine whether the grand jury made a mistake or if the"jurors 
acted intentionally. To addJ:;:'ess these issues· without violating the grand 
jury's independence or the secrecy .of the deliberat.:!;ons is a very sensi.tive 
task, The following example illustrates how one prosecutor approaphed this 
problam. 

The prosecutor originally proposed these charges: Count 1--unlawful pos
session of a narcotic drug--defendants A, B, and C; and Count 2--unlawful 
possession, of mar;ijuana--defendant .A. 'After the conclusion of testimony, 
the prosecutor noted that the drug .in question was classified by l~w as 

--------------------------- .--------------------------------------------------
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dangerous no-t;. narcotic. The indictment returned by the grand jury cbarged: 
Count 1--unlawful possession of prescription-only drug--defendants ~, B, 
and C; Count 2 -~µhlawful possession of marijuana--defendant A; and Count 
3--unlawful possession of dangerous drug--defefidant"c. · 

The prosecute~ tried to clarify what the ,grand jury had ?ecided "in this 
case. He was concerned specifically with Count 1 whig,h involved all three 
defendants. When. the grand jury affirmed the indictment as announced-, the 
_prosecutor stated: 

o I have to tell you as a matter of law that those barbi
turates are a dangerous drug rather than a prescription-· 
drug. 

The grand jury foreman noted· that several questions had been posed to the 
witness on "just that issue and the witness had repeatedly testified that 
the drug was a presc;-iption drug. To this the prose~utor responded by 
asking: 

Does this fact create any confusion ••• in your mind such 
that you would nqt wish to ••• proceed as you have pro-· 
ceeded? In other words, would this cause you to want to 
make any changes? 

The foreman: asked w~ether the prosecutor was , referring to any changes in 
the ~ype of drug. The prosecutor responged by repeating his statement that 
the,/ drugs were classified as dangerous, not as prescription drugs, by the 
sta:.tute. ;, 

I/ 

Th1e grand jury raised the question of what could be done when ~- testimony 
w/is in error. The foreman noted that: 

I You can ',t change what somebody said. If in fact he said 
they were prescription drugs, you can't change it and say 
they are dangerous drugs. /! 

The prosecutor answered: // 
I' 

Perhaps I should d,o this. I have inform~/d you... what 
I have informec;l you. This is, the yellow ~~lls, the bar
bi tuates, are by law ••• dange,rous rather fnan prescrip
tion. Perhaps what I should" do now is [nanie of the court 
reporter] and I should leave the room and ybu should dis
cus1 this among yourselves and you can d~[cide what you 
want. 

Before the grand jury began to deliberate there\i was further discussion 
about whether _:the witness __ had testified that the t:irug was; prescription or 0 

dangerous and what options were available to the \Jrand jury -if the testi
mony was in fact inaccurate. One juror asked: 

Is this going ,,to jeopardize anything ••• with 0 the official 
record or anything like that? It is not going to hurt 
th~ case or anything? 

The prosecutor responded: 

Don't even consider that. 

--:-.-~---------------------~:----... -----------.er:---------------------------~.:."--~--
e 
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The grand jury then deliberated and returned an indictment that ,?ontained 
charges identi<;ral to those announced by the prosecutor at the c~mclusion 
of the testimony. 

, 'I 
Most cases are very routine and result in indictments on the'! charg•es pro-
posed by the prosecutor. Total time ''spent in deliberatioti/s in ~taricopa 

1 County averaged 4. 4 minutes per case. Based on our case :flow analysis, 
we found that indictments were returned in Maricopa County iJi less than 1% 

• ,_ ""-- .-, II " 
of the ca5,es presented to the grand Jury. In,,r-Pima County, lfhe com1?arable 
figure ·was' 2%. In all of the c:ases sampled, the grand jury v,pted to return 
an indictment on all charges. In approximately 95% of the cas

1
es in Mq,ricopa 

County ,and 90% of those in Pima County, the vote was unanim~?us. In, cases 
presented by the special prosecution units, the grand jury votb1. unanimously 
92 percent of thf time in Maricopa County, but only 76 pe~cen\t of thE~ time 
in Pima County. The frequency of dissenting votes i_s dis}?layed below. 

Table 4.4 ', 
i DISSENTING VOTES l 

Maricopa Pima 
Maricopa Pima County County 

Number of Dissenting Votes countv Countv (OCRU) (CP/ECU) 
. 

_, 

II 

0 diss;enting votes I) 
·94. 8% 90.5% 92.0% 7~.0% 

0·, 1 dissenting vote 1. 3 5.4 -- 16.0 
2 dissenting votes 1. 3 2.7 a.o 4.0 
3 dissenting votes 1. 3 -- II -- 4.0 
4 dissenting votes 

() 
1. 3 1. 4 -- --

-, 

II 

The secrecy· of deliberations prevented us from gaining · much information on 
the reasons for dissenting votes. In fact, some of the cases in which at 
least one juror voted against the indictment appear to be very routine, i.e., 
they involved few pages of testimony and few if any que~tions were directed 
either to the witness or the prosecutor. However, it i~f-"

1 

blear that in some 
of these cases the jurors had some difficulties with the case .before com-

1> 

mencing deliberations. It is interesting to note that the case in Maricopa 
County in which a witness; was asked 41 questions ( the highest recorded in 
recorded in our sampl~ from that count) involved three disseting votes. 

-··_:'\.) 

1 
In his study in Harris County, Texas, Carp found that dissenting 

votes occurred in' only 5 percent of all cases. He also noted that the fre
quency of dissenting votes declined over the length of the grand jury term. 
See carp, op·. cit. c:,;, 
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Likewise, the most questions asked o_f any witness in the routine cases in'" 
Pima County was 29; the ' vote in that case was nin~- to four. In the latter 
case, the defendant was charged with breaking into the home of a former model 
who allegedly walked . by ~indows "in her house in varying stages of undre,ss • 
The jurors repeatedly questioned the testifying officer to determine whether· 
police had explored the possibility that the victim had enticed the defendant 
into her house. 

\) 1\ 

,,.../! 
Questions r~~ding legal iss~~ were also fairl,Y common in cases in which at 
least one dis~enting vote was recorded. In both counties, the cases with the 
highest number of legal questions involved non-unanimous decisions. The case 
summarized above in which there was clearly a great deal of confusion on the 
part of the grand jury regarding the type of drug also involved a dissenting 
vote. 

In :Maricopa County, we were able to identify a small number of cases in which 
II 1 . 

the grand jury refused to return an indictment. For the most part, these 
were routine cases and involved charges such as embezzlement, kidnapping and 
sexual assault, murder, and forging prescriptions. Although we could not 
identify the specific reasons for the grand jury's refusal to indict since 
the deliberations are secret, and the cases were not significantly different 
from others on their face, there were some clues to the grand jury's reac
tions to cases based on the questions they asked. Two .examples are described 
below. 

The grand jury heard testiJony by·:,a police detective that the defendant 
and the victim were discovered when police approached a suspicious car and 
the victim jumped out of the car cla?,-ming she had been rape,li. The officer 
testified that the victim statea she had been drip.king and was hitchhiking 
when she accepted a ride by the defendant: The officer further summarized 
her account of the sexual contact with the defendant and her claims that 
he struck and threatened her several times. <v The grand jury asked foUZ' 
questions concerning the suspect's version of the incident (he claimed the 
sexual activity was consensual) , the lack of. any weapon, and the ages of 
both victim and defendant. The grand jury voted to terminate their inquiry 
during their firf\l;t deliberation. 0 

One case involvec;l. a 
old (at the time of 
r.eceipts consisting 
cheq,ks. , 11,t the time 

cllarge of theft by embezzlement against a 16-year
the crime) employee whq failed to deposit one day's 

of an estimated $500 in cash and a small number of 
of the investigation, the father of the suspect told 

polio~ she was out of state in a special disciplin,arytschool. No further 
---- --- , __ ------------------------ _________________________________________ J 

These cases were not part of our case records sample, but were spe-
cifically .identified £or this purpose. 

---------- ·-------------v--•\~-------------------------------------------------
for a year until the victim, notified police that the suspect was back in 
town and had approached the victim with an offer of restitution. When ,:, 
questioned by.police, the suspect admitted committing. the crime. 

The jurbrs -- asked 13 questions of the witness including specifics on the 
discovery of the theft; the status·of the suspect as an adult or a juven
ile; the nature of the school sh~ . attended; reasons for the long delay; 
and reasons that th~ offer of restitution was rejected. The witness was 
excused, and the grand jury asked nine legal questions focusing on the 
distinction between adults and juveniles and the. issue of delay. One 
series of questions was aimed at determining why there was an additional 
delay of over six months between the suspect's return to the state and the 
filing of charges. When the questioniJ turned to factual issues about the 
school, the witness was recalled and asked ten more questions on siI!1ilar 
topics as before~ After closing with more questions on the delay and 
whether it could have been avoided, the grand jury retired. to c:::deliberate. 
They then announced their decision to end the inquiry without an 
indictment. ·· 

In one case where only ten jurors were present and nine could not agree on an 
indictment, some pf the jurors suggested to the prosecutor that the case be 
resubmitted at a later a.ate when more jurors were present. The prosecutor 
told \hem this would be potentially prejudic~al as some of them would already 
have hoard and discussed the case. The prosecutor was then asked whether the 
case would be presenteds-"to another grand jury, but no definitive answer was 
given. Despite the grand jury's dissatisfa9tion with the alternatives, they 
were unable to agree on an indictment, so the inquiry was terminated. 

'" 
4. 4 /) Efficacy of the Grand Jury as a Screening Mechanism: Immediate and 

Ultimate Outcomes 

~\ 
4.4.1 The Determination of Probable Cause 

The grc;'l.nd jury screeni; ~ases using the same legal standard as that usedn by 
the magistrate at the pre}iminary hearing--probable cause (defined in detail 
in Section 3. 4. 1). Although perhaps this standard is ,,d;ifficult to describe 
for citizens asked to serve as srand jurors, the judges handling the impanel
ment process in both counties were careful to try to explain it thoroughly to 
the jurors. In Ji>ima County, the judge defined probable cause as "more than" 
fifty-fifty," but less than the standard of proof beyond a reasonable doubt 
as required in trials. 

Although we examined a few cases in one county in which the grand jury 
declined to issue an indictment, all indications are that this is a very 
rare event. From the 500 random cases discussed in Chapter 2, we estimate 
that no true bill was returned in less than 1 percent of the cases presented 
to the grand jury in Maricopa County and in only 2° percent of those in Pima 
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County. This is not totally surpr 1s1ng, <,:Ji ven "that cases deemed by prose
cutors to be in any way shaky or weak c!,lmost always go •to the preliminary 
l1earing. 

0 

The grand jury has the authority to play a larger screening role than merely 
determict,ting whether prpbable cause exists for a specified set of charges and 
defendants. Teclµiically, the grand jury can indict people not named by th~ 
prosecutor and indict on different or additiqnal offenses than those' sug
gested by the 0 prosecutor. Unlike the magistrate at.the,,preliminary hearing, 
the grand jury is not in any way bound by the case as presented by the police 
or 'the prosecutor. However, in practice, such independence is almost never 
asserted." The grand jury added a new defendant, in only one case (:this was a 
state grand·jury case and is described.in Section 5.2.3 in the next chapter). 
Chargas contained in the indictment l1ilere different from those proposed by 
th~. p,i-9secutor in only one case. Th.ilk occurred as a result of a misunder
standing of the law'' by the grand jury, which ultimately reissued the indict-
ment so that it was consistent with the prosecutor's proposal. '' 

-, 
4.4.2 Judicial Review of the Grand Jury Proceeding 

<• d 

~ Challenges to grall:d jury proceedings are governed by the new 'Rules of Crimi
nal Procedure. Under the Rules, an indictment can b~ attacked on two groundst 

0 

an insufficient number of qualified grand ";i\urors con-
curred in the indictment; or · i ~ 

() ,:, 

• The defend~t was denied a substantial"procedural right. 
0 

Challenges by the " defendant must be filed .after the 'indictme~t' is returned 
Pl . u 

but no ater than 25 days after the transc:i;-:ipt arrd minutes have been filed. 
Challenges are made via a c,motion that the case be remandeel for a, new finding 
of probable cause. There is no provision in Arizona law for an indictment 
to be dismissed_withprejudice(j::o its resubmission. $i'atistics collected by 
the court in Mliricopa County O in 1980 indicated that remands a.re ordered in 
approximately 1·% of all" cc1.,ses. 

11 

0 

The first grouncl, en8ompasses attacks'" ,on the panel as a e,hole as weJ.l as on 
1 individual. jur;ors 1l!J-der fther provisions 

1
.pf the Rules. Challenges

0 
to the 

panel as a whoJ.e may only be made on the basis that the law was not followed 
when the panel was 

O 
drawn or "selected. , A successful clai.m 'against

0 

"the panel 
results in that g!iand ju:ry being discharged. The case ·at issue would then.be 
heard by a differ~nt grand jury (or, at the prosecutor's discretion, could be 

\) ; '" _, ., 
handled at a preliminary hearing) • •. 

0 S;J '_] c• 
0 

0 
1, ,., 

~Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 12. 3. 

An individual juror may be challenged o.n his or her qualifications to serve 
on the panel or in a particular case. The remedy in this situation is either 
p.ischarge of the individual from service on the panel or e,i;clusion from 
deliberating on a particular case. It is important to 'i/1rte, however, 

(fliat a ·successful challenge to an individual juror does not ne~~s,sitate a new 
/I probable cause determination if there were a sufficient number of other 
J unchallenged\ jurors who heard the case. 

The second gi:.ound for relief includes denial of a substantial right resulting 
from failure to comply with other subsections of Rule 12. Practitioners 
indicated a number of common reasons for successful challenges to grand jury 
indictments. One of the most frequent areas of challeng~ in recent years has 
been off-the"•record activity. In the Wilkey case cited previously, a remand 
was ordered after the court~identified numerous off-the-record contacts 
between the jurors and·the'prosecutor and the ~urors and witnesses. 

() 

Remands have been 'ordered on other grounds as well. Respondents suggested 
flaws such a11 inaccurate instructions on the law, answers by the pros~~~or 
to factual ~1uestions, or perjury of material evidence would be 1'ikely 
grounds for a successful attack on the indictment. Similarly, prejudicial 
testimony which might include reference to a prior record, or remarks by the 
prosecutor which reflected an opinion or might inappropriately influence the 
grand jury, would also be issues for a remand motion. Court rulings have 
made it clear, however, that indi,ctments cannot be challenged on the ··basis of 
the legal sufficiency of the evidence. Numerous decisions have reiterated 
the point that the weight and sufficiency of the evide~ce is a matter for the 
grand jury and is not within_the purviewlof the court~ 

,) ,;!, 

/' « C 

One of the //cases in OUJ: sample illustrates the issues involved in remands. 
This case i/~ described below: 

/1 

The defelnda1nt was originally charged by information with sexual assault 
on a chlld unde,p 15 years of age. The defense contended that the alleged 
victim ·was not,, uncler 15 years of age and at the last day,, on which the 
trial could be 1' held ( almost 'one. year after the informl!ltion was ''originally 
filed} the state sougltt to amend the information to delete that portion V 
of the charge. ,After the c~urt denied the state's motion, the information 
was dismissed without prejudice. 

~~e following month, the prosecutor presented the case to a grand jury and 
called the victim as the state• s only witness • After an indictment was 
returned, the defens~ filed a motion asking that the case be remanded for a 
new determination of probable cause. In this motion, the defense claimed 

II a that substantial procedural right" had been denied by the prosecutor• s 
actions during the cour~~ of the grand jury proceeding. 

-~-----------,----------------------------------------------------------------~ 

1State ex rel Preimsberg v. Rosenblatt, 112 Ariz 461, 543 P. 2d 773 
(1975). 
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One of the defense claims wa;; that the prosecutor allowed the victim's 
0 

testimony that she was 13 · to stand, knowin,g that ~he was actually 18. The 
defense s:1,rgued that the questions·asked by the- grand jury showed that they 
were influ~nced by the victim 1 s age, and further claimed as prejudici~l the 

0 prosecutor's remarks which jndicated faith in the testimony of the witness. 
Excerpts from the grand jury transcript were quoted in the defense motions 
as support for these claims. A juror, asking why the victim was called as 

. a witness, had said: 

Why subject her to this kind of questioning? ••• [Was it 
done] just for effect or what? Why submit this poor 
little kid to something like this? 

Although one of., the prosecutors present had tried to sidestep this line oof 
questioning by stating that it was a decision made by the prosecutor's 
office without providing any reason for the decision, ~l)e second prose
cutor at the proceeding had gone further and offered this explanation: 

Well, unfortunately, .in order to bring a case like this to 
trial, we have to . find out how a witness is going to react 5 

be':!:ore questioning before a"number of jurors, and unfortun
ately this case has to go to trial before a jury unless 
the jury is waived by the defendant. In other woi;ds, to 
determine whether or not we are going to go forward with 
it, we have to determine whether or not the witness is in 
fact willing to come forward before a {'ury and relate facts 

,'.) to -the case. It is not for effect. It i:s simply to deter
mine how the witness is going to be in front of a jury •••• 

, The defense alsio alleged error in the prosecutor's response tq the grahd 
'·' jury's inquiry about the length of delay between the offense and the, pre

sentation of the case to the grand jury. The prosecutor had responded by 
telling the grand jury th~t there was a reason -.!;9.r tn.r delay but that he 
was unable to .info:rm t.he 1;;·.tand jury of that' ;reason. · 
' u .· ~\ !) 

In its resp~nse to th~ def~nse I E3 motion for remand, the .. prose9utor I s of, .. 
£ice cl.~med th,at tpe victim 1 s age was not ~ established facf as she was 
.a Vie:tnf.llilese orphan,', and defended its action regarding the victim's testi-" 
mony on the grounds that"the victim believed she was 13 and that the state 
could not conclusively prove otherwise. ,,The pr~secutor' s brief addition
ally claimed that neither the isstie of :the victim's age nor the prosecu
tor 1 s justification for calling the wi tn~ss improperly influenced the grand0 
jury and, furthermo:i-:e, that none of these constituted the denial of a sub-

. stantial procedural right,.. The coupt granted the motion tor a remand, 
specifically notihgthat .it dj.d sb by rea$on of the ptosecutor•s.qomments. 
The victill} Is age, wa,s clearly excluded a:;; ground's for the remand.'c In its 
decisiop., the coµrt ordered ·that the case not be~ submitted . to the same 
grand jury. Wh~n the ca~e -was refiled, a s-ocial wor~er testified but· the 

·' victim did not. 11 0 

() 

0 

110 

4.4.3 Ultimateioutcomes 

Long acc~sed of being a rubber stamp, the grand jury has bee:h: charged with 
returning· indictments in cases ·without merit. Defense attorneys·- critical 
of the grand jury point to its non-adversarial nature and claim that cases 
which pass the grand jury screen could not withstand a more stringent review. 
However, our analysis ,gf the cases presented to the grand jury in Arizona 
indicates that most cases ultimately ·result in conviction, r1ot in acquit
tal or dismissal, as illustrated in Table 4.5. Convictions on one or more 
charges were obtained largely through a plea·' of guilty; in both counties 71 
percent of the cases in which an indictment was returned .. were resolved in 
this manner. Jury or bench trials led to convictions on at least one charge 
in four cases (6%) in Maricopa County and in two cases (3%) in Pima County. 
In our, cases from Maricopa County, the defendant was found not guilty in 
only three cases (4%). Only one defendant (2%) was acquitted following in
dictment in Pima County. 

Table 4.5 

ULTIMATE DISPOSITION OF GRAND JURY CASES* 
' 

" Maricopa county Pima County 
" 

Outcome N % N % 

(I 

Dismissed 14 19% 17 25% 

Pled 51 71 48 11 

'Convicted following bench 
or jury trial ';_.\ 4 6 2 3 

,,, 
,1 

Acquitted"following bench· ,., 
I".: or jur2: ·trial 3 4 1 1 

TOTAL 72 ,00% 68 100% - 'J " 

*Data were availab.J..e on onl/!t a portion of the defendants in 
•:1 our case re;ords sample, ',, 

\' 
,;;: 

" 

A significant portion of cases in both counties was dismissed after the in
dictment was returned-'.'" 14 cases ( 19%) in · Maricopa County and 17 cases ( 25%) 
in Pima County. Thes~ dismissals includ~ cases in which the plea negotia
tion process was initiated post-indictment and cases in which the prosecutor 
unilaterally decided against the value of continuing the prosecution. In 
~iaricopa county, it should be remembered that most negotiations take place 
prior to or on the date set for the preliminary hearing• In Pima County 1 

there appears to be a conscious decision to obtain an indictment before 
negotiating in most cases. 

0 

Thes.e findings highlight the extent to which pro.secutorial screening deci
sions control both the timing and the outcome of many cases. Very few cases 

,. 
0 

\, 
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. 

" in our samples even went to trial--seven (10%) in Maricopa County and three 
(5%) in Pima County--thus removing that mechanism from playing an important 
role in the outcome of most cases. Given the control exercised by the prose
cutor, the quality of independent screening mechanisms remains important; 
they should not be judged solely oh their effect on the ultimate outcome of 

~~--~-.:;, a case. ,, 

!( I / 4.5 Summary 

The decision to use the grand jury is not as closely tied to specific crite
ria or benefits as is the choice of 0 the preliminary hearing. Instead, the 
grand jury may be used as a matter of routin,e practice (in Pima County) or 
for reasons of efficiency or desire to avoid the ,preliminary hearing (in 
Maricopa County). Neither is there a readily definable offense type linked 
to grand jury usage, as is more clearly t:'rue in regard to the preliminary 
hearing. 

Although handling a fairly diverse set of cases, grand jury proceedings are 
quite p;redictable. In both counties the proceedings are perfunctory, typi
cally involving only one law enforcement witness and essentially no physical 
or documentary evidence. The majority of testimony is developed through 

.questioning by the prosecutor with the granq, jury playing only a minor role. 
The vote is almost always unanimous. Although most cases in both counties 
involve single defendants and single counts, there are a good share of cases 
with more than ''One suspect 'and multiple counts. Several key characteristics 
are contained in Table 4.6. 

" o,~ 

What is most striking, in these comparisons is the factc, that, despite the dif
ferences between the two counties in procedures followed in grand jury pro
ceedings, there is little difference in the behavior of the grand juries. 
Given that Maricopa County has adopted procedures specifically designed to 
foster grand jury participation in making case development and' charging deci
sions and. to encourage grand ·jury"' ip.dependence, it is somewhat surprising 
to see that Maricopa County grand jurors do not question witnesses signifi
cantly more often than jurors in Pima County. .Maricopa County grand jurors 
do seem to ask a few more legal questions than are posed to the prosecutor in 
Pima County, but the difference between ,the two counties is not that great. 

These fip.dings should not be interpreted as indicating .,that the formalized 
procedures followe,?- in Maricopa County are meaningless. Any ~µmber of fac
tors might contribute to this situation. In Maricopa County, grand jurors 
hear only a select portion of cases; most others invo'lve ij preliminary hear
ing or a waiver. It is 'possible that there are charactE!ristics of these 
case,s that shape the nature of the grand jury p:r:9ceeding. Moreover, as the 
communities of Tucson and Phoenix differ subst'antially, so may the char ... 
acteristics of the grand jurors • All we can state is that the formalized 
proceedings o-E Maricopa County do not have a readily identifiable effect on 
grand juror behavior, whether positiy!= or negative.,, 

,, J 
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Table 4. 6 

SUMMARY COMPARISON OF GRAND JURY CHARACTERISTICS 

Characteristics Maricopa County Pima County 

Percent of cases with one 
defendant 80% 78% 

Percent of cases with one 
count 59% 55% 

Percent of cases whose only 
witness was a law enforcement 
officer 92% 95% 

Percent of cases with any 
civilian witnesses 0% 5% 

Average minutes in session 25 N/A 

Average minutes in deliberation 4 N/A 

Median page~ bf testimony 7 4 

Median number of questions per 
witness asked by grand jury 2.0 

Median percentage of testimony 
!I )) 

developed through questions by 
94% 100% the prosecutor 

Percent of Ci'l.Ses with at least 
one legal question 29% 20% 

Percent of Capes in which vote 
was unanimous , 95% 90% 

,, 
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CHAPTER F,IVE 

THE STATE GRAND JURY IN ARIZONA 

In addition to its role in screening cases to determine whether there is 
probable cause to hold the defendant to answer at trial, the ., grand: 

0

jury 
has the potential to perform a more ,active role in case development. Witp 
its broad subpoena powers and ability to compel testirn~ny, it can conduct 
far-reaching inquiries into such areas as organized crimina:l activity and., 
official corruption. Although it is rar.~ for a granc:i j 

0 

ury to e:conduct an/,. 
inquiry largely on its o~ initiative, the · grand jury may l:ie U't.l,l'!d proactively 
in case development to li~lp establish that a crime was committed and to help 
identify those who may have been involved in its commission. In such instan
ces, the grand jury is used to refine a partially developed case by, for 
example, pinning down testimony of uncooperative witnes,ses anc/or compelling 
immunized witnesses to testify against others involved in ~fl, criminal enter {) 

prise. 

In an attempt to examine the operations of an investigative grand jury, · , 
0 

? Arizona Is State Grand J'\ll'Y was included within the scope ~1 this' st1laf .. ; ,; 
Given the types of cases handled by the State Grand Jury (t~;ie\attorney;:.gen-
eral' s jurisdiction encompasses white collar crimes sucJ1 as J;::-~il.d and, Sf;!curi
ties fraud and political a corruption), we had, hoped to stu{iy· the use of im:-
munized testimony, the power to compel test;imony, and procedures for protect-. 
ing the l:'ights of witnesses. We were largely unsuccessflil in achieving thes1:f0 

O 

goals, however, since Arizon.3} s State 'G:rand Jury t.ias :Oct US\:!d in an aggres,;;,. ; '" 
sive investigative fashion t.o any great extent£ ,f' Rather, .. , it was more' of .a: 

0 

hybrid'.' between an ifiv~stiga:lliye ~nd a screening body. Typicall:Y,,i .the ~pate 
' ,, 

0 

Gri:1,nd. Jury heard cases d~velope.cf by the prosecutor and on occa,sion~ ~s part 
of the screening decision, refined the ,final charges which were ,inc]:>i"porated/' 

c;··I. , -:.: ,_ i:1 ,r.· ~, 

into the•'indictment. ~ ,' ,/ 

-;. ' or (i o~" _: 

Nevertheless, cases heard by the State qrand J1;1ry we~edm~~e complex; and&~'"'' , 
0 valved different types of evidence than cases ger.era;,tl'1'o' prei,;ented !Zq. :;the • a 

county _grand juries. Furthermore, although,, ,J;n" ;g:i::ac;t:j;3~/t,he case:,;•~,p#mit~~q.; 0 ~ 

to the -~tate Grand Jury rarely geherated qiie~td.onJf~ i:,egapding rignt to, co~i~ • 
sel, refusal to testify, inununiz~tion and oo~;t:intJ::>:t: ;c the ~'l;:to£ney . Cge~';,:a,f'·s 
Office ha"'il developed procedures~or responc.'!Jn:'g 'i;?, the;~e' and tii:he:r .• si,;tuatlons 
which "'may arise. ,Therefore; in this ch~pter >we discuss, tl}e "jµ.cls9,ic~ion ~Qf:,~ 
the Arizory

1
a, State Grand Jury, the nat'l:!,l.'e C>~~tne g;r::;;md jur~•as ?~pli:f i]Fsc~~ffr,;~,. 

ing' complex ~ase~1nvo~vin~ white collarc icrimeot<~he di~.ferende~ ,. P~t~~r;g>'ihi,s 
role i:1,nd an 1nvestJ,,gat1ve one, and pre;gectures which mr.,y be ui~d "?-~ a:rr·,;a'!ztempt 
to minimize, the types of challen,gelf that ar,e sometimes a'~socia;te':'dc with an 
investigative grartd jury p7oce;,9,ihg. ,~'·" ,. , 

0 
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5.1 Jurisdiction and Utilization of the State Grand Jury 
,") 

1fhe state Gra'.nd Jury in Arizona was created l?Y legislation enacted in. 1976 
largely as a result of the efforts of the state attorney gen7ral. The impe
tus for this legislation arose following a series of highly publicized land 
and securities frauds which resulted from ineffective federal regulations 
and lack of adequate state enforcement. Another factor contributi~g to the 
formation of the State Grand Jury was the awareness that multi-county cases 
(such as these fraudulent schemes),posed particular law enforcement problems 
since no office had sole jurisdiction over them. Despite these facto~s, the 
state Grand Jury was not created without opposition. Resistance to a state-
wide grand jury stemmed in part from concern that it would infringe on mat
ter,s traditionally within local control. This concern was a factor in the 
legislative decision to confer limited jurisdiction on the State Grand Jury. 

The statute c:reating the state Grand Jury specifically enumerated several 
types of matters within its jurisdiction. Within the Attorney deneral 's 
office, the Special Prosecutions Section (later Division) was created with 
a mission to investigate and prosecute "white collar crime." The Division 
concentrated on crimes such ,§ls,.-,.+~ri.d. ;fraud, securities f'!aud, political cor
ruption, consumer fraud, and business and tax fraud which had not been ex
tensively prosecuted in the past. In recent years, the Attorney General's 
Office has increased the resources allocated tci1t combatting organized crime 
and racketeerin<J in addi tio.d to'' its efforts in the area of white collar 
crime. 

In the past, howeve'!i, Special Prosecutions Division staff refrained from 
using a number of the more aggressive investigative te.chniques available 
to them. 

0 
As reported by the former chief counsel, the Office focused its 

efforts on cases in which knowledge of the alleged crime already existed and 
investigation was needed only to identify the perpetrators and gather the 
evidence necessarya for conviction. Cases were identified primarily through 
persons who had been defrauded and filed a complaint~ ( On a few occasic:ms, 

; cases were initiated based .on a revie'W of newspaper ads which appeared to 
· make false claims,."') 

0 

A proactive approach to qase development was not gen
er}tlly adopted e~;ept for ~treet crimes, particularly fencing where sting 
op'erations were used successzully. 

" ~I 

A different approach •to pr-os~cution will be necessitated by the new mancic!,te 
to combc!-t orga~~zed q;r:imeG Here, ascertaining that a crime was committed O 

will be more difficu'it, ,,and n1orE; .aggressive· techniques will be needed in 
order to 

9 
prosecute particular targets. At the time of our study, the Di vi

sion planned 'to mak,e ,, mer~ e:id:ensive use of undercover agents, search war
rants, court-o:r.dered ,electl:;:;:mics surveillance, and paid informants in its 
fight against . organized ct'.Lmi,~al activity. It also planned to .make more 
frequent Uf:>e ~f:, certain ll\~chani'Sms commonly associated with the investiga,;,
ti ve £unction of the gra.nd jury.. These include., but are not limited to, 
grand jury subpoenas, compelled testimony, "and grants ,~f immunity. It was 

C' (, 
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hoped that these techniques, coupled with the threat of later impeachment or 
prosecution for perjury, would result in wi:t:nesses testifying against others 
involved in criminal organizations. 

As noted ~bove, since these methods were used only on occasion in the past, 
we were unable to study the investigative role of the grand jury in Arizona. 
Nevertheless, by examining the state Grand Jury we were able to observe the 
implementation of mechanisms designed to forestall any challenges on grounds 
such as bias, coercion, or suggestion by the prosecutor to grand jurors or 
witnesses, issues which are often associated with investigative grand juries. 
The Special Prosecutions Division has developed a manual and established rou
tine procedures to guide the presentation of cases to the grand jury. While 
these procedures address issues which admittedly would be expected to arise 
infrequently given the nature of the cases typically p?:ocessed, the aim of 
the attorney general's staff was to develop an "issue preclusion" approach 
specifically to avoid flaws in any indictments returned by th~:. Sta;t:e Grand'.' 
Jury. (Unfortunately, no data are available on the extent to-which cases 
are remanded for a new determination of probable cause as a result of a 
faulty indictment.) In the •following disc~ssion of the operations of the 
State Grand Jury, we include references tc/ procedures followed as part of 
this "issue preclusion" strategy, since thE/y reflect one jurisdiction's at
tempts · to ensure that the proceedings are fair and impartial and free from 

0 1 
procedural error. 

Operation of the State Grand Jury 

In this section, we provide an overview of the types of cases presented to 
the State Grand Jury by examining the nature of the crimes under considera
tion and by assessing case complexity using indicators ~uch as the numbers 
of defendants and counts. we then describe the. method used by prosecutors 
to introduce each case to the jurofs, the <Ji'and jury's involvement in obtain-· 
ing evidence, and the evidence actually presented. Finally, we examine t~e 
process and outcome of the jury's deliberations. 

1 It is interesting to note that the care taken to avoid any proce
d~ral errors, and therefore the possibility of remand, is directly related 
to Arizona's requirement of a verbatim record of the proceedj1ngs • Although 
Division staff perceive the grand jury tram;cript as essential in ensuring 
fairness (one respondent commented that "without a record the opportunity 
for abuse is astronomical 11 

) prosecutors also note that th.e formalization 
introduces some rigidity into. thel grand jury room. The t:onsequences of 
this were deacribed 8y an attorney formerly with the Special Prosecutions 
Division a!.',d'" now with· the U.S. Attorney's Office. He pointed out that the 
federal trdhscript does not typically include routine communications between 

0 

the prosec1,itor and the grand jury (such as "housekeeping" tasks or schedul
ing). His \p_e_r9eption was that there was not the sense in the federal grand 
jury that a misspoken phrase of>\even word might threaten the indictment. In 
the opinion of this prosecutor, the result was a more relaxed, comfortable 
grand jury. 
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·~.,;. r~ s.2.1 . Overvd.ew of the State Gran.a Jury's Caseload 

.,.. \' 
Based 0 on data from our examination of 23 cases presented to the State -Grand 
Jury between July 1, 1979 and June 30, 1980, we found that these cases dif·
fered in some but not all ways from the typical case at the county level. 
As expected, the State Grand Jury's caseload involved more complex and time
consuming cases than the caseloads of the county grand juries. 

From commencement of the proceeding tm:ough detiberations, the median time 
for State Grand Jury sessions was 91 minutes. In comparison, the typi C cal county-level ca,se took an average of 25. minutes for routine cases in 

2 
Maricopa County. ( In part this is attributable to the formalized pro

~:;;:-~ {.-- ... cedures developed by the Special Prosecutions Division, which will be des
cribed subsequently.) Cases ranged from 35. minutes to 347 minutes (nearly • ···••""" !~-

! 
.. • ' 

six hours). In approximately 22 percent of the cases, the proceeding took 
place over the course of two or more days. 

State Grand Jury cases more closely resembled county cases in the number 
0£ defendants charged. For the most part the State Grand Jury was consider
ing charges against single defendants, "not examining criminal enterprises 
involving several individuals. In approximately three-quarters of the cases 
(74%) there was only one defendant included in the draft indictment presented 
by the prosecutor to the State Grand Jury. In another 13 percent of the 
cases, two or three defendants were included. In the remaining cases (13%) \ 
five or more defendants were included, with the largest number of defendants ~,,~-.,,,,...; 

in a single case ,peing 14. I 
,.,.___,_,_ ,J~. 

The complexity of State Grand Jury cases was most clearly demonstrated by 
-~· the types and numl;>ers of offenses charged in the indictments issued. Al n ,'..;"'f~f ' "<~-

though most cases involved single defendants, each defendant was typically t 
i charged with ·multiple counts on offenses stemming from fraud, deceit, or --,;-.--~ 

, .... ,,--... · 
illicit business dealings. Of the 23 cases presented to the State Grancl 
Jury, all but four involved combinations 9f offenses. Since most cases 
involved charges in a number of categories of offense types, it was impos

"l",;'"";. -~ sible to classify cases by offense types, (That is, one case might have .. ,,,,,_.,.,,,;< 

! involved charges of securities fraud, theft, and forgery, whereas another 
involved theft, embezzlement, and forgery.) Table S. 1 shows the different 
offenses charged in indictments in the cases studied, l 

,~· t~ 
1--··'1 

-=-· 
1 . [ Nine cases ou~ of 23 sampled were missing data on the time elapsed . \ 

during the proceeding. ·, 

2 
Even the cases handled bysthe Organize'i1- Crime and Racketeering Unit 

( OCRU) in the Maricopa County Attorney's Office averaged only 28 minutes. 
Data on case processing time were unavailable in Pima County. However, an 
examination of relative transcript length indicated that the grand jurt pro
c~edings in Pima County were shorter than those in Maricopa County. 

t~, ; 
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Table 5 .. 1 

TYPES OF OFFENSES CHARGED IN STATE GRAND JURY CASES 

Offense Number of Times Alleged* 

Theft 14, 
Fraudulent schemes and artifices 9 
Forgery 6 
Conspiracy 6 
Falsifying corporate records ,4 

Securities fraud 3 
Trafficking in stolen property 2 
:Embezzlement 3 
Failure to file state tax 2 
Failure to remit state tax 1 
Obstructing investigation 1 
Perjury 1 
F~lse pretense 1 
Fraudulent use of credit card 1 
Illegal enterprise 1 
Fraud 1 
Filing"false financial statement 1 

* These figures do not indicate the number of counts per offense. 
Instead, they reflect the number of cases that included at least one count 
of each offense. 

Table 5.2 

c::--;::; 

COUNTS PER INDICTMENT 

" " ~-
Number of Counts in Indictment Number of cases 

.:, 

1 - 3 4 
() 4 - 6 3 

7 - 9 1 
10 - 12 5 
13 - 15 1 -
16 - 18 0 

~"J 
19 - 21 3 
22 - 24 4 

29 
. 1 

45 1 ,, 

,, 
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only two out of 23 cases had a single count in the indiclnent. At the other 
ektreme, one defendant was charged with a total of 45 alounts--one count of 
theft and 44 counts of frau~ulent use of a credit card. Yet another large 
case was based on 15 counts of failure to remit state taxes and 14 ~aunts of 
failure to file state taxes. Table 5.2 displays the data on number of counts 
per case. 

In summary, state Grand Jury cases generally took l.onger and were concerned 
with different types of criminal activity than were cases presented to the 
county grand juries. The nature of the State Grand Jury proceedings is des
cribed below. 

5.2.2 Presenting Cases to the State Grand Jury 

Procedures followed at th~ State Grand Jury to initiate each day's activities 
and the presentation of evidence in individual cases reflect the formaliza
tion and careful attention to avoiding error that are central themes in the 
Division '"s "issue preclufon" approach. After handling routine housekeeping 
issues, the prosecutor Jnounced the matters to be presented during that ses
sion and delivered a standardized warning to the grand jury to "disregard 
all evidence and exhibits Pfeviously presented to you with regard to other 0 

inquiries conduc:1=-ed by you." 
" 

Each case was introduced by the prosecutor who read the applicable statutes 
and presented a copy of'the statutes read to the grand jury clerk. In deter-
mining which statutes to read, Division policy suggested two considerat;_pns: 

0 
issue preclusion and common sense. Presenting attorneys were reminded that 
the reading of one statute may necessitate the reading of another. For ex
ample,' it was necessary to read relevant definition statutes when presenting 
the substantive statute. The conspiracy statute must be accompanied by the 
overt act statute. On the other hand, punishment portions of statutes were 
not to be read, nor was it generally necessary to read statutes governing 

I) 

affirmative defenses. Presenting attorneys were warned ,to be v~ry careful 

1
0ne of the responsibilities of the prosecutor in commencing a grand 

jury proceeding was to ensure that a sufficient number of jurors were ljpre
sent. Although by law a quorµm is composed of .only nine jurors, prosecutors 
were discouraged from proceeding with less than 12 jurors. Since State Grand 
Jury ca.ses may span several days of testimony and only those jurors who have 
been present for the complete case may deliberate, the practice of proceed 0 

ing with at least 12 jurors allowed for attritic.ln over time as weJ.l, as for 
instances of juror disqualification in individual cases. In the latter situ
ation, the procedure parallels that discussed in Chapter 4. 

)-20 

" 

• 0 

in determining which statutes to read, since,errors arising from these deci
sions were the most common ground fc.,r remand. 

J 

The State Grand Jury's role in an inquiry was generally limited to reviewing 
testimonial and physical or documentary evidence for probableo cause in _the 
cases included in our study. There was minimal grand jury involvement 

0 

in 
the exercise of the subpoena power. Due to a series of legal rulings, the 
attorney general believed he had the ijlUthority to issue subpoenas without 
first consulting with the grand jury. Jupon'request by the attorney general, 
the State Grand Jury assignment judge (also the presiding judge in Maricopa 

. County) issued an order explicitly recognizing the a~thority of the --Attorney 
General to issue subpoenas ~nder ~ertain conditions. Ho~ever, this proce
dure was declared illegal by the Arizona supreme Court which ruled that the 
Attorney Gener_al does!!£!: have the power to "subpoena witnesses and documents 
before the state _grap.d jury wi'Y1out the prior consent of the grand jury" and 
invc!;lidate,d the ~"udge' s order. Although this situation poses interesting 
questions for the future direction of the State Grand ~jury, since prosecu
tors anticipate considerable delays from the new requir~nts for grand jury 
participation, the following discussion of the evidence, presented to the 
State Grand Jury reflects the situation as it existed when 11prosecuting attor
neys, not the grand jury, issued ~he bulk of the subpoenas. 

0 

0 
C .:: ~ 

di -
Testimonial Evidence and the Ri~hts of Witnesses 

u 

According to our analysis of case records, 78' percent of the cases present
ed tq the grand jury had one law enforcement official· or investigator as a 

1The practice of reading relevant statutes a:;5 part of the introduc
tion in .every case contributed to the greater length of state Grand Jury 
proceedings compared to those of county grand jurie's. Although Maricopa 
County prosecutors enumerated the applicable statutes in each case, their 
procedures were designed to ascertain whether each juror had heard }?ach 
statute or wanted to hear it again rather than .reading the full text olJ the 
statute in every case. Of course it should be noted· that the statutes for 
burglary or robbery are more readily understood by lay,, jurors than those 
dealing with sec~~ities fraudoor conspiracie~•Jl 0 

2 
I) order dated October 23, 1978 entitle~ "In the Matter of State Grand 

Juries." The order allowed subpoenas to be is'sued under thefie requil'.'elnents: 
the purpose for the subpoena must be in furtherance of matters cognizable by 
a State Grand Jury; a State Grand, Jury must be duly impanelled and in exist
ence at the time of the issuance of the subpoena; the return day must be 
for a day that the State Grand Jury is scheduled to sit; and a case "status l 
sheet" must exist for the matter and an investigative number .must have been ' 
issued. prior to assigning a State Grand Jury number to the subpoena. 

3oecision of the Supreme Court, State of Arizona in Special Action 
No. 15780-SA, Samuel Gershon ,r. The Honorable Robert c. Broomfield and the 
State of Arizona, February 19, 1982. 
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witness; 13 percent had twci such w,itpesse's and 4 percent had more than two. 
The,13e witnesses were, j.n all cases, 61nployed by the Attorney General's Office 
or 0 ot:her state agencies. This pattern of a single law enforcement witness 
resembles the majority of cases before county grand juries. In only one case 
was no_,:,,government employee 0 caH.ed as 0a witness. On the other hand, civilian 
witnesses testified in only ,?2 percent of the cases': These witnes.ses cannot 
be categorized as eyew,~tnesses in the typical sense of the word, i.e., tqe,y 
did not observe O a single event 

0 

as is the case in, street crimes. " Nor were 
many of these witnesses victj.ms of the "crimes under investigation. InstJiad, 
they :were general1.y involv~d in some type of professional relationship with 
the individu&is being investigated, 0e.g., as employees/bookkeeper~ or ac-
countants. 1

' 

Only two of these0 d,v,ilian witnesses were SUSJ?ects at the" time of the ,~inves
tigation (these witnesses appeared in the same case). Under Arizona law, 
only witnesses under\investigation by the grand jury may have counsE;l present 
inside the grand jury room. Moreover, there·· is 1,no requi.J;"ement that a ~.i,tness 
receive notice of "his or her· con.stitut.i.onal rights prior to testifying

0 

before 
a grand jury even i£ the witness is a suspect. Under the Division's inter
pretation of' the law, an attorney accompanying a witness inside the grand 
jury room is restricted to communicating only with the witness and faces the 
possibility of immediat"? expulsion by the . foreman for any communication or·· 
atti.;!mpted communication with any other persons present. As part of their 
issue preclusion approach, Division· attorneys notified witnesses of their 
legal rights and described the limited role available to counsel for witnes
ses ~where they believed. such notice was warranted. 

(., -

Below we summarize the case in our sample which illustrates the procedure 
followed wheri"a suspect testified pe:E:c:>re the grand jury: 

() 

.The case involved a4legations of trafficking in:' stolen property. oTh~ two 
suspects who testified were employees of the '<company from which the prop
erty had beer,\ stolen. The primary target of the inquiry was the person who 
alleg~dly purchased the material ~r~m the witne\sses. 

After one of the employees was sworn in as a wj(tness, the assistant attor"
ney general presenting the case asked his name l\ Following the reply, the I) 

prosecutor gave, the following warning: _ \1., , 

. , 0 

Before we go any further P I would lilse to}'\ give oyou an ad-
monition. Sir, yo~ are under investigati9p by this grand 
jury. That fact alone does not relieve y~}u of your obli
gations to testify 1;ull¥, and truthfully b~~ore this ,, grand 
jury. However, you also have a constitu\~lional right to 
remain silent and not answer questions wh;:\ch you believe 

would incrimin. ate you. Th. is ,_.is a personal ~~~igl\t, only y.o.u 
can decide when you should claim your righ~ not to answer 
a question and to remain silen1:. No one el~ can exerc,ise 
this right for you. 1 

'1 ' 
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When you do answer the questions, you must do so honestly. 
If you lie to this grand jury you can be charged with the 
crime of perjury. All the answers you give the grand jury 
can be, used aga,inst you in a later proceeding if the an
swers incriminate you. 

.You also have a right to. have an attorney present with you 0 

in the grand jury room. If you cannot afford one, the 
court will appoint an attorney for yc:,u. You will not be 
permitted to speak to anyone in the room other than your 
attorney. 

The following exchange then occurred: 

Assistant Attorney General: "Do you understand all this?" 

Witness: "Yes." 
J] 

Assistant Attorney ~neral: "Do you want to have an attor
ney present with you?" 

Witness: "No." 

The prosecut6r proceeded to question this witness in°detail about the con
tents of a letter which reflected an understanding between the prosecutor 

: a.nd the wij:ness that, if indicted, the witness would be allowed to plead 
· guilty to a sj,ngle specified count in exchange for full ,s19operation. In 

conjunct.ton with tJ1at line of questioning, the witness w~s questioned to 
determine that he understood the role of the judge and the judge's sen-: :: ; 

0 tenqing authority. fl 1 

The witness then ,.P1;oceeded with his testimony. At no ,;time did he refuse 
to ans~~r any questions nor in any way challenge the proceeding. 

The ane,cdote above ::.:i.lJustrates the precautions taken when the p:t'osecutor has 
dete~inied

0 
cthc;t a witness is also a suspect. An even more,, sensitive situa

tion arises when a witness .feels at ;risk, as a suspect· or fears possible 
self-incrimination and desires .. to be accompanied by an attorney but is not 

1 labelled a suspec::t ny the prosecu.tor. Prosecutors interviewed in the course 
o( thi's study' conceded that there was a potential opportunity for error or 
in~quity tln: allowing only suspl,';cts to have counsel present in the grand jury 
room, given that the, definition of '-v.'ho was a suspect was controlled by the 
prosecutor. The only instance in which this issue arose in our sampled ca~es 
is q,escribed"in the anecdote below • 

1 ' 
This issue can arise only in those jurisdictions allowing sel,ected 

categories'' of witnesses to bring an attorney into the grand jury room with 
them. Clearly if the law forbids any attorney from accompanying his or her 
client into ths grand jury room or allows all witnesses the right to ccnJ'iisel, 
the proble~ of defining who 'is or is not at risk is irrelevant. ,;> 

,,, 
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Under the provisions of certain student loans given by the state of Ari,"."' 
zona, the recipient prol!lises to engage in the profession for which he or 
she has been trained for a _ specified number of years in Arizona" following 

,, graduation or" to re'imburse the state. Tlt,e rec,i.pients are required to 
-~"-·..---,i,,,.,,. ..,,,_ , _ -__ make annt1~ .. ,..;;lli£~~~ • .,,,..;to.,...tJJ,e,,,...~a.;\\j"'.;l,d:-19;~.-:-.t'!J.e·i ¼~~~~~&is:m~ ~~---::.,(-' • 

o ~ • •• '""""'~""'ff~•!fn"is case involved an inquiry into a recipient al-leged to be filing 
false information on these forms and thereby defrauding the state. On the 
forms, the recipient/target'' indicated he was in business, with another named 
individual. That individual (a schoolmate of the recipient/target) and his 
w~fe v,ere called before the grand jury. 0 ' 

0 

A discussion was held outside the hearing of the grand jury before the 
case began. The .!?rosecutor opened the •. discussion by announcing that the ., 
witnesses' attorne'y wanted to make a record concernipg the appearance of 
his clients before the grand jury. The private attorney requested that 
he be allowed to be- present with his clients in_, the grand jury room. He 
indicated that one of his clients, who had been named as a partner by the 
rec::ipient/ target, had been led to believe by investigators' questions 

. that he might be accused of a crime. 

The witnesses 1 attornely stated his position that, if !).e were not allowed 
to accompany his clients, any statements which turned out to be incriminat
•ing could not be used against them. Furtherntore, he pointed out that the 
marital privilege might be appli-cable -, to questions asked of his clients 
and expressed, concern that they, as laymen, would not be sufficiently 
knowledgeable to assert their privilege. 

The prosecutor ,replied: 

At this time they .ar~ not under investigation by this 
) grand jury and the state presumes, like any other witness, 

they will testify ••• truthfully, they will not perjure 
themselv~s, nor will they give any false statements. 
[Their attorney] has been informed that he may wait out
side the grand jury room should there b~ any ne.cessi ty 
for his clients to leave the grand jury :r:o'otn ·arid se~k his 
adyice or counsel. c --

The prosecutor, the court reporter, and the first witness entered the grand 
jury room and testimpny commenced. Neither witness claimed a privilege, 
refused to answer any question, _,or left the grand jury room to consult with 
the attorney. 

,, . 
The· fact that suspects are rarely called before the g?;and jury was in line 
with Di vision policy which discou:i:;-aged calling them as witnesses ,unless im
mtini ty was to be granted. The concern over calling suspects without grant
ing immunity stemmed frqµi'' the desire to avoid prejudicing the grand jury 
by forcing suspects to_ appear simply to assert their Fifth Amendment privi 0 
lege against self;:.;incrfmination.~ Desp:i,:te the :fact that none c,f the wi tnes .... 
ses in our sampled cases claimed the Fifth Amendment privilege or refuseg · 
to answer any questions , the Di vision has developed ]?rocedures to be fol..,. 
lowed in the event that this does occur. According to Divisi,::m policy, the 
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prosecuting attorney would in,truct the jurors0 in the following manner, prior 
to their second deliberation: __ 

', Th " -l~- __ . e stat~ alone must show probable caus~ e:x:i;;~;=i.,.to,.;:~~Mce-:;:m.-,,,,,::,;:,:,,,c.;c:!~e"'-::.c,'.-;.eB\'3-1?,,.,,...:::-,::::::".';f~::~ ~c-
"' t-r,,,._~.~•·;;,,,r-,,:in.:c,1""'"'"'"""~·•.,~-"''."1::i--·,,.,,-=~·-1.....""'~-\:::,-,-..-~~,...,,.;::"''-v·""--""'p,~- ~, • .-.,~~.::,t ___ t~d~ 11 ,, ,, · ~.-,,.,._,,_~,.,.,____,__co-.,,~,.=--- ·-t··""'~·"-~1 ·=· ... --·•=;/'-..:n- 'C-~'-'-"'':lu..:;.i:.-on commi e a eged 

offense(s) with evidence that the state itself presents. 

Therefore the subject or any witness is not required to 
testify. The decision on whether to testify is left to 
the witness actipg with the advice of his attorney. 

\) 

1) 

You must not conclude that the witness is likely to be 
guilty of the alleged offense ( s) because he does not tes
tify." You must not discuss this fact or let it affect 
your deliberations in any way. 

Div~sion ~olicy extended this concern to cases in which a suspect declined to 
be interviewed. If such information "slips out," the grand jurors were to be 
instructed to disregard it, As noted, since -,the preponderance of witnesses 
were law enforcement officials or other government employees, the likelihood 
that such issues would arise was slight. 

F?llowing questio~ing by the prosecuting attorney, the grand jurors were 
given the opportunity to ask questions of each witness, In 13 percent of our 
cases, the grand jury did not ask any questions of any witnesses. on the 
~ther end of th~ scale, one witness was asked 96 questions by the grand 
Jurors, The median number of questions per witness was 11. However these 
questions elicited only a small portion of the total testimony. In h~lf the 
cases examined, the prosecutor's questions developed 90 percent of the testi
mony. In only 25 percent of the cases did the questioning by the jurors re
sult in over 20 percent of all testimony. 

Once the State Grand Jury and prosecuting attorney have completed theiFques
tioning, the witness is excused, Before ·leaving the grand jury room, the 
following admonition is generally given: 

A person commits unlawful· grand jury disclosure if such 
person knowing-J.y discloses to another the nature or sub
stance of any grand jury testimony or any decision, result 
or other matter attending a grand jury proceeding which is 
required by law to be kept secret, except in the proper 
discharge of his official duties or when permitted by the 

·-court in furtherance of justice. 
·1 ( ji 

,/'' \.,' 
I . 

l \\ 

1 ,, 
~he State Grand Jury follows a double deliberation procedure~similar 

to that of Maricopa County described in Chapter 4. More detail on the state 
Grand Jury' s;.deliberations is provided below. 
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In oth~r words, you are hereby admonished that you must not an in~ependent and in~ormed grand jury, where by "inform~d," courts have held 
' disclose or discuss your testimony *ith any person other that Jurors must be made aware pf exculpatory evidence. on the other hand, 

than the assistant attorney general in this matter and your in several recent cases ~e courts hav: ruled that the pr_~s.e_c,;1t:f., -~-~~~"9-_niS,,~-,,.,_,_._."_,.,c;.,µ_,_•:"l"f-~"r,.J ,_ 
own attorney if you have one. ..~,--.-,,,,:"'::, .,,,-,, present all _excµlpatory evid~n~-:-:.""...!~FJ.?9JJ~~:;Y::::;-•rJc~~l::0".'-u1e·' State Gra~d ·- ·-

0 ~ ,,,·.,..·•-£-~.,C,:--~~~--~ -i:..,__~, .... ,,.,..,.,...,4qFY,.t,--,·--'"'11e .Arizpna. $upr,emfh"CQU.~'b-'recem:Iy ruled that: • ,, ~k ~ri;..,")'1-lr"',:~~\..,,l.,;f"~::;:';!s~~.,;,..;;.;;:~::.~~"'"~~c:---.:..,-;.,,1.,,.,!i,,.--r"~ .. -~:i..:-"""f'~-~~ftj,P-... ·~~'l...__....... - • ._ ·- -~ -::::.. ......... _ ... ~;---~--~;;.,-~~ 
' 
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grand jury ,,disclosure is a class two misdemeanor. ; grounds. Court rulings have also established a Fifth Amendment right to 

,,, -,-.....:..~~-._,.., .... -...,...,......~,..,,,,......,,::-1:"•,'".,.,i"''~--~~~~~-r;f~~~~-.. ~ ~--~~ ~r----
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\ Physical. and Documentary Evidence 

In addition t9 the testimony of witnesses, the prosecutor may introduce 
physical or doc.umentary evidence to the grand jury. The Rules governing 
the county and the State Grand Jury differ in this regard. A count,Y grand 
jury is not required to file the physical evidence presented to the grand 
jury with the indictment. For the State Grand Jury, Rule 12.25(A) of the 
Rules of Criminal Procedure requires that all physical. evidence "presented 
to or considered by" the grand jury be filedwith the clerk 9t the superior 
Court in the same manner as the transcript of the proceedings. 

According to our case records data, documents, notes, and checks were the 
most common forms of physical evidence introduced. In more than three
quarters ( 78%) of the cases sampled, some form of documentary evidence was 
presented to the state Grand Jury. This statistic reflects the heavy empha
sis placed on land and securities fraud and other "economic" crimes. In 
addition, handwriting exemplars were introduced in 13 percent of "the cases; 
in another four percent, the results of handwriting analyses were noted. As 
might be expected given the types of ca~es presentla to the state Grand Jur~, 
weapons, fingerprints, blood samples and contraband were not entered as evi
dence before the State Grand Jury. In a few instances, photographs, ~audio
and video-recordings were presented. (Each was introduced in approximately 
nine percent of the cases sampled.) 

Exculpatory Evidence 

Division attorneys were advised that they are to present "clearly exculpa
tory evidence" to the grand jury, in accordance with ABA Criminal Justice 
standard §36B, the Prosecution Function. The issue is most 1ikely to arise 
when a potential defendant learns of the grand jury investigation and" his or 
her counsel makes a written request to present exculpatory evidence. 

/J 

Division documents indicated that case. law is divided on this issue. For 
" example, a number of courts have ruled that prosecutors must disclose excul

patory evidence, basing their arguments on either statutory or due process 

1
The Rule does not specify whether the original or a copy of the 

original. evidence should be filed. -{!'he Di vision's suggested procedure was 
ib use copies. Attorneys wereinstructed ,regarding procedures to be fol.lowed 
in order to identify and maintain the evid_ence properly. v 

~ 

. •~ .. ,~ti ••.• The _contention that a grand jury must consider all 
: exculpatory vevidence misreads the 
1 

" ·- •~. function of determining whether 
to believe that a crime has been 
individual being investigated was 
it. • • • Any -more would . :Su t grand 
of holdi~ng mini trials • • • • " 

grand jury's primary 

probable cause exists 
committed and that the 
the one who committed 

juries in the business 

The Di vision has set forth the ci;ollowing procedural guidelines for responding 
to defense att,or~eys' requests to .present exculpatory evidence: "'' '· 

~ 

1 • Determine exactly what the evidence is and how the 
defense attorney proposes to p/esent it. 

2. Interview proposed' wi tl1esses prior to their appearance 
· .. 1-••r.),.'.~';'.' ~. 

I t before the grand jury. Review documentary evidence for 
{ authenticity. "' p 

~~ ~c~ 

3. Evaluate the evidence to determine whetlier it is excul
patory and whether it should be presented, Wherever 

· possible, preclude the issue of "failure to present ex
culpatory evidence." 

The written guidelines stressed that any investigation is a search for truth 
and that understanding a suspect's defenses before indictment can help in that 
search. 

ij I 
In the event that the'' person under investigation wished to appear, pros.ecut

// 

ing attorneys were ref erred to Rule 1 2. 6 of the Arizona Rules of Criminal 
ProcEJdUre, which states that a person under investigation may be permitted to 
appear before the grand jury upon written request. The prosecutor had two 
options if such a request was made. Fi:t~st, the person under investigation 
may be subpoenaed to appear before the grand jury. Second, the grand jurors 

' ~ 

1 
-'The leading case cited is Johnson v. Superior Court of San Joaquin 

County, 124 Cal. Rptr. 32, 15 Cal.3d 248, 539 P.2d 792 (1975). See also 
Strehl v. District Court of Salt Lake County, 558 P.2d 597 (Utah s. Ct. 
1976). 

2 
.... ._ ·-- .. _ Among the cases cited are Ex Parte Bain, 121 U.S. (1887), and 

United States v. Dionisio, 410 u.s. 1 (1973). 
3 
state v. Baumann, 125 Ariz. 404, 610 P~2d 38 (1980). 
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may be informed of the request and asked if they wish the potential defendant 
--The . prosecutor wanted to - avoid any cl.aim - that - he used only - incrimi.· nat·i· ng. j to appear. If the grand j,prors wish, they may decline the request. Tactical 

portions of the target's statement. Therefore, he informed the grand jury: considerations generally dictated which approach was followed. 
' " Since this interview,. was of someOJ;\f.l..; w.b,o., jus.-1 .. 1ndt.:t',-cin,v.e.stJb-;x;a~-5.,::.;;:::~=X~;:;L:::C:-~ 'c:':'...:'.t-~-~:;l-~~~.,;;.;:;~ 

"" ...._.....~~-----~---- ~, ~ ~ ,-·•:ul_,i, "< ·,..•'S~;---'4':~~-~~~..:::!,J:!:~~~~-·••---··•,,--- --------~~-,li!~_:.,-··~--._,-i.~------ .--
/' _ . ·-•"" ,,~:.:._s~~~- ' _. __ -_-:.:-.,::c::'-~-"'--'-•- .. si;on,--.r thinK it might be incumbent upon us to let the Jury 

~~~ ... __.,.;D:'J-~,:~.01.2E:tl'Oii~~wl"fn"'-b.'.i:v~~ibn''"~al:~~bau1~:::.-e:1JQa:r.....,;l;.ha~--=-~v~r1C.:.~f1CEhe exist- ,, -,-~-:--"--'--"- __ , ' know what the whole interview says. . 
ence of written guidelines, the issue of whether or not to present exculpa- • " 
tory evidence caused a great deal of confusion. Although Division policy ~~ ,~ He proposed that he play the role of the investigator and ask the ques-
encouraged presentation of everything that is significant and exculpatory, ,..._, .. ,~ ~-- ·. tions as they were transcribed and the witness read the answers given 1?Y 

th "it was sometimes difficult for attorneys to decide what met these, criteria. e target. 
For example, if a witness's statement contains both damaging and exculpa- i~.,.;; ....-:!!!!I) After the entire transcript was read in this fashion, a member-· of the 
tory information, should it be introduced? Should the prosec~tion consent grand jury asked whether any of the suspects were going to testify before 
to defense requests that polygraph results be~ p:t'.esented? Since polygraph ( ·· 1 

·"' ,-...., ' the grand jury. The prosecutor replied that his office was not going to 
results may be tailored or may vary depending"' on the conditions surrounding call any suspects as witnesses and noted that he was unsure" whether any 
test administration,' ~hould the prosecutor offer his own polygraph results ~-~ ~- of the suspects were aware that an investigation was underway. 
in turn or call an expert witne.ss to comment on the resul,ts? Another prob- (' , .. ,,,. ~···. , 
lem in this regard was actually recognizing what may be exculpatory. tVith- \ 
out knowing what the defense strategy was going to bs, .some small fact or ~ ~-' 

I 

piece of evidence which might well become the essence of the defense at a The fact that suspects were sometimes unaware of an investigation made it 
la'.ter point in time was likely to go unnoticed by the prosecutor, in the impossible for them to make any requests to testify or to submit exculpatory 

, opinion of those interviewed. evidence. There is no provision in Arizona law requiring that suspects be 
0 notified of an ongoing investigation. This anecdote also demonstrates the 

~• .. ~ prosecutor's dilemma when faced with questions about a suspect's availability 
The former chief counsel of the Division believes that the issue of exculpa ~\ to testify. ' The prosecutor did not want to infringe on the grand jury's 
tory evidence must be viewed in the context of the role of the grand jury. right to call witnesses or request evidence. However, he wanted to avoid the 
If one defines the ~and jury proceeding as a probable cause hearing and scenario in which a suspect appeared in response to a subpoena and claimed 
not a "search for the truth to a moral certainty," then a balancing test is the privilege against self-incrimination, sinceit might have prejudice;i the 
neither possible nor reasonable. Having to present exculpatory evidence grand jury against that suspect. In the anecdote above, the prosecutor 
places the prosecutor in the difficult position of performing three roles: responded to the grand juror's question and then dropped the matter without 

- . 

prosecutor, legal advisor to the grand jury, and defense counsel. Further making any suggestions to the grand jury which might raise charges of improper 
more, while the state puts on as much of its case as it wants, it is required ' influence of the grapd jury process. 
to put on only a portion of the defense' s case. Since this is inherently 
unfair, in the opinion of this prosecutor the only question tha,t should be 
asked of the grand jury is whether the state's case is strong enough to sup 5.2.3 Case Conclus,ion and Grand Jury Deliberation 
port formally charging the defendant. fl 

In reality, presentation of exculpatory -0evidence rarely occurred. In our After all the witnesses and evidence have been introduced, the prosecutor ~~:;.,,. .,._..;,;;;,.' sample of cases, we found no instance in which the prosecuto;r notified the ' 
generally asked the grand jurors if they had any remaining legal questions 

grand jury of exculpatory evidence which it could requ~st to hea;i::. Nor did concerning the matter under investigation. The prosecutor was encourag~d 
we find instances in which the pro,secutor presented a witness or doc\Jl\\ent to call a recess in the event that he or she could 1;2't answer any such ques
ary evidence that was clearly designated as exculpatory. However, in,.,.lone tions. Analysis of case records data revealed tha1/jurors asked legal ques
case, a target's statement was introduced and the question arose whethe~~the tions in over half (52%) of the cases sampled, The average nµmber of ques
target would testify. We summarize this case below: tions asked wa~ 2.s, with the range being from Oto 12, 

I 

The type of legal questions asked varied from fairly routine requests for re
definitions of statutes to an unusual case in which a series of questions 

In an investigation of several suspe.cts alleged to have engaged in fraud
ulent schemes to sell gems, the prosecutor introduced a copy of a tran ~--,··· =~ focused on the procedure by which the grand jury could add a defendant to the 

indictment. (This case is discussed in detail later in this section.) Other 
script of an interview with one of the targets. The interview had been 
conducted by an i-nc"¾estigator who had placed the target under oath before 
beginning the intervjew. questions concerned the applicability of various laws to certain acts, par

ticularly where a case involved charges of conspiracy. Questions of this ,, 
,, ---------------------~~------------------------------------------------------
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type often bordered on factual questions and required the prosecuting at-
torney to exercise consig.erable, caution in formulating answers. For the ,: 
most part, only questions of law were addressed, with prosecutors recalling 
witnesses whenever necessary rather ~t]'lan answering any factual questions 
d' tl ' , , ~,~ ..... - . - n ~ ,,_ 1rec y • ~ .)'V-"' "'""'""•'i:,/1,~~~~~:r~s~~~~---~..,..,•<;•:\1i_y~ .... ,_,, _,,_. 

::~~~~~J!~<f."-&~~~~~;:;::!:'~~i"""";'}'-~~-{'----· " o - ~-~---:;:~~".";: 
Once. the prosecutor had presented the evidence and the jurors had asked the 
prosecutor any .legal questions they might have had,. the State Grand Jury was 
ready to deliberate. Occasionally, complex grand jury investigations con
tinued for two or more sessions. Only those panel members. who had heard 
the entire case presentation could participate in the deliberations. If a 
grand juror missed a portion of a'. session., he or she was excused from attend
ing any further sessions on the matter. 

The prosecuting attorney concluded the presentatii:m 0 c;f the ,case with a state
ment of this type: 

Ladies .and Gentlemen, this concludes the· evidence I have 
to present at this time. It is now time for you to deter
mine what you wish to do next. Your options include: 
calling more witnesses & evidence, ending this inquiry, 
or pursuant to A.R.s. §21-408 requesting that the Attorney 
General.' s Office prepare an draft indictment for you to 
consider. 

I 
As with the Maricopa County Attorney's Office, the procedure followed by the 
Special Prosecutions Division thus provided for two grand jury deliberations. 
The first allowed the grand jurors to decide whether they wished to hear more 
evidence, end the inquiry, or request a draft indictment. The second, assum
ing the grand jury exercised the last option," gave the jurors the opportunity 
to determine whether probable cause existed to return a SE~cific~naictment. 

·~ 

If the grand jurors l,"'equested that additional witnesses be called or evi
dence presented, Division policy required that the prosecuting attorney 
fulfill their requests. In our case records sample such a request was made 
in only one instance. In the event that a draft indictment was requested, 
the pro~ecuting attorney typically read the jurors a statement such as this: 

~•,-. 
'"-..s!:if. 

The draft indictment is simply that. A draft. It can be""' 
changed in any manner you desire. Charges may be aclded 
or deleted from any count. You should feel free to request 
me to draft any changes you want if there are any. 

-~ 
After the draft indictment was read but before leaving ·the <]l:'and 'jury to 
deliberate on°the charges, the prosecuting attorney was expected to instruct 
the grand jurors abou.t several legal matters. The following statements were 
generally read verbatim: ~---

0 
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Before retiring from the jury room so you can consider the 
draft indictment., I wish to instruct you on the ;!=ollowing 
legal matters: 

2. It is your duty to determine the facts, and to deter
mine them from the evidence received by this grand 
jury. 

3. It is my duty to render legal advice to you. I have 
not purposely said or done anything in the presenta
tion of this.matter to you which is to be construed by 
Y?U as an indication of my opinion as to any fact. If 
you feel I have done so, completely disregard those 
indications. You are the sole judge of the facts. 

4. You are to apply the law to 11:he facts and in this way 
dec.ide whether or not there is probable cause to be
lieve that the. offense(s) (has) (have) been committed 
and ,whether there is probable ,cause to believe the 
potential defendant(s) committed (it) {them). 

s. You m.ust not speculate _or guess as to any fact. You,1 
must flot be influenced in your deliberations by sym
pathy or prejudice. 

6 • If there is more than one potential defendant listed 
in the draft indictment you must consider the charge 
against each potential defendant separately. You 
must give due deliberation as to each potential defend
ant in each count. You must not be pr~judiced against 
one potential defendant if you should find probable 
cause with respect to another potential defendant. 

I_'\ 

7. Therefore, considering only the evidence presented in 
this matter, the assignment judge's instructions at 
the impanelment, and your common seJ\.pe, you ar~ to 
determine whether or not there is probable Qause to 
believe. that the potential defendant( s) coni,mitted rthe n 
offense(s) set forth in the draft indictment. 

i) 

0 
!/ 0 

0 

c; 
0 The prosecuting attorney concluded with these words: 

• 
() 

'~J n 
f/ 

If there are no l;iegal questionl, I will·'now '-leave the draft 
indictme'nt with you and retire from the grand jury ;oom, so 
you can delibe.rate • • 0 

o c 0 o 

Oo 

0 

Occasionally, the 
O 

grand jurors inquired "whether additional' persons or counts 
might be added,)) whether <c certain individua]s or counts might be delet(:!d, or 
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why certain individuals were or were not named in the draft indictment. In 
sue~ cases, prosecutq,rs were advised,, to remind the grand jur~JJso of their 
right and' duty to return an indictment if they found probaole cause against 
any particula:r; individual. Furthermore,, prosecutors typically instructed the 

The naming of pe~sons , at the beginning 9f this session 
as possible subjects of an investigation is not to be con
strued in any way as an opinion'' or recommendation of tfie 
attorney general that there is or is not probable cause 
as to those named persons. That is a State Grand Jury 
function. 

Should the grand jurors wis~ to change the draft indictment, the prosecuting 
attorney was instructed to call for a recess and redraft the indictment as 
requested. 

0 

In the cases sampled, we found that the average number of minutes spent in 
deliberation per case,, was 11 ( standard deviation = 10) , significantly greater 
than the time spent in deliberating at the cqunty level. In one case, the 
jurors deliberated for only one minute, whereas the longest period of delib
eration was 40 minutes. In all but one of the cases sampled, the grand 
jurors voted unanimously to return a true bill; three jurors voted against 
the indictment in that one instance. In the case summarized below, a defEind
ant was added <1ii~the final indictment. 

A case with five individuals suspected of fraud in the sale of estate gems 
was presented to the grand jury. All named suspects owned or were employ
ees of a single corporatioin. This case was unusually lengthy and involved 
a total of 29 counts, with each suspect charged with a different combina
tion of offenses. 

During the presentation of evidence, the grand jurors exhibited confusion 
as to which allegations applied 1to which suspects. The prosecutor was 
asked to clarify which •.suspects committed which offenses. The prosecutor 
defined the grand jury' s1 role and the attorney general's role and pointed 
out that it was the responsibility of the grand jury to make exactly those 

1 determinations. · Re was careful to stress that when the prosecutor named 
individual suspects, this should not be interpreted as an opinion or a 
recommendation. 

Later in the proceeding the grand jurors co~.mented that there was a si~th 
person whom they might wish to indict. (This person was involved with 
the corporation in a capacity similar to those whom the prosecutor had 
included within the scope of the inquiry and had been mentioned in the 
evidence which had been introduced. The involvement of this person in the 
fraudulent acts that were tqe subject of the indictment was not noticeabl"'y 
greater or lesser than that of the other targets. This person was n.ot a 
witness before the grand jury.) The prosecutor's response was only ''no 
comment." A grand juror started to ask why the attorney general haa:' not 
identified this person as a suspect. The prosecutor interrupted to 'state 

-------------------------------------- .-------------------------------------0-~ 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
that any questions about evidence that might or might not exist must be 
d~re~ted to _a witnes~f n~t the prosecutor. He offered as_sistance in iden
tifying . a witness wlio might be able to answer the questions, but pointed 
out that sometimes answers might not be available. ~ 

~ a,,,. . . ' - - ~~ .~,·· r•~n~ ... ~ .. ,~~~~:_..)~'1.c~~~;.:..~~-~.::~~'.'.::.._~~~~~;:~~-~~ .... ,~ ...... ,,~ :,_;;.1jal~ .... =:::••-,4.,• 

~..._......,...,'°"""'"'~= ~T,J,,;,•.!!'.'""°\fr~ncr"]°ury dropped the matter until the time for deliberaticms"""~rrivecf: -
,-,_,_ At that point, they discussed the mechanics of adding a defendant to the 

draft indictment. When the final indictment was returned, six individuals 
were charged--the five originally named by the prosecutor and the sixth 
added by the grand jury. All six defendants were ultimately convicted of 
at least one charge in the indictment. 

I 
; 

In all other cases, the grand jurors returned an indictment containing the 
-,z-~,11l~ .,,_..,-9 

number of defendants and charges as proposed in the prosecutor's draft. 

5.3 Summary 

This examination of the State Grand Jury has gi;ven us a somewhat broader, 
although not substantially different, perspective on the grand jury than was 
gained by studying the grand jury at the county level. At the time of our 
study, both served essentially screening functions; the full investigative 
potential of the grand jury system had not yet been realized in Arizona. 
Nonetheless, there were differences in the nature of the State Grand Jury and 
the county grand juries, even though both performed a similar role. The pro
ceedings differed in length, the use of physical evidence, and the complexity 
of the resulting indictments, among other things. 

Many prosec~tors have suggested that the preliminary hearing would be so in
efficient as to be unworkable as a screening device for complex white collar 
crimes. Clearly, we were unable to study this hypothesis in Arizona,?since 
the preliminary hearing was not used at the state level for cases of this 
type• However, it is important not to overlook the potential of the grand 
jury as a screening devi9e in complex cases and as an investigative tool in 
any comparison of the roles of tho grand jury and the preliminary hearing in 
case processing. 
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[ ~~ . 
As noted in the introduction to this•report<, this study had several purposes: 

i 
~,.,;;.,~ 

~ ..... ·-
• 

• 

toji examine .:!=he reasons underlying prosecutors' choice 
of'. different modes of case screening; 

to compare the grand jury and the preliminary hearing 
with respect to efficiency, due process sa~eguards, and 
efficacy; ., 

0 

• to examine the manner 
are implemented; and 

in which enacted reforms actually 

• to explore the use of the grand jury in complex cases. 

Q 

,· 
~:r;.;;.;., ~'--"?~ 

i, 
~-;,..:;,;,.;.~ 

In order j:.o address these questions, we chose to examine multiple juris
dictions within 'a single state. Thus, we could look at natural variation 
between jurisdictions ·while holding constant the legal framework--e. g. laws, 

0 

rules of procedure, and overall court structure--within which the study sites 
operated. Arizona was se~ected as the state in which to conduct the study 
for a number of reasons, the most important of which was j:,he sharply con -
trasting pretrial screening procedures utilized in its two fargest counties. 
our methodology included interviews with respondents in the criminal justice 
system, as well as analysis of case records. ,,with the cooperation of local 
authorities, we were fortunate enough to be given access to grand jury as 
well as preliminary hearing transcripts. The i:ormer, which are., ordina:tily 
closed to the public, were essential in accomplishing our research objec

,·r-J 
tives. 

() 

c.1 

\\ 
0 

: ... ~,, ~-·-
'f, 

' ~;,::;,_;. ;;;.,..,'- .-t 

In the preceding chapters, we desc;;ribed in detail the use of the preliminary 
hearing and grand0 jury in P:i:ma and Maricopa Counties and the rationales of
fered by prosecutors for choice of one 'or the other J?roceeding. . We also 
described the use o~ ti;le grand jury in prosecuting more complex 'cases at the 
state level. ~ this chapter, we summarize our findings. brief.ly, drawing a 
more direct comparison between the two competing screening. procedures. We 
conclude with a discui:fsion of several important research and policy :impli
cations which hav.e relevance for legislators, rule-makers, practitioners, and 
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members of the academic and research communities. Included in this discus•
0 

sion are a number of suggestions .. foi; future research. 
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s~mmary Comparison of the Preliminary Hearing an4~Grand Jury in 
A'i-izona ·· " '' 

C, 

our anal:Ysis revealed that even districi;s operat:i.n,g under a single legal 
framework can develop widely differ1,mt approaches to case screening• '.1;n 
Maricopa County, the vast bulk of the cases are scheduled ~or the pr.elim
inary hearing, although a sizable number (3,135 or 36% of cases passing ini
tial screening) of these hearings are waived either with or.without an accom
panying plea. 'In Pima County, ·the majority of the cases go, to the grand 
jury (74%), with only a small fraction of the cases being presented .to the 
preliminary hearing. In both counties, the reasons offered by prosecutors 
for choosing one or the other proceeding center around such considerations 
as perceived efficiency, the opportunity to test ="'i,,ri tness credibility, and 
preservation of testimony. In actuality, the basic differences between sites 
appear to be a reflection of local norms and customs. These patterns of 
doing business in the 1.ocal court system are so well-eftablished that respon
dents are hard-pressed to remember their origins or f£o conceive of alterna..,. 
tive approaches. 

.. ·-~ 
··•·--". 

.j . · 
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• Aithougho hearsay is allowed in the preliminary hearing, ~-,,••.•/· ·-·-
ther_e .. ,,;i._s_,,,.,a_..J:imi·taU:ort~-=.,,.c'durfse1:"~~-1rnist·0 ·demun:st:rate~.,.'fliat -... 

------·-ther~ are reasonabl~ grounds to ,:believe that the witness 
whose evidence is introduced through hearsay will be 
available for trial. 

No evidence may be challenged on constitutional grounds • • 
In addition, the prosecutor does not have to establish 
foundation when introducing physical o~ documentary evi
dence. Otherwise, trial rules of evidence apply. 

0 

• Unlike the grand jury indictment, a probable cause 
determination made by a judge or justice of the peace 
may be overturned on the grounds that insufficient 
evidence was presented to support the finding. Nothing 
precludes resubmission of the case to another prelimin
ary hear.ing session or the 'grand jury, however. 

•., The preliminary hearing transcript is a' matter of public 
record and includes all testimony, objections, and court 
rulings. 

In practice, the preliminary hearing had the following characteris-
tics:, 

..... .· _•. ·-- - , ._,;:..,.. __ , .. "'" 

The rules governing the preliminary hearing in Arizona may be summarized 
briefly as follows: 

• The preliminary hea-;ring must b.e held wi.thin 10 to 20 
days of the defendant's initial appearance in court, 

II 

depending on his or her custody status. While both j::he 
lower (justice) court and trial (superior) court have 
jurisdiction over preliminary hea~ings, th~ bulk of such 
prc:>ceedings are heard i:n lower coilrt,. 

• Justices of the peace need not be .,lawyers. Thus,, ·the 
0111 iay grand jury" may have as its counterpart the 'lay 

j~stice. 11 
• 

• ,:w,:i,,,.. 

0 

• 

• 

• 

Most cases involved one defendant. One count was alleg
ed in 76 percent of the cases in Maricopa County but 
only 51 percent of the cases in Pima County. 

The !nean number of wi tness'es in Maricopa County was 
slightly under two per case.whereas it was slightly 
over two per case in Pima Couniy. 

The defense exercised its right to c~?ss-exmaination 
quite extensively. The d~fense eliciled 61 percent 
of the testimony in Maricopa County and 57 percent of 
it in Pima County. 

• The justice need he~r only such evidenc~ as he or she 
feels is necessary to establish probable cause. At the 
close of the prosec~tor's case, including defe~se crq~s
examination, the justice must determine and: stateo for 
the record whether the prosecutor has established prob
able cause. The de.fendant may then make a specific 
offer of proof, including the names o:6 witnesses who 
would testify or produce the evidence offered. The jus;.. 
tice may refuse to allow such evidence d.:f. he or,, she feels 
it would. be insufficient to rebut the finding of ,,probable .-, 
cause. 

G 

With re~pect to the grand jury, Arizona has both innovativ~ and traditional 
requirement;;. Summarizing briefly, 

Every aspect of the grand jury procee~~ng must be re• 
corded, excluding grand jury deliberat-:i.ons. This in-
cludes all witness testimony, and any exchanges between 
jurors, witnesses and/or prosecutors. Recent case law 
reinforces. and extends the statutory requirement, allow-,, !\ 
ing n<3thing to be said "off the record" within or out..: 
side the grand jury room itself and effect;i.vely elimi.::. 
nating informal interaction b~tween prosecutors and 
jurors. 

, 
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Grand jury transcripts are to be made available to the1:) 

prosecutor and defendant within 20 days fpllow.i.ng th~j 
0 

return of the indictment. Upon motion of any party 
showing good caus_e, however I the court may limit dis- " 
closure required by this rule when it finds that (1) the 
disclosure would result in a risk or harm outweighing 
any usefulness of disclosure to any party; and (2) that 
the risk cannot be eliminated by a less substantial/;; 
restriction of discove~y rights. fr 

. "\ 
Arizona is one of only 15 states which allows witnesses\\ 
to have counsel present in the grand jury room. In ""c"' 

. ·~ 
Arizona such representation is limited to target wit- " 
nesses, i.e., prospective defendants. The law does not, 
however, require tha~ the target be notified of the 
impending proceeµing and prosecutors rarely, if ever, do 
so in the typical case. If defense counsel is aware 
of the upcoming grand jury proceeding, he or she may 
request to have the target testify. In the rare event 
that this occurs, the grand jury is not required to 

. allow the target to testify. 

\\ 

Table 6. 1 summarizes the results of the case records analysis, focusing on 
key characteristics of both the preliminary hearing ana the grand jury. As 
can be seen, the vast majority of cases in both jurisdictions involved a 
single defendant; there was little variatidh by type of proceeding. On the 
other. hand, 'there was a sharp differential in 'the· nµmb~r of 

0 

counts charged. 
For example, preliminary hearing cases in Maricopa County involved a single 
count in three out of four cases; grand jury cases presented by the prgan~zed 
Crime and Racketeering Unit ( 09Ru le, in contrast, typically involved multiple 
counts. •· 'B:1ese patterns reflect differential use ~of these R,roceedings: the 
preliminary hearing is~, used for routine case screening, whereas the grand 
jury is used,. for the more comp'lex and sensitive OCRU caseload. There ~as,, ,() 
less of.Z;a discrepancy in Pima County on this variable," although single 001.1.nt 
cases were also more prevalent at 0the preliminary hearing than in either 
grand jury setting. 

Preliminary hearing cases in both sites"were apt to employ two witnesses in 
a typical case, at least one of' whom W<!S likely to he a civilian. In cofi
trast, the grand jury typically, heard only• one witness--a law enforcement 
officer or investigator. Nei.ther forum was· likely to have defendants/ta:i:'gets 
testify, however. Thus, · due proces~ _firotections designed to protect the 
rights of such witnesses at the pretrial screening stage were lar.gely moot 
in such cases. 

Preliminary hearing cases also involved many more pages of testimony than did 
gr,9-nd jury cases. '1n Maricopa County, this discrepan'.cy was reduced SOI\lewhat 
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Table 6.1 
Gl " 

SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS FROM THE CASE RECORDS ANALYSIS 
./ 
) 

(( 

.o MARICOPA COUNTY PIMA COUNTY 

C Preliminary Grand Jury Grand Jury Preliminary Grand Jury Grand Jury 
Hearing (routine) (OCRU) Hearing (routine) (CECU) 
(N = 75) (N = 75) (N = 25) (N = 84) (N = 74) (N = 25) 

1. Pei-bent single defenda11t ,, 
cases 89% 80% 80% 81% 78% 80% 

2. Percent cases with one·: 0 

count 76% 59% 20% 51% 41% 44% 

3. Me.an witnesses per case: 1. 7 1. 1 1. 0 2. 3 1. 1 1. 0 

I) 4. Percent cases with 67% 0 0% 8% 92% 5% 8% 
civilian witnesses 

(,), 

s. Percent cases with targets/ 4% 0% 0% 4% 0% 4% 

ti t defendants testifyin9: . t 

I 
t 
Ii 

I-' 6. Median _pages of 28 7 w 11 39 4 4 
C'S'\, \0 testimony Eer case 

7. Median page's of 12 6.6 11 ' 20 4 3.1 
I '~ ., testimony controlled (43%) (94%) (100%) (51 %) 0(100%) (78.%) 

by erosecutor " ~ 

a. 
,, 

& " ,, 
Q, Percent cases with ~ 

7% 0% 4% 7% 0% 0% 
~ physical/documentary ev.l- ~ '~ ,. dence ,1:i31troduced directly ' 

0 9. Percent cases with offer \:; 0 

~ " \\ of proof/exculpatory* s 8% 0% 0% 14% 0% 0% 
0 

i "' II e'vidence ,. 
0 ' ( -~ 

10. Percent cases with no 0 
I') 
<\ 3% '"0%" 0% 6% 0% 0% 

0 

b 

probable cause found** 0 b ·~ 
Q ~ 

0 
~' 

\ 

i 
~ 

0 *Excluding ta:t;'get testifying. ,, 
.fl ~- ·) ~< iJ 

**'AS reflected in ithis table, n9n~ of the grand jury cases in our random sample resulted in a "no bill." 
0 

However, our caseflow estimat:es ';for all cases, displayed in Table 2. 2, indicate that no bills are returned 
in less than one percent of~the 'krand jury cases in Maricopa Count, and in approximatley two percent of the 
cases in Pima County,. 
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when the portion of the transcript devoted to defense questioning was sub
tracted from the total. In Pima County, this was not the case. EVen dis
counting the portion of the testimony generated by defense counsel's ques
tioning, prosecutor-directed testimony at the preliminary hearing was five 
or six times greater than that presented at the grand jury. This probably 
reflects the fact that the preliminary hearing was used only rarely in this 
jurisdiction, particularly when the prosecutor wished to test the credibil
ity of witnesses on the stand and/or~to preserve their testimony for use at 
trial. 

Obviously, defense counsel made extensive use of their opportunity to cross
examin_e witnesses at the preliminary heaiing: they controlled u,pwards of 
one-half of the testimony ·presented. They were unlikely to make 11 an offer 
of proof, however. such an offer was made in only eight percent of the~.cases 
in Maricopa County and 14 percent in Pima County. No exculpatory evidence 
(apart from the target's testimony in one case) was 

0 

introduced by the prose
cutor to the grand jury in either county, but, as noted in the discussion\.j.n 
Chapters 4 and 5, there is no clear mandate that they do so. 

Neither forum was likely to terminate in a finding bf no pro~)able cause. ' 
Furthermore, as noted in Chapter 4, grand jurors did not play a very active 
role in the proceeding. Grand jurors typically asked only two questions of 
the witnesses per case, delibe~ations were relatively brief, and the decision 
of the, jurors was almost always unanimousc,,,::.:::-, 

Despite the faqt that the special prosecution units in both counties reported 
using the grand jury for "investigative" purposes, the table illustrates the 
similarity between cases brought by these units and other more routine grand 
jury cases. By and large, the use of the grand jury at the county level in 
Arizona was fairly rote. 

f 
\ Cl 

We also examined use of thi~ State Grand Jury in Arizona.' While the state 
Grand Jury was not used as aggressively as an investigative tool at the time 
of our study, it did allow us to explore grand jury op~rations in more com
plex cases. In general, we found that the proceeding lasted somewhat longer 
(91 minutes), typicallyAnvolved multiple counts, and had physical evidence 
introduced more frequenfi~ (in 78 percent of its cases) than did the tounty 
grand juries. .2\s discussed in Chapter 5, the Special Prosecutions Di vision 
of the Attorney GeneraJ.'s Office has also established a number of guidelines 
for case presentation that are designed to avoid proceq,ural error. These may 
be useful to others desiring to fo:i;-malize the grand jury proceeding. 
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6.2 Conclusions 

We believe that our limited focus on a single state was amply rewarded. By 
holding constant the legal framework within which the study jurisdictions 
operated, we were able to explore the natural variation between them. Thus,, 
despite our concentration on Arizona, or more properly because of it, we 
believe our findings suggest a number of important conclusions which may be 
useful to policymakers, practitioners, and other researchers. These are 
summarized in the remainder of this section. 

6. 2. 1 Choice of Proceeding 

Nothing is so inherent in the real nature of either proceeding as to preclude 
using the grand jury or the preliminary hearrttg for the same screening re
lated purpose. Often, the "Same rationale governs the choice of different 
proceedings. For example, when Pima County wishes to test a case involving 
sensitive political issues (e.g., a case involving alleged police brutality) 
it will often look to the preliminary hearing as a forum. The perceived 
advantages of this approach include the fact that the preliminary hearing is 
a public hearing and apparently outside direct prosecutorial control, thus 

·,1 
giving the appearance that the decision to prosecute has been independently I. 

l ratified. (Similarly, if charges are dismissed at this point as a resu;tJ:; of 
a finding of no probable cause, the decision will have been made in a public""'' """ 

0 

forum and not in the secret grand jury proceeding.) In contrast, Maricopa 
County prefers to invo~ve the community in such cases and is apt to present 
them to the grand jury. 

Essentially, each county has chosen to prosecute its atypical cases through 
its atypical screening mechanism. In Pima County, the grand jury is the 
routine screening mechanism and is perceived to be under the direct control 
of the prosecutor. Therefore, when in doubt about the strength or due to the 
sensitivity of the case, the prelimj.nary hearing is the preferred screening 
mechanism. In Maricopa County, where the preliminary hearing is the routine 
pretrial screening procedure, major felonies and other complex or sensitive 

·:;\' cases are likely to go to the grand jury. 
D 

.C:) 
Anothe_r rationale which may be offered for utilization of either proceeding 
involves protection of government witnesses. Protection may be very impor
tant when the witness is testifying against others involved in an organized 
criminal enterprise or when the witness has. infiltrated such an enterprise 
as an undercover agent. Histori<::ally, one justification for grand jury •;.,,p 

' .E;?,-'\ 
1This is the approach typically followed by most jurisdictions. 
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secrecy has been to protect the identity of sue~ witnesses, thereby avoiding 
the possibility of intimidation or actual harm. In both Pima and Maricopa 
Counties, however, prosecutors favored the preliminary hearing when the wit
ness was considered to be in danger. Prosecutors in both sites stated that, 
since preliminary hearing testimony may be preserved for use"at trial, having 
witnesses testify at the preliminary hearing removes one of the primary moti
vations for tampering with them: preventing damaging testimony at trial. At 
the same time, the preliminary hearing testimony provides some backup for the 
state should a witness not be available to testify at trial for any reason. 

Sometimes, two different proceedings are used to handle similar cases for 
dissimilar reasons. For example, in Maricopa County, sexual assault cases 
are expected to go to the preliminary hearing in order to test the credibil
ity ox witnesses, assess case strength and preserve testimony. In contrast, 
Pima County prosecutors prefer the grand jury for such cases, since use of'' 
that proceeding prevents the victim-witness from having to confront the 
defendant and submit to crol:if-examination twice: once at the preliminary 
hearing and cl.gain at trial. Given the strong victim-witness program in 
that jurisdiction which helps guarantee the cooperation of witnesses, testing 
the credibility of witnesses or preserving testimony are not major co~cerns 
except in cases involving young children. In these cases, the preliminary 
hearing is often ~elected as the screening mechanism. 

The necessary conclusiori"'is that these processes in actuality do not supply 
any unique benefits or disadvantages with respect •to their screening func
tions. They are what prosecutors want them to be. Furthermore, the choice 
of proceeding is affected more by "local legal culture" and perceived corol-

.,,lary benefits than by the nature of the proceeding Ber~• 

G I'.;~) 
Local norms and historical practices of segments of the criminal justice com-
munity (prosecutors, judges, and the defense bar) have a more important rela
tionship to, and effect on, the relative advantages of the grand jury and,.the 

D preliminary hearing than do formal laws and rules. our analysis revealed 
that even jurisdictions operating under a common legal framework--statutes 

• • I 
criminal procedures, and court rulei,; which define legal operations--can elect 
widely different mechanisms for pretrial screening, and that it is virtually 
impossible to attribute these differences to something other than ''local 
legal culture. 11 

() 

1 
See, for-- example, United States v. Proctor and Gamble co., 35 u.s. 

677 ( 1958). 

2 
These decisions parallel the typical choice of proceeding in each 

district. What is interesting is that each jurisdiction offers a unique, 
carefully considered rationale for handling these special types of cases 
in different ways. 
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By local legal culture, we mean the informal norms, values· and attitudes, of 
the individuals and groups within the criminal j us t;i.ce sys tern, and the in
formal rules and procedures adopted by them. In part, these expectations 
reflect the cultural characteristics of the community--including ~ernograph
ics, raciaJ and ethnic mix, prevailing community attitudes, and local his
tory. They are also shaped by the distribution of poJ.i tica.l and per::ional 
power among the various individuals and groups within the system, and by 
patterns of communication and cooperation which have developed over time. 
Our study revealed that local norms and procedures can become so embedded 
that the individuals involved cannot offer a clear picture of when, why, or 
how current practices developed, nor can they conceive of adopting another 
approach. 

Like others before us, we use the term local legal culture to explain t~e 
observed differences between jurisdictions because laws and legal struc
tures and differential resource::i constraints do not afford a ready explana
tion. While Maricopa County has more magistrates than Pima County, it 
certainly does not have a sufficient number to accommodate the preliminary 
hearing caseload without a significant proportion of hearings being waived. 
On the other hand, were Maricopa county interested in using the grand jury 
more frequently, additional grand juries could be 'impanelled. In essence, 
prosecutors in each county have developed, different procedures for handling 
cases in what they per~eive to be an efficient and pred.ictable manner. In 

\\ ,·,, 

each instance, their orientation reflects aspects of the re-lationship with 
the local courts and the defense bar. 

In Maricopa County, cooperative justices of the peace and a willingv defense 
bar make the preliminary hea~ing setting the perfect opportunity to weed out 
many cases without the nece..;sity of either a preliminary hearing or grand 
jury review. J:n effect, as Arenella suggested concerning trials, the pre-, 
liminary hearing is offered in Maricopa rounty to most, if not all, in the 
expectation that only a_ few will accept. The use of straight waivers an~ 
negotiated pleas at this stage keeJ?S the Justice Court docket manageable. 
The defense bar also receives something in return for waiving the preliminary 
hearing. Stated rationales include earlier discovery, conc~ssions regarding 
conditions of release, and avoidance of stif£ penalties. In addition, 
defense lawyers have personal incentives for cooperating at this stage, in
cludfng normative pressure from prosecutors and justices to keep the system 
moving and ,the necessity of handling a large volume of cases efficiently•"' 

1 ru:enella, Peter, "Reforming the Federal Grand Jury and the State Pre
liminary Hearing to Prevent Conviction Without Adjudication," Michigan Law 
Review, 78: 463, 1980. 

2prosecutors in Maricopa County report that if the preliminary hearing 
is actually held, they are unlikely to offer major concessions in subsequent 
plea negotiations. 

3 In addition, the Superior Court caseload is reduced by the number of 
cases weeded out at the time of the scheduled hearing. 
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Moreover, the fact that most defendants are bound over at the conclusion of 
the hearing may be used as a justification for waiving the preliminary hear
ing without necessarily sacrificing the interests of the client~ 

In Pima County, local norms and informal relationships among system partici"'! 
pants have resulted in an entirely different approach to pretrial screening. 
While the County Attorney Is Office has initiated a number of innovative 
programs--e.g., victim-witness, adult diversion--and weeds out a significant 
number of marginal cases early on, it has a fairly tough policy with respect 
to those cases which survive its initial. screen. Facing a:n aggressive public 
defender• s office, the prosecutor• s office leaves little opportunity for 
extensive discovery or negotiation before the case is bound over to superior 
Court. The grand jury in this site is viewed largely as an arm of the prose
cutor. As such, it is an extremely efficient, highly predictable screening 
mechanism which effectively minimizes defense involvement in the case prior 
to_ arraignment in superior Court. While the judges take exception to this 
view of the grand jury proceeding, they feel they have very little power to 
effect change. 

',( 

Both the grand jury and the preliminary hearing serve a variety of collat
eral functions which may be important in determining when and how each mech
anism is used. Many commentators have concentrated on the formal or stated 
goal~? of these institutions, while ignoring the functions actually fulfilled 
in practice. our study complements the findings of previous researchers by 
pointing out the many secondary or col;l,.ateral functions served. by the two 
major pretrial screening devices. These functions, which must be taken into 
account in any discussion of the relative merits of these proceedings, are 
summarized below. 

Discovery. Since Arizona's revised Rules of Criminal Procedure provide for 
broadc and early disclosure by both the prosecution and defense' the "Impor
tance of the "grand jury and the preliminary hearing for discov,e;ry purposes 
is somewhat mitigated in this state~ '.!ndeed, the liberal discovery policy 
is cited as an important factor in the decision to cut back on the scope of 
the preliminary hearing proceeding. At the same time, these institutions_ 
do serves certain purposes with regard to pretrial discovery. Both the pre
liminary hearing and the grand Jury transcript amplify the information sup
plied in the formal complaint. The preliminary hearing offers two additional 
advantages: it allows the opportunity to obtain more detailed tliscovery 
through the cross-examination process; and it offers the ability to preserve 
testimony for possible use at trial. Cl 

Preservation of testimony. Use of the preliminary hearing proceeding to 
preserve testimony is important in a. number of ways: 1) it preserves the 
testimony of very young children who may forget the incident over time; 2) it 
preserves the testimony of ol-der w,itnesses who may become infirm or die; and 

- I 

3) it preserves the testimony of witnesses who may be intimidated into not 
testifying at trial or subject to bodily harm. As noted above, the latter 
factor is often cited by proponents of the grand jury: grand jury secrecy'• 
is seen as an important factor in protecting the identity of such witne~ses. 
Given the fact that secrecy is often difficult to achieve in practice, use 
of the preliminary hearing to preserve the testimony of witnesses for use at 
trial may be a useful alternative. 

Testing constitutional issues. Neither the grand jury nor the preliminary 
hearing serves as a forum for testing constitutional iss~s in Arizona, an
other collateral function served in other jurisdictions. The preliminary 
hearing does provide a limited opportunity for the defense to explore the 
police officer• s actions in obtaining evidence and/or the chain of custody 
involved in handling the evidence. The extent to which this opportunity 
is utilized, however, is very much dependent on the aggressiveness of the 
defense attorney in pursuing this line of attack and the permissiveness of 
the magistrate in allowing it, since questioning for this purpose is speci
fically precluded under the revised Rules. 

-~s.,"-,, 

Of course, it should be pointed out that there are reasons for this restrict
ed view of the preliminary hearing in Arizona. As noted earlier ( Section 
3.1.2), the revised Rules reduced the scope of the preliminary hearing. At 
the same time, disclosure provisions were broadened and the omnibus hearing 
for pr_etrial motions was introduced. Under these Rules, the legality of the 
evidence obtained is tested before a judge in the Superior Court rather than 
at the preliminary hearing. Given ~hat magistrates need not be lawye~~, the 
preliminary hearing in Arizona could be considered an inappropriate fo£um in 
which to entertain such questions. Therefore, it is important that neither 
the preliminary hearing nor the grand jury be regarded as fulfilling this 
function as they currently operate in Arizona. 

C_i 

Review of conditions of release. The issue of bail may be discussed in an 
adversarial setting a:t the preliminary hearing. ' Favorable conditions of 
release are also negotiated, on occasion, in exchange for a waiver of the 
preliminary hearing. In the case of the grand jury, however, the bail recom
·mend9-tion is made by the prosecutor following the return of ,,an indictment, 
and the judge must make his or her decision without defense input. 

1 !L.,;:: General Accounting Office, Comptroller General, Report to the Cong-
ress: More Guidance and Supervision Needed Over Federal Grand Jury Proceed
ings, GGD-81-18 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1980). 

2 Graham, Kenneth, and Leon Letwin, "The Preliminary Hearing in Los 
Angeles: Some Field Findings and Legal Policy Implications." UCLA Law 
Review, 18:636 (1971-) (see discussion in Chapter, 3 of this report). 
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" Use of the Transcript. Clearly, the grand jury and preliminary hearing are rendered a unanimous decision. 1 Similarly, magistrates typically found 
not used as slJl?stitutes for ful~ trial in Arizona. That function is fairly probable for all counts. ca~se 
unique to Los Angeles County. On the other hand, the grand jury and 
the preliminary hearing transcript are used by both parties to prepare for 
trial. 1 On the other hand, these findings are also consistent with another causal 

explanation: prosecutorial screening is so effective that few cases are 
likely to be weeded out at the preliminary hearing or grand jury stage. 

Occasion for plea negotiation. As noted throughout this report, the time Given · the fact that prosecutors report using the likelihood of conviction 
scheduled for the preliminary hearing in Maricopa County is frecauently used standard to screen cases, whereas the two formal screening mechanisms employ 
as an occasion for plea negotiations. In fully one-third of the cases sch~d a weaker probable cause standard, this thesis is also highly probable. In
uled for a hearing, the case is disposed at this stage either through a plea deed, the low rate of acquittal (less than five percent) in cases presented 
to a misdemeanor in lower court or through a "plea arraignment" in SUJ?erior either to the preliminary hearing or to the grand jury suggests that the 
Com:t. In either case, the preliminary hearing presents the first real op prosecutor I s screening decision is highly predictive of bo~h the immediate 
portunity for both parties to meet each other face to face and to work out and ultimate disposition of the case. However, it is important to note that 
an immediate resolution to the case. This opportunity is rarely utilized prosecutorial screening occurs after the probable cause determination, as 
in Pima County. Once the prosecutor has decided to move forward, plea nego well as before. In both. counties, post-grand jury and preliminary hearing 
tiation is jbt .likely to occur until the case is bound over to superior Court dismissals occurred (some as a result of plea bargains in other cases involv
following a grand jury indictment or filing of an information. ing the same defendant and some due to newly discovered weaknesses in the 

case). This was. most apparent in Pima County, where approximately 25 per
cent of our sampled grand jury cases were dismissed following the indictment. 

Investigation. The grand jury also ~erves an important collateral funotion: Given the practice in this county of weeding out select categories of cases 
as an investigative tool in complex, white collar .. and organized -::rime cases. (most notably those involving minor drug offenses) prior to filing charges 
This was discussed in Chapter 5 above and will be examined again later in and presenting the majority of the remaining cases to the grand jury without 
this chapter. in-depth screening, it is not surprising to see more dismissals at this later 

stage. 

6.2.2 Efficacy and Efficiency of the ~'wo Proceedings It is important to point out that the low standard of proof required by both 
pretrial screening mechanisms appears to influence strongly the 0 attitudes 
and behaviors of prosecutors and the defense bar ~ith respect to use of these 

Neither the grand jury nor the preliminary hearing screened out a significant proceedings. Prosecutors, for example, feel no need to put on multiple wit-=
percentage of cases in the jurisdictions under study. There are at least two nesses or to introduce physical evidence when the hearsay testimony of a 
possible explanations for the high incidence of cases in which probable cause single police officer is likely to meet the probable cause standard. Unless 
was found. tactical considerations dictate presenting additional evidence, there are 

several strong disincentives for doing so: 1) to avoid additional" demands 
on scarce resources; 2) to avoid unnecessary disclosure; and 3) to avoid pos

On the one hand, such results suc;rgest that both grand jurie~ and magistrates sibl~ contradictions in testimony between the preliminary hearing and trial. 
are likely to '' rubber stamp" the decision of the prosecutor. In partial sup Similarly, defense counsel have every reason to expect that: their clients 
port of this .. thesis, we found that grand j,:µrors tended to "ask ~very few ~ues will be bound over at this stage. Thus, they feel that failure to offer 
tions of 1, witnesses {approximately two per case); spent very litt~e- in time affirmative d,efenses and extensive use of preliminary hearing waivers are 
in deliberations (an average of 4. 4 minutes in Maricopa County); returned not harmful to their clients' defense. On the contrary, introducing defense 
indictments on all counts, not a subset thereof; and in nearly every case witnesses

0 
or physical evidence at the pret~ial screening stage may have ser

ious negative consequences, includ,;i.ng the possible impeachment of the wit
ness at trial, prosecution for perjured testimony, and early' disclosure of ~ 

\iefense strategy. 

1
Ibid. 1 see carp, Robert A., "The Harris 'County Grand Jury: A Case Study," 

Houston Law Review, 12:90 (1974), for similar findings in his intensive.par
2 i Comparable data were unavailable in Pima County. ticipant observation study of the Harris County g~and jury. 
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preliminary hearing allowed the defense an opportunity to test the credibilIf the probable cause standand is appropriate at this stage in case proces~ 
ity of .certain witnesses through use of extensive cross-examination. Thus, sing, then rules designed to turn the preliminary hearing or the grand jury 
the preliminary hearing may;:c:provide a somewhdt better test. of probable cause into a rigorous pretrial screening device may not achieve the desired re
in,terms of the amount of evidence presented and the opportunity to challenge sult. Alternatively, raising the standard of proof may place a severe strain 
that evidence. on system resources, as the proceedings more closely resemble mini-trials. 

Either way, this brings us to a corollary conclusion, as discussed below. 
/! 

Despite the relative merits of the two proceedings in screening routine 
cases, there may be instances in which state or local prosecutors need ~~,use Prosecutorial screening must be examined carefully, since it appears to play 

\) the grand jury proceeding to investigate an~ prepare for the pr~secu~ion- of a critical role in the pretrial screening process. If we can generalize 
complex criminal cases. As noted in Chapter 5, among the ways in which the from the findings of this study and related research efforts, prosecutorial grand jury may assist in case development are these: screening, where it occurs, is far more likely to'--influence who is bound over 

for trial than either the preliminary hearing or the grand jury. Thus, those 
• to subpoena records and other forms of physical eviseeking to "reform" the pretrial screening processes may also want to focus 

d~nce; their attention on prosecutors' screening policies and procedures. 

• to compel testimony from uncooperative witnesses; 

While it is beyond the scope of this study to generate a set of "reform" to assess and "lock-in" the testimony of possible deprinciples, an approach worthy of consideration would be the articulation • 
fense witnesses; of standards by prosecutors, i~cluding the standard of proof required ~pr a 

,I given case to pass through the prosecutor's screening net. such standards 
for purposes of impeachment of trial testimony or prosecould be fairly explicit, while preserving prosecutorial discretion and • l 
cution for perjury; ·:o flexibility. Consistent with the historical goal of community involvement 

in charging decisions as rep:r:esented by the grand jury, the screening stand to grant immunity to individuals in return for testimony 1 ards might be developed and/or reviewed by members of the local community. • 
against others higher up in the criminal org:~nization; 

To help ensure that standards arecapplied eve~-handedly, a review system is and 
desirable. Like the preliminary hearing and grand jury transcripts, a formal 
written record of the screening decision would allow internal office review. = in conjunction with use of electronic surveillance, to • 

elicit truthful testimony, and/or to encourage requests 
for immunity in return for cooperation. 

While both the preliminary hearing and the grand jury are fairly perfunctory 
proceedings, the preliminary hearing does appear to be a slightly more rigor-

0ous mechanism for det,ermining probable cause. Neither procedure was used Furthermore, unless the. preliminary hearing, is actually held, the rela
to test the legality of evidence, and the preliminary hearing was used only tive ef~icacy of that proceeding as a screening device may be moot. While 
rarely to present affirmative defenses in the jurisdictions under study. In Aranella and others have expressed concern over the failure of both the grand 
essence, each proceeding offered a relatively weak test o:f factual guilt,. jury and the preliminary hearing to provide adequate pretrial scre~ning, . fr:;~ 
Morover, there was little difference in the ultimate dispo1:1i tion of cases quent waiver of the preliminary hearing results ~n many cases being adJudi
reviewed by either the preliminary hearing or the grand jury. Wh.ile this may cated without benefit of any independent test of either the factual or legal' 
not' completely reflect the capacity of either process to screen "cases, it basis of the charge. 
does suggest that neither forum may have the potent±al to have an effect on 
the flow of cases through the criminal justice system. ~ 

C 

It is impossible to say which approach is more eff~cient; ea~h jurisdiction · 
0 has found a way to process large numbers of cases quickly• Pim~ County :e

Nevertheless, the preliminary hearing finding of probable cause was typically lie~lmost exclusively on the grand jury, screening out certain categor~es 
based on the direct testimony of at least one civilian witness, and in a few of c:;~s beforehand and submittin~ the remainder to one of two Jrand juries, 
instances' (7%) involved the direct introduction of physical ~vidence. The each operating two days a week. In the view of local prosecutors, the 
grand jury, 'in contrast, relied almost exclusively on the hearsay testimony 
of police officers in :making a rc>utine determination of probable cause. Even 
in complex cases involving economic crimes and major felonies, civilian wit ·.J!.>. :1rafter the nesses were rarely called to offer grand jury testimony. In addition, the 

1 
As 

' 
noted above, a second round of screening takes 

grand jury finding, through use of dismissals. 
,,. 
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however, point out a number of. factors which should be kept in mind by those 
considering or advocating change., 

grand jury process is very ef:l:icient for several reasons. First, the ·'grand 
jury proceeding takes slightly less. tlil!e than the preliminary hearing sin'ce If the grand jury and the preli~inary hearing co-exist as alternative screen
it involves fewer civilian witnesses and precludes the opportunity for cross ing devices, the question of equal protection may arise. In approximately 

0 

examination. by defense counsel. It also minimizes the time needed to prepare one-half of the states (including Arizona), the preliminary hearing and the 
for the proceeding: it is easier to pzepare police officers than civilian gran1 jury function simultaneously, with the prosecutor choosing between the 
witnesses. Second, the timing of the proceeding is somewhat more predic.;. two. Depending on local practice, this structure may operate in several 
table, since it is scheduled and lc:1,r.gely controlled by the prosecutor. Thus, different ways. In some jurisdictions, such as Pima County, nearly all cases 
prosecutors and governm~nt witnesses need not waste larg,e amounts of time will be proce_ssed through the same screening mechanism, whereas. in other in
waiting for their turn on the docket. Finally, the · grand jury is a fairly stances each proceeding handles a portion of the caseload. 
inexpensive, screening procedure: despite the fac;\:: that there are {ip to J6 
persdn~ on the grand jury each day, · th,ey· serv~ at a ve.ry ", low rate of pay. 

0 Although this system has beerr cqplllenged on equal protec,tion grounds on the 
t,heory that the leveJ. of due process "protection provided to the defendant 

When used as an" opportunity £or plea negotiation, the preliminary heiiiring differs depending on J:he screening mechanism selected by the prosecutor, most 
process can also be described as extremely efficient, sine~, so ma'ny ca'se~. 
terminate at that stage. '' In Ma:t,:icopa ,cowity, :the system handles the large 

cour:ts, incl~ding the Ar;Lzona Supreme Court, have upheld this dual system of 
prosecution. California stands alone in ruling that the fse of alternative D 

volume of cases scheduled for the preli~inar"y hearing only because, the screening meobanisms violates equal protection guarantees. One other state 
.. various" parties, ~.ccept and follow ,local n~rms: the preliminary hearing is (Wisconsin) has addresse~ the issue legislatively, requiring that a prelimi

· actually held only when no other arrangement is possible. Through t43e, .of nary hearing be held even though an inictment has been returned in a case., 
plea negotiation in lower court" and plea arraignments ,il\ trial court, many 
cases are resolved without committin,g further resources at the pretrial or· 

the same remedy . imposed by the California Supreme Co1,1rt in Hawkins. :/ 
i 

trial" stage. In' essence, by scheduling, but not necessarily l:lolding I the 
0 

,more lengthy pretrial screening: procedure, the ·· systeµi saves i>rosecuto~s, '' It is clear, then, that the use of different mech~nisms to determine probable 
0 defense coun§lel, ang the trial court time and resources~ · cause does no,t" constitute a vi.elation. of the equal prq)'ection

0 
doctrine under 

c.1 the laws of most states. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that in practice 
,.c,O 

0 

\:,~} certain types of cases recei, ve different treatment through the prosecutor's 
discretion. 

6.2.3 The Issue of Reform c\ 

() 
0 

' > ;/\: ,. \ ' t:, 

In Arizona, the type of pretriaJ\,. 0 scifeni11gJJ procedure utilized was dependent 

0 

Although those'urging grand jury reform (or even abolitioru_.,pften base.their 
arguments on the comparison between the grand jury and the \preliminary hear
ing, our finding~ reveal that the logic of such a position i\S weak in _· several 
wa:,,:s. First, there ts no uniform or standard preliminary' hearing against 

0 

which to .measure the grand jury~ Depending upon the jurisdiction ;involved, 

c:::!J 
in large measure on two dominant' f'a,ctq;s) 1 ) the community in whic9; ,,,the 
defendant was charged; and 2) 'a nilmpet' o:f collateral ohjectives, including 

, the prosecutor's" desire to test wi tnessesi'1 credibility, <preserve testimony, 
avoid., possible defense ¢liscovery, and/or demonstrate to the victim or com

1

munity the fact that the case was being pursued vigorously. 

the prelimina_ry hearing may be an ~ parte proceeding, ~y deny the accused 
many of the 'aue process safeguards which ref o;rmers advocate for the grand 
jury 1'.: or ,Jpay be a perfunctory "rul?ber stamp." Second, in some jurisdic
tions the··· gran!i jupcy has been moo.ified and offers ttie defendant a f'J_;unber of 
due process safegu~!ds. Third, i"!r :i,s dangerous to make such cotnpariilhns in a 

0 0 

At the same time, "our findings 
fered and the rights afforded 
examine government witnesses, 

r , 
revealed that the nature of the eviBence of

the defendant, including the right to cross
varied somewhat from one proceeding to the 

vacuum; it is much more appropriate to examine the prqpeedilhgs as they are other. 

0 

a?tually us'ed in practice. Fourth, the theoretical d~ate over the grand 
jury versus the preliminary hearing often fails to take into account the fact 
that ea~h s~:rves a broad array of collateral functions which'in large measure 1 As discussed in-· Chapter 1, the other options are 1) to have the two 

\1 

are ;inl:errelated with local preferences and practice. Finally, there may be proceedings operate in sequence, as is the case in the federal system; and 
a traditional way of doing things in_a jurisdiction that is redsonab1y com 2) to rely eJ!:clusively on the grand jury (or preliminary hearing). 
fortable to all parties. Any ,;1.ttempts to question the existing e-J=aCtice or 
suggest alternatives may face serious obstacles if they are not sensitive to 
local tradition~ We c<1,nnot prescribe which approach is bes;\: for pretrial 
screening, nor can we say what ~ach ~roceeding should look .like. We can, 

2see, for example, State 
(1975). 

3Hawkins v. superior Court, 

v. Bojorquez, 

22 Cal. 3d 584, 

111 Ariz. 549, 535 P.2d 

586 P.2d 916 (1978) •. ' 

6 
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While ··these differences were not as striking in practice as some commenta
tor:;; have argued, one can still reasonably question whether the nature of 
the pretrial screening process should be entirely depende):lt on where the 
crime was committed and a host of ~econdary considerations. 

For any jurisdiction examing its pretrial screening process, it is important 
to consider 0 whether each proceeding· serves a useful and distinct purpose. 
otherwise, there may be little reason to keep both as competing mechanisms. 
Or, one may wish to retain both, but'· expressly distinguish between tneir: 
functions--e.g., the \,grand jury would be used "for complex, multiP,le-defen-,
dant cases and, groad :i,nvestigations into organized crime and public corru,El
ti~n, ".7h~reas,th~pi~limt1~ry hearing would be ret~ined for more, routine case 
screening. · ·· \J, 0 

0 

(') 
0 

The Natm:-e of the Proceedings 
0 

&'Regardlt:lss of 
0 

which mechanism or combination of mechanisms exists i.n a given 
jurisdiction, questions concen,;iing the nature of the.' proceeding rernain. 
Whether probable cause is to be determined "by the grand jury and/orlL'the pre
liminary hearing, the following operational issues must be resolved: what 
procedures should be foflowed in the conduct of that hearing,,what standards 
of evidence or proof should be required, what role does the accused and e.,;.i
dence favorable to., his or her behalf play in the hearing, and what is iz.h~· 

0 

cost of t,he proceeding? .. In answering these questions, several con~tdera1-
tions must be kept in mind. 

,., 
6 

First, there is no "perfect" or "ideal" preliminary hearing (or grand j 0ury). 
Criticizing the performance of the grand jury because it i,s not·' like, the, 
theoretical perfoi':'Illance .of th~ _preliminary hearing focuses too much atten-

~~ ,. 

tion on abstract models and is not likely to produce practical ,solutions. 
The debate on what ,protections the g;rand jury proceeding should offer should 
be more concerned ~~th the nature of the grand jury per~, than with whether 
the grand jury matches a hypotheti"cal and possibly flawed standard. Fur
thennore, defining the nature of the pr'eliminary hearing or' the grand jury 
involves assessing the appropriate balance between considerations of ~ffici
ency and the implementation of wide-ranging due process protections. 

,, 
(I 

Second, attempts to "reform" a proceeding may produce unanticipate'd results. 
In Arizona, prior to the implementation of the new Rules in 1973, the pre
liminary hearing was essentia~y ,, a mini-trial. Ono~ grand juries began 
to be convened regularly, rather than on an as-needed basis, prosecutors in 
Pima County readily turned. to that alternative since they felt the prelim
inary hearimi) was essentially unworkable. If a proceeding is- modified to 

0 
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incorporate broad due process protections and is perceived to have forfeited 
efficiency as a result, the modified system may be a failure. 

Decisions regarding which, ,if any, reforms to implement in either proceeding 
must be based on a thorough understanding of both their intended and likely 
impac\•. By all accounts, a record ol tlte proceeding does prevent possible 
abuse of the grand jury process. Yet it may also have an unintended conse
quence: the prosecutor lll,a.y ·be tempted to present the bare minimum of evi , I 

dence to meet the legal· s-i;.andard of proof while avoiding the possibility 
of ,,error or prejudice and ntinimizing potential defense discovery. Thus, the 
record may have •a negative effect on the quality of evidence used in case 
screening. ' 0 

This is not to say that this and other reforms may not be desirable or bene
ficial. It' is simply important to recognize that refonns as conceived may 
not be the same in actual practice. In large measure, local customs and 
practice will dictate how the screening process operates, regardless of the 
legal framework. 

f 
r Moreover, it is important to consider refonns in tandem. For exampl'e, the 1 

'I 

rig~t to counsel before the grand jury is considered to be one of the most 
important of the American Bar Association's proposed principles and is cer
tainly one of the most controversial. Yet, unless targets have the right 
to testify bE?fore the grand jury and receive notice of any inquiries con
cerning them, the right to counsel may be relatively meaningless in the 
majority of cases. 

The impact of reform on grand jury practice is extremely difficult to define 
and measure. Often, researchers and policymakers rely on the perceptions of 
those who have adopted. one or more proposed reforms to assess their effec
tiveness and to' detennine whether any of the anticipated problems actually 
arose. Such assessments usually fail to take into account the length of time 
the reform has been tried, the nature of the proceeding before modification~ 

1 the manner in which the reform is act~ally implemented, and the overall legal 
framework in which the jurisdiction operates. Fqr example, most of the 
respondents in Arizona expressed a favorable opinion concerning the defen
dant ' s right to have counsel in the grand jury room. Yet, this opinion was 
based largely on individual philosophy and conjecture and, at most, knowledge 
of a handful of cases in which the issue arose. 

A fourth consideration in determining· the natu.:re. of the pretrial screen
!) 

ing mechanism is the extent of the resources avail:1able to support proposed 
changes. A proceeding which strains the resources of the prosecutor, the 
defense

1
,, and/or the court is not likely to be well received. In fact, it 

is quite probable that such a proceeding will be circumvent.ed. · Maricopa 

;, 
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County schedules preliminary heari:ngs in most cases with the expectation 
that a sizable portion of the heariQgs wi:11 be waived. Maricopa County did screening mechanism? Does "r~" ·· sGreening through 
experiment with routing more cases to the grand jury over the last year, but the preliminary hearing or the grand jury render the 
quickly desisted as large backlogs built up. {The grand jury proceeding in criminal justice system inefficient? Does it reflect 
Maricopa County is slightly longer and more formalized than in Pima County.) a reluctance or inability on the part of prosecutors 
In essence, reform should be tempered with practicality. If a reformed pre to perform their pre-trial screening function? 
trial proceeding is so costly0 that it is routinely circumvented or unwork
able, the pretrial screening process may wind up providing fewer safeguards 4. Assuming one could identify ideal models of each pro
than i:t di:d before. ceeding, how do they compare? Does a model grand jury 

closely parellel a model .preliminary hearing? What I. 

residual benefits, if any, does one or the other pro-" 
A final conclusion is that efforts to improve the pretri:al screening process ceeding have? 

I <~," 

0 
and to protect the rights of defendants should not focus exclusively on 
the grand jury and the preliminary hearing. As noted above, prosecutorial 5. How do prosecutors screen cases? Are their policies 

screening plays an important role in weeding out weak and low priority cases, well articulated and consistently applied at the local 

, and. should be subject to some form of formalization. So, too, rules govern and/or state level? 

ing pretrial di:scovery and the plea negotiation process can go a long way 
6. What has been the experience of the California systowards guaranteeing an open and fair case disposition process. Reform ef

tem following the Hawkins decision? Does mandating a forts are unlikely to achieve their intended objectives unless they take into 
post-indictment preliminary hearing result in a reducconsiderat½on the system as a whole. 
tion in the use of the grand jury? Does it change the 
nature of the preliminary hearing and if so, how? 

7. How, frequently ar·e preliminary hearings waived? Is 6.3 Suggestions for Future Re~larch 
use of waivers more common in jurisdictions which rely 

(J heavily on-, the preliminary hearing? What considera
tions affe[:;t use of waivers? Does the waiver represent Clearly, this study was limited in its objectives, and its findings raise a 
an extra bargaining chip for the defense or' the loss of number of additional research questions. The following issues might be ex
an important step in the pretrial screening process? plored in future research efforts: u "' 

1'~,, What role does the grand jury play in complex, inves
tigative cases? Are there si.tuations in which the 

Answers to these and other questions concerning the role of. the grand jury power of subpoena, as well as the ability to compel 
{ and the J?reliminary hearing) do not come easily. The issues addressed in testimony and to hear evidence in secret, make the 
this study and in any future research are sufficiently important to justify grand jury uniquely suited to case development? Under 
continuing examination b~ practitioners, policymakers and researchers. what circumstances does the grand jury supplement/sup

plant the prosecutors' investigative powers? 

2. What has been the experience o~ jurisdictions which 
have in'gorporated more of the ABA' s principles on grand 
jury reform, particularly the right of all.witnesses to 
be accompanied by counsel inside the grand jury room? 
What has been the effect on the usage and/ or th~ nature' J) 
of the proceeding? Have they produced unintended con
sequences? Do such re:f;orms impede the grand jury in 
its in1v;}igati!e role, as opposed to its more routine 
screeninf functions? 

. t' 
.·~ Are th¥e jurisdictions in which either the prelimi , l 

,nary razing or the grand jury serves as an "effectJ.ve" 

, 
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APPENDIX A 

METHODOLOGY 

Site Select.ion 

The site se],ection process was a very important component of tf'As study' s 
methodology given the broad range of research objectives. Arizona was well 
suited as the state in which to conduct our investigation for several rea
sons: 

1 • State laws allow the O prosecutor to select either the 
grand jury or the preliminary hearing as the screening 
mechanism to be used in individual cases. . 

002. Both the grand jury .J?roceeding and the preliminary 
hearing are held with some frequency. 

3. .At least some types of witnesses have the right to 
counsel- in the grand jury room under state law. 1 

4. State laws require that the p::oceeding ~whether grand 
·jury or preliminary hearing) be recorded. ~; 

At the same time, Arizona served as a perfect natural experiment, since its 
two larg~,st counties (Maricopa County and Pima County) differed dramatically 
in their use of pretrial screening mechanisms. , Thus, we were abl.e to explore 
alter~ative approaches to the pretrial process under a uniform legal frame
work. 

1 
The right to counsel was included as a criterion because it is 

one of the most controversial of the American Bar Association I s "reform" 
.J?rincipJ.,,es. we felt it would be useful to obtain data on the extent to 
which it was utilized, as well as the perceptions of the various groups 
in".olved in its implementation. 

- ? 

~This requirement was deemed essential not only as .a research 
±ssue, but also as a mechanism for facilitating data collection, since it 
assured 1;:fiat tram;cripts wou,ld exist for all cases. 

:3 
c,;c. In contacting states whose legal framework met the criteria defined 

above, \lte discovered that in most large counties either thengrand jury or 
the prel}iminary hearing was the predominant screening mechanisnr, handling 90% 
or moreltof the cases filed. In addition to Arizona, only Illinois emerged as 

0 

a si t'e ',candidate, since Cook County reported that it used the grand jury 46% 
of the time and Peoria County reported 83% usage. Practical considerations 
and th~ opportunity to study the gran('! jury at the state ''as well as the 
county iilevel led t6 the decision to conduct' 'the research in Arizona. 0 

n 
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Figure A.l 

In addition to these theoretical reasons for selecting Arizona as the foc~f 
of our study, there were certain practical considerations. First, each 
county had management information systems which could facilitate the ac

0 

quisition of statistics and data as well as the c;process of case sampling. 
Second, and of utmost importance, the receptivity to this ,research by- key 
officials in both counties and at the state level, in conjunction with,., their 
generous offers of cooperation and assistance, were critical factors in 
selecting the study sites. Given the sensitivity of these data and the need 
for grand ju~y transcripts which are typically not available to the public, 
this cooperation proved indispensable. 

Topic 

Context/community 

Crime rates/ 
victimization 

Secondary 
Source(s) 

Chamber of 
Commerce 

X 

MATRIX OF INFORMA'l'ION BY RESPONDENTS 

General "Special" 
Judges Magistrates Prosecutors Prosecutors 

Public 
Defenders 

Private 
Attorneys 

() 

Police 

X 

0 

0 

Research Design 

0 

The research methodology use,d for this study combined quantitative analysisc 
of case level data with qua'titative information on the legal e~vironment and 
jurisdictional policies and procedures for '\\each of the three jurisdictions 
studied: Maricopa County (Phoenix), Pima ~County (Tucson), and the s-;ate 
Grand Jury. Specifically,, data for the study were obtained from four diff-
erent sources: ~ 

Legislative history 

Prosecutor's office 

C~urt organization 

Public Defender's 
office 

Statutes, 
other 
sources 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Chief 
Judge 
, X X 

X 

County 
Attorney or 
senior 
individ~l 

X 

X 

X 

X 

" X 

1. analysis of legiscation, court rules, and reGent case 
law, supplemented by review of office policies and 
written procedures; ,, 

Police organization 

General rules 

X 

Statutes, 
rules X ., X X X 

X 

2. analysis of secondary 
dictions under study; 

data on case flow in the juris
0 

Prosecutorial 
discretion 

Grand jury impanelment X 

X 

X 

X X X X 

3. interviews with judges, justices of the peace, prose-
0 

cutors , public defenders, private de~nse attorneys, 
and police; and 

4. analysis of a sample of case records, including grand 
jury and preliminary hearing transcripts. 

Interviews were conducted with the following individuals: 21 prosecutors; 
five judges; three justices of the peace; seven defense attorneys, public 
and private; and 13 other respondents, including court administrators, police 
officials and research analysts. 

The categories of information obtained through interviews and from .secoqdary 
data and the sources for each category are depicted in Figure" A. 1. Topic 
agendas, which were used to guide the interv;iew$ with. each type of respon
dent<, included inquiries regard;ing existing policies, typical p~ocedures and 
respondents• perceptions and opinions. The interviews we:re not intended to 
yield quantifiable responses, but rather individual answe.rs to open-ended 
questions on a wide range of issues. 

I! 

Grand jury operations/ 
charging/recording 

Role of judge in 
grand jury 

Preliminary hearing 
process 

Reform issues 

Relative advantage 
of grand jury or 
preliminary .hearing 

:ftole of grand jury 
in complex cases 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

/~ 
;,,,,.-

X 

~~ 
~ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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The case level data 'bollection.methodology was designed to explore the 
operations of the screening grand jury and the preliminary hearing in 
both counties. In addition, the role of the grand jury in complex cases 
was,, studied through examination of cases handled by the State Attorney 
Genaeral and by special units in the county p1:osecutors, 1 offices which 
specialize in prosecution of 4J:-ug offenses, economic crime, official cor
ruption and organized crime. The case sample is displayed . in Table A. 1. 

C) 

Cases
0 

to be studied were randomly sampled ·from cases filed by, the various 
offices between July 1, 1979 and June 30, 1980. 
inary hearing and the routine screening gran~ 
from all cases filed during that interval. 
drawn from the records., of the Organized Crime 

TABLE A.1 
rJ 

CASE LEVEL SAMPLE 

The samples :.eor the prelim
jury were :i:-andomly selected 
Special samples were also 

and Racketeering Unit {OCRU) 

Preliminary Routine Speci~l Caseload 
Hearin';!, Grand Jury Grand Jury,6 " 

Maricopa County 

Screening cases 
, ' Drug offenses, economic crimes, 

official corruption, and other 
complex cases 

Pima County 
Screening cases 
Drug of':fenses, economic crimes, 
official corruption, and other 
complex cases 

State Grand Jury 
Totals 

75 
25 

84 74 
25 

23 
159 149 13 

in Maricopa County and the Consumer Protection/Economic Crime Unit ( CP/ECU) 
in Pima County. In conjunction with drawing these samples, 500 cases were 
identified randomly in each site to provide a description of the general 

1 
All cases presented at the preliminary hearing in Pima County dur

ing the specified time frame we:r;e included in this study. 

160 
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caseflow in each county. The last sample was drawn from the 
1to the State Grand Jury by the Attorney General's Office. 

cases presented 

(/ 

In each case, one defendant was - ~\ randomly selected fo~ study. Data were col-
lected on case characteristics, key events during 1 th~ proceeding, the types 
of evidence introduced, the involvement of the grand jurors or defense coun
sel in questioning witnesses, and characteristics of witnesses and their 
testimony through direct examination of transcripts of the proceedings. Our 
analysis consisted of developing simple descriptive statistics on the fre.
quency of events, as well as means, medians. and ranges for all releyant vari
ables. 

Our research 
0 

approach precluded us from controlling for offense type. Al
though this would have permitted a clearer comparison of the grand jury and 
the preliminary hearing in screening like cases, it would have been infea
sible. First, it was our intention to study the operation of prosecutorial 
discretion in selecting the screening mechanism. This discretion often re
sults in variation by"' offense type, since prosecutors ' perceive that dif
ferent proceedings h?v'e particular advantages for certain types of cases. 
Second, we wanted to examine the full range of operation of both proceedings, 
e.g., in cases involving simple theft, intra-familial assaults, and complex 
white collar crime cases. Third, given the infrequent use of one or the 
other proceeding in each county and the selectivity of ,,that usage, we faced 
the possibility of empty cells if we tried to control for offense type. 
Although it would be interesting to conduct such a study, it was not" feasible 
for our project. Our design did allow us to d~s,gribe the interrelationships 
between offense type, prosecutorial discretion, and operational characteris
tics of the proceedings. Since the latter appear to be rii:!latively consistent 

2 
regardless of the specific offense type, 'we. have conc;Luded that t:ti.is was 
not a serious drawback. Indeed, it helped underscore the. relatively perfunc
tory nature of the pretrial screening process across a wide range of case 

j 
types. 

'' 
1 

1
The cases from the State Grand Jury are the universe of all case_s 

processed dur1ng our time frame excluding those in which the indictment 
Owas still sealed at the time of our data collection. 

2
This was particulaflY true of grand 

0 

jury operations'; ~1:eh: appear 
to be fair.ly similar regardless of the nature of the offense~ On the other 
hand, it was impossible to separate differences in case type ~pm variation 
in county level practice with respect to the preliminary hearing. ,. 

'i 
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APJNDIX B 

() 

THE 
0 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

This mate;rial is intended to provide •?- brief overview of the, laws and rules 
which affect the pretrial screening process in Arizona. This discussion is 
not meant to be an exhaustive treatment of the Arizon~ legal framework, but 
rathe-r is intended to highlight those characteristics of the system which may 
help explicate prosecutorial decision; ·regarding use of the grand jury and 
preliminary hearing and the ways in which these me.chanisms function. '' 

0 

Arizona. Laws and Rules Affecting Pretrial Sbreening 

The-. Arizona Rules of Criminal Proce'!,ure ~llow prosecutors to elect thecy~~
trial sc:i:·eening mech,;mism--i .e., the preliminary hear,?-ng or the grand jury~ 
to be employed. Although the primary focus of this study is on those two 
proceedings, ~hey a~e part of and interrelated with a sequence of pre-trial 
events and ~hould not be examined in isolation. To place these proceedings 
ifi context, .. this section briefly summarizes the laws and rules governing 
alternative ways in \\'hich felony charges may be filed in Arizona. Rules 
governing the related issues of discovery and sentencing are al.so _ high
lighted, since these may have a supstantial impact on pretrial screening 
procedures. 

: 
l 

i} 

' 

Case Initiation: 
G 

Revised to stream~ine the processing of er imi11al cases and to reduce the 
hardship imposed by the system on the nonconvicted accused, Arizonf • s new 
Rules of Crimin.al Procedure became "'e,£fective on September 1 ,° 1973. The 
procedu,t:es governing the processing of criminal Gases under the new Rules 
differ depending on the nature of the case-initiating event.. ,The case flows 
stemming from the three basic types of initiatil¼g .events - 'are depicted in 
simplified form in Figure B.1. Pattern A depic~s the process which commences 
with an a~rest; Pattern B'illustrates the sequence of events which occur when 
a case is J-nitiated,,° by filing a" complaint,; and Pattern c reflects the steps 
followed in cases initiated directly by grand jury action. 

I) ,;, 

(,} 0 

0

\,ee 13<3rg, 'l'imothy J. and John P. Lyons. ,fAri;ona' s New Rules of ,,.. ·\\, 

Criminal. Procedure: A Proving qround for th-e Speedy Administration of Jus-
tice. 11 Arizona Law Review, 16: 173, ( 197 4) •' 
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24 hours 

Figure B.l 

FELONY CASE ti:ow: INITIATION TO ARRAIGNMENT.WITH MAXIMOM TIME LIMITS" 

10 dayn/20 da:;s,.dap~ding' on custody 0 
or -a,...-1100n as ssible 

v 
10 da s 

obable cause fotih 

,.J. 

,, 
0 

\\ 

0 

Pattern A" depicts those 5,;ases ' arising from a reactive warrantless ar:rest. 
Rule 4 of the Rules of ci::_;i.m:i.nal Pro1edure requires that ;th~ arrested per
son be brought betore a magistrate "without unnecessary delay" for an 
initial appearance. If that appearance-:does not oqcur within 24 hours of 
arrest, tl'le person must immediately be released from custody. At the ini
tial appearance, the magistrate informs the defendant of the charges, deter
mi~nes the conditions of release, and -informs the defendant of his or her 
rights, including the, right to appointe(i counsel, the right to remain silent, 
and othe right to a .preliminary hearing. The magistrate must also describe 

·· the ci:z::,cumstances c:¥nd procedur~s under which th~ right to a preliminary hear
ing may .be waived. ' Unless a wg,tj_ '2er occurs "at this time, tpe ,, magistrate must 
schedule the pr~~iminary hearing. 0 

0 

0 
10 days 

':-

- - - - - - - -

Pattern B 

- ·~ -

e bll 

,Notice o 
supervenin 
indictmen 

- - - - - - - -

ijo true bi1i) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - -

u 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - w 
-

- - -

0 

-, 
- - - - -

Within 48 hours of the initial appearance, the charges must be•, incorporated 
•· into a :l;ormal complaint. Failur,~ ~o meet this deadlfa1e results in release 
of0 the <l.efendant and vacating of· the 'date set for the preliminary hearing. 
Following the issuance 0 of ~. formal ,pomplaint, a P_te~iminary hearing mu~t be 
held with:j.n 10 de:ys if the defendant is in custody ang_~"-within 20 days if. 
the defendant is not in custody, unless: the preliminary h~aring is waived; 
the p~elimihary hearing is postponed. (upon ° a finding that extraordinary 
circumstances exist and that delay is in the interests of justice); or the 

4 
co plaint has been dismissed. 

0 

obable cause foun 

10 da s 
10 daya 

waiver of the preliminary hearing is governed by Rule S.1(b). Under its 
~revisions, a defendant cannot enact a waiver unless given the opJ;Jortunity to 
consult with an attorney. Fl,l~ermore, any waiver mus~ be in writing and 
signed by the defendant, his attorney, and the J;J~oseoutor. 

7 days of service of -'.summ,;,.ns 
,. 1Jl 0 

Dismissal may occur in , one of 
the complaint because he feels 

two 
the 

ways. First, ~-:;;::, prosecutor may dismiss 
case should not be pursued any longer, or 

0 10 days 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - -- - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - --- -

D 
1~ Arizoria law defines magistrate to include any justice of the 

Supreme Court, judge o:f the Superior Court, justice of the peace or, police 
magistrate. Arizona Rev. Stat. Ann, 1-215(13) (Supp. 1~72f.,, co.-

Q 
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Pattern C 

!G.J. Sessio"C il'rue bilit:::: ~ Initial Appearance 
and transfer to 

~o true bi1lj ~ su erior Court 

*Cases may be dismissed and ri,,filed at any pol.At. 

\' 
1. 

' I' 
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!Arraignment in superior court!,. 

\) 

() 

Cl 

_? 

Q 

\, 

Q 

n~c: 
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2The prosecutor need not attend the initial appearance, as long~s 
a law enforcement officer appears and provides necessary information _;,egarci-
ing the charges 'and the evidenqr: supporting them. ~· · " ' 

3
The 10 day provision is an outside limj.t. Und-~r the Rules of 

Criminal Proced:ure, a. defendant in_ c;mstody has- the ri-gh'tc~to---•d9Tia11d=4:nat= 
the prel,imi11~~y hec1,ring be held as soon as possible. In such a situation, 
the magistrate is · obligated to hold the hearing as soon as the attendance 
of counsel, 0 a court reporter and the witnesses can be arranged~ 

<iAbsep,t one -of these excep:;tions , fc!,ilure to commence the preliminary 
0 

heG1 .. t:ing within the specified t'ime :Limit if the def&ndant is in cu~tody 
wiiJ:'.':resul t in the defendant' .s release from custody unless he or she is \peing 
hel;d/ior a n9n-bailable offense. If that occurs, 11iilhe mc,lgistrate is required ' ,, \.\ 
to0 notify the pre~iding judge o,f the delay an.d i')..s lcause~l_t. 0 
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because additional time is needed, perhaps for further 0 investigation, before 
the charges a'.te pressed. Alternatively, the complaint may be dismissed 
because it has been superseded by a grand jury indictment. The defendant 
does not have an absolute right to a preliminary hearing under Arizona law. 
As specified in tHe state Constitution, there is a right to a preliminar1 
hearing in,, all felony cases except where there- is a grand jury indictment. 
Thus, it is wholly within the prosecutor's discretion to by pass the prelim
inary hea~ing through use of the grand jury or, alterna_iively, ,to forego the 
grand jury and allow the preliminary hearing to occur. Ultimately, unless 
t~e case is dropped or a waiv~r is obtained, the question of pro.fable cause 
will be resolved at a 

0 

preliminary hearing or 
even if there is a finding of no probable cause 
prosecutor may refile the charges. 

Following a preliminary hearing (or a waJver), 
in th·e SuJ?erior Court w.i,j::hin 10 days. An 
directly to the Superior Court by the foreman 

by a grand jury. However, 
at one 'bf these hearings, the• 

an information must be filed 
indictment must b e ret,urned 

0 

of the grand jury accompanied 
by the members of the grand jury and the prosecutor. In cases which follow 
the flow depicted }is Pattern A, '" a notice of supervening indictment must be 
issued to inform the defendant's "attorney of the indictment and the date on 
which the defendant must first appear in Superior Court. Regardless of 
whether a case is filed in Superior Court by an indictment or an information, 
the difendant is ari:'aigned on t?,},e charges within 10 days. 

Pattern B cases are initiated by filing a complaint in Justice Court rather 
than by an _;arrest. The magistrate receiving the complaint may issue sub
poenas for any witnesses he or she deems necessary and any· -additi~nal wit
nesses requeste.d by the prosecutor. On the basis of the info:qnation con_
tained in the complaint, any affidav.its and any testimony that is taken, 
the magistrate must determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe an 
offense was committed 'and the 'defendant committed it. Unless that standard 

1 'of proof is met, the complaint will be dismissed. 

If the magistrate finds that the complaint is based on reasonable c&use, he 
must issue either a warrant or a summons to notify the defendant of the .com
plaint and .bring him or her before the court;, This init:f.al appearance, which 
must occur within seven days of the servLce of the summons or within 24 hours 
of the arrest if a warrant is issued, follows the procedure described earlier 
in reference to Pattern A case.s, 

0 

1
Arizona Constitution,,_ Art. 2, §30 ( 19S~) • " _ .. 

2
The factors involved -in~ the exercise'' of this discretion are discus-

" 

L () 

~•. -.\ 

- In Pattern B cases, within 10 or 20 days of the initial appearance (depend
ing on custody status) the probable cause determination must be made, either 
PY the grand juxy, a preliminary hearing, or a W'iiiver of the latter. Un
li~e Pattern A c9ases, there is no need to file a complaint after the ini
tial appearance in these cases. The procedures for dismissing the complaint 
in the event of a supervening indictment or0 for conducting or waiving .a 
preliminary hearing are identical to those discussed earlier. From this 
point on, there are no differences between Pattern A and Pattern B cases. 

The third type of case initiation is depicted as ~Pattern C on the flow dia
gram. This category of cases does not involve any proceedings at the Jus
tice Court· level. Instead, the 9ase begins with a grand jury presentation 
by the prosecutor prior to an arrest or the filing of charges. The grand 
jury proceeding may or may not result in an indictment. In the latter situ
ation, no further activity occurs unless the prosecutor pursues the case 
again at a later date. If the grand jury votes ,,a true bill, an arrest war
rant or a summons is issued at the discretion of the judge. 

Rule 14. Ha) establishes the general rule that an arraignment .should occur 
before the Superior Court within ten days after the filing of an ino.ict
ment. If . the defendant has not been arrested or summoned within that time 
frame or is in custody elsewhere, the arraignment,. is to be held as soon as 
possible. In cases in which an arrest warrant is ).ssued, the defendant must 
be: brought before a magistrate for an initial appearance within 24 hours of 
arrest. If 0 the magistrate is not a Superior Court judge and therefore does 
not have jurisdiction to try felony charges, the magistrate must transfer 
the case to the Superior Court for arraignment. If the defendant is brought 
before a "Superior Court judge followin,3" arrest and has waiveg""'or is repre
se~ted by counsel, the initial appearance and arraignment coincide. 

In addition to the Rules governing case ini:tiation, two other aspects of 
Arizona law influence the pretrial screening process--the provisions govern
ing discovery and0 the recently revised criminal 11 code. These are briefly 
described below. 

/J 

Discovery 

"( 
Perhaps the most signific~l~'t and controversial change embodied in the revised 
~ules was the creatiow of a comprehensive system of cdiscovery. The revised 
tliscovery laws, in turn, had a profound effect on the usage and operation of 
the preliminary hearing in .Arizona. .. 

C•) 
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sed in chapter 2 of this report. ,, 
The proponents of the new Rules argued that the adoption of a broad d•iscovery 

,.,~ '11,11',-i 3
The nature of these proceedings is the focus of Chaptcer,s 3 and 4. policy would ... imi~rove the adjudication process through: 

4 ' (J ii . I\ 
Altbipugh the preliminary hearing may be helcl in eithe;r Justice" 

1.,, 0' 

I\ () Court or Supe\~ior Court, it is typically held in Justice Court. ' ... i 
Cl 
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() t Q • early disco.very of' cori:stitutional issues, which would in C,Q. 

/J 
0 turn help reduce trial error due to such problems; 

0,:.,. 

~ • fewer.motions for continuance at trial due to surprise, 
"o and less confusion at trial due to better. preparation; 

' • better 'informed and •incr'eased plea negotiation, and 
D 

• an increase in the speed of case processing by reduc
ing pretrial delay associated with the defendant's need 
to gather information and by enabling presentation of 
~lmo~t all necessary motions in a single pretrial hear

0 ing. 

Opponents believed that the adoption of expand~d discovery would have a num
ber-·of potentia~ly harmfuJ. con~equences, including: 

• witness intinµ.da~ion and bribery; 

• disclosure of the identity of undercover agents and' 
informants; 

• distortion of the balance of advantage in a criminal 
prosecution; and 

• possible perjury and defense fabrication. 

The first two concerns were addressed 0 specifically in the revised Rules which 
guaranteed protection for certain classes of witnesses. The latter appeaoJ:' '' 
to be no long~r at issue; most of the persons whom we. interviewedc appear to 
be. fairly comfortable" with the discovery rules as they are cu±r:ently imple
ment~d. Indeed, there has been some movement towards even earlier disclosure 
of the prosecution's case than is required under the Rules. 

Under, the new~ 
0 

Ru1es, "the prosecutor must discrose the names and statements 
of all 'witnesses to be called as part of the case-in-chief. Prior ~izona 
liiw r~qu,ired discl.;su:re oniy of the identity of these witnesses, The fol
lowing' items are included within the scope of"the mandator-2 disclosure which 

II o O· 

,/I I must occur within 10 days of arraig~.l.!t in Superior Court. 

' f ~ 

• , .copies of any statements the defendant made to the 
1 

police or other prosecutorial agents and statements of 
any other defendants to be tried with him; 

l) 

0 1 0 

see . Berg and Ly.ens, op. cit • 
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, The Rules also make provision f~r the court to ~ant additional 
d~sclosure under ;ertain conditions upon request by the def d t 
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• the names and reports of experts who have examined the 
defendant; 

• a list of all papers, documents, photographs or tangible 
objects which the prosecutor will use at trial or which 
were obtained from or purportedly belong to him; ( 

• a list of "all prior acts of the defendant which will be 
l introduced at trial to prove motive, intent or knowl L edge; 

• a list of all prior felony convictions, which will be 
used at trial; 

• any information that may tend to mitigate or negate the 
defendant's guilt as to the offense charged or his pun
ishment; 

• any written or recorded material pertaining to 
of elec1;ronic 'surveillance, search warrants or 
ants in connec,tion with the case. 

0 

The Rules also provide for disclosure by the prosecution. 

the use 
inform

Under the Rules, 
/ 

the defense must comply with the prosecution's written request for physical 
evidence in connection with tµe charged crime at any time after the indict-

. pient or information is filed in Superior Court. Requests may include ap
pearance in a lineup, fingerprints, photos, hair and blood samples, hand
writing exemplars and the like. Counsel may be present at the taking of 
such evidence. · 

Within 20 days following arraignment, an additional provision in the Rules 
specifies that the defense must provide the prosecution with 'a written.notice 
specifying all defenses to be used at trial. The notice muet specify for 
each defense, the persons who will be called as witnesses at trial, includ
ing the defendant. t' Simultaneously, the defense must ma~~ available ( 1) the 
names and statement~ of all witnesses other than the defendant; (2) the names 
and reports of ,_experts who will be called; and ( '3) a list of all papers, 
documents, photographs and other tangible objects which will be used at 
trial. Finally, additional di.sclosure from the defense· may be ordere.d by the 
court upon petition by the government. 

,, ~he Rules ,,governing discovery also contain provisions for each side to take 
depositions. In addition to testimony given at the preliminary hearing, wit-

·nesses may be asked to respond to questions through the deposition process. 
Upon motion of any party or a witness, the co.urt may order an , oral deposi
\ion ( 1) to preserve testimony; ( 2) to obtain discoveicy from an 'hncooperatiye 
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1 
witness;. or ( 3) in exchange for prison releas.e. The Rules specifically 
exclude persons who have testified at the preliminary hearing. Howey"'er, 
either party may seek a voluntary interview with such witnesses and, in 
exceptional cases, the court may order a deposition under the Rules govern

2 ing additional discovery. o 

Related to the expanded discovery provisionsf the new Rules embodied another 
key change: t~e requirement of an omnibus hearing to expedite crimin~l case 
processing. The hearing, .which is to be held after the discovery process is 
"completed, is designed to deal with all pretrial motions. According to the 
Rules, the parties must present ''all motions specified in the Omnibus Hearing 
form;,, and any other motionj defense, objection or request which is capable 
of resolution at that time. If a matter is not raised in a timely manner, 
it will be overruled unless the basis of it was not known and could have been 
known through use of reasonable diligence. If such an instance arises, the 
party must raise the issue prompt;y upon learning of it. 

~\ 
The mandatory prehearing conference was .established in tandem with the omni-" 
bus hearing. At the prehearing conference, counsel must disclose tot.he op
ponent those issues which will be raised at the hearing. Both the hearing 
and the conference are intended t9 ,., make case processing both speedy and effi-
c1ent. 

Taken together, the revised Rules greatly expanded the discovery process, 
requiring both parties to disclose a great deal of information in a timely 
manner. At the same time, the Rules removed much of the motivation under
lying the full-fledged preliminary hearing procedure which had been in opera
tion prior to the Rules changes. No longer was the preliminary hearing to 
be regarded as the primary vehicle for ensuring early and comprehensive"dis
cov'ery. The impact of these provisions on use 0 

Qf the preliminary hearing 
for discovery purposes is discusse.i:l in Chapter 3. · 

1 
The statement of a witness can secure his release from incarcera-

tion for failureto assure his appear~nce at trial or a heal;'.J.ng. 
2
oepositions "may be used as prior recorded testimony'l' in subsequent 

court proc~}edings. However, a "discovery" deposition may .!!£!: be useci ,at 
trial wi thllut the defendant's consent, if he was not present and did not 
waive being present. If the defendant waives his right to be present at 
the deposition, the testimony given may be used' at trial since the ~courts 
reason that the defendant has been accorded the right to cross-examine the 
witness. , 

3
Motions covered on the Omnibus Hearing form includ~ di•mdssal, 

\> .review of the probable cause qetermination, disqual.i,fication of ~. judge, ·~ 
change of venµe, withdrawal of counse,;i., mental competency exami~1ation, 
severance or consolidation of defendantJ~, ~uppression of evidence an\i modi-

1 
fii,::ation 0£ the condi~t,ons of release, am\?ng other things. 

Arizona Criminal Code 

0 

In 1978 Arizona revised its criminal code, which was largely a codification 
of the 6omrnon law, and replaced it with a new code intended to make the law 
more .,Precise and to elimin~te the u lofty common law language. 'h Al though the 
language of the l::aw did change dramatically, the substance of the law did 
not; that is, with few exceptions, those acts which were crimes under the old 
law remained crimes under the new. 

The new code made significant changes in the sentencing structure, however. 
'As part of its revisions, the 1978 criminal code established six classes of 
felonies and three classes of misdemeanors" •1 For each class of felony, 

~,the new criminal code established ,a presumptive sentence. To allow a degree 
of" judicial discretion in the presence of mitigating or aggravating circum

·,) 
stances, minimum and maximum sentences were also specified. The new sen
tencing ptructure did not prohibit the imposition of probation, however. 
One component of the new code did reduce the discretion available to the 
judici.ary~ If the prosecut;i.on alleged and proved a prior conviction or that 
the offense .charged was II dangerous II in nature, probation was precluded and 

(/ the sentence itself was enhanced., That is, the presumptive sentence as well 
as the mi'nimum and maximum sentences were increased and the eligibility for 
parole was delayed. The sentences increased additionally as more prior con
victions we.:r:e proved. 

(·'' 

The adopt.ion of this sentencing structure was intended to .reduce discretion 
in sentencing apd to incarcerate. a greater proportion of career and dangerous 
criminals• According to a number of resp-ondents, however, the new code has 
simply',removed discretion from judges and unintentionally given it to pro
secutors• That is, under the new law, prosecutors can determine what the 
sentence will be by alleging or not alleging prior convictions or the dan
gerous quality of the offense. Th·us, charging decisions assume even greater 
im,Portanceunµer the new code. 

0 

Some offenses could l:>~_g~,~ged as ppen-ended; that is, they could 
treated as either felonies or~it,l~~meanors. 
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	PREFACE 
	When' this ,study was first conceived, we proposed to conduct a broad-scale investigation of the grand jury and its counterpart--the preliminary hearing~-in a number of states. Partly in response to a suggestion from S~fff 
	0 
	a.t the National Institute ,,of Justice, we amended our early plans and concentrated our efforts on multiple jurisdictions within a single state. We believe that this change in direction was a fortuitous one. By exploring the use of these pretrial screening mechanisms in different count:Les operating under, th2 same legal framework, we were able to draw some imp~rtant conclu
	sions. Among the most ,significant are these: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Nothing is so in~~rently unique about the nature of each proceeding as to preclude using the grand jury or the prelimina:t"y hearing for othe same screening purposes. The use of on~) or the other screening mechanism is in large measure 'shaped by local norms, attitudes, and _informal relationships among system actors. The same justifications are often given for electing to U:~ each. 

	• 
	• 
	Both the grand jury and the-preliminary heari~g serve a variety of collateral functions which may b~,• impor,tant in determining when and how each is used. For example, 0 nary hearing may be used for the purposes of discovery, preservation of testimony, testing of constitutiqpal is;:mes, and review of conditions '· of release, and.an opportunity for plea negotiation. The grand· jury· may be used for investigatic;;'n and case development. 
	the prelimi


	• 
	• 
	Neitber the grand jury nor the preliminary hearing 


	screened out a significant percentage of casea in the jurisdictions studied. At the same time, most of the cases pa~sing their screening criteria terminated in guilty pleas or convictions. Wh~ther the proceedings are "rubber stamps" for the prosecutor or highly effective 'screening mechanisms is, therefore, largely a mat
	0 

	,,<l 
	ter of perception. 
	ii 
	zJ 
	• The preliminary heal:"ing may be deemed to provide a some0 \. amount of evidence presented and the opportunity to challenge that evidence. However, the,re are instances in which state or local prosecutors need to use the grand jury proceeding to investigate and prepare for the 
	-
	what better test of probable cause in terms of the 

	,. prosecution of cpmplex criminal cases. FUtthermore, whe~e the preltminary hearing;, is waived in a large pro
	0 
	portion of cases, its effioacy as a screening device may be moqt. 
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	We hope that this report does justice to the Arizona experience. More importantly, we hope that our findings and conclusions will be of interest to a broad range of individuals, including academicians, researchers, practitioners, and policymakers concerned with improving the pretrial screening process. A great many other individuals also played a role in this research effort. We would like to thank our distinguished advisory panel members for their contributions to the research design and their feedback o
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	CHAPTER ONE 
	INTRODUCTION 
	The grand jury" system has been the subject of" a variety of cr.iticisms .in recent years. It has been categoFized <;1.s a meaningless rubber stamp; unable or unwilling to exE,'lrcise its own will or judgment · cUld acting as an arm of the prosecutor, charged with trampling the due process rights of witnesses and targets of its"inqiliries, and challenged on the ground that it violates constitutional guarantees of equal protection under the law. The grand jury has also be?n cx-iticized as ineffective and a d
	1
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	.~ grand jury indictment are., so minimal as to make ~he ,proceeding a mere formality. 
	.~ grand jury indictment are., so minimal as to make ~he ,proceeding a mere formality. 
	The efistence 'bf the preliminary hearing as "an alternative screening mech-"' anism is' typically aclqlowledged by these•· critics only to underscore" the flc1,ws a:pd the drawbacks of the grand jury. Ironically, the preliminary hear•· ing is rarely ~itiqued on the same basis as is the grand jury although many· 
	0 
	Furthermore, while eacih pre>ceeging has been studied intensively in its own right, few have the two empirically as well as theoretically. 
	of the same concerns apply to it as• well. 
	0 
	coXQ.par.ed 
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	Paz;t of the dilemma in assessing the relative strengths; or merits of the preliminary hearing ~nd the grand jury is th~ lack of agreement on exactly what functi◊ns these ' mechanisms should pe(['form. It is one thing to "assess the efficacy of each proceeding in determin'ing whether the legal standa:t;d of probable cause has beE.ln met in a given case. It j,s far diffe£2;nt-to compare uhesgra:nd j~ and the preliminary "hearing on the extent to which they fac:i,litate di13coverx or plea negotiation. In fac
	-------'1--
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	1Prosecutors may opt to present felonies to the preiirttinary") hearing or the grand jury in apprpxim~tely one-half o~ the states. 2 
	see, for example, Graham, l<ennlth and Le~n Letwin, "The Preliminary 

	Hearing in Los Angeles: Some Field .Pindings and Legal Policy Implications .• " : ~UCLA Law Review/ Vol.. 18 ( 1971) i' Carp, Robez:;t A., "The 'Harri$ County Gra'nd ";j¾ry; A case· Study," Houston Law Review, 12: 90 ( 197 4) • 
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	There are nun1erous additional unanswered questions on 'the role and operations of the grand jury and the preliminary hearing. Very little has been written on the patterns of usage where both proceedings are available, nor has there been any analysis on the factors governing the prosecutor's choice of proceeding. Questions exist over the nature of the "two proceedings as well as their efficacy and efficiency. Little attention has focused on ap_propriate expectationsdor each screening mechar,i.ism and the t
	by either mechanism is also an important issue • 

	0 
	0 

	The purpose of this study was_ to c9mpare the grand jury and the preliminary hearing as screening devices and to explore their larger role in the pretrial process. The study focused on the use and operation of .both proc'eedings within a single state, in two counties whose practices differed widely. By selecting only one state in which to conduct our examination, we were abl~ to explore the effects of "local legal culture" on the pretrial screening process while holding constant the laws and supreme court
	We do not pretend to have addressed all of the possible issues relevant to this subject area. Some, such as the level of screening neces9ri.t:i:'Y at this stage in the criminal justice process, are better left to theore-c'icians and legal scholars. others, sus]:i as the use of the grand jury as an invlfstigative tool, were 1:ot possible given; the resource constraints of the ((tudy. What we have tried-to do is shed some light on the important simila¼ties and differences between the two proceedings, debunk 
	1. 1 Guide to this Report 
	1. 1 Guide to this Report 
	ft/,•"'· 
	In the remaining section~ of this chapter, we briefly examine the objectives sought to be achieved by the pretrial screening process and the role of the grand jury and the preliminary hearing in fulfilling those objectives. we tlfen provide an overview of the issues raised by the availability (in some states) of two distinct screening mechanisms and discuss recent proposals to upgrade the grand ,,jury system as a result of the criticisms leveled against it. This chapter concludes with a discussion of the ov

	"fl The second chapter_ in this report ,provides a brief review of_ the laws and -local organizationai structures affecting the operation of the grand jury and the preliminary j).earing in Arizona, the state selected for this study. We 
	analyze the case flow patterns for the two counties studied (Maricopa County 
	[Phoenix] and Pima County [Tucson] ) ah~ present our findings on the two significantly different patterns that we observed. 
	1

	Chapters 3 and 4 provide a -thorough exami.nation of 1-:::he operation of the preliminary hearing and the grand jury respectively in Maricopa and Pima Counties• We describe both procee9-,ings as they function in actual practice, as we,11 as the perceptions of local practitioners on the ef;Eiciency and usefulness of each. 
	-

	The State Grand Jury's role in screening complex cases typically involving white collar crimes is the subject of Chapter 5. We also review the detailed procedures followed by the Attorney General's staff to avoid error in presenting cases to th~ State Grand Jury. 
	The final chapter compares the grand jury and the preliminary heJr{ng across the sites studied and summarizes our findings. We conclude with a discussion of issues and questions to be considered in any examination of the pretrial screening process and the appropria¼e roles of the grand _jury and the preliminary hearing. We also raise additional questions that need to be answered. 
	The Role of the Prelimirtary Hearing and Grand Jury in Pretrial Screening 
	The Role of the Prelimirtary Hearing and Grand Jury in Pretrial Screening 
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	The purpose of' pretrial screen:3-llg is, simply put, to prevent those cases which are weak, insignificant, ill-motivated or otherwise not worth prosecuti31g from penetrating further into the criminal justice system. Thus, 
	0 
	0 

	the pretrial screening _ decisions "are designed not only. to save the government and the accused from incurring'' unnecessary expense, but also to pro,tect the accused from unfotmded and malic,"?-ous allegations, thereby avoiding 'i::h~ a~;i.ety an§ emba:r:rassmen~ ,,of t:i;ial: Within ,::cth'7 scope of t~is ov.erall obJective,; .a number of specific functi,ons ,, have beep, described. . In genera.l, these fa;!,l into th:re~ categories:. evaluation of proof, conservation of S¥stem resources by.weeding pu
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	In practice, pretrial screening, is' not a single event, but an ongoing process whicli typically introlves all actors in the criminal justice system. A victim's decision regard.ing whether to report a crime may be the first screen 
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	See, for exaxnpJ.e, Grahani, .Kennet~, and Leon Letwin, "The Preliminary Hearing in Los Angele~: Some Fie1.d Ji'.indings and Legal Policy Implications,'' UCLA Law .Retriew, 1!3: 6 1971. 
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	that occurs. 1:!y deciding not to :j.nvestigate a case or to make an arrest even though a suspect has·, been identified, police officers ,,screen out cases. Magistrates perform a screening role wgen · they refuse to issue an arrest warrant. Prosecutors who decide not to prosecute cases brought to their attention by law enforcement officials or to investigate c~tizens' acomplaints are screening. A mag;j.s~rate at the p~eliminary hearing,, screens when he or perfo~ms a s'imilar role when it refuses to indiqt 
	she declin~s to bind over a defendant for trial ~pd a grand jur~
	0 

	The relative importance of the preli.minary hearing and the grand jury as elements in this pretrial screening process is a matter of some debate.. Some observers claim that screening decisions made by individual prosecutors may,:; 
	,,be more effective in weeding out unfounded charges than either the preliminary hearing or the grand,, jury, since prosecutors generally apply a more str;in_g~nt standard. Prosecutors often evaluate cases,, using a likelihood of conviction standard, whereas the magistrte "and grand jury are. generally charged with determining probable cause. Furthermore, these observers contend that prosecuto~s have little to gain from prosecuting weak cases and that the expense and negative public opinion associated witl
	(\ 
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	cases are themselves sufficient barriers to prevent possible abuse. 
	0 '0 
	0 '0 

	Those who hold this view"often play down the role of the grand jury and pre
	liminary hearing on other groun~s as well. An oft-cited a~gument is that, 
	since the trial is designed to · safeguard the r,,ights o;f the accused, there 
	is little need for such safeguards' at the p:r:eliminiirY hearing or c,Jrand j~y 
	stage. The fear ,, is that expanding the nature and scope of these proceedings ' 
	be :tried twice. 
	would turn them into mini-trials or allow the accused to
	0 

	Therefore, the pretrial proceedings" are sometime!5 designed to'' pre't::lude con
	sideration of certain issues (such as suppression iS1sues or 
	affirmat;i.ve 

	defenses) , leading in turn to, charges that, th_e hea.ring is nothing more than 
	i;,. '. ') ~ ,, •) 
	i;,. '. ') ~ ,, •) 

	a rubber-stamp for the prosecutor's decisions. Although the rl,lbber stamp 
	label is typically applied to the grand jury, it may also'apply to the pre
	liminary hearing in some circumstances. 
	On the other hand, other commentators have pointed out that there are problems with. overreliance on either police "Or prosecutorial sc:ree11ing or on tri_als to guarantee judicial saffguards. These observers argue that the 
	preliminary hearing and the grand jury hav,.~ an important role to play as 
	0 

	G screening devices • o 
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	Probable cause exists if the facts as ,. would lead a reasonably intelligent ~d_prudent person to believe that a crime has beencbmmitted and that the defendint committed it; Prosecutors may scr~en cases~~Y tryi~g to assess· the lik~lihood ot; convi·ction by predictin'g the creq,ibility or weight of their evidence when.presented to a jury. 
	presenj:.ed 
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	0 
	0 
	The idea that screening by either the police or the prosecutor is an adequate substitute for a more forJ,nal proceeding has been challenged for a number of reasons. Studies have shown that po~ice rarely screen out a sizable por~ion of cases brought to their attention; deferring instead ~o the prosecutor or the magistrate to weed out" cases brought before them. Given the routine contact and close working relationship between the police and the prosecutor, the police version of the facts might not be examined
	within a single jurisdiction may disagree 
	0 
	-

	Also· cited as a weakness in police or prosecutorial screening is the absence of any involvement by the community or any outside authority in the decision-making .. process. The magistrate or the grand jury represent such outside participation, given that ·•they are . not involved in case preparation or presentation. Although outside scrutiny of this type, may often have a lin1ited O~='"indirect effect on pre-trial proceedings, its importance is underscored when one. considers the infrequency of such inv

	Those who argue that the availability of trial is inadequate to guarantee protection base their arguments on the widespread use .of plea negotiations to dispose o~ case~. Stating that " ••• the modern adversarial jury trial is far Y too expensive, complex, and time-consuming to be used as the system's routine meth~dlor dispute resoluti?n," Arenel¼a as~erts that trials ari: offered to all in', the hope that few will accept. ;i:t is true that defense cqunsel and 0 the judiciary have an obligation to ensure th
	0 . . . 
	0 . . . 
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	Graham an'd Letwin, op. cit. 
	2 . . 

	.f1cintyre, Donal:d M. , ' A Study of Judicial Dominance of the Charging Process," g:purnal of Criminal Law, Criminology and Police Science, 59:4, 1968. 
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	Graham and Letwin, op. cit. 
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	~ Arenella:, Peter, ".Reforming the F,ederal Grand Jury and the State Preliminary Hearing , to Prevent Conviction Without Adjudication," Michigan ,, Law 'Review, 78: 463, ,, 1~80 ;;· 
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	The importance of plea negotiations to the efficient fimctioning of the sys-_ 

	· tern may also create normative pressure on defense attorneys. Court rulings permitting more lenient sentences for those who ,plead guilty than. for~those convicted at trial may introduce subtle -coercion° in the' plea negotiation process. Judicial inquiry designed to ferre;t: out any~~vert coercion~~nd to ascertain the .defendant's understanding of his action prqvides some ,_minimal guarantee that the defendant understands the factual elements"of the crime. It does not necessarily ensure that the defendan
	has sufficient legal evidence 
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	In sum, both the ___ preliminary hearing and the grand jury have been .,the subject of some criticism,.-although the grand jury has borne the brunt of these attacks. These criticisms have been fueled by claims that these proceed
	-

	0 
	ings offer different levels of due process protect;!,on, although they perform'\ similar screening functions and, in £act, operate as alt_ernatjve screening mechanisms in many jurisdictions. 
	1. 3 The Dual System of Prosecution 
	The Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution mandates grand jury involvement in federal felony pro§ecutions unless waived._ fhiS requirement 
	0 
	has never been applied to the individual states, however. As a result, the 50 states vary considerably in their procedures __ for filing felony cases. In some states {and in the federal system) both proceedinge may occur although only the, indictment is required ( if not waived) • One-half "of the states have "abolished tqe requirement of an indictment and given,, the prosecutor the discretion to choose between the preliminary hearing and the grand jury for case screening. 
	Those who favor the grand jury as a screening device believe it confers a number of benefits, including, amon•g others,: 1, 1 ) greater efficiency; 2) pecrecy, which is considered especially oimpor,tant in cai:;es involving proO 3) broad Jnvestigati ve powers, including the ability to subpoerra evidence and compeh testimony. Those who favor the preliminary hearing for pret~'ial screening believe that it provides a higher level of due proc'es13 protection since it is typically adversarial and open. I~ als
	0 
	tected wi tn.esses and undercover agents ; and 

	.,'"-\1 
	~n H1,i;rtado v. California,· 110 u.s. 516 (1884), the u.s. Supreme Court ruled that_, for the'-' states, prosecution by informati'bn was a Con(stitutionally permissible alternative_ to prosecution by indictment. The authority of states to ,choose whether to use 't:he grand jury was more recently upheld 'in Branzburg v. Hayes, 408 UHf. 665 ( 1972). 
	3 
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	1/ 
	includ_in~r but· not limited to: 1) early discovery1.:;0f the government's case, 
	0 

	2) pei:'petuation l>f ~vidence, and 3) an opportunity for early plea negotiation. 
	\ 
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	The due process issues are by far the most controversial when comparing the preliminary hea1?ing and the grand jury. -.-These have been used by commentators urging grand jury reform or even abolition. Samuel Dash, for example, ' 'compared tne two proceedings in their screening capacity (specifically ex.empting the inv:est.igative grand. jury) and concluded t,rat the:i;-e is consider_,able difference in the nature· of these proceedings. Whereas the prelim
	inary hearing is an open proceeding ,,before an impartial magistrate in which th,e" accused may be present and may part~cipate through! cross-examination and the introduction of evidence, the gr/ilnd jury proceeding is by nature secret and is, ~ parte. It is not direct~li by an impartial indi viclual but by the prosecutor whose decision it is to file charges. Thus, Dash arc_;mes that in those jurisdictions where the prosecutor has exclusive control over the choice of scr'~ening meclil3.nismr he als:o ''cont
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	nary hearing, then the indj..q
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	Two solutions to, the -equal p~otection issue are g~nerally propose~;} 1) e·· structuring the screening process so that the prosecutor cannot deny,the defendant due process protecti'ons as a'' result _of the method of filing., charges; , or 2) revising the grand jury proceeding to incorporate due process protections comparable to those available at the preliminary hearing. Each of these approaches has been tried. 
	7

	In November 1978, the california Supreme Cot1-rt in Hawkins v. Superior Court adopted the first of these solutions by •mandating post-indictmeint preliminary hearings on the basis of the equal protection clausie 9f the State 
	<J 
	<J 
	1 

	Dash, Samuel, "The Indicting Gr.and Jury: A Critical Stage?," ~ American Criminal Law Review, 10:807, 1972. 
	2 
	2 

	See also Alexander, Richard P. and Sheldon Portman, "Grand Jury Indictment Versus Prosecution by Information--An Equal Protection-Du_e Process Issue, Hastings Law i1ournal, 25: 997, 1974. 
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	3 
	3 
	Coleman v. Alabama, 399 u.s. 1(1969). 
	4 ~ " 

	The u.s. Supreme Court has ruled that the due process safeguards applicable i1f a preliminary hearing are not required before the grand jury. In United States v. Mandujano, 42 s u.s. 564 (1975), for example, the Court rejected the xight to counsel at grand jury proceedings. 
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	Constitution. The Court found "that a defendant charged by indic~ent i~ seriously disadvantaged in contrast to a defendant charged by info~mation." Specifically, the fundamental rights of ,.counsel, confrontation, and a hearing before a judicial officer were. cited as unavailable to 'defendants~,charged by grand jury indictment. It was_ the existence of a dual system of prosecution"' with differing due process safeguards that triggered the equal protection issue. As noted by the Court, 
	Constitution. The Court found "that a defendant charged by indic~ent i~ seriously disadvantaged in contrast to a defendant charged by info~mation." Specifically, the fundamental rights of ,.counsel, confrontation, and a hearing before a judicial officer were. cited as unavailable to 'defendants~,charged by grand jury indictment. It was_ the existence of a dual system of prosecution"' with differing due process safeguards that triggered the equal protection issue. As noted by the Court, 
	1 

	the prosecuting attorney is free in his completely unfettered discretion to chopse which defendan"j:s will be charged by indictment rather than information and consequently which catalogue of rights, wi~ely disparate though they may be, a defendant will receive. 
	The Court in Hawkins found cno compelling state interest to justify this discrimination. The solution devised by the Court was to require a postindictment adversarial hearing at which the defendant would have access to the full range of due process protections tl:!at would be available during any preliminary hearing. 
	Al though similar challenges to the grand jury have been raised for years in many other states , the courts have consistently supported the use of 
	4 
	the grand jury indictment to initiate prosecutions. The Hawkins decision remains unique at this time. However, the procedural requirements of Hawkins were adopted in Wisconsin through legislation. In 1979, the law was amended to require: 
	[u] pon indicpnent by a grand jury a complaint shall be issued [and] ••• the person named in the indictment ••• shall be entitled to a preliminary hearing • • • and all proceedings thereafter shall he the same as -if the person 
	5 
	• • • had not been indicted by a grand jury. 
	In recent years, the major thrust of debate and activity involving grand juries has focused on the second approach to the equal protectio~, issue: changing the rules and procedures of the grand jury itself, rather tl:!an 
	1 
	~ Hawkins v. Superior Court, 22 Cal.3d 584, 586 P.2d 916 (1978). 
	2 b' 
	I 

	id., at 592. 3
	Ibid. , at 592. 
	4 
	0 114 -Ar,i.z,." ,$4;~, 535 p. 2d 6 ( 1975} and Falgout v. People, 170 Colo. 32, 459~J?. 2d 572 ( 1969). ,, · 
	See, for example, State v. Bojorquez, ,

	-~ . 
	. 
	pg an<;i recreating Wisconsin Statutes, _ section 968. 06. '-"''' 
	,,chapter 291 of the Iaws of 1.979, repea!1~
	1

	restructuring the process for case screening as occurred in California and Wisconsin. Per!1aps the best known set of proposals for grand jury reform was developed by the American Bar Association's (ABA) ~ectiori of Criminal Justice its Grand·_,Jury Committee. The Committee, established in 1974, has dev~loped 30 legislative principJ-es of grand jury reform. Initially, 25 of these were approv~d as ABA policy by the House of Delegates in August 1977; three_ were approved in 1980; and two more followed in 1981.
	thrcib.gh 

	Any comparison of the preliminary hearing and the grand jury as alternative screening m,echanisms should address not only their relative due process safeguards, but other factors as well. For example, it is important to compare the two proceedings on their relative effect on resources and spheduling. Furthermor, the grand jury and the preliminary hearing serve collateral functions, such as facilitating early discovery or plea rtegotiatibns, in addition to their screening function. While advocates of the p
	7

	It is also important to note that debates centering on both the due process issues and other more practical considerations often treat the preliminary hearing and the grand jury as if they represented a single "ideal" or "typical" proceeding. Yet, as will be discussed throughout this report, the man
	0 

	ner in which these screening devices operate va:i:ies dramatically from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, depending upon state laws and rules as well as local norms and customs. It is not·possible to state; therefore, that the preli, minary hearing guarantees a certaih combination of due process protections which are not available at the g:i;-and jury proceeding, since J1either proceeding is uniform from state to state. In fact, in some states there is little difference, ,from the defendant's point of view, i
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	The ABA principles and, their implementation at the state and federal ,, level are di.soussed in ll:n\erson, l?,gj:>pf~h DaXt . _Grand Ju3;X_ Reform: A,, Review of Key Issues (Washingto~, o~·c.·;, National Institute of Justice, 1983.) 
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	processes by contrasting their pperation within a single statutory frame~or~~ Before discussing the results of our own research efforts, however, it J.S useful to describe the research questions addressed and~summarize the method
	ology used. 
	The Current Study 
	The Current Study 
	,·, 

	In view of the concerns raised about the grand jury's role in case processing, its effectiveness and efficie~cy both in its own right and in contrast to the preliminary hear;ing, we set out to conduct an explor_atory a~d descriptive analysis qt .. some of these issues. The primary subJect of 1n:7estigation was defined to be the grand jury per ~--its structure.f:, functions ,functions, we felt it was essential to examine its counterpart--the preliminary hearing--and the process by which prosecutors elect 
	-
	and basic operations. In ~xamining 'the grand jury's scr.eeni~g 
	11 

	Our study design involved a comparison of the use and operations of the grand jury and the preliminary hearing in a single state where the legal framework was constant but prosecutorial discretion over the method of case initiation res~l ted in considerable variation in local practice• Five basic research questions were developed to guide this study: 
	Our study design involved a comparison of the use and operations of the grand jury and the preliminary hearing in a single state where the legal framework was constant but prosecutorial discretion over the method of case initiation res~l ted in considerable variation in local practice• Five basic research questions were developed to guide this study: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	On what basis do prosecutors elect to utilize the grand jury versus the preliminary hearing to screen, cases? 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	How do the grand jury and the preliminary hearing screening processes actually operate with respect to: 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	basic organization, structure. and functions; and 

	• 
	• 
	actual operations, including scheduling, duration, and roles of major par~icipants? 



	3. 
	3. 
	What evidentiary requirements are applied by law and what types of evidence are typically introduced in each screening proceeding? 

	4. 
	4. 
	How efficient and effective are the grand jury and preliminary hearing proceedings as screening mechanisms? 


	S. How is the grand jury used as a screening mechanism in more complex cases such as those involving white collar crime? 
	or organized
	0 


	The methodology used to select .. the sites for ;!:his study and to carry out the research design is·· described in detai.l, in Appendix A. B_asically, the research was conducted in a singJ.e state (Arizona) in which local practices varied dramatically despite the common statutory framework." The two ~argest counties--Maricopa county ( Phoeni:ic) and Pima County ( Tucson)--presented a 
	·· natural experiment for study sine~ Pima County uses the grand jury for most cases whereas Maricopa County .is more selective in presenting cases to the grand jury. The statewide grand jury, which focuses on corqplex cases typically involving white collar crime, was also examined. As described in Appendix A, this research combined. · interview' data with an examination of case records to provide ';IUaliti tati,V:~ material as well as descriptive statistics. 
	With. the cooperation of local authorities, we were given access to both grand jury and preliminary hearing transcripts to complete our case rep6rds ana],ysis. These were critical to our description of the characteristics of the two proceedings; they also provi<J_ed us with rich anecdotal material which is interspersed throughout this report. Since grand jruy proceedings ?l,re secret in nature and transcripts are generally not made available to the public (other than in the interests of justice), we were e
	In order ''to examine · the preliminary hearing and the routine screening grand jury, cases were randomly sampled from all those filed in the two counties between July 1, ~ 1979 and ;rune 30, 1980. Special samples, representing more complex cases, were also drawn from the records of the Organized Crime and 
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	nomic Crime Unit (CP/ECU) in Pima County. ;:r:n conj unction with ~rawing these samples, 500 cases were randomly identified in' each site to provide a general desci-iJ?tion of the case fJ.:J,w in each countY.,• A final set of cases was drawn from those presepted to the .State Grand Jury by the Attorney General's office. Each of these samples provided a, uniqU<;! insight into the pretrial screening process, as will be discussed in the remainder of this report. 
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	This chapter is intended to 'pro.J\d~ a brief introduction to the_ legal an1 or~anizational structures and case flows in the two counties und~r study. First we describe the court"'system and provide a brief overview of case initia;j:.ion events. Next, we describe __ the local socio-legal culture and discuss O the wanner in which felony cases proceed in each county. '~~lhat is striking in this discussion .:!.s that, despite the .fact that the two counties operate under a single legal framework, they have ad
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	The Superior°Court G is a single, statewide court system. At the close of 1980, the Superior Court consisted of 81 judges s.:i'.'.tting in 14 counties. The Superior Court is a trial court of general jurisdictionand, in addition to 0 civil jurisdiction,~ presides over felony prosecutions and may hear misde" meanors if not "~therwise provided by law. Of particular inte?:est to this study, the Superior Court is res~onsible ;or impanelling the grand jury in those counties where the grand jury sits. It also has 
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	1 The laws governing case initiation in Arizona are described in more detail in Appendix B. ,, 2 0 These data a:te drawn from the 1980 Annu,al Judicial Report:; published by the Supreme Court of Arizona. 3By statute, all counties with a population of 200,000 or more mu~t call a grand ju:r:y three times a year--in January, l1ay, and September. ,l>:t?tlle time of this study, onl'Y Maricopa and Pima Countiel~ had sufficient population to fall under this requirement. 1/ 
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	FELONY CASE FLOW: INITIATION TO ARRAIGNMENT WITH MAXIMUM TIME LIMITS* during the 1970s the Phoenix area became the center of ntany land fraud and 
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	securities fraud schemes. These ultimately resulted in the creatiop. of the state-wide grand jury and a special prose,;::uti'on unit within the Attor~:;.:~y· Gei:i
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	cerns, the Maricopa County Attorney•s Office developed a standardized procedure to be followed in presenting cases to· the grand j.ury and submitted it to the judge for approval. Sul;),sequentl~f upon .:t;,he ~reation of the' se)?e Grand Jury, the• attorney general's staff •:ias "1nfp;r;ned that strict adherence 
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	is currently a rancher, another is a former chief of policell During 1980, , 11,472 felony complaints were filed in the 18 justice courts • 
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	The Maricopa County Attorney's Office 
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	During the time of our study, four major bur~aus in the County .Attorney's Office were involved with the processing of adul,t felony cases: the Charging Bureau, the Trial Bureau, the Major Felony Bureau, and the Organized Crime and Racketeering Unit. 
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	The Charging Bureau, which was staffed with approximately 20 a-ttor-neys in 1979, was primarily responsible £or reviewing cases presented by the various law enforcement agencies in the county for factual and legal s.oundness. office policy, n.o. complaint or indictment could be filed unless the evidence established a reasonable likelihood of conviction on the offense charged. In conjunction with reviewing.cases brought before it, the Charging Bureau performed the following functions: 
	According.to 
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	review of departmental. (police) reports; 
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	preliminaf,Y evaluation of a defendant's candidacy £or adult diversion; 


	•" filing of criminal complaints in justice court; 
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	election of the preliminary hearing or the' grand jury as the charging mechanism; " 
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	presentation of cases going to the grand jury, with the exception of those handled by the Major Felony Bureau and Organized Crime and Racketeering Unit; 
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	The Maricopa, County Attorney s Office is •. descr~ed here as it operated at the time the cases under study were being processed., Where appropriate, we note some of the organization!"l-1 c:, changes impJ;·emented since 1981. 
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	~In addition, the Trial Bureau was responsible for conducting all preliminary hearings scn'eduled by staff in the Charging Bureau. Thes"e hea1d.ngs were assigned on° a , daily basis, with each attorney in the Bureau spending approximately one to pne and one-half days a week in Justice Court .for pre" liminary hearings. " Thus, in the typical instance, cases were processed , with different staff members the charging and tri'al ✓,,4uncuions. ( This occasio:nally posed problems vis a vis scheduling of wit
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	The Major Felony Bureau's goc:tl was vigorous prosec'uti'on of major offenses and offeri'.'ders" with maximum penal ties. Priority was given to the following types of cases: homicide, sexual assault where weapons were used, armed robbery over a certain dollar amount, major arsons, mul,t±ple defendant cases, and cases involving repeat offenders. 
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	The Bureau received its caseei either through direct contact by law enforcement agencies or through neferrals from the Charging Bureau and the Criminal Trial Bureau. The Bure.au' s functions included case" development and inves0 tigation before and afi;.er case filing, locating and interviewing witnesses, 
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	presentation of the case to either the grand jury or preliminary hearing, pretrial preparatinn, triai, sentencing, and post-conviction work. Within this and the Organized Crime and Racke,teering Unit, ~ases were handled vertically, •insofar as possible. In 1979, 12 attorneys and six investigators were af:lsigned to this Bureau. 
	Finally, the Organized Crime and Racketeering Unit (OCRU) was devoted to the prosecution of organized crime, white collar crime, official corruption and 1arge-sfale pornography. OCRU handled all pha,ses of the cases it prosecuted, from invesJ.igation through post-conviction work. During 1979, it was staffed by 12 attorneys and nine investigators, including one investigative accountant and one legal clerk. 
	A .new county attorney was elected in January 1981. After running on a strong 
	consistent with his .. beliefs. The adult diversion program was dismantled; plans were developed to. utilize investigative resources more proactively against drug dealer.s; and the office began to explore the possibility of increased reliance on the grand jury rather than the preliminary hearing to file cases, ,,primarily to expedite case flow. " 
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	cases in outlying justice courts were, generally handled by attorneys' in outlying Charging Bureau offices located within the respective jurisdictions. 
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	In addition to these initiatives, the office was r~Frganized from a centr~l.-· ized to a decentralized model. The new, organhi:atilon involved vertical case processing, with clusters ,,of lawyers af~signed to p:bosecute crimes committed ical sub di visions. Ea!/bh unit was charged with handling cases fz-om charging through d.iisposi tion i The County,, Attorney' s Offi~e ho]?ed that _this geographical organization wpuld help generate neigh_ borhood support, increase accountability t.o the coll)kunity, q,Ud 
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	The case flow in Maricopa County (depicted in Figure 2. 3 ) shows two pretrial sc~eening s~tages in most cases --the initial screen "and review stage which is the sole responsi1;>ility of the 11prosecutor, and a second stage in-D 
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	-:-""volvin'g (upon the occasion of a scheduled preliminary hearing) prosecutors, defe~se , attorneys and sometimes a magistrate ,,while the case is still within the j~isdiction of the J~stice Court. summarizing briefly, we find that: 
	0 1. Less than two-thirds of the cases survived stage one. Roughly 62 percent of the· 15,800 felony cases received from! the policf were initially filed a~ felonies "in Justice Court. The other 6, 050 ( 38%) 1'{ere screened out by the prosecutor at the earliest opportunity;. 
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	Thus, only 9,750 (62%) survived the initial stage. 
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	Data on case flow in the; otwo counties were obtained. through an examination of 500 randomly felony cases in e(lch county and :interviews with prosecutorial ~nd law , enforcf",.ment personnel.. These data were used to develop estimetes of case flow patterns. Estimates in this chapter represent numbers of defend~h'ts • For a d,escription of the laws governing each case flow patJ:ern, see AppeAgix '13. " 
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	The flow charts in the fo¼,1owing s~ctions have been somewhat sim-" ,plified for purposes of despribing the typical. case flow. For example!;, we have not attempted to depict the ways in which a case can reenter the system 
	after a dismissal, a· rejection, or a finding of no probc;ble c.ause, although the prosecutor typically can refile a case after these events. For purposes of these figures, each case is considered to enter and exit the system only one~. We have also simplified these charts by ignoring case attrition, which· may be due to a defendant being a fugitive or undergoing psychiatric hospitalization, for example. In our flow ch'i:rts we,.,have assumeil that each event leads to the next logical event and have estima
	each stage using the proportion .. of cases in 
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	0 estimated 50 cases prei:;ented directly to the grand jury without ever being filed in Justice Court (J.a~ belled Pattern c case.s throughout this chapter),. ;They include 300 cases 
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	2. _!3oughly half the felony caseload is resolved in Justice Court. Of the 9·} 750 f,elony cases filed in Justice Court {and not screened out upon initial prosecutorial review), 4,285 {45%) were resolved in Justice Court through dismissal, deferral, plea to a misdemeanor, or a finding of no probable cause; another 1, 225 ( 13 % ) were bound over to superior Court only for the purposes ofGaccepting a plea and sentencing. The remaining 4,240 cases (43%) were bound over to the Superior Court without immediate 
	,, 3. Clearly, the preliminary h'.earing track is the preferred mode of ooeration in this \\jurisdiction. Of the 9,750 cases "filed as felonies 'in Justice Court { and which survived the initial review), 1,175 ( 12%) were presented to the grand jury. All other cases remained on the preliminary hearing track. 
	4. While a great many preliminary hearings are scheduled, CJ few are actually held. Of the 9,750 cases in which a preliminary hearing was initially scheduled (excluding those screened out upon initial prosecutorial review), preliminary hearings were held in only 1,190 { 12%). The other cases which had been sch~~uled for 2,825 (29%) were resolved through a plei•in either Justice or superior Court; "2, 650 ( 2 7%) were dismissed or deferred; and~ 1,910 {20%) waived the preliminary 1;1 benefit. As noted above
	the preliminary hearing were resolved in several ways: 
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	hearing without a plea, often in exchange for some 

	(12%) were presented to the grandjury. Thus, in the final analysis, the number of grand jury proceedings and preliminary hearings were roughly equal. 
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	In the , remainder of this section we describe the Maricopa County case flow in detail, highlighting the timing of screening decisions, the locus of responsibility at each screening stage, and -the factors involved in these decisions. Where possible we note the relatio):lship<. { if any) between offense type and case flow patterns • ( See Tables 2. 1 and 2. 2 in Section 2. 4 fo:i:;, a cross-count~analysis of•caseflow statistics}. 
	they are screened and follow Pattern c, depicted earlier in Figure 2. 2 and 
	described in detail in Appendix B.) 
	The Charging Bureau reviews the remaining cases either -following 'the initial appearance ( Pattern A) or before any charges are filed in,, Justice Court 
	22 
	{Pattern B). Respondents in Maricopa County suggested that nearly twothirds of cases rejected by prosecutors were Pattern :B cases which were often stale, involved out-of-state defendants, or had a very low priori~y. 
	1 

	The Charging Bureau almost always files a felony the approximately 62 percent of the cases which survive this initial review. There is ·no standard_ policy or practice that covers reducing charges to misdemeanors at this point; rather, cases are filed as felofi'-les and ini tii:;illy foll~; 
	charge.in 

	2 
	At the time of our study, initial intake decisions were handled by the Charging Bureau, except for cases within the jurisdiction of the Major Felony Bureau or the Organized Crime Racke'teering Unit. ( In certain instances, eases handle,~ by,, the latter two Bureaus go directly to the grand jury after 

	the typical felony case flow. For almost all 'cases,,_ the fir~t judicial proceeding is the initial appearance before the magistrate. The .,routine practice in Maricopa County is to schedule the prelim~nary hearing at this. initial appearance. Although our estimates show that preliminary hearings· actually occur in only 1, 190 ( 12%) of the cases _in which• a hearing date is scheduled ( excluding those Pattern A cases screened out hy t,he prose.qutor following the initial appearance), this date is the focal
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	In Maricopa County, the normative expectation is that most cases will continue on this track, wh;ch provides an opportunity for negotiation between defense and prosecution prior to or at the occasion of the preliminary hear_ing • It is unusual for prosecutors to bypass the scheduled preliminary hearing at this point and present a case to the grand jury. We .estimate that such intervention did occur in 1,175 (12%) of the cases surviving the in.i,tial prosecµtorial review. 
	According to an 1:ri£e:rnal po.licy-"_m~o :!:ssued in. September 1979 by the Maricopa County Attorney,· circumstanves in whicli "cases ~sr:ould be presented to the grand jury include the following: 
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	• when there are out-of-state witnesses; 
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	a when there are professional witnesses (doctors, pharma-
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	a cists ,, etc • ) ; 
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	• when multiple jurisdictions are involved ( since each (I involved precinct would have to hold its own preliminary hearing); I/ 
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	• ):lesses; 
	Wll.en the investigation requires a lar1:1e number of wit
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	In Figure 2. 3, Pattern A and Pattern B cases are shown as equally frequent. Al though one type of case may be more common than the other, we were unable to obtain any estimates of the proportion of cases in each category in Maricopa County from interview respondents. 
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	Of the estimated 6, 050 cases _ screened out at this initial review, approximately 520 ( less than 9%) were '\)referred, for other prosecution." This catcha11 phrase includes pases reduced to misdemeanors and filed as such in city court. 
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	when the 
	cas\~ 
	involves 
	more 
	than 
	one 
	defendant; 
	and 
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	• 
	when:·. the ident:tfication ., of the defendant is not a problem it,1 the case ( i. e". , there are surveillance photographs or fingerprints, etc.). 
	() 

	TR
	On the other hand" there,, are circumstances in which the grand jury,should not be• used since the. preliminary hearing offers tangible advantages. The policy memo identifies the following situations for which the preliminary hearing is the preferred -approach: Q 

	TR
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	whsn 
	it is,. desirable 
	to 
	have ,testimony preserved; 

	TR
	. • 
	when it is d~~·irable to h,ave the witness testify because events surrounding the crime are confused and unclear; 

	(! 
	(! 
	• • 
	when it is desirable"to have a further identification by the victim of the suspect; when it is important to assure that the victim is interested in pursuing the matte~; and 

	TR
	• 
	where _there is some uncertainty as to 2witnesses will be willing to testify., 
	whether 
	or 
	not 

	TR
	Although there are clearly articulated reasons for the prosecutor to use either the grand jury or the preliminary hearing, it is important to recognize that neither proceeding is held in 7,385 (76%) of the 9,750 cases that pass the initial prosecutorial screen and in which an initial appearance is held in Justice Court. As noted above, mechanisms have evolved in Maricopa County to involve all participants in the criminal justice process in attempting to resolve cases prior to their being bound over to sup

	TR
	Of the 9,750 cases scheduled for a preliminary hearing, we estimate that 2,650 (27%) are dropped at this stage. A small number of these (300 cases) are referred to deferred prosecution programs, almost al.ways as a result 
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	D 1 ,, Clearly, there may be cases in which factors favoring both proceedings are present, although prosecutors we interviewed seemed to have no dif:Eiculty in choosing between the grand jury and the preliminary hearing ,in (,4.ndividual cases. Given the atypical usage of the grand jury, it would be ~fafr to infer that tfe reason for goin~ to the ~and jury would have to be qw.te strong to caus-J a change from routine practice. 2 The relationship between these 1:actors and the decision to proceed by·way o:
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	of negotiation between the defense attorney and the prosecutor. The remainder of these ca.ses .are dismissed by the prosecutor. In some instances this occurs following plea bargaining in other cases involving the same defendant. In other cases, the dismissal is at the initiative of .the prosecutor. While this latter event might occur independent of the preliminary hearing date, it is more likely to result from the failure of a victim or a witness to appear at the scheduled preliminary hearing, which is th
	Negotiations at this. stage can also lead to some cases being reduced to mis
	demeanors. Our analysis in Maricopa County indicates that 1, 600 cas~s; or 
	a1wroximately 16 percent of the 9,750 cases in which a preliminary hearing 
	was scheduled, were terminated at this stage through a plea to a misdemeanor. 
	charge. These cases may .be pled in Justice Court under only two conditions. 
	11 

	First, the charge must actually be reduced to a misdemeanor, not an "open charge" which may be tr.eated as either a :felony,; or misdemeand:r. Second, any probation which is imposed must be unsupervis,a, since supervised probation is only available through the Superior Court. Sixty-six percent of the cases in our random sample of 500 which terminated through a plea'agreement to a misdemeanor involved drug o:Erenses. With only one exception, the drug involved was marijuana. Property o:Efenses (generally pet
	eight percent stemmed from crimes of violence. OffenS!es against public order accounted for the remaining 10 percent of these cases. 
	In some instances, a plea agreement may be developed at the time scheduled :for the preliminary hearing but the Justice Court may lack jurisdiction to adjudicat.(r c.the case• This situation exists if the defendant is pleading 1 or if the plea agreement involves a sentence of supervised probation. In these cases, the defendant typically waives the preliminary hearing ;and the casl:! is transferred to superior• Court for a "plea arraignment." '!'here is no need for any judicial involvement: at the Justice Co
	guilty to .a felony or to an open ch~rge

	is reserved for negotiatioqs involving pleas to charges that preclude the imposition of any prison '~entence under the new code. Esti-"' mates derived from our case analysis indic!;lte that roughly 1,225 cases, or 
	sentenci.ng 

	13 percent of the 9, 750 cases scheduled for a preliminary hearing, were resolved in this fashion. Property o:Efenses accounted for tpe largest portion (approximately 38%) of the cases waived with a pJ,ea .in our sample of , 
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	500. Violent crimes represented one-quarter of the cases resolved in this 
	() 

	~ 
	i way; drug offenses were charged in 17 percent of these cases; and the remaining cases following this pattern involved driving while into~icated, crimes against public order, or multiple categories of offenses. 
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	The preliminary hearing may also be bypassed at the discretion of the defend
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	ant al though ;no plea is negoti'ated. Known as "straight waivers, these 
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	cases are bound over to the Superior Court, where a tr~ditional arraignment occurs and the progression of events leading to trial· commences. We have estimated that straight waivers occur in 1,910 cases, or ~ppro~imately " 20 percent of the 9, 750 cases scheduled for a preliminary hearing. Re~pondents generally agreed that straight waivers were enacted by the defendant in~xchange for release on personal recognizance or for scheduling co~ven~en~. Re~pondents were ' not as consistent on whether waivers were
	rp..;_ 
	As might be expected, a range of different offense types are handled i~ this manner. From our analysis of 500 randomly selected cases, we found that the distribution of" offense categories was as follows among the cases in which straight waivers ~curred: property of.fenses ( 44%); crimes of violence ( 28%); drug offensl:ii; ( 12%); other offenses ( 13%); and mixed offense types 
	( 3%) • 
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	As noted above, preliminary hearings or grand jury, proceedings are held in only 2; 365 ( 24%) of the 9,750' cases filed in Justice Court. Our sample of preliminary hearings showed that 44 percent of the caseload ~nvolved crimes' of violence, 27 percent involved property crimes, 17 ,J?ercent involved drug offenses, and the remaining 13 percent involved other· ,types of offenses or combinations of offenses. (The caseload of the preliminary., hearing is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. ) In Maricopa Co
	(More detail is provided in Chapter 4.) 
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	One issue of interest concerning waivers in which no plea ~s negotiated is the power of thE;! prosecutor to contest or veto the waiver, since the waiver must be si~ned by the prosecutor as well as by the defendant and his attorney. Respondents in Maricopa County indicated that there were cirdumstances in which the prosecutor would object to waive:t;' of the preliminary hearing, particularly where there wa~ a need to preserve certain testimony. We were not able to document any cases in which the waiver wa
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	Clearly, similar types of cases may proceed by any of the case ·flow<'.paths describ_ed above. With few exceptions CEJ,ilich a1,3 the use of a plea ~g·ree~ent to a misdemeanor to res:Dlve many marijuana cases or the use of the preliminary hearing for many crimes of'violence), the process of determining how a case will proceed is not bound by the nature of the offenses charged. 
	What is common in most of these cases is the use of the occasion of the scheduled preliminary hearing as an opportunity for discovery and negotiation. In most instances, this is the first time the parties meet fac~-toface. Although there may be contact betwee~ the prosecution and the defense prior to the date set fo;i;-the , preliminary hearing, there is typically not enough time between the initial appearance and the preliminary hearing for any significant negotiation to occur, since the interval must b
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	Respondents indicated that negotiation is not possible at such an early stage when cases are presented ,,to the grand ju;y rather than scheduled for a preliminary hea:i::ing. Resolving cases in this fashiol:l and at this stage in the process reduces the burden on both defense and prosecutorial res6urces, part;.icularly that of t:riaJ.. ,Preparation. The inducements to enter or accept a plE~a at this point lire similar to those in ,effect closer to trial wnen plea negotiations traditionally ocqur. The proc
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	Pima C~unty coyer,s ,/ the southern portion of the state I extending to the 
	Arizona-Mexico border. Apart from 'the 9tate' s second largest city, Tucson,,/' which is the commercial, educational and of southern Arizona,/' 
	culturah'cen:-t.er 

	. . • . " . ,✓,:r II ✓-""' , 
	. . • . " . ,✓,:r II ✓-""' , 

	the. c~un:t;.y is ~ery fUral. The Papago Indian Res~r.~vation. and two g,?...(itus forestiWi consume over half of the County's 9,240 s~are mile a:t;'ea;./ Like Maric~pa County, J?,ima Count_y has experienced rapid growth durin,g'""tne last\\ decade. Its population in 1980 wal\> 539,800( up 53 pe,3:"pel'!t' ;t:rd~ 1970. Persons of Spanish heritage account for approximately ~5 pergent'""o'f the total population . and other minorities account for an adq;itiortiil se'?en percent. 
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	Although Maricopa County has devised a pre-preliminary hearing conference (described" in Section 3. 3. 1) , there are no data available on the ·fre~ency of these conferences. , The scenarios we have described may pccur at this conference or at the time set for the preliminary hearing 
	itself. 
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	Like most other parts of the country, Pima County has experienced a substantial rise in the crime .rate over the last decade. According to the FBI's ;1niform Crime ~ep~rt, ~he rate of violent crime has more t~~~ do~led bet~een 1970 and 1980. ·A maJor concern for law enforcement officials 1.s the heavy illegal drug traffic alcmg the Mexican border. Tucson, whi;h is only 65 miles from Mexico,. is reputed to be a major center for illegal drugs entering 
	'1~:he · United states. 
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	Although Tucson is the second largest city in the state, it is considerably smaller than Phoeni:Q. In fact, Tucso~·has retained some of the characteristics associated with small towns, including a relatively informal atmosphere within· governmental agencies. For example, individual prosecutors are allowed a good deal of discretion in the performarrce of their duties. Clearly, formalization is a matter of degree; however, our observations and those of 
	if others interviewed during our study indicated that there is less formality or structure in the operation 'of the pretrial screening process in Pima County than in Maricopa County. E'urthermore, many of our respondents characterized the judges in P.ima .. County as fairly lib-eral as a group, although individual variations were ncited.,1 Another difference noted between Maricopa County and Pima County was the mo~e aggressive nature of the defense bar in the latter. These aspects of the socio-legal culture
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	2. 3. 1 '" The? Pima County Court System 
	The Superior Court of Pima County has 16 judicial positions, only 15 of which were filled as of April 1980. The presiding judge is named by the Arizona Supreme Court, taking into accpunt the wishes of the local judges. The pre
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	siding judge at the time of our study had held that position for the last three years. Typically, the associate presiding judge is the successor to the presiding judge. The presiding judge also names one judge to supervise the processing of crlminal cases and one responsible for the civil caseload. However', due to a shortage of judges, the associate presiding j,udge often assumes one of these positions. There are also three full-time commissioners. 
	A few years ago, the Pima County Superior Court created a separate criminal division, with five judges assigned exclusively to criminal caseloads. The change in court structure was one of several recommendati~~ns which emerged from a one-year federal grant which focused on the cou,rt 13ystem. This organizational scheme was droppea after one year, however, because it· did not produce the anticipated :i;:esult; there was no increase in the number of 
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	The FBI' s Uniform Crime. Report's "crime rate figures measure the number of reported crimes·· in a community' compared with population , size. Violent crime includes offenses of murder, forcible rape, robbery Ana aggravated assault• Nationally, the v,~olept crime rate inci?.:ased by 61 percent from 1970 to 1980. 
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	cases processed.: Furthermore, according to the pre2iding judge, the criminal 
	judges were "burned out" and asked for reassignm17nt. 
	During 198~, the: co.prt had 2,796 felony filings (plus 30 transfers in) and 
	2,589 terminations. Backlog at the beginning of the year was 1,024; at 
	0 

	Only eight percent of the felony cases pending at the end of the year exceed(!d the 150 day time limit for speedy trial. Only. two misdemeanors were JEiled directly in Superior Court and both were dismissed on the prosecutor~s motion. 
	th~ end 1, 266 •
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	The Justice of the Peace Court in Pima County includes five judges; four are located in Tucson and one in the town of Ajo~ During 1980, 1,238 felony complaints were £iled in the five justice courts. 
	2.3.2 The Pima County Attorney's Office 
	The increase in the crime rate in Pima County was not matched by a concomitant increase in prosecutorial resources. In order to improve efficiency, the County Attorney's, Office made a number · of changes in organi?.:ation "and procedure during the mid-J970s. An adult diversion program for ~-'first-time property crime offenders was initiated, and a decision w~s made to prosecute as misdemeanors cases involving first offenaers charged wlth possessing sma:Ll amounts of marijuana. Specialized staff were desit
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	The Criminal Di vision handles prosecution of all criminal cases, regardless of the age of the offender or the seriousness of the charge; Within the Criminal Di vision, separate unr'ts are responsible for charging decisions, felony trials, and prosecution of misdemeanors in the Justice Court. 
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	The Issuing Team, which consists of~ supervisor and two experienced attorneys . assigned on a rotating basis, handles all felony cal3es except speciality areas s uch as sexual offenses, drugs or consumer fraud. They are 
	0 
	0 

	responsible for "revie"wing cases and deciding whether to begin a felony" prosecution, prosecute the case as a misdemeanor, 'request further investigation, or reject the case. In addition to screening cases, the issuing,, attorneys decide whether the case will go to the grand jury or the preliminary hearing. 
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	Data drawn from ihe.Arizona Courts: 1980 Caseload, Financial and Personnel Report, published ~Y the Administrative Office of the Courts on behalf of th~.Arizona Supreme Court. (Phoen.i!x, 1980). 
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	Once the Issuing Team has carried out its functions, the case is assigned to 
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	one of "Several Trial Teams. -Each trial team includes a senior attorney who is responsible for superv:ising the work of the deputy county attorneys. The Trial Teams·, handle all felonies except those assigned to spediaf units which are responsible for prosecuting qases involving narcotics, serious ,,offend
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	In Pima----County, white collar crime cases are typically handled by the ~sumer Protection and Economic Crime Units,·.~-' Although A:r:izona law currently assigns the prllllary responsibility for consumer protection to the State Attorney General's c.Office, an agreement betwee~ the attorney general and the county attor-ney has q_eleg~ted this responsibility to the Pima County Attorney's Office for cases within its jurisdiction. The Consumer Protection Unit accepts complai~s related to business practices f
	n•,:. 
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	The business or person involved is given an opportunity to reply to the complaint. If t.q~:i;-~; .is evidence that a crime has been committed or a regulation violat;ed9':. '..:tij{f; j;ri;v.:estigatian may be undertaken and, if the results warrant, a civil•,--i-~ti6'~ or a criminal prosecution may be initiated. '.rhe Economic Crime Unit works ('\l:i -a law enforcement/prosecution task force. Alleged offenses are handlec.v' as criminal cases or as civil cases, depending on the facti:;, the available eviden
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	2.3.3 Pima County Case Flow 
	The felony cas6; flow in Pima eounty depicted in Figure 2. 4 is less complex 
	2 
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	than that of Maricopa County. In Pima County, there are only two key 
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	Data on.; case flow in the two counties were obtained through an examination of 500 randomly sampled felony cases in each county and interviews with prosecutorial and law enforcement personnel. These data .were used to develop estimates of case flow patterns. Estimates in this chapter represent numbers of defendants. For a description of the law$ gover.ning each case flow pattern, see Appendix B. 
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	The flow charts ill;¼ the following sections have been somewhat simplified for purposes of decscribing the typical case flow. For example, we 
	, ,--~· 
	, ,--~· 

	have not attempted to depict the ways in which a case can reenter the system after a dismissal, a rejection or a finding of no probable cause, although the prosecutor typically can refile a case after these events. For purposes of these figures, each case is considered to enter and exit the system only once. We have also simplified these charts by ignoring case attrition, Which may be due to a ~fendant being a fugitive or undergoing psychiatric hc,spitalization, for ex~ple. In our flow charts we hav.e assu
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	Figure 2.4 Pima County ease .Flow Estimates' 
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	'Estimates used In this figure represent numbers of defendants. 
	'Estimates used In this figure represent numbers of defendants. 

	Source: Developed by Abt Associates from summary statistics, Interview data and an analysis of 500 randomly selected casos, _, 
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	0 °' events--the initial screening decision by the prosecutor 
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	0 '; .• ing process. SUmmarizing ,briefly, our findings are tha~: -.. _. c-..:,c•·•,.:,,.,-,~~-,,.~~~ .. ~:c'.~?1~";w,~·~ 

	•~':c;-1~~".!Uw ... 1~,1,rw·~1---i.:Rl-~'ct.t'\.:!·~~.:!~r""•"~~~~~~~~~•Wllttl~~~~~~~ci.Z:e~~~~·~~1;~-,:....-~•~:.r~ ·_, , ways. First, many cases are directly screened olit from the felony case flow., ,. ~-~ ~.:,...,~'-"'-•-~\\ 1. A number of potential felony cases are automatically by police acting in accordance with the policy enunciated by the Pima County Q filed as misdemeanors by law enforcement officials in prosecutor •~,pat certain types of offenses (such as cases involving small Pima County operati
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	marijq:ana, are never presented to prosecutors for ized to file an" interim complaint following an arrest without first presentscreenihg. Instead, they are directly filed as mising the case to a deputy county attorney for ~~s or her review. This mechan
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	demeanors in City or Justice Court ( depending on the, ism is used to shortcut the filing of a formal complaint within 48 hours of '". location of the offense) by law enforcement personnel. initial appearance. Although we were unable to determine the number of cases handled in this manner, this aspect of case processing in Pima County should be kept in mind when Although we are unable to quantify the extent of screening that occurs as a \\ analyzing the case flow statistics for this jurisdicresult of the c
	actually reaching the prosecutor in Pima County r'for screening, approxi
	2. Of the 5,400 cases actually reaching the prosecutor, mately 2, 960 or 55 percent were prosecuted as felonies. Of the remainde:r,:, approximately 2,440 (15%) were screened 6~t at the 1,420 (26%) were rejected, and 1,020 ( 19%) were reduced to misdemeanors• 
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	earliest opportunity. Some o.f these cases were (( G, The remaining 2,960 cases continued to be treated as The rate of rejection for felony prosecution appears related to the method of felonies. case initiation. ~tost cases in Pima" County are initiated .by arrest rather 
	0 
	filed as misdemeanors and others rejected outright. 

	than by complaint; our estimates show that approximately 3,500 cases ( 65%) 
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	Few cases are resolved while in Justice Court in Pima follow Pattern A, whereas 1, 90 O ( 35%) follow Pattern B. However, we deterCounty. Of the 2,960 .cases accepted for prosecution by mined that 'approximateJ.:y 1,900 (78%) of the 2,440 cases screened out at this the county attorney and filed in Justice Court, only stage \-1ere initiated by arrest. a 680 (23%) were disposed of before reaching the Superior Court, through dismissal, deferral, or a finding of no collected by the· Pima CoJJnty Attorney's Off
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	probable cause. Statistics 
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	25 and 30 percent of the declin~d case!:!' were referre57-to the city attorney, 

	4. 
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	~he grand jury is by far the preferred screening mechsuggesting that some of the ,cases covered by the pdlic::y directive may acanism in Pima County, handling 2,125 (72 percent) of tually be reaching the county attorney inappropriatel,y. others may have 
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	the 2,960 cases which survived the original prosecuentered the system . If the prosecutor had been involved in torial screen and which originated in Justice Court. screening these cases initially, those considered inappropriate for felony 
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	It is standard procedure to use the grand jury fqF case prosecution i'llight have been rejected or deferred without the filing of
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	screening in Pima County. Preliminary hearings are charges. some argue that.this additional step could spare the defendant_ the 
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	scheduled rarely and occur even less frequently. Of cost and embarrassment of arrest or court appearance on such chargesand 
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	the 2,480 cases arraigned in Superior Court (includ-reduc~ the workload of the courts ,Jthe prosecutors, and ,,the defen.§le ai:tor• 
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	ing those following Pattern C), 2,325 (94%) were filed 
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	there following an indictment. 
	there following an indictment. 
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	This figure does not include those in which the prosecutor' was involveci in investig'tting and presenting the case directly to the ."grand 
	~ 
	jury. 2 ,,. 
	These calculations do not include the estimated 250 cases presented ,, Whether", p·rosecutors would, actualJ.,y elect to screenout cases directly to the grand jury without being filed in Justice Court (labelled '" b~fore the compl~\int ~ was filed is an 9pen question. Clearly, there are 
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	Pattern C throughout this "chapter) • c::oun.terpressureE1 against .rejecting the "case at thii:; ec1,rly stage, not· the 
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	Once cases are accepted for prosecution, screening remains almost exclusi;ely wjthin the control of the prosecutor. Defense attorniys and the Justice Court are not generally involved as in Maricopa County:" Instead, approxi
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	hY;,\\our analy~is of characteristics of cases going to the preliminary hearin9',I• We found that 77 percent of the cases ~.n which ac preliminary hearing was11 held involved crimes of violence (although typically not involving sex
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	mately 2,125 (72~} of the 2,960 cases which are filed in" Justice Court (and ualu assault) •Another 11 percent involved crimes of violence in conjunction ~ .. not initia_lly ,sireened out by the ,Pros~cutor) are presented to the grand :.~ ,, witr~ other categ~ries of .9r.,~e/ .~-~h.~ .. ;.~~.'.:' __ ._ 
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	hearing is considered useful only in limited circumstances in Pima County. · l volye¢1 crimes of violence, 14 percent involved drug offenses," and the remain-
	Furthermore, time scheduled for· the preliminary hearing is not viewed as f,m" { .-, """'·· ing 18 perc'ent involved other crimes or mul tipl.e categorie's of crimes. opportunity for negotiation .;with the defense. Instead, the stated pol.icy in ~q the charging unit j\\s "go to the grand jury unless there is a good· reaspn to • -~~.~. ·,J .. ·. ~ 
	II . . .,. . ,...,,, ••• As noted above, prosecutors in Pima County used the preliminary hearing to 
	do otherwise. 
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	obtain speci_fic benefits. However, .,one of these benefi'ts--the desire of .i;,;,;,i the prosecutor to preserve the testimony., of elderly or transient witnes
	0 

	Although technically the initial appea?;ance triggers the scheduling of the ses--is often offset by the hope on the part of the defense that the witness 
	·prelizninary hearing under Ari.zona' s Rules of Criminal Procedure, this will b~ unavailable at trial and that preliminary hearing testimony will not 
	does_ not occur as a matter of local practice in Pima County. Since prelimibe introduced in lieu of the witness. Thus, the defense is placed in a 
	nary hearings are held only rarely, it is considered inefficient to clutter double-bind.: forego the benefits of discovery or cross-examination to avoid 
	the Justice Court calendar ~ith ~earings which, for the most part, will not the preservation of testimony or participate in the preliminary hearing 
	occw:;. Instead, the Justice Courts in Pima County. typically note the last knowing that the transcript may save the government's case later. Although 
	date on which any given preliminary hearing may be held under the applicable waivers are not used as a means of prosecuting case_s 0fficiently in Pima 
	t'i.me limits, but do not schedule a hearing until a deputy county attorney County .( there are too few such cases to effect any reduction in workload) , 
	indicates that he or she irlt~nds to present the case in this manner. they do occur w.i;bh some frequency, whether f9r tactical considerations as suggested above or as part of a plea agreement. While the two jurisdictions differ dramaticall.y in their preferred mode of pretrial screening, it is interesting to note that the justifications most The defendant's right to waive the preliminary hearing did not appear as an 
	often noted for hol.ding a prelimi~ary hearing are very similar .i,n both counissue in any of our cases in Maricopa County. However, in one of our sample 
	ties: to test th~ credibility of witnesses, to assess case strength, and to cases in Pima County, the defendants were not allowed to waive the prelim
	preserve testimony. In both counties, these benefit~ are viewed as particuinary hearing. Although we;: have no way of knowing how frequently"' this oc
	larly attr..:1.ctive in non-sexual assa~t cases, especially those involving parcurs, the argumen~s on bo;J;i sides are interesting. 
	ties who are either' acquainted or related. In both sites, such cases are 
	,. expected to go to the preliminary hearing which serves as a mechanism for weeding out the relucta~t victim or the weak case. In Maricopa County, this ration_ale ;i.s also offeted for use .of the preliminary hearing in sexual assault · caseg. In Pima County, prosecutors rely on the local victim-witness (;) 
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	0°,program to ensure witness cooperiation and view the testing of witnesses on the sta;nd or prese1e:ation) of testimOI?;Y . as. largely unnecessary for sexual assault cases. Moreover, the grand jury· is seen as providing an additional benefit to the victim: he ·or she does not have to testify in the presence of the defendant or be st,tbj ected to intense cross-examination. Nevertheless, when the victim is a child, the preliminary hearing may be used in Pima County to preserve testimony and. thus avoid dif
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	Some of the victims in one case who were expected to testify at the preJjminary hearing were transients. Therefore, when the defendants tried to waive the preliminary hearing, the prosecutor opposed this move. The court ruled that the preliminary hearing would be held since it was not an exclusive right of the defendant but of the state as well, especially in l:j.ght of the stat e Is interest in preserving the testimony of transient witnesses. 
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	The fact that the prosecutor controls the pretrial screening process in Pima 0 (I County so tightly probably reflects long-term relationships with the local We found that preliminary hearings were held in only ·90 (3%) of the 2,960 
	defense ~ar. The perceptions of interview respondents in both counties and cases filed in Justice Court and:0.surviving the initia1i prosecutorial screen. The use of the preliminary hearing in only selected instances wa; borne ou'.t 
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	Our respondents suggested thissometimes occurred in less serious 
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	1 cases or in instance.I? in which the defendant was entering military service, In addition, an e,sti~ed 250 ·cases bYPass the justice court and\) 
	for examp].e. .Pima County does not use th~ "plea arraignment" mechanism are presented .directly to the .grand jury following Pattern c. 
	used in Maricopa County for this type of case. 
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	aggressive. Prosecutors expressed doubts that the process of negotiation and waivers, which allow the system used in Maricopa County to operate effe.ctively,° w0uld be feasible in Pima County. The Justice Courts could not function -if prelimi:n.ary hearings were scheduled in many cases without expectation of waivers or' plea agreements";!:o reduce the caseload. This is not to 
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	, ,~·-:w<V••··,,v:::'..'.:~d~J;~l~flt?,£:.JUat::-\.:-:.~:::~::,i;i~-~~vG.t'"'"l-ii'' pfirta-County: Of the 2,960 ·• cases filed in Jus.-t ...,_._-=--~~ tice Court and passing the ini£ial prosecutorial screen, an e?timated 275 ~; cases (9%) entered the deferred prosecution program at this poi~t and an
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	other 400 cases ( 14%) were dismissed. Nevertheless, when we qc1ribine these two groups, we find?that only 675_ (23%) of the 2,960 cases in Pi~F County are = resolved at the Justice Court, whereas well over 50 percent of/the cases in Maricopa County are either dismissed or deferred in lower cou;ft or require only a "plea arraignment." 
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	screening in Pima County ar..d very little activity in the Justice Courts. An estimated 
	For the most pa.rt, there is little participation by the defense in 
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	pass through; the Justice Courts are bound over to the Superior Court. An important consequence of the case flow pattern in Pima County is, that,. plea negotiation and discovery take place later than if cases were processed through the Justice Court system. There may be no adversarial meell:.ing of the parties until trial (or at a settlement c,onference if one is held). Wjj'thout access to the police report at the preliminary hearing · ( or even earlier as occurs under the informal practice in Maricopa Coun
	~ .. 
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	Defeniie attorneys contend that prosecutors deliberately process cases this way ati:d use the grand jury to bring the highest charges possible to strengthen th~ir position when plea negotiation does occur. Prosecutors claim this patter:n is followed primarily for reasons of efficiency and to avoid over~9~di~fg the Justice Court system. 
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	2. 4 Ii Summary Ii 
	TablJI 2. 1 summarizes the case flow s;tatistics for each si.te. As can be ri al though Maricopa County issues slightly more felony cases than Pima 
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	'i This characteI?istic ( admittedly subjective) has been attributed to s,rveral J factors. Some have suggested that the def~nse bar ,is aggressive 
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	in rJasponse to the "tough" stance taken by the prosecutor. others feel that the 1/udiciary in this county is faix2ly liberal and the defense ba~•s aggressivet1ess reflects their expectation of achieving a reasonable return for 
	JI ' 
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	theiJ~ efforts • 
	/i 2 ' // Cases following Pattern C were excluded in the discussion up to this:/ point, since these cases are never filed in justice court. Pattern c easels are included in Table 2. 1, however, to show overall ~ase flow. // 
	Table 2. 1 SUMMARY CASE FLOW ESTIMATES 
	Table 2. 1 SUMMARY CASE FLOW ESTIMATES 
	C:J 
	Maricopa Gounty Pima County Number Percent Percent 

	Total felony cases* 16,050 5,750 
	Felony cases surviving 9,800 (61% of total 3,210 (56% of total initial prosecutorial felony cases) felony cases) screening* 
	Of cases surviving initial prosecutorial screening: 
	Presented to grand jury 1,225 12 2,375 74 
	Not presented to grand 8,575 88 835 26 jury TOTAL 9,800 100 3,210 100 Immediate ;'Outcome --No'bill/no probable 40 <1 55 2 
	cause --Resolved in Justice 4,250 43 675 21 Court,. through dismissal, deferral, or plea --Filed in Superior 5,510 56 2,480 77 Court** TOTAL" 9,800 100 3,210 100' 
	0 
	0 
	*Includes cases ,Presented directly to the grand jury without being filed in Justice Court (Pattern C). 

	**Includes .cases referred to Superior Court for a Plea Arraignment even though'the parties have already reached an agreement on the case while it 
	0 
	0 
	was in Justiqe Court. 
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	County ( 61 % versus 56%) , fewer cases are actually bound over to SupEy;i;-ior Court (56% of those surviving initial screening versus 77%). Of th~f:!e ca~el!i, Pima County presents 74 percent to the grand jury ·while in Maricopa County only 12 percent are _handled this way and the remaining 88~· percent have a preliminary hearing schedgb_e.9: !...,,_~_Only; ___ a=,sma2-l=•~f.rcact&on={=14%o},=of=~-the~~sched.""=""'--.c<-'····==,=·--··7; 
	,,-~~-~-~u:J:°ea ·___ in-Maricopa County are ever held, however, as ( displayed .in Table 2. 2. Instead, the occasion of the preliminary hearing · .-~; is used to weed out cases at the Justice Court level through negotiation 
	prelimiriary--heirin.gs 
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	with the defense bar. Of the cases scheduled for a preliminary hearing in Maricopa County, close to 19 percent end in plea negotiation at the Justice Court level, and 14 percent are resolved except for the formality of the "plea arraignment" in Superior Court. Approximately 31 percent of those scheduled for a preliminary hearing are deferred or dismissed at this point. The time scheduled for the preliminary hearing serves as a unique opportunity for plea negotiation since it is often the first time that the
	._,,0 
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	prosec'l;lt} .. on have a chance to meet and go over a given case. In fact, this ·opportunity . is v;iewed as one of the benefits of leaving cases on the preliminary hearing calendar rather than presenting them to the grand jury. Consequently: 44 percent of the dases in Maricopa County are resolved in Justice Courts. This figure would be even higher if it included ple~ arraignment cases which are resolved at the lower court level except for necessary formalities. In contrast, only 21 percent of all felonies
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	0 County are resolved at the Justice Court level through deferral or dismissal. Instead, as noted~~~ve, nea~ly three-quarters of the cases in this site are u · 
	G 
	screened by the gra~ jury. 

	What makes heavy reliance on the preliminary hearing work in Maricopa County is the fact that the hearing is so rarely held. Although the defense is typically given the opportunity for a preliminary hearing and defense attorneys quickly point o~t the shortcomings of the grand jury as they view them, ?1.,.,-they often waive the preliminary hearing. In some ways this is a refl.~ction of the low expectations of the preliminary hearing held by the defense 'bar. Defense attorneys do not feel they obtain particu
	-

	There are a number of factors inherent in each proceeding and in each jurisdiction's adaptation of statewide rules that contribute to the case flow patterns described above. In the next two chapters, we describe each proceeding in detail, highlighting differences between the two counties. 
	dl Table 2.2 OUTCOMES OF CASES BY SCREENING MECHANISM 
	dl Table 2.2 OUTCOMES OF CASES BY SCREENING MECHANISM 
	Maricopa County ') Pima County 
	j 
	Number Percent N :\nmer '' Percent 
	\\ 

	Cases presented to the grand 
	~ 
	No bill 5 <1 50 2 Filed in Superior Court 1,220 >99 2,325 98 TOTAL 1,225 100 2,375 100 
	No bill 5 <1 50 2 Filed in Superior Court 1,220 >99 2,325 98 TOTAL 1,225 100 2,375 100 

	Cases not presented to the 
	!J 

	grand jury Preliminary hearing held/ No probable cause 35 <1 5 
	Preliminary hearing held/ 
	Preliminary hearing held/ 
	Filed in Superior Court 1,155 13 85 10 Preliminary hearing waived ( str~ght waiver) 1, 91 O 22 70 8 
	Preliminary h~aring waived with plea (plea arraignment) 1,225 14 " Pled to a misdemeanor 1,600 19 ~Deferred or dismissed* 2,650 31 675 .81 TOTAL 8,575 100 835 100 

	*In Maricopa County, these:: dispositions occur after a preliminary hearing has been scheduled, whereas in Pima County the reverse in true. 
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	CHAPTER THREE 
	0 
	o THE PRELIMINARY HEARING IN ARIZONA 

	O In the preceding chapter, we found that use of the preliminary hearing in Arizona varied widely from one county to the other. In. Maricopa County, the vast majority of cases are scheduled for the preliminary hearing. Thus, although the0..defense at~brney may, and often does, waive the proceeding, the preliminary lfearing handles a cross,..section of cases. In Pima County, the grand jury i~ the screianing method of choice and the preliminary hearing is 
	-~~ ~~ 
	-~~ ~~ 

	' .· scheduled only rarely. It is used primarily in sensitive cases and cases where the prosecutor desires to test the credibility of the victim or other witnesses, assess their presence under cross-examination, and/or preserve their tes~imony for use at trial. 
	Prosecutorial decisions regarding which screening mechanism to use are guided by and, in turn, affect the nature of the proceeding itself. In d~,~iding whether or not to waive the hearing, de.fense counsel must also consia~r the nature of the proceeding and the benefits perceived to be associated with it. 
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	In this chapter, we explore the nature of the preliminary hearing ;j,n\, each l_c 
	of the jurisdictions under study, basing our discussion on an analysci:s of Arizona's Rules of Criminal Procedure, interviews· with. individuals in the 
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	court system, and case records data obtained by reviewing a sample of prelim
	'-~ ... ;.,~: 
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	inary hearings transcripts and related case files. 
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	We begin with a brief overview of the types of preliminary heari.ngs that are utilized on the national level in order to place Arizona's exper_:!,ence in a 
	0 . broader context. What is clear from this overview is that there is no single or uniform0 way of handling this proceeding--the preliminary hearing has many variants, each offering different• levels of screening and due process safe-_ 
	-•.;-,_~ 
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	•.\!' guards. At the same . timt;:!, while Arizona's approach to tl1'.'e preliminary hear-" ing may not be "representative," it is not unlike the systems used by many 
	other ~tate~ across the nation. 
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	Next, we describe the operation of preliminary hearings in Mar.icopa and Pima Counties, including the manner in which 'they are scheduled, the duxation of 
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	the proceedings, the nature of the evidence introduced by prosecutors, and 
	the operation of various due process protections for witnesses including the 
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	opportunity to be accompanied b7 counsel"' and the privilege against self'-·..-:-incrimination. We also examine the extent to which the defense participates 
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	0 admissibility .,. of evidence and offering affirmative defenses. These topics are of particu-; does not pre~lude the government from initi,ating a subsequent prosecution 
	in the proceedirigs by cross-examining witnesses, testi;ng the 
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	~inally, -&e 0 discuss the effi(:a~y of , the preliminary heatlng as ~ ,, screening 
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	mechanism, as well as the collateral functions served by the proceeding. OUr analysis suggests that the secondary benefi t·s," accruing 'to the _preliminary hearing proqess may outweigh the proc~eding' s val_ue as a screening mechanism 
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	'3. 1 The Legal Framework 
	3. 1. 1 A National Perspective 
	A comprehensiye analysis of the nary hearing 'across the Unit\ed Drawing upon secondary sources, 
	c, 
	c, 
	CJ 
	(3 
	laws and ''court rules governing the prelimiStates was beyond the scope of this study. however, we can provide an overview of the 

	diversity that exists among federal and state jUTisdictions. 
	,?' 
	,?' 

	Perhaps the most common approach to the preli1,ninary hearing is typified by the federal proceeding, al though there are many state variations on this theme. According to tjle Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, a preliminary examination must be held within JO or 20 days of a defendant's initial appearance before a magistrate, depertaing oil whether the defendant is in & (A grand jury indictmeht precludes the raquirement for a preliminary hearing). At. the preliminary .examination, the magistrate is char
	custody. 
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	assigned counsel. The defense may not obJ ect to evidence on the ground that it was acquired unlawfully, sinc::e suppression motions are heard by the trial court. Upon a finding of probab;~ cause, the magistrate is required ~o hold the defendant to answer to the fecieral grand jury. otherwise, he or 
	,, 
	she must dismiss the complaint'' and discharge the defendant. ( The discharge 
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	See the discussion in Cl,lapter 1 and Emerson, Deborah Day, Grand Jury Reform: A Review 0£ K~y Issues (Washington., D. c. : National Institute of.: Justice, 1983 • ) o 
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	~.Colent~ V• Alabama, 399 U.S. 1 ( 1973). 
	~.Colent~ V• Alabama, 399 U.S. 1 ( 1973). 
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	The promulgators of the Federal Rules felt that '"administrative necessity and th: efficient administ~~tion of justtl.ce" pr,rcluded the use of strict eviden
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	federal 
	proceeding. 
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	recognizing 
	the value of 
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	triar rules of evidence. in ascertaining whether the defendant should be bound 

	TR
	0 
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	(;? over, fo:r:; ,tria~,, th~::r~~ere dentiary requJ.rements · 9f 
	concerne~ 7hat increa.sing. the procedural and evithe preliminary examJ.natJ.on would result in two 

	TR
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	such determinations: 
	one 
	before the magistrate and again at trial. 
	Given 
	the 

	TR
	/·· ... 
	availability 9f the 
	grand jury as 
	an 
	alternative screening device, 
	they also 

	TR
	feared 
	that 
	such 
	requirements 
	would 
	se1;ve 
	as 
	a 
	disincentive 
	to 
	holding the 

	TR
	'preliminary hearing. 
	Thus, 
	the, dual 
	sysitem of, prosecution has 
	not only been" 

	TR
	Ul3ed 
	to 
	support' grand jury reform 
	and 
	t.o 
	justify 
	a 
	post-indic~ent prelimi
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	nary 
	hearing, 
	the 
	two 
	approaches 
	disc::ussed 
	in 
	Chapter 
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	it has 
	also 
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	"Used 
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	a 
	ration.ale 
	for 
	keeping ''the 0 pr'eliminary hear½tg 
	limited in nature, 

	TR
	sq th~t it is not circumvented entirely by prosecutors. 
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	In summary, 
	the federal legal framework affords defendants 
	a 
	numbe~ights 

	TR
	at fhe preliminary hearing stage. 
	These',include 
	the right to~l~)esses 

	TR
	and 
	present O evidence 
	.1;_n 
	their 
	own 
	behalf; 
	to 
	be 
	accompanfed" by counsel 
	and 

	TR
	to have counsel appointed, if indigent; 
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	µpon application, 
	to 
	have access 

	TR
	• to 
	the 
	J?relimina:i:y .·. hearing transcript. 
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	On 
	th~ 
	other )lana, 
	both the Federal 
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	Rules 
	and 
	relevant 
	case 
	law make 
	it clear that the evidence produced 
	at 
	the 

	TR
	preliminary 
	examination· need 
	not meet 
	either the 
	quand.tat.i,ve 
	or 
	qualitative 

	TR
	standards necessary to support-a conviction at, trial. 
	The 
	evidence need onl~ 
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	convince 
	the 
	magistrate 
	that 
	the 
	accused 
	probably 
	committed 
	the 
	crime. 
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	According 
	to 
	one 
	source, 
	the preliminary hearing process in afproximat~ly 
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	states 
	is based in whole 
	or 
	in part 
	on 
	the '_f~deral 
	approach. 
	While it was 

	TR
	not possible 
	to 
	conduct 
	an 
	independent legislative analysis in the 
	course 
	of 

	TR
	this study, 
	it seem.13 
	fair to say that the federal process is generally repre

	TR
	sentative 
	of 
	current 
	state 
	practice. 
	At 
	the 
	same 
	time, 
	it is 
	important 
	to 

	TR
	.... '·~•·. 

	TR
	·11 
	1 See 
	"" Notes 
	accompanying 
	Rule 
	5. 1, 
	Federal 
	Rules 
	of" Criminal 
	Procedure. 

	TR
	2Federal 
	prosecutors 
	m~y 
	proceed 
	directly 
	to 
	the ~and. 
	jury .w.i,.thout 

	TR
	0 
	first 
	holdin<;r 
	a 
	preliminary hearing, 
	so 
	long 
	as 
	the 
	indictment 
	is "returned 

	TR
	within the t.ix!te limits 
	set by the Rules. 
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	TR
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	v. 
	0 · King, 
	482 F.2d 
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	Cir. 
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	4 The 
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	Alternatives, 
	a 
	0 National 
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	point out that a number o~ states do not fo.llow the federal pattern. For example, in a relatively small number of states, California being the best documented, the probable cause determination must be based solely on legally ~dmissible evidence. And in at least one state--Rhode fsland--probable cause is generally determined in a non-adversarial setting. Thus, our comparison of the grand jury and the preliminary hearing in Arizona must, of necessity, be limited in nature. 
	3. 1, 2 The Arizona Legal Framework 
	Under Arizona law, any justice of the Supreme Court, judge of the superior Court, justice of the peace, or police magistrate is a "magistrate" for all functions g±v-en to "magistrates" by Arizcha rules or statutes. In theory, then, the prelimi~,i:lrY hearing falls within the jurisdiction of all ~iourts in the state. In reality, respondents in both counties studied indic~~ed that the preliminary hearing was largely within th~ purview of the Justice Court system. Nevertheless, justices of the peace are not re
	1• 
	1• 
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	The procedure followed in the preliminary hearing in Arizona is summariz~d by 
	Rule 5. 3(a):' ,, 
	1:, 
	1:, 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	The magistrate is required to admit only such evidence as he or she feels· is material to the determination of probable cause; 
	(I 


	• 
	• 
	All ~&"rties have tJ;1e right to cross-examine the witnesses tes~ifying personally against them and to ;evfew theiF previous written statements prior to cross-examinat':i:'on; 
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	In Rhode Island, the prosecutor may \harge by information in noncapital offenses. , Following initial screr,11,flg, 1:.he prosecutor charges the defendant without a probable cause he<:4-.. ....:..~~/ The prosecutor is required to attach to the informa;t::.ion all exhibits on which he or she relies to establish probable cause and the defense has 10 days in which to move for'dismissal o~ the charges. If the defendant makes such a motion, a hearing is he_.l..d a±. which the prosecutor must rely on the afore
	(', 
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	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	At the close of the prosecution's case including crossexamination of prosecution witnesses by the defendant, the mag;i._strate must determine and state for the record whether the prosecutor's case e~tablished probable cause; 

	• 
	• 
	The defendant may then ~ake a specific "offer of proof," including the names of witnesses who would testify or produce the evidence offered; 

	• 
	• 
	The magistr,~te may refuse to allow the offered evidence, if he or she determines that it would be insufficient to rebut the finding of probable cause. 



	The rules are fairly restrictive in limiting the purpose of the preliminary hearing to the determination of probable causf.¼. As in the federal system, Rule 5,3(b) specifically states that suppression motions or any other challenges to the legality of the evidence are not applicable at the preliminary hearing, but rather are reserved for the trial court. 
	~ther provisions regarding the evidentiary standards to be applied at the preliminary hearing are .contained in Rule 5.4(c). That Rule states that the finding of probab1.e_ cause must be based on $ubstantial evidence, which may be hearsay in in part in the following forms: 
	whole.or 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	written reports of expert witnesses; 

	e documentary evidence without foundation, provided there is a substantial basis for believing such foundation will be available at t:rial and the document is'' otherwise admissible; 

	• 
	• 
	the testimony o:E a witness concerning the declarations of another or others where such evidence is ·cumulative or there is reasonable ground to. beli~ve that the declarants will be personally a~ailable for trial. 
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	the preliminary hearing typically facilitates a number of collateral functions, one of which°' is discpverp, It is interesting to note that the priority given to this function in Arizona changea considerably. with the implementation of the new Rules of Criminal Procedure in 1973. At the siune time, that the new Rules $\J.l;)stantially broadened discovery overall, the role of the preliminary hearing .in the discovery process was downgraded. Prior to these changes, the preliminary hearing was essentially a
	As discussed previously, in addition to screening cases for probable cause, 
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	of Appeals ruled that discovery at the preliminary hearing was ~ncidental • This theme has been reiterated in several other rec~nt~decisions. " 
	Since the use of the preliminary hearing for discovery purposes is now limited, it is important for defense counsel to have other opportunities to interrogate witnesses in the course of preparing for trial. An issue of some concern, therefore, is whether the defendant's questioning of a witness at the preliminary hearing precludes obtaining a statement :from that witness at a later date. Rule 15. 3 governs the tivailability of depositions. Upon motion of any party or a witness, the court may order an ora
	obtil.in 

	he or she refuses to cooperate and the defendant can show: 
	-
	-
	• that he or she has a substantial need for the in-
	a 
	formation in preparing the case; and 
	• that he or she cannot obtain the Jubstanti~l equivalent by,other means without undue hardship. 

	3.2 Characteristics of Preliminary Hearing Cases 
	Differential use of the preliminary hearing and the grand jury in Maricopa and Pima Countieg is reflected in the characteris_tics of the cases reaching the proceedings. Table 3.1 displays the number" of defendants involved in each of the sampled cases in Pima Counties. l 
	Maricop~;a.nd 

	I) \'; 1~0 
	I) \'; 1~0 
	1 

	state v-J,Prevost, 118 Ariz. 100, 574 P.2d 1319 (App. 1977). 
	2 ' ·:, 
	See, for example, State. v. Bojorquez, 111 Ariz. 549, 535 P.~d 6b 
	\ . 

	(1975); State v.~canaday, 117 Ariz. "572, 574 p.2d 60 (App. 19]7); and state 
	v. Williams, 27 Ar;i.z. App. 279, 554 P.2d 646 (1976). 
	3 
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	see American Bar Association, standards for Criminal Justicet standards 3~'3. 1 (c), 4-4. 3(c) (.2d ed. 1980). ~ 
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	0 
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	A parallel set of conditions governs prosecutors' motions for additional discovery unqer Rule 15.2(f). 5 0 
	-

	As noted in Chapter 2, al.though Maricopa County schedq_les most cases for a preliminary hearing, Illany of theJe hearings are never held. The data in thi? chapter do not include cases in which a preliminary hearing· was scheduled but not held. · 
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	',\ 
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	Table 3. 1 
	" NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS CHARGED IN PRELIMINARY HEARING CASES 
	1,') 
	Number of 
	Defendants Maricopa County Pima County 
	x~· 1 89% 81% 2 8 17 
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	I 3 3 1 
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	As can be seen, the Pima County cases ·are slightly mox-e likely to involve multiple defendant□• Pima County cases also differ from Maricopa County cases with respect to offense type, as illustrated in Table 3.2. 
	<( 
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	Table 3. 2 
	OFFENS11;S CHARGED IN PRELIMINARY HEARING CASES 
	Offenses Maricopa Countv Pima County 

	" Crimes of violence only* 33 (44%) 65 (77%) 
	0 

	!) 
	!) 

	Crimes against property only ,,20 (27%) 6 (7%) ·.• " 
	Both crimes of violence and crimes 

	0 
	0 
	u 

	against property 2 (3%) 8 (10%) Drug offenses only 13 ( 17%) 0 (0%1 Drug offenses and crime~ of violence 0 (0%) 1 (1%) Drug offens;,es and crimes against property ~ 2 (3%) 0 (0%) 
	0 
	0 

	other 5 (7%) 3 ( 4%) 
	co 
	co 

	!Missing 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 75 (10.1%) 84 (100%} 
	C 

	' 
	' 
	,, 
	!J 
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	'> 

	*Crimes of violence include murder, assaulj::, sexual offenses, kidnapping, robbery, and theft from the person. Although the latter two offenses involve the taking of property, they also often involve force or the threat of injury and direct confrontation between the victim and the perpetrator. Crimes against property include burglary, theft, and forgery. 
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	As can be ,seen, in Maricopa County a variety of types of cases were handled at the preliminary. hearing. In contrast, crimes of violence (alone or _in combination with crimes against property) clearly dominated the preliminary hearing calendar in Pima County. ·Another dramatic difference between the two counties was in the use of the oreliminary hearing for drug offenses• In Maricopa County, 20 percent of ;11 preliminary hearing cases studied were c;irug-related, whereas in Pima County, only one case invql
	These findings are largely consistent with the case fl9w patterns discussed in Chapter 2. In both counties, prosecutors indicated they "favored the preliminary hearing as a screening mechanism when they wanted to assess th; victim's int~nt to pursue the case, or if they needed to preserve testimo~y. In Pima County, this was perceived to be especially critical in cases involving young children. Our case records data reveal that sexual assault charges were involved in 23 percent of the preliminary hearings i
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	The. differential presence of drug offenses in the records samples is also consi,stent with the case processing policies of prosecutors in each juris
	Table 3.3 
	Table 3.3 
	NUMBER OF COUNTS CHARGED PER CASE 
	Number of Counts 
	Pima Count 
	57 (76%) 43 (51%} 13 ( 17%) ·-19 ('23%) 
	-
	-
	3 4 (5%) 9 (11%) 
	0 (0%) 8 ( 10%) 1 ( 1 %) 6% 2 (2%) 26% 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 9 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 
	4 
	5 
	7 

	"missing 0 (0%) 1 ( 1 % ) 
	-
	-
	75 (99%) 84 (100%) 
	') 
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	In summary, Pima County preliminary hearing cases appear to involve more diction. As noted in Chapter 2, it is routine procedure for police in Pima 
	defendants, more charges, and more sensitive types of offenses. DifferCounty to treat d~ug violations as misdemeanors or for prosecutors to reduce 
	ential use of the proceeding and case selectivity may help explain some of the charge as ''soon as pos5;ible. Drug offenses would rarely be screened at 
	the differences in preliminary hearing operations described below. the preliminary hearing in' this site. Maricopa County typically uses the occasion 0£ th~ preliminary: hearing as a time to dispose of such cases; in 
	() 
	Q 
	at least a few instances, the preliminary hearing is actually hel,d. 
	3.3 Preliminary Hearing Operations 
	Another case characteristic we examined was the number of counts alleged per case. In the .. majority of C<'!,_.ses in both counties, only one offense was charg3.3.,1 
	Scheduling and Preparing for the Preliminary Hearing ed. Pima County, however, presented multiple count cases at ''the preliminary 
	C, 
	hearing more frequently than did Maricopa County. As displayed in Table 3.3, 26 percent of the cases in Pima Cdllnty involved three or more charges, where
	In Maricopa County, the preliminary hearing is _scheduled at the time of the as the comparable figure for Maricopa County was only six percent. 
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	defendant's first appearance although it is unknown at that time whether the preliminary hearing will be waived or v if held, how many witnesses will be calle_d. Typically, the justices of the peace allow one half;:'.,hour per he~:r
	r 
	Q 
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	ing, al thougp cases occasionally last much longer as discussed in Section 
	-~ 
	-~ 

	3 • 3 • 2 below. While the <;locket does get backed up occasio:n,ally, forcing a 
	i) G 
	i) G 

	0 • continuance, this rule . of thumb generally works--largely because so many of t 
	'l 
	0 

	"' the sohedulecl hea:i::i1ws are nevet actually held. 
	Justices of' the,peaoe report that they are often able to predict whether the 
	1 
	1 

	preliminary hearing will be waived and, if not, how long it will take from an 
	Despite their common rationale, the rates at which they used the proanalysis" of tlle c.q,arges filed and/or the counsel representing the defendant. For example, ac'c:ording to one respondent: 
	ceeding were markedly different as discussed in Chapter 2. 
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	• • Thesi: and 
	Criminal damage cases are generally pled. 
	Criminal damage cases are generally pled. 
	The" charge of aggravated assault on a 
	(i.e. , resisting arrest) is generally Class 6 felony to a misdemeanor and pled. 
	Police witnesses generally require less ilian witnesses. 
	·co 
	police officer reduced from a 
	time than ci v
	Child molestation 
	Child molestation 
	Child molestation 
	cases 
	generally take 
	a 
	long time ■ 
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	other 
	other 
	characteristics 
	of 
	the 
	case 
	are 
	taken 
	into 
	account 
	iri 
	the 



	sche4uling process where possible: 
	11· 
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	In ~~ri~opa County, the massive volume of cases has forced the court to take addittonal steps to facilitate case flow. One mechanism developed by the justices of the peace in downtown Phoenix is the·pre-preliminary hearing con
	fe2ence , used at the discretion of the court. The conference, is scheduled well within the 10 to 20 day limit set for tlie hearing itself. All such conferences areset for one time slot on a single day--for example, 11: 00 At-'1 on Thuri;;day. Witnesses are not subpoenaed to the pre-preliminary hearing conference but are invited to attend. According to a justice of the peace, the subpoena process·· would take too long, since time is needed to file a complaint following an initi~l appearance, then issue and 
	11 
	preliminary hearing. 
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	Opinions regarding this "invention O.f;i court" are divided. Clearly, the conference has been useful in expediting case flow and bringing about early settlements. On the other hand, there is some. concern among defense counsel that the conference can "force" the prosecutor and defense counsel to strike 
	a. deal, particularly in cases involving charges of possession of marijuana • 
	. 0 
	,.,,_,-, going ( thinking the conference was actually . the preliminary hearing) , now refuses to attend such sessions ■ 
	.In fact, ,one respondent, who stated that he felt he had been "tricked" into 
	' 0 

	It is important to note that, in certain instances, the defendant may also receive the cf'olice report earlier than required under the Rules governing disclosure, either through an informal agreement between the parties or in exchange for an outright waiver of the preliminary hearing, without the use of this conference. 
	quite differently. Without the scheduling of a preliminary hearing to facilitate plea lilegotiations and because so few preliminary hearings are actually held, no automatic system exists for putting them on the calendar. Instead, at the time of the initial appe~rance, the Ju~tice Court not;ls the outside date at which the preliminary hearing could occur. If the prosecute~ decides to present the case at a preliminary hearing, he or she will notify the court, which will then schedule the heilring. otherwise,
	In Pima County, the scheduling process is handled
	0 
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	Arizona's Revised Rules of Criminal Procedure require the magistrate to "issue process to secure the attendance o;f:, .~it??iesses" and ··to secure a court reporter to record the proceedings unless waived by both parties. The actual witnesses to be heard are selected by the parties involved. Generally both 
	1 
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	civilian and law enforcement ~itnesses receive subpoenas, regardless of their wi,llingness to testify. The· subpoena effectively serves as a notification that the preliminarJ( hearing has been scheduled and. requests the attendanc~ of the individual otj,, whom it is served. 
	Ii 
	Ii 

	In the past, the ChJ\rging Bureau in Maricopa County was responsible not only for selecting the i;\reliminary hearing or the grand jury as the screening ~evice, but ~lso fqr identifyin5, the witnesses to be ~alled. Prosecutors in the Charging Bui'eau did not actually c'onduct the preliminary hearing, however; that task was handled by staff of the Trial Bureau. According to 
	1

	~· .. , one respondent, ~his division of labor posed certain problems. In some cases, the Charging Bureau attorney would subpoena everyone listed in the police report; in others, only law enforcement officers were subpoenaed. While the Trial Bureau generally preferred not to have civilian witnesses testify, prosecutors felt compelled to put them on if they were subpoenaed and aJ:?peared. ·under a recent reorganization, Trial Bureau attorneys are in charge of subpoenaing witn~sses for the preliminary hearing
	-
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	3.3.2 Duration of the Proceeding 
	Accordi~g to .our analysis of case records, almost all preliminary hearings were concluded on the same day they were opened. In Maricopa County, only seven percent of the cases were held over "for more than one day; in Pima Coun~y, the comparable figu~e was. 11 percent. The median number of pfges of testimony per case was 28 i:n Maricopa County and 39 in Pima County. Data were not .available on elapped time per hearing in either · county. Assuming 
	Page length widely in both counties. In Maricopa County, the nurnb~r of pages of te1timony per case ranged from 10 to 166. In Pima County, 
	1 
	va:i;-;i.es 
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	the minimum page leng{h was five and the maximum was 540. 
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	that one pager. of transcript is roughly equivalent to one minute of testimony, however, we can estimate the typical length of these proceedings. In Maricopa County, we estimate that the typical case lasts approximately 3035 minutes; in Pima County, the estimated duration is roughly 40-45 minutes. This slight difference in the length of the two proceedings is probably related to the discrepancy in overall usage patterns and case characteristics as discussed earlier. 
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	It is interesting to note that despite the fact that the laws and rules ·governing the preliminary haring in_ californ~a are, in t~eory~ more rig~rous than those in Arizona, in actual practice, the california proceeding is also relatively brief. In their intensive analysis of the preliminary hearing in Los Angeles, Graham and Letwin found that the t1ipical proceeding lasted only 30 minutes~ , The prosecutor normally attempted to J?Ut on a fairly complete case in order to preserve testimony and prepare a tr
	1
	2

	formal legal framework only partially accounts for local preliminary hearing operations. other factors, such as tactical considerations, the need for efficiency, and local norms and customs, explain mµch more, 
	3.3.3 Presentation of the Government's case 
	_,') 
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	Testimonial Evidence 
	The mean number of witnesses testifying in Maricopa County was 1. 7; in Pima County, the mean was 2.3. The vast majority of witnesses were called by the prosecuto:c--98 percent of all witnesses in Maricopa County and virtually 100 
	1
	1

	In California, as noted above, suppression issues may be properly raised at the preliminary hearing and strict evidentiary standards apply. 
	G&"aham, Kenneth and Leon Let win, "The Preliminary Hearing in Los Angelesf some Field Findings and Legal Policy Implications." UCLA Law Review, Vol. 18, ( 1971), pp. 636-757. It should be noted that Graham and Letwin' s analysis predated the Hawkins decision; however, the Rules governing the hearing per se have remained constant over time. 
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	(.! percent in Pima County. However, according to the Rules described above, both the prosecutor and the defense attorney have the opportunity to question any ,;,,r,i tnesses who testify regar?-less of which side called the witness. 
	As noted above, the government's case may be based on. hearsay in whole or in part, with certain provisos. Documentary evidence may be introduced without foundation as long as there is substantial evidence for believing foundation will be available at trial and the document is otherwise admissible. Furthermore, hearsay testimony must be cumulative in nature or there must be reasonable grounds to believe.the declarant will be personally available for trial. 
	·o,_ for · the prosecutor to consolidate evidence from a number of sources into the hearsay testimony of on~ witness, direct testimony wa.s often introduced at the preliminary hearing. Prosecutors :tn both counties view the preliminary hearing as a forum for testing the performance of witnesses on the stand and as a mechanism for preserving testimon~l. " These objectives tend to offset whatever .benefits accrued from reliance on hearsay. 
	Al though it is typically more efficient 
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	In both c~)unties, a large fraction of the witnesses who testified in our sample of \cases were civilians. · In° Pima County, _civilians comprised 68 percent of all witnesses testifying; in Maricopa County, civilians accounted 
	1
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	for 52 percient of all witnesses. ( See Table 3. 4. ) Victims were the most common type\\ of civilian witness appearing. ~n Maricopa County, c70 percent of the civilian (36% of all witnesses) we:i::;e victims, whereas in Pima County 55 percent lb£ the civilian witnesses ( 3 7% of all witnesses) were victims, 
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	Eyewitnesses! were the second largest c ass o civ.1. ian wi nesses, accoun for 16 i?ercent of all civilianr,witnesses in ~laricopa County and 30 per
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	ing 
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	cent IB P7 ~nnty. · 
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	A; will be dis.cussed in Chapter 4, introduction of hearsay testimOlJY was far more prevalent in the grand jury proceeding. 
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	Table 3.4 
	" 
	TYPES OF WITNESSES TESTIFYING AT THE PRELIMINARY HEARING 
	" 
	Maricopa County P,,ima county N % N % 

	\) 
	lj 
	lj 
	Police Officers and Investigators 63 48 . 63 32 i 
	' Civilian Witnesses 67 52 134 68 
	Victims 47 36 73 37 
	Co 
	Eyewitnesses 11 9 40 . 20 
	~ 

	(l 
	0 
	Defendants 2 2 4 2 
	,, 

	"' 
	other 7 5 17 9 
	Co 

	Very few witnesses at preliminary hearings were defendants at that same pro-· ceeding--only 2 percent of all witnesses were defen,~ants in either Maricopa County or Pima County. Although the issues of calling targets to testify and compelling testimony are generally raised ill ;elation° to grand jurie,~, theycmay arise in conjunction with' a preliminary hearing as well. The followin«;r case illustrates these'issues in practice. 
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	Two defendants were charged with .con~iring to murder the wife of one 0£ the defendants. After six witnesses had testified, the court foJmd no probable cause on the conspira&y charge against one defendant but did bind that defendant over on a~charge involving fraudul~nt schemes. 
	rs 
	rs 

	Following a week's reeess, the prqceeding,reconvened with the pros~cutor's 0 t:o call the defendant against whom, the conspiracy count had' been dropped and to grant him use immunity. The attorney for that defendant objected on the grounds that use immunity would'iiot offer protection against federal' charges which might ari~e since the telephone was allegedly used {n othe c9mmissipn of the crime. In aadition, he 
	announcement that lfe intended
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	Use immunity prevents the government from using the immunized wit
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	ness's testimony aga.inst the wi tness in any subsequent prosecti'-tion. ~e issue of. whether use immunity in one ·jurisdiction is binding on other jw:;-
	,_, isdictions including th0 fede.ral system is the s;ubject of varying interpreta
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	claimed that us~ immunity would not p:t·otect the defendant in the continuing state pr'bsecution and stated that the prosecutor sh6uld drop all charges against this defendant if he intended to call him as a witness . 
	The court ordered the defendant/witness to testify after informing him of his rights under the grant of use immunity and warning him of the penalties for perjury or contempt. Prior to questioning the defendant/witness, the prosecutor offered to disclose to the court all evidence available for use against this defendant/witness to avoi_d later challenge on the basis that the grant of immunity had been violated. The court ordered the evidence sealed in an envelope. Following the defendant/witness's testimony,
	0 
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	Defendants are not the only type of witnesses that may be placed in jeopardy 
	by testifying. On occasion, a prosecutor will call as a wi tnes'.s an individual who participated in the crime but has already been tried or has agreed to testify as a result of a plea agreement. Another type of witness who may fear self-incrimination is someone who was involved in either related or unrelated illegal conduct with the defendant but has not been charged. Although Arizona law does not require thai~ witnesses be notified of their legal rights ( such as the right against self'-incriminJ;;1.tio
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	noted instances in which witnesses were informed of such rights. The issue was raised somewhat erratically, however, as discussed below. 
	In some cases, defense counsel expressed concern over athe possibility of self-incrimination, even (rhough the government witnesses' rights were t.he ones at stake. One such case is described in the anecdote which follows. 
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	A witness testifying as the victin, oi' theft and assault by a prqst~tute was 
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	describing the initial encounter Between himself and the defendant. As he testified that he eRposed himself to reassure the defendant that he was not a police officer, the defense attorney raised the i£lsue of the witness's 
	0 
	0 
	0 

	" 
	rights against self-incrci.mination by stating: 

	~ 
	( 

	••• perhaps the Cou:r;t should" appoint an-attorney for this 
	••• perhaps the Cou:r;t should" appoint an-attorney for this 
	witness. There may be some statements that he maltes where 
	1 
	he may be admitting to criminal offenses. 
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	The judge, speaking to the witnes~, said: 
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	You do understand you do have a right to invoke the Fifth Amendment privilege if you feel that any answer you give may tend to incriminate you in any way? 

	The witness's responses indicated s'bme confusicri and an off-the-record conversation occurred. Following that discussion, the prosecutor announced that the state would go on record that it had no intention of prosecuting the witness. A£ter . the defense attorney pointed out that city prosecutors would not be bound by this, the Judge once again advis&l:l. the witness regarding his rights. The witness was i,nformed that he had the right to an appointed attorney, that he could refuse to answer questions, and
	In some other instances, concern for the rights of .. a witness was 'raised by the prosecutor or by the judge, as described below. 
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	In one case, several friends who were involve.d in an altercation with strangers were testifying for the prosecution at a preliminary hearing on aggravated assault charges. During cross-examination, the defense counsel sought to elicit testimony on conver~ations among the victims to show that the victim on the stand·woul~ have ~een unable to identify the defendant without information supplied to him by the other victims. It beQame clear that the victims had consult~d an attorney and tk).at some of these--co
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	l j:he attorney-client privilege. 
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	In this and"' subsequent anecdotes, we have quoted statements directly where feasible without attempting to make them grammatically correct. we have also tried to avoid summarizing what is ~eing said to make it more concise or clear. In this way, th~ay judge the effed'tiveness of infer,' mation given to civilian wi 7.1es or lay jurors, for example. 
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	Are you aware there is a matter 'bf privileged coxru:n'llh,ication between an attorney and client? Communications which occur between the attorney and client are within an attorney-client relationship. That is, the attorney is being consulted as an attorney, it can be a criminal or civil matter, it doesn't matter. Actually it goes to statements you make to the attorney. There are certain ways that can be waived for the issues here, a number of people present, they would have to all be clients of the attorn
	Are you aware there is a matter 'bf privileged coxru:n'llh,ication between an attorney and client? Communications which occur between the attorney and client are within an attorney-client relationship. That is, the attorney is being consulted as an attorney, it can be a criminal or civil matter, it doesn't matter. Actually it goes to statements you make to the attorney. There are certain ways that can be waived for the issues here, a number of people present, they would have to all be clients of the attorn

	We do not l:l,~ve an exact count of the number of times ··witnesse-§ received notice of their rights when the need arose. We did find instances, however, when notice would have been appropriate, but was not given. At the ,same hearing described in the anecdote above, for example, another witness testified about an u:pauthorized entry into an office without receiving any warning from the court that his testimony might be self-incriminating. 
	~ 
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	Physical and Documentary Evidence 
	For the most part, probable cause determination,s were based almost exclusively on testimonfal evidence. our data collection instruments weresdesigned to determine what types o~ physical or documentary evidence were introdw::ed (incl.uding evidence such as weapons, contraband, checks, other financial records, video-or, ,,audio-recordings or f;Lngerprints) as well; as the 
	-method of introduction (such as direct 'introduction °of the item, presentation through expert t~stimony, or presentation through a report ,;,specifying findings from forensic analysis) • ·· 
	In both counties, physical or documentary evidence was brought dirictly into the preliminary heari:q,g in appr~ximately 7 per~ent of the , samplec;i cases. The types of evidence presented to the magistrata included photograRhs_(typically of the crime ~ne or the deceased i~ a homici;de case} , otl1er .. pictures or 1 instruments) • We·?-pons were 
	diagrams, and docp.ments ( such as checks or forgeq

	ra:e].y b~bt to· the preliminary beari~g as evi~epcc:" ' 
	0 
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	"The admissibility of hearsay contributes • to the abseni;ie of this type of evidence. Using hearsay in place. of Ph'.3sical or documentary evidence~ is 
	,:; 
	,:; 
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	considered particularly efficient by prosecutors in cases involving forensic evidence, since it allows them to introduce the findings of scientific analy~ sis without calling an expert witness or introducing the expert's "report. Typically, the findings are entered .i,ntc:> the record through .a law enforcement wft11ess who testifies in this manner: "Lab analysis showe·a. t)le drug to be marijuana," or "A medical doctor told me the victim...,s injuriei;,, were consistent with the knife that was recovered." 
	In Maricopa County, procedures have evolved to prevent objections on the grounds· of qualifications of experts where their findings are at issue. 2},ccording to respondents, most experts routinely ussd by the police are on a list given to the court ,,and upd~ted regularly. For each expert on the list, the Arizona Department of Public Safety and the Phoenix Police Depar~ent 
	labo~a~ori~s have sent c~rtified letters tf th: court verifyi~g his o~ · her qualifications and standing as an expert. This allows the witness either to testify as an expert without direct proof of expert status or, more often, to submit a written report to law enforcement investigators which is i.ntroduced through hearsay testimony without challenge to the conclusions or findings. Some justices of the· peace still insist on the introduction of t!he written report, how~ver. 
	3.3.4 Cross-examination 
	The power of the ~gistrate to terminate a defendant's cross-examination is interpreted in different ways by Arizona s courts and local;, practition-· ers. Some argue that the revise'd Rules liberalizing discovery generally mitigate the need for extensive cross-examination at the preliminary hearing. case law tends to support this visw. For example, in State v. Canaday, the court r~l~d that a. def~ndant' s opp~r~unity to cross-examine w~tn~sses 
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	at the preliminary hearing is only a limited one. In State v. Williams, the court ruled that due process does not require that the defense be given the opportunity for li~tless. cross-examination for discovery purposes at the preliminary hearing. 
	Nevertheless, a numbei:r of re~1pondents continue to believe that the magistrate either cannot ( under the Rules) or 1?hould not limit the defen~e s c:r;oss-examination of witnesses\ According to the public defender's office 
	I 
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	In exceptiono-1 cases, police have submitted affidavits on the. qualifications of individual experts. 
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	State v. Canaday, 117 Ariz. 572, 574 P. 2d 60 (App. 1977). 
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	3ate v. Williams, 27 Ariz. App. 279554 P. 2d 646 ( 1976). 
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	in Maricopa County, for example, the preliminary hearing is critical in getti11g the police officer or:· civilian witness on the record. This office believes that the defense has an "absolute right" to question witnesses on II Of course, the definition of "pertinent" may vary • 
	"pertinf,';!nt issues. 

	. )._.) 
	. )._.) 
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	One justice of the peace "we interviewed allows cross-examination if ( 1) it 
	'ii ' 
	'ii ' 

	is relevant; (2) it is related to an affirm;1,.tive defense; or (3) it tests the credibility of the witness. oThis justice of the peace grants the defense wide latitude in cross-examination, believing that such latitude is in con-.. f9rmity with the generally broad discovery rules in Arizona. -As he put it, "otherwise cases might as well go to the grand jury." In his view, since preliminary hearing witnesses cannot be deposed at a later t;i.me, the preliminary heaing is the only opportunity available to th
	.j 
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	According to our case records analysis, the. defense almost always exercised its ri.ght to crosa:,..-e:x:amination. In only 5 percent of the cases in Maricopa 1• fail to ask any questions of any witness. In "fact, the defense attorney often questioned witnesses more extensiveJ:y than did the prosecutor. Our analysis r~vea'led that in 61 percent of the cases in-. Maricopa County, the number of pages of testimony resulting from questioning by the defense attorney equalled or ex9eeded the amount of testimony e
	County and 7 percent in Pima County did the defense
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	red_ in 57 percent "of the sampled cases., The median number,,of pages of testimony on direct examination was 12, and a median of 16 pages were developed through cross-examination in Maricopa County. The comparable figures for 
	-

	. ~ 
	. ~ 

	·•Pima County showed very little difference between the prosecution and the defense, with the median number of pages being ' 2 0 and 19. 5, re spec ti vely. 
	3.3.5 Exculpatory Evidence/The Offer of Froof 
	As noted above, at the close of the prosecution I's case ( including defense cross-examination) the magistrate must determine and state for the record whether probable cause has been established. At that time, the defendant may make a specific "offer of proof," including the names of witnesses who would . testify or produce evidence. The. magistrate may refuse to hear the evidence if he or she believes it is ir.1sufficient to rebut the finding of probable cause. 'Thus, the Arizona Ruleis do not guarantee th
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	As noted in Section 3. 1. 2 above, in actuality the defense Ill.ay have other opportunities to interrogate witne~sses either through their voluntary cooperation or by means of court ordered gepositions. 
	1
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	0 hearing. They reinforce the purpose and scope of the hearing as a mechanism for binding the defendant over and preventing possible abuse of powe.+, not for the. ultimate .adjudication of guilt or innocence. 
	mini-trial or other full-scale

	Acco:cding to a nUJ::9her of respondents, an offer of proof is rarely made. ( E'er example, one magistrate estimated that an offer was made i~ only one out of every ten cases. ) Our case records a·nalysis confirmed this estimate by revealing that an of.fer of proof was made in only 8 percent of the prelimi
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	~ary heqring cases examined in Marico~a County. In Pima County, it was made 1n 14 percent of the cases examined. 
	0 · 0 
	0 · 0 
	D 
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	.A,ccording to the defens'e counsel interviewed, the infrequent USE? of the offer ·i 
	of proof is due to several factors : 

	• An off'eir of proof · is iinlikely to affect the probable cause determination, since the" prob'able cause standard is not a rigorous one. 
	• An off'eir of proof · is iinlikely to affect the probable cause determination, since the" prob'able cause standard is not a rigorous one. 
	(,) 
	• Defense counsel are wary to put a defendant or othez wi tne-"'sses on the stand because· the prosecutor may "trip the witness up" and make him or her open to future impeachment. 
	0 
	\ 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	Defense" counsel are reluctant to provide the prosecution with informati,_?It re),,~ed to defense striitegy. 

	• 
	• 
	'The defense '.s •. objective at the··' preliminary hearing is not to obtain ,a finding of no probable cause but, through cross-"'examination, to obtain discovery or t<;> lay the foundation for subsequent attacks on the credibility of the witnesses. 



	Magistrates do not accept the offer of proof in all cases, According to one justice of the peace in Maricopa County, the magistrate must consider the type of information which will be contd,buted in responding to an offer of proof. For example, if the defense claimed "self-defense, ,~. the offer of proof would probably be d~_nied, since this magistrate believes the purpose of the hearing is only to determine probable cause and not tp assess the defendant's motivation. On the other hand, if the case invol~e
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	We found t~at the majority of offers ,,of proof were accepted, although these did not always involve the in~roduction of new evidence or additional witnesses. ~nstead, the magistrate often .made his or her decision on the ba.si5. _of the_ S1:,lllUUary or legal a~guments p~oviged~y the defense attorney. According to c~se records analysis, two-thirds of the offers of proof were accepted "'in Maricopa County and three-quarters in Pima county. The :following anecdotes illustrate some of the issues raised by of
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	Following the conclusion of testimony in an aggravated assault case, . the defense attorney informed the judge that there were eyewitnesses who could t:estify that the victim did not have a reputation for honesty and that the victim was armed with a knife at the time of :the alleged assault;,· The defense attorney also , notified the court of numerous other, contradictions between the victim s testimony and that 'bf the eyewitnesses •The judge noted that it appeared that the defendant Was claiming self-def
	I 
	0 
	The judge noted
	0 

	In a ,cq.se involving s~vera"1 members of a rock bartd who were allegedly assaulted following a dispute with a club manager ove;r payment for ;their perfo;pnance, the offer of proof included a claim that exculpatory evidence was available: 
	,:__. ........ -· 
	,:__. ........ -· 

	When the problem of payment arose, the club manager called the police, who al-1.eged,ly told the parties that since the dispute was civil, the police need not be involved. The police allegedly indicated that the band could stay ovel:'night at the club until paid in the morning. According to the · testimony, the defendants (friends and employees of the club fhanager) r~turned to the club in the morning and ass.aulted the members of the band. 
	During the tef\l,timony of one of the band members, a defense attorney told the court that there was evidence available that was potentially ,exculpatory ..and raised doubts about the wi tl)ess 's credibility. This attorney 
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	By "accepted, we mean that the magistrate allowed the evidence to b~ introduct;;d, not that n6 probable cause was found. 
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	r--------------"----------"r.,_? ____________________ _ 
	pointed out that the situ~tion was unusual since the witness had made prior statememts that were extremely inconsistent with his testimony. In addition, he claim~d tha~ he had informed the prosecutor of the availability of the club.owner who would testify that the alleged victims were not author
	-

	remain in the club overnight. ln light of these circumstances, the defens1;=. attorney charged that the prosecutor was required to stop the'preliminary hearing or to investigate the charges further. The prosecutor responded, by sayd.ng he would argue these points at the oconclusion of the he~ring and the testimony cont~nued. 
	0ized.to 

	Fo~lowing the completion of testimony, each of the three defense attorneys n:hallenged the pro<:eeding. Contrad.i,ctions between the testimony and prior statements WEr,;re again brough~ to the court's ~ttention in cori'JUl'l.ctiorr-with a request Jhat the charges be dismissed. A dismissal was also sought on the basis "¥.hat •Jthe judge's rulings on defense objections "'"fiad denied the procedural rights. Another issue which was raised 
	defendant substantial 
	O 
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	~ (> 
	() 
	involved a claim that, two of the witnesses discussed their ·testimony during a. recess i the defense attorney asked thc1;t'~(of these witnesses be recalled ;~o be questioned about this matt~ ' 
	0 
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	0 to dislniss the charges, aD,~ asked the defense,, to subm.i.t £heir offers of proof. Th~se offers of proof included an offer that the" club owner would testify that the band Wq.S not authorized ,'to remain in the club and that ope of the defendants was acting on his orders, and an · offer that the defendants would testify that the altercation .i,nvolved mutual combat. The,court disregarded each of these lines of argument but did allow evidence on the claim that one witness had instructed another witness h
	'The judge refuseg 

	When the defense attorney recalled a witness and asked him whether he had discussed hi~ testimony with another witness guring a recess, the witness denied it. The defense attorney then asked that his client be allowed to testify regarding what he lfad overheard at the recess. . The judge denied the request, noting that it was not part of the init.i,il offer of proof. The judge tnen rl.lled that the offer of proof failed and found probable 
	cause /or all defendants on all charges. 
	0 
	Rarely did the offer of proot actually affect the outcome of the preliminary 
	hearing. Indeed, as will be discussed in Section 3.4,below, a finding of no 
	probable cause was extremely rare under any circumstances, 
	l 
	In cases·where the defense does present evidence, the Arizona Rules of criminal' Procedure give the prosecutor th,\: right to cross-examine witneJkes on is:sues related to probable c~use. Accordirtg "to our case records analysis however, this is highly unusual in practice. In the small number of cases i~ 
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	I \ which the' defense actually introduced" evf'dence, the prosecutor did not once """ll"~, ·~--. elect to cross-examine the witnesses. 
	3.3.6 Admissibility of Evidence 
	,---·,,,,.,(''-"""/"•"'·'""'\. ,; 
	,---·,,,,.,(''-"""/"•"'·'""'\. ,; 
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	As discussed above, hearsay testimony may be introduced, as long as the evidence presented is cumulative or there is reasonable ground to believe the \':I documentary eviq_ence may be in.traduced without foundation, provided there is substantial 
	declarants will be personally available at trial. So too, 
	basis for believing such found~tion will be made available at trial, 
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	Alth~ugh bot~ counties rely heavily on w~,tnesses at the preliminary 
	c;ivil:i.an 

	1 
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	hearing, this does not preclude prosecutors from also introducing hearsay testimony. .such evidence ,is not always introduced without defense challenge, however." Furthermore, prosecutors may quest~on the introductio~ of hearsay during the defense's crofs-examination. 
	Table 3. 5 displays the frequency of objections to hearsay made by both parties. As might he expected, the defense was far more likely to make such objections, questioning the prosecutor's use of hearsay on direct examination. The total number of such objections per case was relatively small, however. In Maricopa County, the average" was just under one per case "( 72 objections in 75 cases). In Pima County, the average number of objections per case was jtist over one ( 96 objections in 84 cases) • Moreove
	In Maricopa County, the justice of the peace was just as likely to sustain the .objection· as to overrule it, regardless of whether the prosecutor or the defense counsel made the challenge. In Pima county, the justice of tbe peace was likely to sustain the prosecutor's objections, which were very rare. He or she was far less likely to sustain the more frequent objections of the defence bar., . (See Table 3, 5.) As noted above, such rulings were based on the court's opinion regarding whether the evidence pre
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	As discussed in Section 3. 3. 3, "52% of the witnesses in Maricopa County and 68 percent of the witnesses in Pima county were civilians. 
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	Table 3.5 
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	OBJECTIONS TO HEARSAY 
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	., 

	Number of Percentage Objections Made sustained 
	" 
	0 
	= 0 
	Marico:ea Counti Prosecutor 18 ,, 50% 
	Q 
	" Defense 54 46%, 
	" 
	~ 
	Pima Count::i Prosecutor 6 67% 
	D 
	Defense 96 30% 
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	The following anecdotes provide examples of the types -of objections raised agai:qst hearsay evidence: 
	(( 
	(I 
	(I 

	One defense attorney challenged he.Jirs~y te~'timony concerning the means of entry into the premises where the cr·ime db curred. He argued that the 
	D 
	testimony concerned a material fac't which should not be admissible through hearsay simply accompanied by a claim that the appropriate witness would be available for trial". The defense objection . was overruled. 
	~ 
	~ 

	Another case involved an assault whi~e out of an (;{±gument over some tires. 
	y 
	y 
	,, 
	r, er= 

	,~L 
	·¾,The prosecµtor tried to introduce hearsay testimony regarding a statement . by a companion of the defendant on the subject of where the tires came from. In" response to the defense obj e.ct:i..on, the prosecutor said, 
	~ " 0 r.;; ' '7 
	~ " 0 r.;; ' '7 
	.-•• This statement is not) being o:rfered for the truth of the 
	matter contained therein, just being offered for the fact 
	that i<t"was ~aid. It's ••• only being offered to better ex
	plain th~ cifcumstances of the incident. 

	The hearsay w_as admitted: 
	i 
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	H~arsay is no~ t?e only grounds upon which evidence can be challenged. A 
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	lin~ of qu~stioning may .be halte-:l due to objections that it is irrelevant 
	--~ -~ 
	--~ -~ 

	or immaterial to the determination of prohwle --cause. Table 3. 6 displays the number of objections made by prosecutors and defense counseJ----,:;:;)n the gro~ds ~f relevance._, As can be seen, such objections were far ~reval~nt in Pima County than in Maricopa County. In Pima County, there were 233 instances recorded in 84 cases ( an average of 2. 8 per, case) , with niore. tha;rs;· thr~e-quarters of the objections lodged .by the prosecutor's office. If ,Maricopa County, there were only 60 such objections 
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	Table 3.6 
	OBJECTIONS ON THE GROUNDS OF RELEVANCY 
	0 
	\") 
	,, 
	Number of Percentage Objections Made sustained 
	,, 
	C 
	" 
	Marico:ea Count::i:: Prosecutor 46 67% 
	De_fense 14 50% 
	p 
	Q 
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	(c-::C 
	Pima Count:i: 
	Pima Count:i: 
	I),= 

	Prosecutor 178 53% 
	'' Defense 55 77% 
	tJ 


	of O • 8 per case) , and the prosecuto:r' s obj ectiori.s accounted for three-quarters of the tot~l-Whereas in Maricopa County the justice of the peace was somewhat more likeLy to sustain the prosecutor's objections, the reverse was 
	true in Pima COUfLty. 
	,Another ground. for .opjection involved leading the witness, although such objections were 1-c.ss frequent then , those described above. Objections of this type were far more lik~~JJ to be made by the defense during the prosec~tor s direct examina,tion of the witness. The justice of the ~ace sustained defense counsel \s motions in over half of the cases ( 57%) in both Pima and Maricopa Count~es. Th.e few o}?j~ctions lodged by the prosecutor 
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	~\ were virtually all. sustainf:!d. ( See Table 3. 7) • 
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	Table 3.7 LEADING THE WITNESS 
	OBJECTIONS ON THE 
	GROUNDS 
	OF 

	(\ 
	L..:.~ 
	Percentage 
	Number of Sustained 
	0 

	Objections Made 
	0 
	Q 
	MaricoEa county 80% 
	5 
	Prosecutor . 57% 
	14 
	Defense 
	i;,:, 
	Pima County 100% 
	1 
	Prosecutor 
	"' 
	57% 
	46 
	r, 
	Defense 
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	Finally, other typas of objections were made, including claims tions were argumentative, had already been aske~ an~ answered 
	based on sufficient foundation. These are summarized in Table 3.8. 
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	Table 3.8 
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	OTHER OBJECTIONS 
	Percentage 
	Number of 
	sust:ained 
	0 
	Objections Made 
	MaricoEa Count:t ... 75 
	72% 
	Prosecutor 
	" 

	0 
	40% 
	" 70 
	Defense ,, 

	,, 
	Pima counti 227 
	Pima counti 227 
	52% 
	,, 192 48% 
	Prosecutor 
	0 
	0 

	,·, 
	Defense 
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	As can be seen, once again such ob:jections were far more prevalent in Pima County (with roughly five per hearing) than Maricopa county (with nea1:-).y two per hearing). In Pima county, the justices of the peace sustained li::5\ighly half the objections made, independent of the objecting party. In Maricopa County, the prosecutor's objections were somewhat more likely to be sustained than those made by the defense bar. 
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	Before concluding this section, we should make a final point regarding::, suppression issues. The revised Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure speci-fically preclude the use of the preliminary hearing to test the legality of search and seizures and other Fourth .Amendment issues. Yet, a number of defense counsel pointed out that the hearing. did allow them to probe along these lines, as long as they did so indirectly and without .overstepping local norms and informal rules of behavior. Thus, while illegall
	' cross-examine government wi tnesse$ may help the defense prepare later suppression motion$. 
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	3.4 Efficacy of the Preliminary Hearing as a Screening Mechanism: Immediate and Ultimate Outcomes 
	th::::i:~~ or 
	th::::i:~~ or 

	3.4.1 The Determination of Probable Cause 
	According to Arizona's Rules bf Criminal Procedure, once probable cause is 0 determined, the magistrate must enter a written order holding the defendant 
	1 ., 
	1 ., 

	to answer before the Superior Court. (Upon request, he may reconsider the conditions of release. ) The Arizona courts have ruled that p:tobable cause presupposes that a prima. facie case has been"estab.;Lished. Mere suspicion is not deemed suff.icient for a finding of probable cause ; there must be more evidence for, ra.ther than again&, guilt and there must exist a state .of facts that would lead a man of ordinary caution to entertain conscientiously a strong suspicion of guilt. That is, where more t~an 
	1 '· 
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	As noted earlier, the Rules further state that the pr.obable cause finding must be based on substantial evidence which may be hearsay in whole or in part. 
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	.. ~(3ee, for example, State v. Abbott 103 Ariz. 336., 442 p. 2d 80 ( 1968) r In re Anonymous, Juvenile Court No. 6358-4 14 Ariz. ~PP• -466, 484 ]?.2d 235 ( 1971); Drury v. Burr 107 Ariz~ 124, 483 P. 2.d 539 ( 1971 h Dodd v. Boies 88 
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	Ariz. 401, 357 P. 2d 144 (1961). 
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	probable cause at the preliminary hearing simply because there has ·been a prior determination of probable cause to issue an arre.st warrant• The magistrate is charged with making an independent and unbiased determin~tio~ v of whether probable ?ause exists to bind the defendant ov,er for t;=ial • 
	0 
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	In actuality, the chances of the defendsmt being bound over following the preliminary hearing are extremely hign. In~ our sample of 500 cases used to study overall d~se flow ( see Chapter 2) , only a very ~mall number of cases , " resulted in a finding of no probable cause. Our estimatis indicate that this' occurred in three percent of the cases sampled in Maricopa County and six 
	percent in Pima County. 
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	The Rules do not allow the magistrate to hold the defendant to answer for a 
	crime different £rom that chargedcin the initial complaint. °For example, if 
	armed robbery was the charg~ on the initial complaint, but no evidence was 
	introduced concerning the existence of a weapon, the magistrate could only 
	dismiss the complaint or f,ind probable cause for armed,. robbery• He or she 
	could not amend the complaint and find probable cause_, for simple"' robbery. 
	The only way a complaint may be amended is through a negotiated plea between 
	the parties. Before a magistrate can hold a defendant to "answer on new or 
	additional charges, a new complaint must be filed• ,,, 
	In this way, as in others, the courts have attempted to make a distinction 
	between a judicial trial and the preliminary hearing. For exr;lnple, in Appli
	cation of Williams the court ruled that it is not the duty of magistrates to 
	determine ultimate guilt or innocence · or to determine the degree of crime 
	charged but only to determine whether there is frobab~e cause to believe ~he,;, 
	defendant is guilty of the offense charged. It 1s left for the trial 
	tribunal to make the final determination of the applicability of ;I.aw to the 
	fact.s and for the jury to determine whether the defendant is guilty of the 
	offense charged or of an included offense. 
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	This does not mean that the magistrate is without discretion entirely. If 
	more than one charge is brought, the magistrate may find probable cause to 
	bind the defendant over on a subset of t~e ~harges in (\the co.mplaint. He or 
	she need not bind over the defendant or dismiss the case outright. A numb~r 
	of respondents cited the magistrate's influence oyer the charging decision 
	as an advantage .of the preliminary hearing. In the view of these respond
	ents, the grand jury typically returns an indictment on the highest charge 
	possible; in contrast, when a case goes to the preliminary h~aring, a reduc
	tion in the number of counts is possible. According to our case records 
	State v. Gause 1q7 Ariz. 491, 489 P.2d 830 (1971). Application of Williams 85 Ariz• 109, 333 ]?.2d 280 (1959). 
	State v. Gause 1q7 Ariz. 491, 489 P.2d 830 (1971). Application of Williams 85 Ariz• 109, 333 ]?.2d 280 (1959). 
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	analysis, however, such a reduqtion in charges was extremely rare, suggesting 'this was' more myth than:, reality. One or more counts were dropped at the 
	·.~· 
	·.~· 

	preliminary hearing in°only aboll,t five percent of the cases in '~~ither county. ·.(}, Occasionally, this occurred because the charge had already beeh disposed of ' in the City Court; in other cases, the qharge was dropped as the result of a 
	finding of no probable cause. 
	A fi11-ding of no probable cause is not necessarily a, final determination, howI the courts have ruled that the preliminary hearing is' not a final judgment and that a magistrate's dismissal of a col]lplaint"xs not an ,· absolute ba:i:-to further prosecution. Al though the prosecuting: attorney 
	ever. Consistently 

	0 
	0 

	cann:ot file a complaint in Superior Court" after the justice of the peace has d:Lsmissed the same complaint, he oJ:;., she can return to the Justice of the Peace C~urt if it appears that a diffrent .:,decision would be justified or -~l present the matter to the grand" jury. We do not have quantitative data on the number of cases which,.wereresu);)mitted following a finding of no probable· 'cc1:use. One interesting case had been presented to a grand jury which refused to indl.ct. When the sa.efe case was p
	1
	0 

	(i ref~le charges £ollowing'a finding of no probable cause. 
	CJ 

	·, ~·~ 
	·, ~·~ 
	0 
	(' i 

	0 dismissal saying that a grand jury 
	The defense petitioned the court for a 

	~~ ~ 
	~~ ~ 

	had refused to return an indictment in the same case and claiming that seven out ~pf 10 grand jurors voted against the ~p.dictment. Acqusing the state of forum-shopping, the defense attorney claimed 'that if 1 Q citizens couldn't find enough evidence to hold ,the defendant to answer, then the preliminary hearing should not be used to bring about that res,11 t. The prosecutor cited case law supporting the practice and indicated that it was not unusual as he had presented three cases ttiat weefi at preliminar
	i 
	i 
	fflllf",'·C,; ,,.._.~ 
	J\ 
	J\ 
	\, 
	; 
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	;.;o.~t wilson v. Garrett, 104 Ariz. 57, 448 P. 2d 857 °( 1969). 
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	3.4.2 Judicial Review of the Preliminary Hearing 
	,'_: 
	,'_: 

	A;"izona' s revised Rules specify the groun·ds for review of the preliminary hearing by the Superior Court. Review must be initiated by a motion for a new finding of pro~able cause on th:e grounds that ( 1) ,] the defendant.. was of <gutlt was adduced. The motion, which must be filed within 25 days a:fi.~~r co':11plet:i},Pn -of the preliminary hearing, must speci¾.;i.cally al,lege the ways in ~hich such evidence was lacking. Th~ review of the evidence ll\µs~ be based on the transcript of the proceedings,-a
	dehied a substantial procedural right or ( 2) no credible evidence
	0 
	prelimim:i.ry 

	0 
	0 

	(I 
	" 
	" 

	s9ught "to 
	According to the commentary, accompanying tl:2,e " Rules, the authors 
	O 

	Q 
	Q 

	eliminate the dichotomy between motions to quash ( for 'f egal insufficiencies) an,_d petitions fot..' writ of habeas co~pus ( fqr factual inconsistencies) 0 under tlie former Arizona law. A single remedy.;;;-a motion to repeat "the probable cause proceeding--is provided by the new Rules. The defendant's remedy is thus not dismissal of the. charges, but only a remand for reconsideration on appropriate instructions, which can lead to a dismissal if a t;;mely hearing ls not held. In addition, substantive defe
	The court, on motion of the defendant, shall order that a prosecution be dismissed upon finding that the indictment, j,,-nfovnation, or complaint is insufficient as a matter of ~ 
	The court, on motion of the defendant, shall order that a prosecution be dismissed upon finding that the indictment, j,,-nfovnation, or complaint is insufficient as a matter of ~ 
	~w. 


	we were,, unable to develop our"' own estimc1\es of the frequency of remands• "According to defense counsel in Maricopa County, motions eto remand are made ~~ only a small fraction of preliminary hearing cases and few are won. One attorney pointed out, "You need something solid." According to another respondent, remands are extremely rare--may,pe two out of 1ijQQ cases. A case can be remanded on the ground that the prosecutor failed to p~ove all the elements of the crime. The remand is supposed to d~scribe 
	3.4.3 Ultimate Outcomes 
	One might argue that the infrequency of no probable cause determinations following the preliminary hearing is indicative of a very ineffectual screening 
	1
	Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 16.7(b). 
	---,~__ _ 
	---,-~-----~ 
	-
	----~.._..,__,.__. 

	proce~s •. Since so few cases are weeded out at this stage, the label "rubber amp might b~ applied to the Justice Court as we,11 as the grand jury. Data on the ultimate disposition of such cases can ~e used to counter this argu
	st
	-

	o ment.J hq~ever • As .shown in Table 3. 9 in Maricopa County only two ( 3%) of the 
	9 
	5

	defen~ants i~ our sample fo.F whom we have outcome data were acquitted. Of the ~emainder, 44 (75%) pled guilty to one or more charges, four (7%) were conv~cted of one or more charges, and nine (15%) had their charges dismissed by the prosecutor. In Pima County, only three (4%) of the 77 defendants in., our sample who were botihd over follpwing the preliminary hearing were acquitted• Of ~he remainder, 56 '' ( 7 3 % ) pled guilty to one or more charges, 1 o ( 13 % ) were convicted of at least one charge, and
	dropped by the prosecutor. 
	,, 
	,, 
	Table 3.9 
	0 
	" 
	ULTIMATE DISPOSITION OF PRELIMINARY 
	HEARING CASES* 

	.Maricopa County " 
	.Maricopa County " 
	Pima County 
	Outcome 

	'· N % N 
	% 
	Dismissed 
	9 ( 15%) 8 ( 10%) Pledce,, 
	44 (75%) 56 
	(73%) 

	C 
	Convicted following bench or jury trial 4 ( 
	7%) 

	10 (13%) ., 
	Acquitted following bench or jury trial 2 ( . 
	0 
	\ 
	-
	3%) 
	-
	3 
	( 
	4%) 

	' 
	TOTAL 
	i,l 59 ( 10.0%) 77 
	(100%) 

	,t, 
	' ,, 
	0 
	*Data were available on only a portion of the defendants in our case records sample. ~ 

	Of course, these findings also highlight once again the important role of the prosecutor, not only during the pretrial screening process hut also with respec~ to tbe ultimate disposition of criminal cases. In Maricopa County, only six (7%) of the defendants bound over following the preliminary hearing ever went to trial. The remainder either pled to charges or had their .. charges dismissed. In Pima County, th.e,. comparable figure was 13 ( 17% l • 
	/ ~J . 
	Convictions are only one way of assessing pretrail spreening. Most convic
	tions occur as a result of plea agreements, and nothing in the plea ne.gotia
	tion process itself requires the government independently to develop reliable 
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	eyid~nce of factual and legal guilt. In the opinion of the study authorS, then, conviction rates are ultimately a poor measure of the efficac~ of t~e pretrial screening process. Rather, "one must evaluate the process ;vis-a-vis the quality and quantity of evide,rce actually introduced and the due ,,:roqess protections provided. 
	Q 

	3.5 Collateral Functions 
	·~ 
	·~ 
	0 
	r:, 

	Obviously, the preliminary hearing serves a number of collateral functions in addition to its primary function as a. screening mechanism. some of these" were discussed in Chapter 2 of this report; others were hinted at throughout. the preceding discussion. Each of these collateral fuHctions is discussed briefly below. 
	Although the revised Rules expanding discovery in Arizona 'sor_newhat mi~i~ated the use of the p:r,eliminary hearing for this purpose, the~ did not eliminate this function entirely._. The preliminary hearing transcript supplements the information supplied in the formal complaint and, thus, sup_plements the f~rmal pleading. The opportunity to cross-exar_ni~e. _also se~es a number of discovery purposes, including testing the credibility of the st~nd and identifying possible defense strategies. Wi;lile th~_p
	w1tness:s.on 
	defense limited opportunity to probe 
	1

	"as well. . ' 
	,, 

	.\ h 
	.\ h 

	The second collateral function served by the preliminary hearing is t e preservation of testimony of witnesses who may ultimately be unable to tesor conclusion of th: preliminary hearing, the magistrate must submit" all pc1.pefr~, and record~. in t~e case to the clerk of;. the superior Court,-!, T~ transcript must be filed .in Superior Court within 20 days after conipietion of the hearing. 
	tify at trial. Within three days after waiver'
	1 

	0 
	0 

	According to the revised Ru~e~, staten:;en~s made ~der oath by a pa?.~ty ~r. wi~~ ness durin";r a previous judicial proceeding (or'.,~ dE;lpos:tt~on) are. adm1,ssib!~ in evidence if,·( 1) the "defendant'' was a party to the previous action, or pro ce.eding, had the right and opportunity to cross-examine the declara'n~, and was represented by or waived coUl'lsel; al}d ( 2) th~ --~epl~ran~ is un,wailable as a witness, or is present and subject to cross-examination., · · 
	-· .. :,o.~_,c ;?, (::" 
	-· .. :,o.~_,c ;?, (::" 
	·' 

	<e> This is a major collatyral, function of the calit1=.ornia pf;eld.miriary hearing, as described in Graham andJ:.etwin, op. cit. 
	1
	0 

	Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, d~':,le .. ·fg • 3 ( c) • 
	Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, d~':,le .. ·fg • 3 ( c) • 
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	\,'· 
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	As discussed in Chapter 2, use of 1,the preliminary hearing transcript for this purpose may be important for a number of reasons. First, it preserves the testimony of very young children, who may forget the details of the incident over time. Seconq, it preserves the testimony of those who may not be avail
	-


	third, in the view of our respondents, it reduces the likelihood of witnesses being .importuned or harmed in some way. In Arizona, where there is a sizable population of transients--including many elderly people--visiting the ~tate for i;he winter months, these benef;ts were cited as particularly important. 
	.able at trial, by reasons of illness, death, or relocation. And 
	0 

	The preliminary hearing transcript can also serve other c-Purposes. Frequently, the transcript is used to impeach witnesses at trial. Together with the police report, the preliminary hearing transcript may also be submitted to the trial court to establish guilt or innocence. According to Arizona case "law, the transcript may be used in this manner only if it can be shown that the defendant has an understanding of all the rights he or she waived, in
	cluding: 
	cluding: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	advice as to the range of sentencing and parole possibilities; 

	• 
	• 
	~-the right to testify on his or her own behalf; 


	I) 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	/the right to call witnesses ; 

	• 
	• 
	\I the right to offer any furthe:r; evidence; and 


	'1 §'"::.., 
	• the right to trial by jury. 
	1 


	If the 
	preliminary hearing transcript has more than enough,~vidence to sup
	preliminary hearing transcript has more than enough,~vidence to sup

	port a 
	guilty verdict, then an agreement to _submit charges tci the trial court 
	guilty verdict, then an agreement to _submit charges tci the trial court 

	on. the 
	basis of the transcript and police report 'is tantamount to a ~.rllty 
	basis of the transcript and police report 'is tantamount to a ~.rllty 

	plea. 
	C> 
	C> 
	// 

	In Los Arigeles County, the use of the transcript as a substitute for a full trial has a number of advantages.! including fast turnaround on the trial court's "short-cause" <,calendar. Thus, this practice is fairly common in that jurisdiction. We found little use, of the transcript for this purpose in our study jurisdictions, however. More commonly, it was used to sup
	port plea negotiations and sentencing decisions. 
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	27 Ariz. 
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	673, 
	558 l?.2d 701 
	(1976). 
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	Another secondary use of, the preliminary hearing in our study was a"s an occasion for plea negotiation. In Maricopa County, fully one-third of the cases scheduled for the preliminary hearing were pled either in Justice Court or in superior court (at the "plea arraignment") without the preliminary hearing ever actually taking pl~ce. 
	A final use of the p~eliminary hearing is as a mechanis~ for determining the legality of detention and reviewing the conditions of release. At the conclusion of the hearing, once probable cause has been found and the defendant bound over, the justice of the peace may, upon request, reconsider the conditions of release. In ' addition, favorable conditions of relea~e were also negotiated on occasion in Maricopa County in exch~nge for waiver of the hearing •. ,,. 
	3.6 Summary 
	The preliminary hearing in Maricopa and Pima Counties is not a mini-trial as a result of the provisions implemented through the 1973 Rules of Criminal Procedure, nor is it a one~•.sided or summary proceeding. Instead, it serves the purposes of both the prosecution anc+., defense in different ways. For the prosecution, the preliminary hearing offers the opportunity to 'test case strength afd to preserve the testimony of witnesses who may not be available at trial. For the defense, there is a fe.·.rtling that
	,:;; 0 
	,:;; 0 

	.Key c;::haracteristics of the preliminary ,-.hearing in :the two counties are compared in Table 3. 10. As can be seen, the preliminary hearings are likely to be more time-consuming and perhaps more complex in Bi.ma County compa.red to Maricopa County. Although fn both counties the majority of preliminary ·::hearings involve one defendan} charged ·with one count, Pima County follows',, this pattern less often than does Maricopa County. Moreo~'-i'ier, cases in P;i.ma •s of;~i t:~stim99y, and more 
	County ha'{e more witnesses, a greater ptal volume 

	7 
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	objections than cases in .t-1aricopa County. These findings reflect the fact 
	that in Pima County, the preliminary hearing is· th~ less preferredc device·, 
	whereas in Maricopa County it is the sd:eening method .of choice. Thu1:1, :-the 
	former'c•involves 9-select group of cases, whereas in Mad.copa County it iir,:
	cludeI; a fairly broad. cross-secti9.n e,i,en·" thotigh f1\any cases are, in effect, 
	screen~d out .:by defense waivers. -,_\ /) '· 
	., 
	., 
	\'y) 
	11 

	-~, Particularly in Pima County, prosecutors use the preliminary hearing 
	for weB.-defined purposes, i.e., in cases involving crimes of ·violence where 
	tl{e vaictim' s .. presence· on the stand can be assessed. 
	tl{e vaictim' s .. presence· on the stand can be assessed. 
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	Table 3.10 
	~ 
	Sut,~y COMPARISON 
	!'.) :~ OF PRELIMINARY HEARING CHARACTERISTICS 
	~ 
	Characteristics* 
	Marica a Count Pima Count 
	0 
	Percent of single-defendant cases 
	89% 81% 
	Percent of cases with one count 
	76% 51% 
	Mean number of witnesses per case 
	1. 7 witne,sses 2.3 witnesses 
	Percent of witnesses who were civilians 52% 
	68% 

	Percent of.witnesses who were defendants 2% 
	2% 

	Median pages of testimony 
	28 pages 39 pages Percent of cases in which defense questioning exceeded prosecutor questioning 
	61% 57% 
	Percent of cases in which physical/ documentary evidence was introduced directly 
	7% 7% 
	Percent of cases in which an offer of 
	proof was made 
	8% 14% 
	Aver. number of objections per case 
	(on any ground): .
	-

	Prosecution 
	1. 9% 4.9% Defense 
	2% 4.6% 
	., 
	Percent of cases :j.n which no probable 
	cause was found 
	I?~,, 
	3% 
	l 

	*Note that tq.i= types of ~ases pre'iliented to tqe preliminary hearing in' Pima County are" far mar~ .,s~lective than those in Maricopa County, which uses" the 'preliniinar'sr' h~_~ing ilsf its screening device of choice'• ,, 11:ven in Marico_pa Coup.ty, howeyer P many preliminary hearings p.ever occur 
	preee.nt.:.ed 

	G• 
	as "a result of w~i vers, ~ci thicr ,self-seleptir:m. may influ~nce 0 case char
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	counties is likely ,:t:o :• qeirelop more testimony throug~ questioning than~is ~he prc,sequto:i;. Furthermore, <rJffe~e,nce between the two counties, ,in the extent to whic_h_,,J?~Y~ical or documentary evidence ii:; introduced at the hearing, an pffer of proof, is made';j. or defendants take the stand. In :n~ither county arer1 such events likel.v ;to 
	,At the same time, the defense in both 
	O 
	there.is 
	no
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	i:;1=_ • As noted above_, ra:rE;\ly is <the defenda:g.t not bound over followin°g-th~ o "' h rri~ng in either j,,U:r.~sdicti1~n1, ''t "; I/ 
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	0 THE COUNTY GRAND JURY IN ARIZONA 
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	b ' Use of the grand jury as an alternative screening mechanf'~m varies between () "' the two counties studied in Ar,,:Lzona. As described in Cha_pte,:r 2, the grand jury is the predominant screening device in Pima County, wh,;!:r°eas it is used 
	a 
	0 

	"" 
	only in specific instances in Maricopa County. Thus, .in P±.ma County there (j is a presumption that a case will go to the grand jury absent r:;pecial circumstances; in Maricopa County the presumption is that most cases.will .not go to the grand jury. 
	0 

	!} 
	!} 

	To review the factors influencing the decision-makins process in Marlcopa County, resppndenfs indicated that the grand• jury was most likely to be used•· 
	0 
	0 

	in cases involving multiple defendants, complex documentary evidence, or large numbers of witnesses (particularly if they are u~dercover agents, from out-, as doctors or scientific experts). The grand 
	of-state, or professionals such
	0 

	jury was also favored £or cases involving crimes covering more than one preri'J cinct; since a separate preliminary hearing would be required in each pre
	0 

	0 
	cinct. Prosecutors in Maricopa County cited the grand jury's efficiency in sue1i cases as the primary. reason for selecting that mechanism. Row'ever, the grand ·,jury is likely to be ·used in these instance,s only when the perceived advantages of scheduling a preliminary hearing do not apply or are clearly 
	fr 
	fr 

	outweighed by the benefi t,s anticipated £rem the use of the grand j·.ury • 
	,j 

	Given these two dramatically different approaches to using the ''grand jury to 
	screen cases, the manner in which the grand jury operates in i,tactice -.in each I s grand jury system in context, 
	0 
	county becomes of interest. To place Al:;:;i.zona 

	C 
	o: this chapter briefly examines the range of grand juiy variation on a .national 
	0 " 
	0. basis (with particular emphasis on the extent to which certain grand j,yry 
	reforms have been implementl1). Turning to Arizona's experience, we describe {) Q (i) the grand jury proceeding £~self, referencing the Rules of Criminal Proce
	0 
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	0 o,. 0 
	0 o,. 0 

	0 dure, pe:rceptions of practitioners interviewed :i.n the course of this study, our analy~is of grand jury :transcripts in sampled case~t" We describe the"types of cases p~esented to t~e grand jury, the impanelment" 
	and the findin<:JS of 
	0 

	,:Process, and the · chafacteristics lof the procJeding itself, including 9-ura..:\ tion,, the nature of the evidence, and the ~respeqtive J:'Olf:;S of the prosecutor . and_ the __ grand jurorsJ In_closing,_we~disc'1S~-tlle,A~:Uect4veness of .the grand 
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	The use of \I the. g:x;-and. :i,ury. at the state level in Arizona to screen comp1ex cases .,is discussed "in Chapter 5. , \ II • 
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	4. 1 The Lec,ral Framework 
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	4. 1. 1 A Natiohal Perspective 
	(j 
	(j 
	7 

	At;h noted in the introduction to this report, the grand jury has been the 
	(, 

	subject of con~;iderable criticism in recent years and has been the focus 
	1 
	1 

	of a' number of proposals and initiatives dedicated tq its :i:·efd'rm. The thr~st of these efforts h~s been to incorporate due process protections for targets and,witnesses into~the grand jury proceeding and to upgrade the quality of evidence in addition to making the proceeding more open and subject to review.. Provis~pns which allow witnesses to be accompanied by an attorney while testifying before the grand jury or which require notice to witnesses 
	-

	0of their legal rights and notice to. targets that they are the subject of an inquiry have been advocated as mech,nisms to· guarantee that due process is not circumvented in the grand jury room. Other reforms have been proposed to improve the quality •'and quantity c>f evidence available to the grand jury. These include reforms which would :i::equire that the grand jury be allowed to hear pnly evidence which would be admissible at trial and mechanisms to facilitate the introduction of exculpatory evidence. 
	9

	'' 
	'' 

	States vary in the extent to which tp.ey have adopted any of these provisions as part of their laws governing grand juries. To determine the range of national variation, state laws were analyzed usj,,ng three provisions which were selected as indicators of the. degree of implementation of ,;grand jury reform proposals: the right to counsel in the grand jury room, applicability of tr~af rules of evidence, . and requ.i,rement of a formal record of".:, the proceedingp. These provisions we're selected because 
	them as 
	0 

	1:; 
	( See Figure 4. 1. ) 

	0 statutory ''right" to counsel in the grand jury room, although there is con$iderable variation in the types of ciwitnesses who may exercise this right. Seven~ stateallQw all. grand jury witnesses to he accompan~ed by an attorney, and two states (including Arizo:q~) restrict th.is right 'to witnesses categorized as target$ of the grand jury's inquiry. O!l,e state allows all witnesses except those., under a grant of immunity to have an 
	. states have enacted a 
	Fiftee'.11
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	1 . For a more thoJ"ough discussion .of the issues related to grand jury 
	Q 

	reform see l!inerson, Deb'brah Day, Grand,Jury Reform: A Review of Key Issu~s (Washington, DC: National "Institute of Justice, 1983). 
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	This analysis was, firdli::· conducted for the National Institute of Justice a:rid is reported in Emerson, op. c:Lt .• 
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	''cl.For purposes of this figure, the right to counsel is available to all witnesses, unless otherwise spec!fied, and jurisidictions are characterized, if applicable, as requiring trial rules of evidence, although one or two exceptions to the trial rules"are made for ,') g~and jury hearings. 2,,, Right to counsel available only for target witnesses. 3only state in which counsel ls allowed to object to questions. t 4Right to counsel available only for those witnesses who have been granted i~nity. 5Right tq c
	''cl.For purposes of this figure, the right to counsel is available to all witnesses, unless otherwise spec!fied, and jurisidictions are characterized, if applicable, as requiring trial rules of evidence, although one or two exceptions to the trial rules"are made for ,') g~and jury hearings. 2,,, Right to counsel available only for target witnesses. 3only state in which counsel ls allowed to object to questions. t 4Right to counsel available only for those witnesses who have been granted i~nity. 5Right tq c
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	attorney present; another allows only immunized witnesses to be accompanied by an attorney; and two other states perinit only those who have waived immunity to have counsel with them: The f,inal two'"" states allow witnesses to be 

	0 accompanied by an att0rney only befQre investigative or special grand juries. In all 15 states ( except Kansas, whe're tqe attorney' may , object_. to a questton), the role of the attorney is limiteq to advising his or h~r client. Attorneys are directly prohibited from addressing the grand jury. 
	0 
	0 
	'The second type of anaj.yzed relates to the applicability of eviden..: ~ary standards to the grand jury proceeding. In some states, no standards apply, a~~ the g.::and juzy may receiVEp hearsay evi't:lence without regard t,o its reliability. ,_,Ten states have enacted evidentiary standards for the grand jury that approach the r~quir~ments imposed' at trial, although a few exceptions to the trial rules are allowed in the grand jury proceeding. Most frequently, hearsay is the one exception which is permitte
	provisJ.on 

	The third provision ,involves th~ requirement that the grand jury proceeding (except deliberations) be recorded. Given the secrecy surrounding the gr~nd jury and its one-sided nature, many commentators have cited the need for a mechani-;sm to protect against potentia.l abuse. The requirement of a formt;tl record of the proceeding is the most frequently enacted "of the three provj,sions. However, states vary considerably in their requirements governing the scope and distribution of the record. some require 

	.be recorded, whereas others mandate the recordi~g of the enti~e proceeding. Furthermore, some automatically make the re9ord available to the defense soon after the indictment is made public; others have st:t'ict limits govern-ing access. 
	In summary, fewer th~n half of the states h~ye implemented any of these re
	In summary, fewer th~n half of the states h~ye implemented any of these re
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	forms, and :fewer still have implemented more than one. Although the impact of these{ laws. on the degree of due process protection or in deterring 01:· uncovering abuse is unknown, one thing remains clear_: these provisions by themselves do not dramatically alter the pasic nature of the grand jury proceeding, which remains non-a,dversarial and large;Ly U11der the direction of the 'i;,ro~_ecutor. 
	4. 1. 2 The Arizona Legal Framework 

	' Arizona! s y .. ·and j=y is-nut-at:'rpiea"l-"uf·~others iu=ehe=couxi:-t .. y1 °a"1though· no single state can be truly .)'.'epresentative, given" that each is unique. UndP...r the Sqte's }/aw,, a grand jury consists of 16 randomly· selecteac qualificed electors and.,ffour alternates who are screemed for general bias prior to impanelment /faY the superior court irv the appropriate' county. The court also appointl?7a foreman who is charged withomaintaining order and ensuril}g that the grand jury proceeding
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	nine grand jurors concur on an ihdict1ne!71t, '6ni ,~ the im.P,p:r.t~nt ~focedures~l at the beginning of,. each sessioJ} is 'to 'make,, <::ert:ai\~~hat there a1;e at least nine qua.lified ju:i:;:ors "presep'i:.. In ' Jo rneet±:;ig" •the ge~eial qualif~cations to sit orr,, a 'grand j,ury, each" j~ror m'Gs't De free of involvement or bias in an indi v±dWil case,· to he qualinied · to hear that case. 
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	The Rules of Criminal l?:i:'ocedurs,! govern the ope;ation of the grand jury in Arizona ois well as the seledti;;n •arid duties of jurors. $oine of the modific~tions described abc;;~e, as part ,o,fc: the nati'~nal per~pective have been/lmpleme:r{ted in Arizona. Rule 12.S provides that a witness may be a,cfoompan;Led by counsel "if the witness is a person 1.ui.der investigation by the gr;:md jury." If such a person appears (either as ',fl result of a· subpo~na nr as a result of the granp. jury's grant,;ing
	the Rule ,limits the role of counsel by stating: 

	II. • • 
	II. • • 

	att,empt to communicate with b,nyone other than his client" and provides for summary expulsion of the attorney by the foreman for violation of that requirement. 
	complete stenographic record of the proceedings ( except deliberations). is 
	<:~"'\ 

	±"'1:!quired by the Arizona Rules. This requirement, although stated fairly generally by the rule, has been clarified by case law. In a landmark case, an ind'ictment was challenged due to off-the-record conversations between jurors and discussions between jurors and witnesses during. short recesses. The Court of Appeals strongly upheld the requirement cf a thorough recording, ruling as follows: 
	All proceedings are to be recorded, except the jury•~, deliberations. Recording during a formal recess is not '"'"', requ,ired, i.e. , if the recess is actually a hiatus .:in the "''· probeedings where ,,the jurors are not to discuss the case with each other, let alone with a witness or the prosecutor. No conversation is to be allowed between jurors and recess. No off-the-record conversa
	All proceedings are to be recorded, except the jury•~, deliberations. Recording during a formal recess is not '"'"', requ,ired, i.e. , if the recess is actually a hiatus .:in the "''· probeedings where ,,the jurors are not to discuss the case with each other, let alone with a witness or the prosecutor. No conversation is to be allowed between jurors and recess. No off-the-record conversa
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	witnesses during a 
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	tion is to he a1,lowed between the jurors and the prosecutor regarding the case or any legal aspect of it. All actions of the prosecutor and the jurors should be susceptible to . 

	r,, 
	'· 
	'· 
	\

	review to ensure to the defendant an impartial, just and 
	1 
	unbiased hearing. 
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	, 
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	1 a transcript of the recording must b~ filed in Superior Court and is available only to the prosecui;ion .'and the defen's.e. , This record can be used to challenge the indictment on the grounds that the difendant was denied a substantial procedural right or that' an insuffici~nt nlli-nher of qualified jurors concurred in the indictment. The ,remedy for this t~e of challenge , is a remand for a new det~rmination of probable cause. 
	Following an indictment

	0 
	0 
	1 ,,, 0 Superior Court, 115 ,,lu'iz. 526, 566 P.2d 327 (1977). 
	Wilkey v. 
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	There are no provisions.for challenging an indictment on the sufficiency or quality o:& the evidence introduced (unless the defendan'): successfully alleges that these led to a denial of a "substantial procedural right'·'), since Arizona has not adopted evidentiary standards for grancl jury proceedings. 
	4.2 Characteristics of Grand Jury Cases 
	As with the preliminary hearing caseload, the: nature of the cases handled by the grand jury is interrelated with the factors ,:influencing a prosecutor's decision to use the grand jury. This is particularly ·true in Maricopa County, where cases do not routinely go to the ,grand, jury but ,are handled in that fashion because of a spe'cific advantage antic:::ilji,f.!.ted by the, prosecutor~ These advantages may be tied to case·· characteristi<::s r, ~/g., the' grand jury .. may be perceived as more efficien
	attribtl"j;.es 
	lar defense attorney, thereby making \1)%e';
	1

	Al though single-defendant cases were the most "common type of case presented . to the grand jury, our samples contained a n~qmber of mul,tiple defendant cases, with the highest number of defendants in one <?ase being seven.,, Table 
	4.1 displays the number of defendants per case in each county. 
	Table 4. 1 
	NUMBER OF DEFENDANTS PER CASE* 
	Number of Defendants Maricopa County Pima County 
	1 80% 78% 2 13 16 3 3 3 4 3 1 
	5 or more 1 1 
	Q 
	\ 
	\ in the two counties (the Crime and Racketeering Unit (OCRU) in Maricopa County and. the Consume:r;; Protection/Economic Crime Unit (CP/ECU) in Pima County) involved one defendant 80 percent of the time. 
	*Cases originating from the specialized prosecution units 
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	The frequency of multiple-de;fe%dant cases before tqe grandi;jury is especially interesting since many prci'secutoJ'.:1~ perceive the grand jury as far more effi
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	cient than the preliminary hearing for these types of cases. In MarJ.copa County the ~se of the grand jury for multiple defendant cas'es is much more pronounced, given that only 11 percent of preliminary hear.ings involve more than one defendant {see Section 3.2) compared to 20 percent of the,grand jury cases. 
	(I 
	(I 

	Another·factor that may influence the decision to use the grand jury and the nature of the proceeding is the type of crime involved. Table 4. 2 examines the patterns of offenses charged i~.l grand jury cases. 
	1: 
	1: 
	0 
	Table 4.2 
	OFFENSES CHARGE,J? IN GRAND JURY CASES 
	·. 
	Offenses " Maricopa County Pima County 
	,, 
	Crimes of •violence only* 22 (29%) 14 ( 19%) () 
	.. 
	Crimes against property only 26 (35%) 37 (50%) 
	~ 
	,, 
	Both crimes of violence and 
	·,, crimes against property 4 ( 5%) .3 ( 4%) 
	= 
	'Drug offenses only 19 {25%) 10 ( 14%) 
	Drug of£enses. and crimes df violence and crimes against property ,, 1 ( 1%) 0 ( 0%) 
	0 
	other 3 ( 4%) 10 (14%) 
	;,;-~ 
	C, 
	//~ 

	0 
	75 (99%t 74 ("1g,1i) 
	of violence include murder, assault'.', sexual offenses, kidnapping, robbery, and theft from the person. Although the latter two offenses involve the tak,ing of J?,roperty, they also involve £orce or the threat of injury and direct confrontatio~ between the"victim and the perpetrator. Crimes against property include burglary, theft , and forgery. 
	*Crimes 
	7 

	0 
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	As can be seen in Tab),e, 4. 2, sMaricopa County presents dases with · a broad 
	range of offenses to the gran~ jury, as. is the case with the preliminary 
	h:aring (see Chapter, 3). Property crimes were more preva\t at the granQ 
	h:aring (see Chapter, 3). Property crimes were more preva\t at the granQ 
	jury than were ~rimes of violence, although many cases involving crimes of violence ~ere presented as well. our interview data suggesting that the most serious cases wext.,~ typically presented to .the grand· jury rece_ived support from our finding k-e' 80 percent of the homicide cases in our sample were presented to the grand jury. Sexual assault cases·also appeared in our grand jury samples. This finding is consistent with the stated desire to minimize the burden on the victim through use of the grand jur
	r, 
	" 


	In ~!ma County, crimes against property account for one-half of the workload of the grand' jury. In view of the" selective use of the preliminary hearing, these cases are following the typical path rather tha'.('~eceiving unusual treatment. Five "driving while intoxicated" charges fell i;ito the "other" category. 'The remaining five charges all invol~ed crimes against the justice system, including bribery, perjury, and obstructing justic~. 
	In ~!ma County, crimes against property account for one-half of the workload of the grand' jury. In view of the" selective use of the preliminary hearing, these cases are following the typical path rather tha'.('~eceiving unusual treatment. Five "driving while intoxicated" charges fell i;ito the "other" category. 'The remaining five charges all invol~ed crimes against the justice system, including bribery, perjury, and obstructing justic~. 
	The number of counts per case was another case characteristic examined. Again, single-count cases we.re the most common but multiple-count cases O the cases in, Maricopa' County "and 45. percent of tho~\ in Pima County. This again suggests that the grand jury is considered an important tool in more complex or time-consuming cases. The two counties were similar in the distribution of, counts per case. 
	represented 41 percent of 
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	Table 4.3 
	NUMBER OF COUNTS CHARGJ:;D PER CASE* 
	" 
	u Number of Counts Maricopa County Pima County 
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	*The majority of the cases presented to the grand jury by the specialized unx:;s, OCRU, and CP/ECU involved multiple 
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	counts. ln Maricopa County, only 20 percent of the cases I 
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	preisented by OCRU involved a simple allegation, whereas the . pattern in Pima County more closely resembleq the I general caseload, with 44 percent of the cases involving ' single defendants(;• 
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	There :is less difference in the types of cases presented to the grand jury in the two counties than there is in the characteristics of the respective pre~ liminaryi: hearing )~seloads ., Thus, any variation between ~cou11,ties . in th~ operation/ of the (f~rand jury is less likely related to differential usag2 patterns (as is prol:i,ably the case with the preliminary hearing) than to dif0 fering local policies or practices. 
	There :is less difference in the types of cases presented to the grand jury in the two counties than there is in the characteristics of the respective pre~ liminaryi: hearing )~seloads ., Thus, any variation between ~cou11,ties . in th~ operation/ of the (f~rand jury is less likely related to differential usag2 patterns (as is prol:i,ably the case with the preliminary hearing) than to dif0 fering local policies or practices. 
	There :is less difference in the types of cases presented to the grand jury in the two counties than there is in the characteristics of the respective pre~ liminaryi: hearing )~seloads ., Thus, any variation between ~cou11,ties . in th~ operation/ of the (f~rand jury is less likely related to differential usag2 patterns (as is prol:i,ably the case with the preliminary hearing) than to dif0 fering local policies or practices. 
	-

	in private f'n' his chambers could do so, while cautioning the group that they shoul_d no,t make any assumptions if any person elected to respond in private. rri:ie »Judge th~n read ~our que.stions before asking for responses~. The questions dealt with: prior convictions for treason or a felony without a subsequ~nt restoration of civil rights, current condition of insanity or guardianship status, mental illness which would interfere with service and status 

	TR
	as S'l.lrety on a pail bond for someone accused of a crime. None ~f the panel 

	TR
	asked to respond in chambers, nor did anyone answer affirmatively when the 

	4.3 Grand Jury Operations 
	4.3 Grand Jury Operations 
	questions were posed to the group. , 
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	4 •. 3. 1 Selection and Impanelment 
	4 •. 3. 1 Selection and Impanelment 
	7n addition to gathering background information on each prospective. juror 

	TR
	~n are~s such as education, employment and marital status, each impanelling 

	TR
	Judge interrogated the panels on their relationships or contacts with law 

	After a pool of qualified electors has been selected from which grand jurors 
	After a pool of qualified electors has been selected from which grand jurors 
	enforcement personnel. The panels were also asked to report any other fac

	may be drawn, it is the responsibility" of the, impanelling judge in each 
	may be drawn, it is the responsibility" of the, impanelling judge in each 
	tors or influences in their experience which might prejudice them in any way. 

	county to verify each prospective juror;,!~ qualifications, screen for bias or 
	county to verify each prospective juror;,!~ qualifications, screen for bias or 

	.,other grounds for exclusion, and determine whether any other barriers to 
	.,other grounds for exclusion, and determine whether any other barriers to 

	service on the grand. jury exist. Although theqiiestions asked of prospective 
	service on the grand. jury exist. Although theqiiestions asked of prospective 
	The inquiry into this issue was handled much more thoroughly in Pima County 

	jurors ge°c'frally covered sinular topics in the two counties, the method of 
	jurors ge°c'frally covered sinular topics in the two counties, the method of 
	than in Maricopa County, where only a general question was directed to the 

	examining the panel differed. In Maricopa County, an initial series of 
	examining the panel differed. In Maricopa County, an initial series of 
	jurors. To identify cases in which the prospective jurors would not be able 

	questions was directed to a panel of 65 prospective jurors as a group, and 
	questions was directed to a panel of 65 prospective jurors as a group, and 
	to act objectively or fairly, the judge in Pima County discussed some of the 
	cl 

	the judge did not announce his decisions until after the examination h.ad been 
	the judge did not announce his decisions until after the examination h.ad been 
	issu~s tha~ wou~d likely come before the grand jury. Topics touched on by 
	0 

	completed on" all issues. Therefore, the jurors •did not know which 'factors would result in an excuse from service on the panel and which would not. In 
	completed on" all issues. Therefore, the jurors •did not know which 'factors would result in an excuse from service on the panel and which would not. In 
	the Judge in this regard were nar~otics, murder, and sexual assault or child molestation, In the last instance, the judgf, warned the panel that th'ey 
	J 
	,\ t 

	Pima County, however, the"entire group wasnot screened. Instead, the clerk 
	Pima County, however, the"entire group wasnot screened. Instead, the clerk 
	would probably be hearing very graphic, explicit testimony and asked whether 

	of court randomly seJ:ected 16 pr~~vective jurors from .among those present in a large pool. ( It is not possible to determine the exact size of the pool 
	of court randomly seJ:ected 16 pr~~vective jurors from .among those present in a large pool. ( It is not possible to determine the exact size of the pool 
	an~ of them. "would ~ave any difficulty in hearin,g about suchj, matters in de1tail from time to time, or would be offended by it?" The )fiudge urged the 

	"from the transcript.) Although only these 16 were initially questioned, the 
	"from the transcript.) Although only these 16 were initially questioned, the 
	members of the panel to gi'lte serious thought to whether any l~rsonal experi

	entire group remained present throughout the proceeding, since replacements 
	entire group remained present throughout the proceeding, since replacements 
	ence_s ~r exp~riences of their families would interfere with /~he performance 

	might have been needed as excuses were granted. To avoid the need to repeat 
	might have been needed as excuses were granted. To avoid the need to repeat 
	of their duties as _grand. j:urpr_s. When two individuals ind~pated that they 

	0 
	0 
	any questions if replacements were needed, the judge asked that everyone take 
	felt they could not act impartially on cases of this type, 1;:/he judge ..raised 

	TR
	note of the questions asked of the group of 16., 
	the possibility that they could excuse themselves from the /grand,J jury each 

	TR
	11 
	time a case of this nature was presented. After both jurors agreed to that strategy, the judge asked the deputy county attorney, who was present at 

	TR
	The level of questioning also varied between counties in most topics dis
	the impanelment proceeding, "how frequently cases involving sexual assault 

	TR
	cussed. In Maricopa County, the impanelling judge posed very specific ques
	or child mole-Station might arise. Given the deputy county attorney I s esti
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	TR
	tions lj to the J·urors, . such as, "What would be the effect of ~ . vour ~ ;ihsence on . 
	<,mate of 15 to 20 percent of all cases, the judge excused the two jurors. 

	TR
	your employer?" In contrast, the P\rrra County impanelment judge typically 

	TR
	asked the panel members in a more. general fashion°to relate any circumstances 

	TR
	which would cause substantial hardship to their family or employer. The 
	In both counties, the judges presiding over the impanelment proceedings 

	TR
	types of responses did not differ significantly between counties despite the 
	appeared cognizant of the potential burdens of grand jury service ari:d yet 

	TR
	contrasting styl~]5f examination. 
	"were careful to emphasize both the importance of a representative grand jury 

	TR
	and the contribution to the justice system made by those who serve as grand 

	TR
	jurors. In ass~ssing t~e burdens. of service, one judgrstated that a juror 

	TR
	To ascertain their qualifications to serve as grand jurors, the panels in both counties were examined to verify that they were citizens, at least 18 years of age, residents of the appropriate county, residents of the state for 
	would be excused., only if substantial hardship resulted. However, in both counties, the judges pointed out ways to prevent or alleviate any hardship by describing the laws forbidding punitive actions by employers, informing 
	t . ' 

	TR
	at least 50 days, and able· to write their name or make their ma.rk. Another 
	jurors that the foreman could excuse an individual juror from attenaing on a 

	TR
	line of inquiry involved prior convictions and mental conditfon~ In J?.trna '\\ County, this .group of questions was asked in the same manner as any otheip;'b. In Maricopa County,. however, the judge said that anyone ·who w~,shed to respond 
	t....:..; 
	{) 1 . Impanelment, Pima County Grand Jury, No. 40, p, 35. 
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	given day, and even suggesting ways in which a juror ?ould resch:dule o~her 
	given day, and even suggesting ways in which a juror ?ould resch:dule o~her 
	given day, and even suggesting ways in which a juror ?ould resch:dule o~her 
	0 
	The judge·pointed out the similarities in the function of the grand jury and 

	co~tments. Jurors were excused for a variety of reasons, including serious 
	co~tments. Jurors were excused for a variety of reasons, including serious 
	the magistrate at the 'Preiiminary hearing, then noted that there are differ

	family illness, hardship due to lost income,c.hardship to an employer thr~ugh 
	family illness, hardship due to lost income,c.hardship to an employer thr~ugh 
	ences in the proceedings inicluding the presence of the defendant at the pre

	absence of a key staff member,, and conflict between the requirements of Jury 
	absence of a key staff member,, and conflict between the requirements of Jury 
	liminary hearing. The· prospective jurors were told of their right to ask to 

	duty and a )..engj:hy vacation"•,for which tickets had i\3-lready been purch~sed • In 
	duty and a )..engj:hy vacation"•,for which tickets had i\3-lready been purch~sed • In 
	hear the defendant or other witnesses. The judge tiie~ to allay any concerns 

	instances in which the prospective juror was upcertain about the impact of 
	instances in which the prospective juror was upcertain about the impact of 
	the jurors might have abouti 'this issue in the following m~nner: 

	jury duty but suggested that problems might arise, excuses were typically not 
	jury duty but suggested that problems might arise, excuses were typically not 
	.;.•, 

	granted. 
	granted. 
	I hope this doesn ',t upset you ••• that the defendant is not 

	TR
	present before the) Grand Jury because he is not for ••• most 

	TR
	of the matter; tha:t are presented to you, • · •• [although in·]. 

	one way in which the proceeding in' Pima County differed was the judge: s practice of requesting prospective jurors to obtain additional information on 
	one way in which the proceeding in' Pima County differed was the judge: s practice of requesting prospective jurors to obtain additional information on 
	a preliminary hea1:ing the defendant does have a right to be present. As ti say, .: •• [ifj the Grand Jury would like 

	the impact of jury service before an excuse was granted. For example, a 
	the impact of jury service before an excuse was granted. For example, a 
	r· t-o~hear from the c~efendant, they fan, but just as a matter 

	student was encouraged to try to rearrange his class schedule, and an em
	student was encouraged to try to rearrange his class schedule, and an em
	\~of course it is ndt usually done. 

	ployee was asked to call her boss to ascertain the actual impact of her 
	ployee was asked to call her boss to ascertain the actual impact of her 

	absence. The judge• s decision was deferred until later in .. the proceeding 
	absence. The judge• s decision was deferred until later in .. the proceeding 
	\\ 

	pending the, outcome of these inquiries. As a result, the remainder of 7he 
	pending the, outcome of these inquiries. As a result, the remainder of 7he 
	The judge concluded this area of his comments by point~ng out that the de

	pool could not be excused since there were still two or three prospect:~.ve 
	pool could not be excused since there were still two or three prospect:~.ve 
	fendant can testify if he or she so desires, but does not have to t~stify 

	jurors who had. not determined whether their service would cau~e hardshiI?· 
	jurors who had. not determined whether their service would cau~e hardshiI?· 
	if he or she does not wish to do so. 

	one juror was ultimately excused, but the replacement was examin~d only .by 
	one juror was ultimately excused, but the replacement was examin~d only .by 

	a general inquiry on whether he would be disqualified on <;1_,ny grounds dis
	a general inquiry on whether he would be disqualified on <;1_,ny grounds dis

	cussed up to that point. When the grand jury was sworn, two m~ers who 
	cussed up to that point. When the grand jury was sworn, two m~ers who 
	An important aspect of the instructions concerned the daily operations of the 

	were students were st~J uncertain whether they could resolve. their class 
	were students were st~J uncertain whether they could resolve. their class 
	grand jury, its duties and any restraints placed on its members. To the 

	scheduling conflicts. The judge noted they could be replaced if they were 
	scheduling conflicts. The judge noted they could be replaced if they were 
	extent possible, the impanelling judges in both counties tried to prepare the 

	excused at some point in the future. 
	excused at some point in the future. 
	jurors for their task and let them know what to expect during their term of 

	TR
	service. The judges also used this opportunity to caution jurors not to 

	0 
	0 
	misuse their powers,--'_,hut not to be hesitant to use them if necessary. Jurors 

	TR
	Following the selection of 16 grand jurors and four alternates, the impanel-· 
	were informed of tihe laws governing the presence of attorneys for witnesses 

	TR
	ling :judge is responsible for instructing the jurors on their duties. In 
	in the grand jury rC>om and the limits on their participation. The jurors 

	TR
	both counties, the impanelling judge provided some background information on 
	were notified of their right to hear evidence at the request of the person 

	TR
	the grand :jury and its place in the criminal justice system. The disti~c
	under investigation or to allow that person to testify upon his or her writ

	TR
	0 
	tions between the grand jury and the trial jury were explained and the historical role of the grand jury as both swo:r:d and shield was described. The 
	ten request. The judges informed the jurors of their power to require that evidence which they believed would explain away the charges be presented to 

	TR
	judge in Maricopa County was careful to point out that the grand jury was 
	them. In Maricopa County, panel membe~s were told that they should ask ques

	TR
	part of the judicial branch and was responsible to the court for its actions. 
	tions of the witne,sses who appeared if they felt the question~ were warranted 

	TR
	In Pima County, the judge went into considerable detail differentiating the 
	but were Qautionz.d to refrain from asking "needless, repetitious, or irrele

	TR
	·probable · cause standard from one involving proof beyond a reasonable doubt 
	vant questions.", 

	TR
	and explained that, in the typical case, the grand jury would be hearing 

	TR
	evidence from only one side. 

	TR
	The requiremen1r.:s for deciding upon an indictment and returning it to the 

	TR
	" 
	court were described to the jury, as well as the procedure for declining to 

	TR
	An interesting comBonent of the judge's remarks in Pima County concerned the 
	return an ing!Lctment. On that issue, the jurors in Mari.-copa County were 

	TR
	preliminary hearing. The. grand jurors were informed that, at the discretion 
	urged not to ,resitat;.erfin""refusing to vote for an indictment if they doubted 

	TR
	of the county attorney, .the preliminary hearing could be used as an alterna
	that the sta171dard of proof (probable cause) had been met. They were told 
	G 

	TR
	tive method for initiating charges. However, the judge told the group that 
	they were : '' 

	TR
	• • • for a variety of reasons, which .I w±1; not get into, ••• in Pima County the number of cases that go torough the Grand Jury f;r exceeds the number of cases that go before a magistrate. ~ 
	-
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	1rbid, p. 13 • 
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	._.• .performing a critical task _in standing here as a grand jury between the prosecutor and the citizens of the commun.;. ity. You have the prqtection. aqd liberty of the community 0 · and its citizens in your charge. Ii I !1 i' The respective roLes of the grand jury and the prosecutor were thoroughly defined in both counties. The jurors were told that the county attorney cannot tell the grand jury what he or she thinks it should do, nor can he or she evaluate the tes~imony or make a closing argument. The
	,1 
	charges in it and possible defendants, but as I said before, ••• it is in~no way binding upon you. If they have prepared an indictment and suggested an indictment that Defendant A and Defendant B and Defendant c are in it, an_d you don't think Defendant c should be there, te~l the County Attorney to remove c. That is your'perogative. If you have a Defendant B and you think D should be charged, the Grand Jury may prepare an indictment to reflect that• If they brought · an indictment in front of ~ you that 
	' 
	",\ 


	10., 
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	This notion of having all matter~ on the record is so 
	This notion of having all matter~ on the record is so 
	I; 

	im

	In advising, the grand jury on its role in making charging decisions, the 
	In advising, the grand jury on its role in making charging decisions, the 
	po~rtant that I have instructed· the Cnunty Attorney 

	and 
	and 

	judge in Pima County informed the grand jurors that the prosecutor would be 
	judge in Pima County informed the grand jurors that the prosecutor would be 
	hi:s deputies who will be with you each day not even to 
	say 

	asking them to select the procedure to be followed concerning the prepara
	hello to you unless you are in the grand jury room with 
	hello to you unless you are in the grand jury room with 
	the 
	2 

	tion of the indictment. He then described the alternative approaches and court reporter present •. stressed the discretion available to the grand jury. 
	[One] way this could be done is this: the County Attor
	[One] way this could be done is this: the County Attor

	Although the judges in both counties gave the newly-sworn grand jurors the ney could bring in the witnesses before you and have them 
	opportunity to ask questions, there was no indication that this ever oc. testify, give you the law in the area that the County .At
	c~rred in the impanelment transcripts we read. In addition to the instruc\\ ,. torney thinks is appropriate _,and then let you deliberate 
	tions from the judges, grand juries received more specific information from and decide what charges and who, , if any, should be in-
	prosecutors on routine housekeeping matters and the applicable statutes. 
	dicted. 
	dicted. 

	W~ did not .rev~ew transcripts of these proceedings since they largely con~ist of recitations of statutory material and, therefore, we do not know if ••• There would be nothing wrong with that process, but it 
	Jurors __ were more forthcoming with questions to i:he prosecutors than they does take some time. wer~ to the judges. 
	/ 
	/ 
	So what most Grand Juries in Pima" County have done is go 

	.. 
	along with the procedure whereby the County Attorney will 
	along with the procedure whereby the County Attorney will 

	An interesting question is the effectiveness of the instructions delivprepare what they th;i.nk the indictment shbuld be with the 
	-

	,, ered to grand J'uries by Judges and prosecutors. I t' · t b 
	0 

	n _c,,a par icipan -o server 
	n _c,,a par icipan -o server 

	0 
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	examination of the gr~;nd jury in Harris County (Housta'~) /''Tei~s; Carp anal
	(j 
	yzed the length of time .it took for grand jurors to comprehend their. role. 
	His findings are reported below. 
	m ~' 
	Given that the Harris County gr~nd juries routinely handled~~ c~ses a day:,, 
	0 
	and taking into their total output, Carp concluded that the first eight percent of, the cases processd by any grand jury ,}','ere resolved,. without, the grand jury fully understan~ing 'its risponsibilities or duties. 
	considerat!'.i.on 
	7

	ct Although·our study did not address this issue, it is certainly an important point to consider when analyzing the relative merits of the preliminary he;ring (with and without law-tr~ined magistrates) and the grand jury. !t may also add perspective to the descriptions of grand jury participation in questioning wi~esses and making charging 'tlecision:s. 
	LENGTH OF TIME REQUIRED BEFORE GRAND JURORS SUBSTANTIALLY UNDERSTOOD THE DUTIES, POWERS, AND FUNCTIONS 'OF A GRAND JORY., 
	LENGTH OF TIME REQUIRED BEFORE GRAND JURORS SUBSTANTIALLY UNDERSTOOD THE DUTIES, POWERS, AND FUNCTIONS 'OF A GRAND JORY., 
	' t,_'I) 
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	\½, Percentage of Length of Time Grand Jurors 
	,_. 
	(_N = 156) 
	,l(\. 
	{., 
	1'>!:.1 
	Understood Pl:ior to or immediately after first ,?ession 22 Understood after second session 27 Understood after fourth session 32 Understood after sixth, session or ,long:er 19 (Median time is somewhat more than the third session) 
	/) 

	Source: carp, Robert A. , "The Harris County Grand Jury: A Case Study," Houston Law Review, 12: 90 ( 19,74_), p. 99 • 
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	4.3.2 Commencement and Duration of the Proceedings 
	In both Pima and Maricopa Counties, each case to be considered by the grand jury is introduced in a routine fashion. Typically, the presenting attorney will announce the case by name and number and recite the alleged crimel::l., the names of the witnesses who are scheduled to testify, and the names of the victims to alert jur ors .. 
	__ to any potenlial conflicts • 
	__ to any potenlial conflicts • 
	t I 

	In Maricopa county, where the grand jury proceeding is highly formalized, a series of "admonitions'' is read to the grand jury at the beginning of each day's session, including the grounds for self-disq,uali:l;ication. At the 
	~ 
	~ 

	0 92 
	1 
	1 
	" 
	outset of .. ·. every case tne jurors axe asked whet.her any of these admonitions are applicable• 
	In the cases contained in our random sample, jurors would occasionally report the existence of possible grounds for disqualification.' There was no_consistent response, however; different prosecutors the. situation in different ways. On occasion, jurors noted that they were acquainted with one of the witnesses or other key persons, but remained on the grand jury after indicating that this would not bias their decision or affect the weig·ht given 
	hand).ed 

	1 
	to 
	to 
	to 
	that person's testim~p.y. · 
	In 
	one 
	case 
	in our 
	sample, 
	the following 
	seen-.. 

	ario occurred: 
	ario occurred: 

	TR
	\': 


	The juror was uncertain. whether he knew one of the _people involved, in the case so asked factual questions about the person. The prosecutor recessed the grand jury and" me,t with the individual juror andc. the court reporter outside the presence of the other jurors. A discussion was held on the record regarding cha:i;:acteristics of the person involved in the case and the nature of the jm:or' s relationship with that person once the question of identity was resolved, The juror continued to sit on the case
	Another area in wh:i.ch prosecutors varied was the degree to which they assisted a juror in c.'1i'etermining whether there were sufficient grounds,, for disqualification. on.k approach was to redirect the juror's questions back to. the juror by pointing out that disqualification cc;mld resul ~ only from the decision of the juror or the judge and that the prosecutor did not have the authority to any juror from any particular case. A much more direct approach was taken by other prosecutors who advisi:ld jur
	exc1;i.se 

	0 
	As noted above;, the offenses under consideration were included in the introductory announcement of each case. Strict precautions were taken. in Maricopa County to avqid prejudicial language while providing the grand ju-ry with this information.( In one instance, a grand jury handling one of its first cases asked the prosecuting attorney to read the charges. The county attorney pointed out! that there were no charges before the grand jury and that the proceeding /was just an investigation of possible crimin
	-
	11 
	though in 
	1
	11 
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	Every g.i::and jury receives general instructions at or near the time of impanelment regarding the substantive criminal laws they ,y,ill be called upon to apply • However , counties differ in the procedures used to refresh the grand 
	-

	/I 
	93 
	0 

	jurors' recollection of the applicable statutes. In Maricopa County, it is ff' policy to ensure in every case that each juror present has heard all 
	o ice · , -d th t 
	t statutes relevant to the case. If the grand jury s recor sin ca e a one juror has not heard a certain relevant statute, the p~o~ecut is instruted to read that law. Furthermore, the jurors are to be given he opportw:iity to hear the statutes again if '!:hey desire. In Pima County, · E:! ~nstruc'tions at the impanelment are rarely supplemented, with two exceptions: (1) when a juror requests that a statute be re-read; and (2) when the sta1;ute ha~-beco~e applicable for the first time. In our sample of cases
	·1d' 
	7

	percent of the cases sampled.' 
	These formalized procedures have an effect on the duration of grand jury cases in Maricopa County, as would be expected. However, we,. also , fow:id that the quantity of testimony produ~e~ _for the grand jury w~s g>reater in Maricopa than in Pima County. In Maricopa County,. the median number of pages of testimony was approximately seven, '·w~ereas in Pima ~aunty ,it was four. Greater disparity in the amount of testimony was shown in cases presented by the special units, with OCRU cases (Maricopa Co_-unty)
	1
	7

	Given that there is little difference in the grand jury's caseload in th~ two counties, it is interesting to note· the variation in time spent''hearing testimony. When considered in conjunction with our findings that the pr,aliminary hearing is longer in Pima County than in Maricopa County (see Section 3. 3. 2), this suggests that the atypical proceeding in each county may be more intensive or less routinized. Partly as a result of this situation, the atypical proceeding is likely to remain atypical, sinc
	~n Maricopa County, cases in the general grand jury caseload took an average o.f 25 minutes, and :,those p_Fesented by OCRU took 28 minutes• We are unable to infer time elapsed in Pima County by comparing pag~s of testimony, since we do not know what portion of the time'wa;:i allocate~ to testimony instead of the formalize& procedures , described above• It is interesting to note-'that carp's analysis of the Harris County {Houston), Texas, grand jury showed an average of five minutes per case for the entire
	~--~----~------~-------------------------,,.--~---~~---;--~-~--
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	4.3.3 Presentation of the Government's Case 
	4.3.3 Presentation of the Government's Case 
	Arizona grand jury procee1ings are not bound by the same evidentiary stan,dards that apply at trial. his influences prosecutors' perceptions of the efficiency of the grand jury and is a major facto-r in shaping the nature of grand jury proceedings. Prosecutors cite the -ability to introduct· hearsay as an advantag~, since it allows ~hem to consolida~e ~hei~ evid ~ce and present only one witness who can testify to matters withJ.n his or 1er own knowledge as well-as those communicated to him or her by other
	2

	~menial Evidence 
	The typical case hea~d by the grand jury ~n both Pima and Maricopa Counties involved only one law enforcement witness. This pattern was followed in 92 percent of the cases sampled in Maricopacounty and in 95 percent of those in Pima County. The remaining 8 percent of the routine cases in Maricopa County involved two law enforcement witnesses; no civil.:i;an witnesses testified. In contrast, the remaining 5 percent ot? the cases in Pima County involved civilian witnesses as well as law enforcement witnesses
	0 

	A similar pattern occurred in cases presented,by the specialized prosecution units: civilian witnesses testified in only eight percent of these cases in 1, both counties. The relative absence of civilian witnesses is not surprising 
	in view of the preference given to the preliminary hearing as a forum to test 
	the credibilityof witnesses. 
	One distinction between the cases presented by the specialized units and the regular caseload was the 'type of law enforcement officers testifying. Routine cases were t7Pically presented through the testimony of a police officer 

	1 See, 
	1 See, 
	1 See, 
	for 
	example, 
	State v. 
	Guerrero, 
	119 Ariz, 
	273, 
	580 P. 2d 
	734 

	(App. 
	(App. 
	1978). 2 ,,, 
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	It 
	should 
	be 
	noted, 
	as 
	discussed 
	in 
	the 
	preceding 
	chapter, 
	that 

	hearsay 
	hearsay 
	is 
	also 
	admissible 
	at 
	the preliminary 
	hearing in 
	certain 
	circum
	-
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	stances. 3
	rt is interesting to note that this purpose can be accomplished at the preliminary hear.i;ng as we,11, although perhaps not as easily sinJI~ the witness has to test.ify under cr..oss-examination. In one of our sam]?le prel~minary hearings, the police officer testifying refused to ans~er any questions that might provide olues to the identity of an informant, even refusing to respond · to questions referring;, to the informant as "he" until the defense generic. 
	-
	attorney qualified his labelling as 
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	who ha.d some involvement with investigating the case or making the arrest. testifying in the cases in our special sample were undercover agents, · reflecting the subst~ntial number of narcotics cases handled by the OCRU unit. In Pima County there were no undercover agents; most government witnesses were investigato;!;s • 
	In ,Maricopa County, nearly half of the law enforcement witnesses 
	0 
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	law er{forcement witnesses ,often involved merely a recitation of the facts contained in the police report. In some instances, the witness was not directly involv§d in the events being described (often an officer testified to the actions of both 
	'·The nature of the testimony" offered to the grand c::jury by 
	0 

	0 
	0 

	himielf ,or herself and-~ther officers involved in the case) and did not have any information beyond that in the police report.,, .. Given the standard o{ probable·· cause and the absence of cross-examination, this was generally considered sufficient evidence by the grand jury, since indictments were almost ~lways retur~,lfd• However, thes€ factors combined "7:0 limit the grand jury',s ability to questi'bn the witness effectiv,ely and ,rendered the transcriPt of little use to the defense"as a discovery dev
	As noted earlier in this chapter, provisions to protect the rights of grand jury witnesses have been promulgated as an important com~onent of grand jury reform efforts. It is clear that these issues arise only in unusual circumstances in the types of cas~s heard by county grand juries in Arizona, since most witnesses are law enforcement,,,.officials. We did find, two instances, however, in which the legal rightscif the witness became a subject of discussion during the grand jury proceeding. 
	Although/I none "of our randomly sampled, grand jury cases involved an appearance 
	1 
	1 

	by a withess who was a target of the inquiry or directly at ri9ik, o~e wbtness did asse;rt certain legal ri-ghts as described in the anecdote below. 
	In .a cas~ involving assault and ~idnapping charges' arising out of an altercation between the defendant and his ex-wife's divorce lawYer, one witness claimed several constitutional protections. The witness was the the altercation. The witness willingly testified to his observations but refused to answer questions regarding his conversations with the defendant, citing the attorneyclieht privilege. (At one point, the witness also.raised a F.ifth Amendment claim, but this was never carried any further.),
	In .a cas~ involving assault and ~idnapping charges' arising out of an altercation between the defendant and his ex-wife's divorce lawYer, one witness claimed several constitutional protections. The witness was the the altercation. The witness willingly testified to his observations but refused to answer questions regarding his conversations with the defendant, citing the attorneyclieht privilege. (At one point, the witness also.raised a F.ifth Amendment claim, but this was never carried any further.),
	defendant's lawYer and was an eyewitness to 
	0 
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	appear before the court to accept a grant of immunity and return to the grand jury at a speci:fied date to continue his testimony. The witness 
	appear before the court to accept a grant of immunity and return to the grand jury at a speci:fied date to continue his testimony. The witness 
	--------------------,.,----,, ------,----------------------,, 
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	1 
	agreed to fo:).low that ~rocedu!:'~ However, the witness did not aripear at Superior Court. At~ a later ~ate, he returned ta the grand jury ad~ testified without clai~ing any pri\~ege. 
	~ 
	One grand jur::t case' in our special county sample did involve a witness who was also a target. It was presented by the consumer Protection/Economic Crime Unit in Pima County. The confusion of the grand jurors and the prosecutor's re~ponse are de~cribed :in the anecdote bel,pw. 
	As one witness was excused but before the next was called, a juror broke in with a question. The juror asked: "Is it <)tistomary to have a person who :i.s also charged with one of the counts as a ,iitness?" The prosecutor, after some confusion, answered negatively. The juror pursued the issue by asking: "This is an unusual case?" The prosecutor responded, "Yes." The target was then called ~hd sworn in. This dialogue occurred between the prosecutor and the target/witness-:~= ~ 
	_;; Prosecutor: " ••• you are here today pursuant to a subpoena served upon you?" 
	Witness: "Yes." 
	/",, 
	·,, 
	Prosecutor: "To testify in front of the grand jury?.~. 
	Witness: "Yes." 
	Prosecutor: "Are you aware that the presentation today has to do with the af:fairs of fraudulent insurance claims presented by ••• among other things?" 
	Witness: "Yes." 
	Prosecutor: "And you have discussed this matter previously with Detective ••• bf the Tucson Police Department and Detective ••• , correct~" 
	Witness: "Yes." 
	P:::-osecutor: }' Andyou are aware of the possibility of 
	1 

	'" the Pima County Grand Jury returning charges ag•inst you, possibly for conspiracy facilitation having to do with your role, 
	-, 
	-----------------~------------------------------------------------
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	rt is interesting to note that immunity does n~t obviate the attorneyclient privilege which was the only claim pur'sued by this witness. 
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	0 
	if you will, in ••• fraudulent insurance 
	claim presentation?" 
	Witness: "Yes, I am." 
	Prosecutor: "Before I ask you any questions, ••• I would like t,o read you your rights." 
	,, 
	"You hav.e a right to remain silent. Anything you say can and will be used against 
	you in a court of law." 
	"You have the. right to have an attorney 
	"You have the. right to have an attorney 
	I) 

	present to assist you prior to questioning 
	and to be with you during questioning if 
	you so deµire. If you cannot afford an 
	attorney, you have a right to have an at
	torney appointed for you prior toques
	tioning." 
	"Do you understand these rights?" 
	\\ 
	\\ 
	Q 

	Witness: "Yes, I do." 
	Prosecutor: "Having now been advised of these rights, do you wish to answer questions in front of the Grand Jury regarding your arrangemen ts with and your discussions with .•• with, regards to these various ,,vehicles in November of 1979?" 
	Witness: "Yes." 

	Physcial and Documentary Evidence 
	In addition to testimonial evidence, information may be introduced athrough the use of physical objects or documents. For instance, in a case involving a gun as the I,llurder weapon, exhibits could include the gun itself; and/or a report prE:pared by a .ballistics expert who might also testify directly. Given the admissibility of hearsay to determine probable. cause, it '.ts also possible to introduce the ballistics ex,J?ert' s ffndings to th~ grand jury through the testimony of a police officer WP,O summa
	clusions. 
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	Through our case analysis we found that physical and documentary evidence plays almost no role in grand jury proceedings·. Such evidence was not introt"" 
	regarding any scient,ific findings. However, laboratory reports were used to report results of drug analysis in a small number of grand jury cases. A lab report was part of the. evidence in four percent of the Maricopa County cases and in five percent of the cases in Pirna County. 
	The cases presented to grand juries by the special prosecution units followed this pattern as well. Although there were references in the testimony to audio-video recordings in one-third of the cas'es handled by OCRU in Maricopa County, that evidence" was directly introduced to the grand jury on only one occasion. In tha~ instance,'the grand jury acce'pted the prosecutor's offer to play the recording for them. In other cases in Maricopa County, the 
	"" existence of a recording was noted but no further action taken. 
	4.3.4 Introduction of Exculpatory Evidence 
	The evidence"introduced in grand jury proceedings is directed to~ard proving the existence of :Probable cause; rarely, if ever,'' is any of the evidence exculpatory in nature. There is no requirement in Arizona that known exculpatory evidence be presented to the grand jury. Moreover, case law ha,:;; held that failure to inform the grand jury of potntially exculpatory evidence is 
	1

	, not grounds for dismissing the indictment. A judge interviewed in the course of this study noted a situation,, in which the grand jury was not told of incriminating statements by a non-defendant, yet the indictment was held to be valid. 
	,,·, 
	, Al though prosecutors are not required to present exculpatory evidence to the grand jury, they may offer sqch evidence if they are aware of it or may notify the jurors of its availability should they desire to hear it. Similarly, the grand jury its elf may seek out any exculpatory evidence it believes may exist. Thus, some of the defense attorn,eys who were interviewed indicated that, .·. in selected cases, they notify the·. prosecutor or the grand jury of the defendant's desire to testify and of the ex
	In practice, however, exculpatory evidence is rarely presented to the grand jury. In the cases contained in our sample, exculpatory evidence was nE;lither offered nor actually introduced by the pro.sepµ:t:,_g;i;-~ 
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	In one case, the defense attorney sent a letter to the grand jury notirig its r:i:ght to request additional evidence. and urging it to inquire into five enumerated issues considered important to the defense. In closing the de
	-
	fense attorney said: 
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	Q 
	Q 
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	see, for example, State v. Baumann, 125 Ariz. 404, 610 P.2d 38 (1980). 
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	tify 
	duced directly "in either county, nor were expert witnesses called to tes
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	:Se careful in your J deliberations. [The defendant] is in business and regµliirly must deal with the public. Any criminal allegati'on!k against him or any m~er of his family would be injuri/,bus to his reputation and charges should not be lodged wihout a full exploration of ~he facts. 
	1

	/) 
	c/' 

	There was no reference in the transcript to this letter/ and thus ~:t was unclear whether the grand jury ever saw it. However, the! points ra:i.:sed in the letter were all explored during the testimony before the grand jury, in part as a result of questions by the jurors. 
	0 ,, 
	4.3.5 Level of Grand Jury Involvement in Directing the Proceeding 
	Critics of the grand jury often paint it as responding to the prosecutor's direction and desires to the point of being a "rubber stamp" which takes no action on its own. Yet prosecutors who appear before grand juries on a routine basis deny that jurors are overly passive or fail to participate fully in all aspects of the proceeding. In fact, prosecutors claim that on a number of occasions, a grand jury has surprised, tl1,em by ;;Pursuing areas of inquiry not covered by the prosecutor or by questioning'.' ,,
	One way of assessing the ext,ent of the grand jury's involvement in eliciting evidence is to .c:.onsider its role in questioning witnesses. Typically, the prosecutor led ;; witness through his or her testimony by a series of questions. Once the prosecutor had completed i!ihis line of . inquiry, the grand jury was given the opportunity to question the witness. Generally, the grand jury was not restricted in its _questioning. However, in a few instances where a jm:·.or' s questions ventured into irrelevant o
	On the whole, the grand juries who heard the cases in our sample were inv:oived to .. a_-J.;L111J.tedc~degre1;Lonly. -Wit.l'lesses were questioned by grand jurors in 66 percent o:f the cases in both counties-~~'•' In Maricopa County, ,thEl, median number of grand jury questions per witness was only 2. 4, although one witness was asked 41 questions. 'In Pima,. County, the highe,st number o:f ques
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	tions asked of any witness was 29, but the median per witness was only two. Since typically only one witness testified per case, thts means that grand jurors routinely asked only one or two questions in the course of the proceeding. The bulk of testimony was provided in response to questions asked by the prosecutor. In one-half of the cases.examined in Maricopa County, the prosecutor was zesponsible £or eliciting roughly 94 percent of the testimony; 
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	in Pima County the comparable figure was __ virtually 100 percent. In only 25 percent of the cases did the grand jury direct more than 25 percent of the testimony in ~ricopa County or more than 20 percent in Pima County. Grand juries hearing cases presented by the Consumer Protection/Economic Crime Unit in Pima County were slightly more active; askiney,,a median of five questiqns per .. witness and directing 22 percent of all testimony. 
	In_ both counties, the stated policy and observed practice is to dismis~ the witness after the prosecutor and jurors have completed their questioning. The grand, jury is then provided with the opportunity to ask questions of the prosecutor. These questions are technically limited to issues 0£ law, but on occasion the jurors will i,nterject a question on a factual issue, We observed that t£ jurors asked factual questions, prose\'cutors qui le con:sistently declined to./·answer and instead offe;red to recall
	1/ 
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	\\ 
	A j1.1roF could not recall the age of a suspect and asked what it was after the witness had been excused. The prosecutor simply responded that the queJstion was a factual one and recalled the witness. 
	A~ter completion of testimony in one case, a juror noted that the witness had stated that certain events occurred in one year whereas one of the two firosecutors, presenting the case had _mentioned a different date in announcJng the case and the applicable laws, The witness was recalled to clarify "this issue. 
	I ' 
	ALI.though routine factual ques'tions were typically addressed by recalling witnfesses, there were occasional problems with other types of questions• One ,~rea of inquiry which was sometimes explored by grand jurors through ques;hions, to the prosecutor ~nvolved case strategy. Questions s_uch ~s "Why was 
	1 
	•this defendant charged a)hd not this person?," "Why was this witness used and "Who decided to charge this offens_e and why?" posed particularly sensitive problems for prosecutors. In some circumstances, these questions may raise legaJ. issues and therefore be appropriatefor the prosecutoris response. On the other hand, the issues may be entirely a matter of fact and not .proper questions for the prosecutor•, However, if the issues are related to judgments made by the prosecutor's staff, recalling the wit
	to present this evidence?, 
	11 
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	\ 
	1
	since the witnesses are told to wait outside after they are excused, there is no difficulty in recalling them to the. grand jury ro9m. 
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	disagreed with the strategy adopted by the prosecutor but declining to explain the reasons behind the strategy. 
	-

	Even when the grand jury's inquiry clearly involves ;issus that are legal in nature, the prosecutor must be careful to avoid infringing on·· the discretion of the grand jury. Particularly when facing questions regarding the nature of the charges, prosecutors were careful to point out that it was the responsibility of the grand jury to detrmine exactly which· offenses should 
	be charged. 
	The grand jury sought legal advice from the deptuty county attorney with 
	some frequency in the cases sampledtc At least one legal question was posed in 29 percent of the cases studied in Maricopa Coq,nty and in 20 percent in Pima County. The number of que.stions asked was as high as 19 in one case in Maricopa County and six in Pima County, wereas the averages were 1. 4 and 
	0 

	• 6 respectively. Although the impanelling judges in .both counties pointed ' 
	° out that the grand jury could seek legal advice from the court, this never ~occurred in any of the cases sampled. 
	0 
	4.3.6 Deliberations 
	Once the grand jury's questions have been answered, the jurors are ready to deliberate. The procedures followed ~n the two counties differ significantly at this point. In Pima County, the grand jury de/liberates on the draft indictment as prepared by the prosecutor. In Maricopa County, a twostage deliberation process is followed. The grand jury is either directly instructed ( or advised to recall earlier instructions) that they have three options at this point: to recall any witnesses, to request addition
	witness Illight bexecalled. 
	ii 
	ii 
	One case involving an inexperienced grand jury hearing 9nJy i~~ third case illustrates the interaction between members of the grand j:j.lry and the prosecutor as legal issues are explained and charging decii~ions formulated. The inexperience of the grand jury is an important fip.ctor, since questions were asked which were not asked by more seasoned j1!,U:'ors. Following the standard practice in Maricopa County, the prosei~utor opened the presentation :Cy informing the grand jury that the statutes governin
	burglc1.ry 
	proce~o.ed 
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	occasions to clarify the,, legal definitions of theft and burglary. To assist them, the prosecutor desc;:ribed a hypothetical set of facts and distinguished which facts would support a charge of burglary and which wpul~ constitute theft. At one point, a grand juror asked a question about the penalties ,applicable for each crime. The prosecuto,r declined to answer, noting that the penalty was not. relevant to the determination of probable cause. The jurors' did not seem to recognize that theft and burglary
	Following the testimony of the witness, the grand jury continued to raise legal questions on the definitions and levels of the optional charges 1' When a factual question was raised regarding the value of. the items alleged to have been stolen, the prosecutor did ~ot answer the question ~imself, but offered to recall the witness. At that point, the grand juror did not take him up: on his offer, but rephrased the question. Still not fully• grasping the grand jury's role, a juror asked,:, "He's being charged 
	The grand jury then retired to deliberate but·· returned with further questions. The prosecutor once again attempted to explain the alternatives by stating that if the grand jury found certain facts to be true, the charge would be burglary, whereas if another fact pattern was belieyed to be true, then the proper,,charge would be theft. Throughout this series of explanations, the prosecutor stressed that ,he was not implying that the evidence showed any of these facts, only the legal consequences of the gr
	0 
	,. Difficulties over the offenses to"be charged may arise following the indictment as well as before. If the 'grand jury returns an indictment which the prosecutor feels is legally flawed, a de~ision must be made whether to inform the grand jury of the problem and how to resolve the problem. The prosecutor may need to dete:i;mine whether the grand jury made a mistake or if the"jurors acted intentionally. To addJ:;:'ess these issues· without violating the grand jury's independence or the secrecy .of the del
	// 

	The prosecutor originally proposed these charges: Count 1--unlawful possession of a narcotic drug--defendants A, B, and C; and Count 2--unlawful possession, of mar;ijuana--defendant .A. 'After the conclusion of testimony, the prosecutor noted that the drug .in question was classified by l~w as 
	---------------------------.-------------------------------------------------
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	dangerous no-t;. narcotic. The indictment returned by the grand jury cbarged: Count 1--unlawful possession of prescription-only drug--defendants ~, B, and C; Count 2 -~µhlawful possession of marijuana--defendant A; and Count 3--unlawful possession of dangerous drug--defefidant"c. · 
	The prosecute~ tried to clarify what the ,grand jury had ?ecided "in this case. He was concerned specifically with Count 1 whig,h involved all three defendants. When. the grand jury affirmed the indictment as announced-, the _prosecutor stated: 
	o I have to tell you as a matter of law that those barbiturates are a dangerous drug rather than a prescription-· drug. 
	The grand jury foreman noted· that several questions had been posed to the witness on "just that issue and the witness had repeatedly testified that the drug was a presc;-iption drug. To this the prose~utor responded by asking: 
	Does this fact create any confusion ••• in your mind such that you would nqt wish to ••• proceed as you have pro-· ceeded? In other words, would this cause you to want to make any changes? 
	The foreman: asked w~ether the prosecutor was , referring to any changes in the ~ype of drug. The prosecutor responged by repeating his statement that the,/ drugs were classified as dangerous, not as prescription drugs, by the sta:.tute. 
	;, 
	I/ 
	The grand jury raised the question of what could be done when ~-testimony w/is in error. The foreman noted that: 
	1

	You can ',t change what somebody said. If in fact he said they were prescription drugs, you can't change it and say they are dangerous drugs. 
	I 

	/! 
	The prosecutor answered: // 
	I' 
	Perhaps I should d,o this. I have inform~/d you... what I have informec;l you. This is, the yellow ~~lls, the barbi tuates, are by law ••• dange,rous rather fnan prescription. Perhaps what I should" do now is [nanie of the court reporter] and I should leave the room and ybu should discus1 this among yourselves and you can d~[cide what you want. 
	Before the grand jury began to deliberate there\i was further discussion 
	about whether _:the witness __ had testified that the t:irug was; prescription or 
	about whether _:the witness __ had testified that the t:irug was; prescription or 
	0 

	dangerous and what options were available to the \Jrand jury -if the testi
	mony was in fact inaccurate. One juror asked: 
	the official record or anything like that? It is not going to hurt th~ case or anything? 
	Is this going ,,to jeopardize anything ••• with 
	0 

	The prosecutor responded: 
	Don't even consider that. 
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	The grand jury then deliberated and returned an indictment that ,?ontained charges identi<;ral to those announced by the prosecutor at the c~mclusion of the testimony. 
	, 'I 
	Most cases are very routine and result in indictments on the'! charg•es proposed by the prosecutor. Total time ''spent in deliberatioti/s in ~taricopa 
	-

	1 
	County averaged 4. 4 minutes per case. Based on our case :flow analysis, we found that indictments were returned in Maricopa County iJi less than 1% 
	• ,_ ""--.-, II " 
	of the ca5,es presented to the grand Jury. In,,r-Pima County, lfhe com1?arable figure ·was' 2%. In all of the c:ases sampled, the grand jury v,pted to return an indictment on all charges. In approximately 95% of the cases in Mq,ricopa County ,and 90% of those in Pima County, the vote was unanim~?us. In, cases presented by the special prosecution units, the grand jury votb1. unanimously 92 percent of thf time in Maricopa County, but only 76 pe~cen\t of thE~ time in Pima County. The frequency of dissenting vo
	1

	Table 4.4 ', i 
	DISSENTING VOTES 
	l 

	Maricopa Pima Maricopa Pima County County Number of Dissenting Votes countv Countv (OCRU) (CP/ECU) 
	_, II 0 diss;enting votes ·94. 8% 90.5% 92.0% 7~.0% 
	. 
	I) 

	0·, 
	1 dissenting vote 1. 3 5.4 --16.0 
	2 dissenting votes 1. 3 2.7 a.o 4.0 
	3 dissenting votes 1. 3 --II --4.0 
	4 dissenting votes 1. 3 1. 4 ---
	() 
	-

	-, 
	II 
	The secrecy· of deliberations prevented us from gaining · much information on the reasons for dissenting votes. In fact, some of the cases in which at least one juror voted against the indictment appear to be very routine, i.e., they involved few pages of testimony and few if any que~tions were directed blear that in some of these cases the jurors had some difficulties with the case .before com
	either to the witness or the prosecutor. However, it i~f-"
	1 
	-

	1> 
	mencing deliberations. It is interesting to note that the case in Maricopa County in which a witness; was asked 41 questions ( the highest recorded in recorded in our sampl~ from that count) involved three disseting votes. 
	-··_:'\.) 
	1 
	In his study in Harris County, Texas, Carp found that dissenting votes occurred in' only 5 percent of all cases. He also noted that the frequency of dissenting votes declined over the length of the grand jury term. c:,;, 
	See carp, op·. cit. 
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	Likewise, the most questions asked o_f any witness in the routine cases in'" Pima County was 29; the ' vote in that case was nin~-to four. In the latter case, the defendant was charged with breaking into the home of a former model who allegedly walked . by ~indows "in her house in varying stages of undre,ss • The jurors repeatedly questioned the testifying officer to determine whether· police had explored the possibility that the victim had enticed the defendant into her house. 
	\) 1\ 
	\) 1\ 
	,,.../! 

	Questions r~~ding legal iss~~ were also fairl,Y common in cases in which at least one dis~enting vote was recorded. In both counties, the cases with the highest number of legal questions involved non-unanimous decisions. The case summarized above in which there was clearly a great deal of confusion on the part of the grand jury regarding the type of drug also involved a dissenting vote. 
	In :Maricopa County, we were able to identify a small number of cases in which 
	II 1 . 
	II 1 . 

	the grand jury refused to return an indictment. For the most part, these were routine cases and involved charges such as embezzlement, kidnapping and sexual assault, murder, and forging prescriptions. Although we could not identify the specific reasons for the grand jury's refusal to indict since the deliberations are secret, and the cases were not significantly different from others on their face, there were some clues to the grand jury's reactions to cases based on the questions they asked. Two .examples
	The grand jury heard testiJony by·:,a police detective that the defendant and the victim were discovered when police approached a suspicious car and the victim jumped out of the car cla?,-ming she had been rape,li. The officer testified that the victim statea she had been drip.king and was hitchhiking when she accepted a ride by the defendant: The officer further summarized her account of the sexual contact with the defendant and her claims that he struck and threatened her several times. <v The grand jury 
	The grand jury heard testiJony by·:,a police detective that the defendant and the victim were discovered when police approached a suspicious car and the victim jumped out of the car cla?,-ming she had been rape,li. The officer testified that the victim statea she had been drip.king and was hitchhiking when she accepted a ride by the defendant: The officer further summarized her account of the sexual contact with the defendant and her claims that he struck and threatened her several times. <v The grand jury 
	during their firf\l;t deliberation. 
	0 

	One case involvec;l. a old (at the time of r.eceipts consisting cheq,ks. , 11,t the time 
	cllarge of theft by embezzlement against a 16-yearthe crime) employee whq failed to deposit one day's of an estimated $500 in cash and a small number of of the investigation, the father of the suspect told 
	polio~ she was out of state in a special disciplin,arytschool. No further 

	-------, __ ------------------------_________________________________________ J 
	These cases were not part of our case records sample, but were specifically .identified £or this purpose. 
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	for a year until the victim, notified police that the suspect was back in town and had approached the victim with an offer of restitution. When ,:, questioned by.police, the suspect admitted committing. the crime. 
	The jurbrs --asked 13 questions of the witness including specifics on the discovery of the theft; the status·of the suspect as an adult or a juvenile; the nature of the school sh~ . attended; reasons for the long delay; and reasons that th~ offer of restitution was rejected. The witness was excused, and the grand jury asked nine legal questions focusing on the distinction between adults and juveniles and the. issue of delay. One series of questions was aimed at determining why there was an additional delay
	In one case where only ten jurors were present and nine could not agree on an indictment, some pf the jurors suggested to the prosecutor that the case be resubmitted at a later a.ate when more jurors were present. The prosecutor told \hem this would be potentially prejudic~al as some of them would already have hoard and discussed the case. The prosecutor was then asked whether the case would be presenteds-"to another grand jury, but no definitive answer was given. Despite the grand jury's dissatisfa9tion wi
	'" 
	4. 4 /) Efficacy of the Grand Jury as a Screening Mechanism: Immediate and Ultimate Outcomes 
	~\ 
	4.4.1 The Determination of Probable Cause 
	The jury screeni; ~ases using the same legal standard as that usedn by the magistrate at the pre}iminary hearing--probable cause (defined in detail in Section 3. 4. 1). Although perhaps this standard is ,,d;ifficult to describe for citizens asked to serve as srand jurors, the judges handling the impanelment process in both counties were careful to try to explain it thoroughly to the jurors. In Ji>ima County, the judge defined probable cause as "more than" fifty-fifty," but less than the standard of proof b
	grc;'l.nd 

	Although we examined a few cases in one county in which the grand jury declined to issue an indictment, all indications are that this is a very rare event. From the 500 random cases discussed in Chapter 2, we estimate that no true bill was returned in less than 1 percent of the cases presented to the grand jury in Maricopa County and in only 2° percent of those in Pima 
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	County. This is not totally surpr 1s1ng, <,:Ji ven "that cases deemed by prosecutors to be in any way shaky or weak c!,lmost always go •to the preliminary 
	l1earing. 
	0 

	The grand jury has the authority to play a larger screening role than merely determict,ting whether prpbable cause exists for a specified set of charges and defendants. Teclµiically, the grand jury can indict people not named by th~ prosecutor and indict on different or additiqnal offenses than those' sug0 prosecutor. Unlike the magistrate at.the,,preliminary hearing, the grand jury is not in any way bound by the case as presented by the police or 'the prosecutor. However, in practice, such independence is
	gested by the 
	described.in 
	-

	-, 
	-, 

	4.4.2 Judicial Review of the Grand Jury Proceeding 
	<• d 
	<• d 

	~ Challenges to grall:d jury proceedings are governed by the new 'Rules of Criminal Procedure. Under the Rules, an indictment can b~ attacked on two groundst 
	0 
	0 
	an insufficient number of qualified grand ";i\urors concurred in the indictment; or · i ~ 
	-

	() ,:, 
	• The defend~t was denied a substantial"procedural right. 
	0 

	Challenges by the " defendant must be filed .after the 'indictme~t' is returned 
	Pl . u 
	Pl . u 

	but no ater than 25 days after the transc:i;-:ipt arrd minutes have been filed. Challenges are made via a c,motion that the case be remandeel for a, new finding of probable cause. There is no provision in Arizona law for an indictment to be dismissed_withprejudice(j::o its resubmission. $i'atistics collected by O in 1980 indicated that remands a.re ordered in approximately 1·% of all" cc1.,ses. 
	the court in Mliricopa County 
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	individual. jur;ors 1l!J-der fther provisions .pf the Rules. Challengesto the panel as a whoJ.e may only be made on the basis that the law was not followed drawn or "selected. , A successful clai.m 'against"the panel results in that g!iand ju:ry being discharged. The case ·at issue would then.be heard by a differ~nt grand jury (or, at the prosecutor's discretion, could be 
	1
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	when the panel was 
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	handled at a preliminary hearing) • •. 
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	1, ,., 
	~Arizona Rules of Criminal Procedure, Rule 12. 3. 

	An individual juror may be challenged o.n his or her qualifications to serve on the panel or in a particular case. The remedy in this situation is either p.ischarge of the individual from service on the panel or e,i;clusion from deliberating on a particular case. It is important to 'i/rte, however, (fliat a ·successful challenge to an individual juror does not ne~~s,sitate a new /I probable cause determination if there were a sufficient number of other 
	1

	J unchallenged\ jurors who heard the case. 
	The second gi:.ound for relief includes denial of a substantial right resulting from failure to comply with other subsections of Rule 12. Practitioners indicated a number of common reasons for successful challenges to grand jury indictments. One of the most frequent areas of challeng~ in recent years has been off-the"•record activity. In the Wilkey case cited previously, a remand was ordered after the court~identified numerous off-the-record contacts between the jurors and·the'prosecutor and the ~urors and 
	The second gi:.ound for relief includes denial of a substantial right resulting from failure to comply with other subsections of Rule 12. Practitioners indicated a number of common reasons for successful challenges to grand jury indictments. One of the most frequent areas of challeng~ in recent years has been off-the"•record activity. In the Wilkey case cited previously, a remand was ordered after the court~identified numerous off-the-record contacts between the jurors and·the'prosecutor and the ~urors and 
	() 
	Remands have been 'ordered on other grounds as well. Respondents suggested flaws such a11 inaccurate instructions on the law, answers by the pros~~~or to factual ~1uestions, or perjury of material evidence would be 1'ikely grounds for a successful attack on the indictment. Similarly, prejudicial testimony which might include reference to a prior record, or remarks by the prosecutor which reflected an opinion or might inappropriately influence the grand jury, would also be issues for a remand motion. Court r
	,) ,;!, 
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	One of the //cases in OUJ: sample illustrates the issues involved in remands. 
	This case i/~ described below: 
	/1 
	The defelnda1nt was originally charged by information with sexual assault on a chlld unde,p 15 years of age. The defense contended that the alleged victim ·was not,, uncler 15 years of age and at the last day,, on which the trial could be ' held ( almost 'one. year after the informl!ltion was ''originally filed} the state sougltt to amend the information to delete that portion 
	1

	V 
	of the charge. ,After the c~urt denied the state's motion, the information was dismissed without prejudice. 
	~~e following month, the prosecutor presented the case to a grand jury and called the victim as the state• s only witness • After an indictment was returned, the defens~ filed a motion asking that the case be remanded for a new determination of probable cause. In this motion, the defense claimed 
	II 
	a 

	that substantial procedural right" had been denied by the prosecutor• s 
	actions during the cour~~ of the grand jury proceeding. 
	-~-----------,----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
	State ex rel Preimsberg v. Rosenblatt, 112 Ariz 461, 543 P. 2d 773 (1975). 
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	The first grouncl, en8ompasses attacks'" ,on the panel as a e,hole as weJ.l as on 
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	One of the defense claims wa;; that the prosecutor allowed the victim's 
	0 
	testimony that she was 13 · to stand, knowin,g that ~he was actually 18. The defense s:1,rgued that the questions·asked by the-grand jury showed that they were influ~nced by the victims age, and further claimed as prejudici~l the 
	1 

	0 
	prosecutor's remarks which jndicated faith in the testimony of the witness. Excerpts from the grand jury transcript were quoted in the defense motions as support for these claims. A juror, asking why the victim was called as 
	. a witness, had said: 
	Why subject her to this kind of questioning? ••• [Was it done] just for effect or what? Why submit this poor 
	little kid to something like this? 
	Although one of., the prosecutors present had tried to sidestep this line oof questioning by stating that it was a decision made by the prosecutor's office without providing any reason for the decision, ~l)e second prosecutor at the proceeding had gone further and offered this explanation: 
	Well, unfortunately, .in order to bring a case like this to 
	trial, we have to . find out how a witness is going to react 
	5 

	be':!:ore questioning before a"number of jurors, and unfortun
	ately this case has to go to trial before a jury unless 
	the jury is waived by the defendant. In other woi;ds, to 
	determine whether or not we are going to go forward with 
	it, we have to determine whether or not the witness is in 
	fact willing to come forward before a {'ury and relate facts 
	,'.) to -the case. It is not for effect. It i:s simply to determine how the witness is going to be in front of a jury •••• 
	, The defense alsio alleged error in the prosecutor's response tq the grahd 
	'·' 
	jury's inquiry about the length of delay between the offense and the, presentation of the case to the grand jury. The prosecutor had responded by telling the grand jury th~t there was a reason -.!;9.r tn.r delay but that he was unable to .info:rm t.he 1;;·.tand jury of that' ;reason. · 
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	In its resp~nse to th~ def~nse E3 motion for remand, the .. prose9utor s of, .. £ice cl.~med th,at tpe victim s age was not ~ established facf as she was .a Vie:tnf.llilese orphan,', and defended its action regarding the victim's testi-" mony on the grounds that"the victim believed she was 13 and that the state could not conclusively prove otherwise. ,,The pr~secutor' s brief additionally claimed that neither the isstie of :the victim's age nor the prosecutor s justification for calling the wi tn~ss impro
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	. stantial procedural right,.. The coupt granted the motion tor a remand, specifically notihgthat .it dj.d sb by rea$on of the ptosecutor•s.qomments. The victill} Is age, wa,s clearly excluded a:;; ground's for the remand.'c In its decisiop., the coµrt ordered ·that the case not be~ submitted . to the same grand jury. Wh~n the ca~e -was refiled, a s-ocial wor~er testified but· the 
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	·' victim did not. 
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	4.4.3 Ultimateioutcomes 
	Long acc~sed of being a rubber stamp, the grand jury has bee:h: charged with returning· indictments in cases ·without merit. Defense attorneys·-critical of the grand jury point to its non-adversarial nature and claim that cases which pass the grand jury screen could not withstand a more stringent review. However, our analysis ,gf the cases presented to the grand jury in Arizona indicates that most cases ultimately ·result in conviction, r1ot in acquittal or dismissal, as illustrated in Table 4.5. Convictio
	Table 4.5 
	ULTIMATE DISPOSITION OF GRAND JURY CASES* 
	' 
	" 
	Maricopa county Pima County 
	" 
	Outcome N % N % 
	(I 
	Dismissed 14 19% 17 25% 
	Pled 51 71 48 11 
	'Convicted following bench ';_.\ 4 6 2 3 
	or jury trial 

	,,, 
	,1 
	Acquitted"following bench· 
	,., 

	I".: 
	or jur2: ·trial 3 4 1 1 
	TOTAL 72 ,00% 68 100% 
	'J 
	-

	" 
	*Data were availab.J..e on onl/!t a portion of the defendants in 
	•:1 
	\' 
	our case re;ords sample, 
	',, 
	,;;: 
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	A significant portion of cases in both counties was dismissed after the indictment was returned-'.'" 14 cases ( 19%) in · Maricopa County and 17 cases ( 25%) in Pima County. Thes~ dismissals includ~ cases in which the plea negotiation process was initiated post-indictment and cases in which the prosecutor unilaterally decided against the value of continuing the prosecution. In ~iaricopa county, it should be remembered that most negotiations take place prior to or on the date set for the preliminary hearin

	0 
	Thes.e findings highlight the extent to which pro.secutorial screening decisions control both the timing and the outcome of many cases. Very few cases 0 
	Thes.e findings highlight the extent to which pro.secutorial screening decisions control both the timing and the outcome of many cases. Very few cases 0 
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	in our samples even went to trial--seven (10%) in Maricopa County and three (5%) in Pima County--thus removing that mechanism from playing an important role in the outcome of most cases. Given the control exercised by the prosecutor, the quality of independent screening mechanisms remains important; they should not be judged solely oh their effect on the ultimate outcome of 
	~~--~-.:;, 
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	a case. ,, 
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	4.5 Summary 
	The decision to use the grand jury is not as closely tied to specific crite0 the preliminary hearing. Instead, the grand jury may be used as a matter of routin,e practice (in Pima County) or for reasons of efficiency or desire to avoid the ,preliminary hearing (in Maricopa County). Neither is there a readily definable offense type linked to grand jury usage, as is more clearly t:'rue in regard to the preliminary hearing. 
	ria or benefits as is the choice of 

	Although handling a fairly diverse set of cases, grand jury proceedings are quite p;redictable. In both counties the proceedings are perfunctory, typically involving only one law enforcement witness and essentially no physical or documentary evidence. The majority of testimony is developed through 
	.questioning by the prosecutor with the granq, jury playing only a minor role. The vote is almost always unanimous. Although most cases in both counties involve single defendants and single counts, there are a good share of cases with more than ''One suspect 'and multiple counts. Several key characteristics are contained in Table 4.6. 
	" o,~ 
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	What is most striking, in these comparisons is the factc, that, despite the differences between the two counties in procedures followed in grand jury proceedings, there is little difference in the behavior of the grand juries. Given that Maricopa County has adopted procedures specifically designed to foster grand jury participation in making case development and' charging decisions and. to encourage grand ·jury"' ip.dependence, it is somewhat surprising to see that Maricopa County grand jurors do not que
	These fip.dings should not be interpreted as indicating .,that the formalized procedures followe,?-in Maricopa County are meaningless. Any ~µmber of factors might contribute to this situation. In Maricopa County, grand jurors hear only a select portion of cases; most others invo'lve ij preliminary hearing or a waiver. It is 'possible that there are charactE!ristics of these case,s that shape the nature of the grand jury p:r:9ceeding. Moreover, as the communities of Tucson and Phoenix differ subst'antially
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	Table 4. 6 
	SUMMARY COMPARISON OF GRAND JURY CHARACTERISTICS 
	Characteristics Maricopa County Pima County 
	Percent of cases with one defendant 80% 78% 
	Percent of cases with one count 59% 
	55% 

	Percent of cases whose only witness was a law enforcement officer 92% 
	95% 

	Percent of cases with any civilian witnesses 0% 
	5% 
	Average minutes in session 25 N/A Average minutes in deliberation 4 N/A Median page~ bf testimony 7 4 Median number of questions per 
	witness asked by grand jury Median percentage of testimony 
	2.0 

	!I )) 
	developed through questions by 
	94% 100% 
	the prosecutor 
	Percent of Ci'l.Ses with at least one legal question 29% 
	20% 

	Percent of Capes in which vote was unanimous , 95% 
	90% 
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	CHAPTER F,IVE 
	THE STATE GRAND JURY IN ARIZONA 
	In addition to its role in screening cases to determine whether there is jury has the potential to perform a more ,active role in case development. Witp its broad subpoena powers and ability to compel testirn~ny, it can conduct far-reaching inquiries into such areas as organized crimina:l activity and., official corruption. Although it is rar.~ for a granc:i j ury to e:conduct an/,. inquiry largely on its o~ initiative, the · grand jury may l:ie U't.l,l'!d proactively in case development to li~lp establish 
	probable cause to hold the defendant to answer at trial, the ., grand: 
	0
	0 


	identify those who may have been involved in its commission. In such instances, the grand jury is used to refine a partially developed case by, for example, pinning down testimony of uncooperative witnes,ses anc/or compelling immunized witnesses to testify against others involved in ~fl, criminal enter{) prise. 
	In an attempt to examine the operations of an investigative grand jury, · , 
	In an attempt to examine the operations of an investigative grand jury, · , 
	0 

	? 
	Arizona Is State Grand J'\ll'Y was included within the scope ~1 this' st1laf .. ; ,; Given the types of cases handled by the State Grand Jury (t~;ie\attorney;:.gen-eral' s jurisdiction encompasses white collar crimes sucJ1 as J;::-~il.d and, Sf;!curities fraud and political a corruption), we had, hoped to stu{iy· the use of im:-
	munized testimony, the power to compel test;imony, and procedures for protect-. 
	ing the l:'ights of witnesses. We were largely unsuccessflil in achieving thes1:f
	0 

	O 
	goals, however, since Arizon.3} s State 'G:rand Jury t.ias :Oct US\:!d in an aggres,;;,. ; '" sive investigative fashion t.o any great extent£ ,f' Rather, .. , it was more' of .a: hybrid'.' between an ifiv~stiga:lliye ~nd a screening body. Typicall:Y,,i .the ~pate 
	0 
	' ,, 

	0 
	Gri:1,nd. Jury heard cases by the prosecutor and on occa,sion~ ~s part of the screening decision, refined the ,final charges which were ,inc]:>i"porated/' 
	d~velope.cf 

	c;··I. , -:.: ,_ i:1 ,r.· ~, 
	into the•'indictment. ~ ,' ,/ 
	-;. ' or (i o~" _: 
	Nevertheless, cases heard by the State qrand J1;1ry we~edm~~e complex; and&~'"'' , 
	0 
	valved different types of evidence than cases ger.era;,tl'1'o' prei,;ented !Zq. :;the 
	• a 
	county _grand juries. Furthermore, although,, ,J;n" ;g:i::ac;t:j;3~/t,he case:,;•~,p#mit~~q.; ~ 
	0

	to the -~tate Grand Jury rarely geherated qiie~td.onJf~ i:,egapding rignt to, co~i~ • 
	sel, refusal to testify, inununiz~tion and oo~;t:intJ::>:t: ;c the ~'l;:to£ney . Cge~';,:a,f'·s 
	Office ha"'il developed procedures~or responc.'!Jn:'g 'i;?, the;~e' and tii:he:r .• si,;tuatlons 
	which "'may arise. ,Therefore; in this ch~pter >we discuss, tl}e "jµ.cls9,ic~ion ~Qf:,~ 
	the Arizorya, State Grand Jury, the nat'l:!,l.'e C>~~tne g;r::;;md jur~•as ?~pli:f i]Fsc~~ffr,;~,. 
	1

	ing' complex ~ase~1nvo~vin~ white collarc icrimeot<~he di~.ferende~ ,. P~t~~r;g>'ihi,s role i:1,nd an 1nvestJ,,gat1ve one, and pre;gectures which mr.,y be ui~d "?-~ a:rr·,;a'!ztempt to minimize, the types of challen,gelf that ar,e sometimes a'~socia;te':'dc with an investigative grartd jury poce;,9,ihg. ,~'·" ,. , 
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	5.1 Jurisdiction and Utilization of the State Grand Jury 
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	1fhe state Gra'.nd Jury in Arizona was created l?Y legislation enacted in. 1976 largely as a result of the efforts of the state attorney genral. The impetus for this legislation arose following a series of highly publicized land and securities frauds which resulted from ineffective federal regulations and lack of adequate state enforcement. Another factor contributi~g to the formation of the State Grand Jury was the awareness that multi-county cases (such as these fraudulent schemes),posed particular law e
	7
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	The statute c:reating the state Grand Jury specifically enumerated several types of matters within its jurisdiction. Within the Attorney deneral 's office, the Special Prosecutions Section (later Division) was created with a mission to investigate and prosecute "white collar crime." The Division concentrated on crimes such ,§ls,.-,.+~ri.d. ;fraud, securities f'!aud, political corruption, consumer fraud, and business and tax fraud which had not been extensively prosecuted in the past. In recent years, the 
	In the past, howeve'!i, Special Prosecutions Division staff refrained from using a number of the more aggressive investigative te.chniques available As reported by the former chief counsel, the Office focused its efforts on cases in which knowledge of the alleged crime already existed and investigation was needed only to identify the perpetrators and gather the evidence necessarya for conviction. Cases were identified primarily through persons who had been defrauded and filed a complaint~ ( On a few occasic
	to them. 
	0 

	A proactive approach to qase development was not gener}tlly adopted e~;ept for ~treet crimes, particularly fencing where sting op'erations were used successzully. 
	· make false claims,."') 
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	A different approach •to pr-os~cution will be necessitated by the new mancic!,te to combc!-t orga~~zed q;r:imeG Here, ascertaining that a crime was committed 
	O 
	O 

	will be more difficu'it, ,,and n1orE; .aggressive· techniques will be needed in prosecute particular targets. At the time of our study, the Di vision planned 'to mak,e ,, mer~ e:id:ensive use of undercover agents, search warrants, court-o:r.dered ,electl:;:;:mics surveillance, and paid informants in its fight against . organized ct'.Lmi,~al activity. It also planned to .make more frequent Uf:>e ~f:, certain ll\~chani'Sms commonly associated with the investiga,;,ti ve £unction of the gra.nd jury.. These i
	order to 
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	(· hoped that these techniques, coupled with the threat of later impeachment or prosecution for perjury, would result in wi:t:nesses testifying against others involved in criminal organizations. 
	As noted ~bove, since these methods were used only on occasion in the past, we were unable to study the investigative role of the grand jury in Arizona. Nevertheless, by examining the state Grand Jury we were able to observe the implementation of mechanisms designed to forestall any challenges on grounds such as bias, coercion, or suggestion by the prosecutor to grand jurors or witnesses, issues which are often associated with investigative grand juries. The Special Prosecutions Division has developed a man
	0 
	1 
	procedural error. 
	Operation of the State Grand Jury 
	In this section, we provide an overview of the types of cases presented to the State Grand Jury by examining the nature of the crimes under consideration and by assessing case complexity using indicators ~uch as the numbers of defendants and counts. we then describe the. method used by prosecutors to introduce each case to the jurofs, the <Ji'and jury's involvement in obtain-· ing evidence, and the evidence actually presented. Finally, we examine t~e process and outcome of the jury's deliberations. 
	1 
	It is interesting to note that the care taken to avoid any proced~ral errors, and therefore the possibility of remand, is directly related to Arizona's requirement of a verbatim record of the proceedj1ngs • Although Division staff perceive the grand jury tram;cript as essential in ensuring fairness (one respondent commented that "without a record the opportunity for abuse is astronomical ) prosecutors also note that th.e formalization introduces some rigidity into. thel grand jury room. The t:onsequences o
	11 
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	the prosec1,itor and the grand jury (such as "housekeeping" tasks or scheduling). His \p_e_r9eption was that there was not the sense in the federal grand jury that a misspoken phrase of>\even word might threaten the indictment. In the opinion of this prosecutor, the result was a more relaxed, comfortable grand jury. 
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	s.2.1 of the State Gran.a Jury's Caseload 
	. Overvd.ew 

	.,.. \' Based on data from our examination of 23 cases presented to the State -Grand Jury between July 1, 1979 and June 30, 1980, we found that these cases dif·fered in some but not all ways from the typical case at the county level. As expected, the State Grand Jury's caseload involved more complex and timeconsuming cases than the caseloads of the county grand juries. 
	0 

	From commencement of the proceeding tm:ough detiberations, the median time for State Grand Jury sessions was 91 minutes. In comparison, the typi
	C 
	C 

	cal county-level ca,se took an average of 25. minutes for routine cases in 
	2 
	2 

	Maricopa County. ( In part this is attributable to the formalized pro
	~:;;:-~ {.--... 
	cedures developed by the Special Prosecutions Division, which will be des
	cribed subsequently.) Cases ranged from 35. minutes to 347 minutes (nearly • ···••""" !~-.. • ' six hours). In approximately 22 percent of the cases, the proceeding took place over the course of two or more days. 
	! 

	State Grand Jury cases more closely resembled county cases in the number 0£ defendants charged. For the most part the State Grand Jury was considering charges against single defendants, "not examining criminal enterprises involving several individuals. In approximately three-quarters of the cases 
	(74%) there was only one defendant included in the draft indictment presented by the prosecutor to the State Grand Jury. In another 13 percent of the cases, two or three defendants were included. In the remaining cases (13%) \ five or more defendants were included, with the largest number of defendants ~,,~-.,,,,...; in a single case ,peing 14. 
	I 
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	The complexity of State Grand Jury cases was most clearly demonstrated by -~· the types and numl;>ers of offenses charged in the indictments issued. Aln ,'..;"'f~f 
	' "<~
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	though most cases involved single defendants, each defendant was typically t 
	i 
	i 

	--,;-.--~ 
	charged with ·multiple counts on offenses stemming from fraud, deceit, or 

	, .... ,,--... · 
	, .... ,,--... · 

	illicit business dealings. Of the 23 cases presented to the State Grancl Jury, all but four involved combinations 9f offenses. Since most cases involved charges in a number of categories of offense types, it was impos
	"l",;'"";. -~ 
	.. ,,,,,_.,.,,,;< 
	sible to classify cases by offense types, (That is, one case might have 

	! 
	! 

	involved charges of securities fraud, theft, and forgery, whereas another involved theft, embezzlement, and forgery.) Table S. 1 shows the different offenses charged in indictments in the cases studied, 
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	Nine cases ou~ of 23 sampled were missing data on the time elapsed 

	. \ during the proceeding. 2 
	·, 

	Even the cases handled bysthe Organize'i1-Crime and Racketeering Unit ( OCRU) in the Maricopa County Attorney's Office averaged only 28 minutes. Data on case processing time were unavailable in Pima County. However, an examination of relative transcript length indicated that the grand jurt pro
	c~edings in Pima County were shorter than those in Maricopa County. 
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	TYPES 
	TYPES 
	OF OFFENSES 
	CHARGED 
	IN STATE GRAND 
	JURY CASES 

	Offense 
	Offense 
	Number of Times Alleged* 


	Theft 14, Fraudulent schemes and artifices 9 Forgery 6 Conspiracy 6 Falsifying corporate records ,4 Securities fraud 3 Trafficking in stolen property 2 :Embezzlement 3 Failure to file state tax 2 Failure to remit state tax 1 Obstructing investigation 1 Perjury 1 F~lse pretense 1 Fraudulent use of credit card 1 Illegal enterprise 1 Fraud 1 Filing"false financial statement 1 
	* These figures do not indicate the number of counts per offense. Instead, they reflect the number of cases that included at least one count of each offense. 
	Table 5.2 
	c::--;::; 
	COUNTS PER INDICTMENT 
	~
	" 
	" 
	-

	Number of Counts in Indictment Number of cases 
	.:, 
	1 3 4 () 4 6 3 7 -9 1 10 -12 5 13 -15 1 
	-
	-

	-
	16 -18 0 
	~"J 
	19 -21 3 
	22 -24 4 29 1 45 1 
	. 
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	only two out of 23 cases had a single count in the indiclnent. At the other ektreme, one defendant was charged with a total of 45 alounts--one count of theft and 44 counts of frau~ulent use of a credit card. Yet another large case was based on 15 counts of failure to remit state taxes and 14 ~aunts of failure to file state taxes. Table 5.2 displays the data on number of counts 
	per case. 
	In summary, state Grand Jury cases generally took l.onger and were concerned with different types of criminal activity than were cases presented to the county grand juries. The nature of the State Grand Jury proceedings is described below. 
	5.2.2 Presenting Cases to the State Grand Jury 
	Procedures followed at th~ State Grand Jury to initiate each day's activities and the presentation of evidence in individual cases reflect the formalization and careful attention to avoiding error that are central themes in the Division '"s "issue preclufon" approach. After handling routine housekeeping issues, the prosecutor Jnounced the matters to be presented during that ses
	sion and delivered a standardized warning to the grand jury to "disregard all evidence and exhibits Pfeviously presented to you with regard to other 
	0 
	0 

	inquiries conduc:1=-ed by you." " 
	Each case was introduced by the prosecutor who read the applicable statutes and presented a copy of'the statutes read to the grand jury clerk. In determining which statutes to read, Division policy suggested two considerat;_pns: 
	-

	0 
	0 

	issue preclusion and common sense. Presenting attorneys were reminded that the reading of one statute may necessitate the reading of another. For example,' it was necessary to read relevant definition statutes when presenting the substantive statute. The conspiracy statute must be accompanied by the overt act statute. On the other hand, punishment portions of statutes were not to be read, nor was it generally necessary to read statutes governing 
	I) 
	I) 

	affirmative defenses. Presenting attorneys were warned ,to be v~ry careful 
	1
	1

	0ne of the responsibilities of the prosecutor in commencing a grand jury proceeding was to ensure that a sufficient number of jurors were ljpresent. Although by law a quorµm is composed of .only nine jurors, prosecutors were discouraged from proceeding with less than 12 jurors. Since State Grand Jury ca.ses may span several days of testimony and only those jurors who have 
	ing with at least 12 jurors allowed for over time as weJ.l, as for instances of juror disqualification in individual cases. In the latter situation, the procedure parallels that discussed in Chapter 4. 
	been present for the complete case may deliberate, the practice of proceed
	0 
	attritic.ln 
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	in determining which statutes to read, since,errors arising from these deci
	sions were the most common ground fc.,r remand. 
	J 
	The State Grand Jury's role in an inquiry was generally limited to reviewing testimonial and physical or documentary evidence for probableo cause in _the in the exercise of the subpoena power. Due to a series of legal rulings, the attorney general believed he had the ijlUthority to issue subpoenas without first consulting with the grand jury. Jupon'request by the attorney general, the State Grand Jury assignment judge (also the presiding judge in Maricopa 
	cases included in our study. There was minimal grand jury involvement 
	0 


	. County) issued an order explicitly recognizing the a~thority of the --Attorney General to issue subpoenas ~nder ~ertain conditions. Ho~ever, this procedure was declared illegal by the Arizona supreme Court which ruled that the Attorney Gener_al does!!£!: have the power to "subpoena witnesses and documents before the state _grap.d jury wi'Y1out the prior consent of the grand jury" and invc!;lidate,d the ~"udge' s order. Although this situation poses interesting questions for the future direction of the St
	State Grand Jury reflects the situation as it existed when 
	11
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	Testimonial Evidence and the Ri~hts of Witnesses 
	u 
	According to our analysis of case records, 78' percent of the cases present
	ed tq the grand jury had one law enforcement official· or investigator as a 
	The practice of reading relevant statutes a:;5 part of the introduction in .every case contributed to the greater length of state Grand Jury proceedings compared to those of county grand jurie's. Although Maricopa County prosecutors enumerated the applicable statutes in each case, their procedures were designed to ascertain whether each juror had heard }?ach statute or wanted to hear it again rather than .reading the full text olJ the statute in every case. Of course it should be noted· that the statutes f
	1

	dealing with sec~~ities fraudoor conspiracie~•Jl 0 
	2 

	I) order dated October 23, 1978 entitle~ "In the Matter of State Grand Juries." The order allowed subpoenas to be is'sued under thefie requil'.'elnents: the purpose for the subpoena must be in furtherance of matters cognizable by a State Grand Jury; a State Grand, Jury must be duly impanelled and in existence at the time of the issuance of the subpoena; the return day must be 
	for a day that the State Grand Jury is scheduled to sit; and a case "status 
	for a day that the State Grand Jury is scheduled to sit; and a case "status 
	l 
	sheet" must exist for the matter and an investigative number .must have been 
	' 
	issued. prior to assigning a State Grand Jury number to the subpoena. 3
	oecision of the Supreme Court, State of Arizona in Special Action No. 15780-SA, Samuel Gershon ,r. The Honorable Robert c. Broomfield and the State of Arizona, February 19, 1982. 
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	witness; 13 percent had twci such w,itpesse's and 4 percent had more than two. The,13e witnesses were, j.n all cases, 61nployed by the Attorney General's Office ot:her state agencies. This pattern of a single law enforcement witness resembles the majority of cases before county grand juries. In only one case 0 caH.ed as a witness. On the other hand, civilian witnesses testified in only ,?2 percent of the cases': These witnes.ses cannot be categorized as eyew,~tnesses in the typical sense of the word, i.e., 
	or 
	0 
	was no_,:,,government employee
	0
	O 
	0 
	victj.ms 
	the individu&is being investigated, 
	0
	-
	countants. 
	1

	0 d,v,ilian witnesses were SUSJ?ects at the" time of the ,~investigation (these witnesses appeared in the same case). Under Arizona law, only witnesses under\investigation by the grand jury may have counsE;l present 1,no requi.J;"ement that a ~.i,tness before 
	Only two of these
	inside the grand jury room. Moreover, there·· is
	receive notice of "his or her· con.stitut.i.onal rights prior to testifying
	0 

	a grand jury even i£ the witness is a suspect. Under the Division's interpretation of' the law, an attorney accompanying a witness inside the grand jury room is restricted to communicating only with the witness and faces the possibility of immediat"? expulsion by the . foreman for any communication or·· atti.;!mpted communication with any other persons present. As part of their issue preclusion approach, Division· attorneys notified witnesses of their 
	legal rights and described the limited role available to counsel for witnesses ~where they believed. such notice was warranted. 
	(., 
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	Below we summarize the case in our sample which illustrates the procedure followed wheri"a suspect testified pe:E:c:>re the grand jury: 
	() 
	() 
	.The case involved a4legations of trafficking in:' stolen property. oTh~ two 
	suspects who testified were employees of the '<company from which the property had beer,\ stolen. The primary target of the inquiry was the person who alleg~dly purchased the material ~r~m the witne\sses. 
	After one of the employees was sworn in as a wj(tness, the assistant attor"ney general presenting the case asked his name l\ Following the reply, the prosecutor gave, the following warning: _ \1., , 
	I) 

	. , 
	0 

	P I would lilse to}'\ give oyou an admonition. Sir, yo~ are under investigati9p by this grand jury. That fact alone does not relieve y~}u of your obligations to testify 1;ull¥, and truthfully b~~ore this ,, grand jury. However, you also have a constitu\~lional right to remain silent and not answer questions wh;:\ch you believe 
	Before we go any further 
	-

	would incrimin. ate you. Th. is ,_.is a personal ~~~igl\t, only y.o.u can decide when you should claim your righ~ not to answer a question and to remain silen1:. No one el~ can exerc,ise this right for you. '1 ' 
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	When you do answer the questions, you must do so honestly. If you lie to this grand jury you can be charged with the crime of perjury. All the answers you give the grand jury can be, used aga,inst you in a later proceeding if the answers incriminate you. 
	.You also have a right to. have an attorney present with you 0 
	in the grand jury room. If you cannot afford one, the court will appoint an attorney for yc:,u. You will not be permitted to speak to anyone in the room other than your 
	attorney. 
	The following exchange then occurred: 
	Assistant Attorney General: "Do you understand all this?" 
	Witness: "Yes." 
	J] 
	Assistant Attorney ~neral: "Do you want to have an attorney present with you?" 
	Witness: "No." 
	The prosecut6r proceeded to question this witness in°detail about the con
	tents of a letter which reflected an understanding between the prosecutor 
	: a.nd the wij:ness that, if indicted, the witness would be allowed to plead 
	· guilty to a sj,ngle specified count in exchange for full ,s19operation. In conjunct.ton with tJ1at line of questioning, the witness w~s questioned to determine that he understood the role of the judge and the judge's sen-: :: ; 
	0 
	tenqing authority. fl 
	1 

	The witness then ,.P1;oceeded with his testimony. At no ,;time did he refuse to ans~~r any questions nor in any way challenge the proceeding. 
	The ane,cdote above ::.:i.lJustrates the precautions taken when the p:t'osecutor has cthc;t a witness is also a suspect. An even more,, sensitive situation arises when a witness .feels at ;risk, as a suspect· or fears possible self-incrimination and desires .. to be accompanied by an attorney but is not 
	dete~inied
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	1 

	labelled a suspec::t ny the prosecu.tor. Prosecutors interviewed in the course o( thi's study' conceded that there was a potential opportunity for error or in~quity tln: allowing only suspl,';cts to have counsel present in the grand jury room, given that the, definition of '-v.'ho was a suspect was controlled by the prosecutor. The only instance in which this issue arose in our sampled ca~es is q,escribed"in the anecdote below • 
	1 ' 
	1 ' 
	This issue can arise only in those jurisdictions allowing sel,ected categories'' of witnesses to bring an attorney into the grand jury room with 

	them. Clearly if the law forbids any attorney from accompanying his or her client into ths grand jury room or allows all witnesses the right to ccnJ'iisel, the proble~ of defining who 'is or is not at risk is irrelevant. ,;> 
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	Under the provisions of certain student loans given by the state of Ari,"."' zona, the recipient prol!lises to engage in the profession for which he or she has been trained for a _ specified number of years in Arizona" following 
	Under the provisions of certain student loans given by the state of Ari,"."' zona, the recipient prol!lises to engage in the profession for which he or she has been trained for a _ specified number of years in Arizona" following 

	,, 
	graduation or" to re'imburse the state. Tlt,e rec,i.pients are required to 
	graduation or" to re'imburse the state. Tlt,e rec,i.pients are required to 
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	o ~ • •• '""""'~""'ff~•!fn"is case involved an inquiry into a recipient al-leged to be filing false information on these forms and thereby defrauding the state. On the forms, the recipient/target'' indicated he was in business, with another named individual. That individual (a schoolmate of the recipient/target) and his w~fe v,ere called before the grand jury. ' 
	0 

	0 
	0 
	A discussion was held outside the hearing of the grand jury before the 
	case began. The .!?rosecutor opened the •. discussion by announcing that the 

	., 
	witnesses' attorne'y wanted to make a record concernipg the appearance of his clients before the grand jury. The private attorney requested that he be allowed to be-present with his clients in_, the grand jury room. He indicated that one of his clients, who had been named as a partner by the rec::ipient/ target, had been led to believe by investigators' questions 
	witnesses' attorne'y wanted to make a record concernipg the appearance of his clients before the grand jury. The private attorney requested that he be allowed to be-present with his clients in_, the grand jury room. He indicated that one of his clients, who had been named as a partner by the rec::ipient/ target, had been led to believe by investigators' questions 

	. that he might be accused of a crime. 
	The witnesses attornely stated his position that, if !).e were not allowed 
	The witnesses attornely stated his position that, if !).e were not allowed 
	1 

	to accompany his clients, any statements which turned out to be incriminat
	•ing could not be used against them. Furtherntore, he pointed out that the marital privilege might be appli-cable -, to questions asked of his clients and expressed, concern that they, as laymen, would not be sufficiently knowledgeable to assert their privilege. 
	The prosecutor ,replied: 
	At this time they .ar~ not under investigation by this 
	) grand jury and the state presumes, like any other witness, they will testify ••• truthfully, they will not perjure themselv~s, nor will they give any false statements. [Their attorney] has been informed that he may wait outside the grand jury room should there b~ any ne.cessi ty for his clients to leave the grand jury :r:o'otn ·arid se~k his adyice or counsel. c -
	-

	The prosecutor, the court reporter, and the first witness entered the grand jury room and testimpny commenced. Neither witness claimed a privilege, refused to answer any question, _,or left the grand jury room to consult with the attorney. 
	,, . 

	The· fact that suspects are rarely called before the g?;and jury was in line 
	with Di vision policy which discou:i:;-aged calling them as witnesses ,unless im
	mtini ty was to be granted. The concern over calling suspects without grant
	ing immunity stemmed frqµi'' the desire to avoid prejudicing the grand jury 
	by forcing suspects to_ appear simply to assert their Fifth Amendment privi
	0 

	lege against self;:.;incrfmination.~ Desp:i,:te the :fact that none c,f the wi tnes .... 
	ses in our sampled cases claimed the Fifth Amendment privilege or refuseg · 
	to answer any questions , the Di vision has developed ]?rocedures to be fol..,. 
	lowed in the event that this does occur. According to Divisi,::m policy, the 
	0 
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	in the following manner, prior to their second deliberation: __ 
	prosecuting attorney would in,truct the jurors
	0 
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	,, ,, · ~.-,,.,._,,_~,.,.,____,__co-.,,~,.=---·-t··""'~·"-~1 ·=· ... --·•=;/'-..:n-'C-~'-'-"'':lu..:;.i:.-on commi e a eged offense(s) with evidence that the state itself presents. 
	Therefore the subject or any witness is not required to testify. The decision on whether to testify is left to the witness actipg with the advice of his attorney. 
	Therefore the subject or any witness is not required to testify. The decision on whether to testify is left to the witness actipg with the advice of his attorney. 
	\) 
	1) 
	You must not conclude that the witness is likely to be 
	guilty of the alleged offense ( s) because he does not testify." You must not discuss this fact or let it affect your deliberations in any way. 
	Div~sion ~olicy extended this concern to cases in which a suspect declined to be interviewed. If such information "slips out," the grand jurors were to be instructed to disregard it, As noted, since -,the preponderance of witnesses were law enforcement officials or other government employees, the likelihood that such issues would arise was slight. 
	F?llowing questio~ing by the prosecuting attorney, the grand jurors were given the opportunity to ask questions of each witness, In 13 percent of our 
	cases, the grand jury did not ask any questions of any witnesses. on the ~ther end of th~ scale, one witness was asked 96 questions by the grand Jurors, The median number of questions per witness was 11. However these questions elicited only a small portion of the total testimony. In h~lf the cases examined, the prosecutor's questions developed 90 percent of the testimony. In only 25 percent of the cases did the questioning by the jurors result in over 20 percent of all testimony. 

	Once the State Grand Jury and prosecuting attorney have completed theiFquestioning, the witness is excused, Before ·leaving the grand jury room, the following admonition is generally given: 
	A person commits unlawful· grand jury disclosure if such person knowing-J.y discloses to another the nature or substance of any grand jury testimony or any decision, result or other matter attending a grand jury proceeding which is required by law to be kept secret, except in the proper discharge of his official duties or when permitted by the 
	A person commits unlawful· grand jury disclosure if such person knowing-J.y discloses to another the nature or substance of any grand jury testimony or any decision, result or other matter attending a grand jury proceeding which is required by law to be kept secret, except in the proper discharge of his official duties or when permitted by the 
	·
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	court in furtherance of justice. 
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	~he State Grand Jury follows a double deliberation procedure~similar to that of Maricopa County described in Chapter 4. More detail on the state Grand Jury' s;.deliberations is provided below. 
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	In oth~r words, you are hereby admonished that you must not an in~ependent and in~ormed grand jury, where by "inform~d," courts have held 
	' 
	disclose or discuss your testimony *ith any person other that Jurors must be made aware pf exculpatory evidence. on the other hand, than the assistant attorney general in this matter and your in several recent cases ~e courts hav: ruled that the pr_~s.e_c,;1t:f., -~-~~~"9-_niS,,~-,,.,_,_._."_,.,c;.,µ_,_•:"l"f-~"r,.J ,_ own attorney if you have one. ..~,--.-,,,,:"'::, .,,,-,, present all _excµlpatory evid~n~-:-:.""...!~FJ.?9JJ~~:;Y::::;-•rJc~~l::0".'-u1e·' State Gra~d ·-·0 ~ ,,,·.,..·•-£-~.,C,:--~~~--~ -i:..
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	grand jury ,,disclosure is a class two misdemeanor. ; grounds. Court rulings have also established a Fifth Amendment right to 
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	"-"--":,,.-,-~;;:~•:.r.,;.::,,,-;-c.,:,:s;c.':-<--,-----~~-~ ~ \ Physical. and Documentary Evidence 
	In addition t9 the testimony of witnesses, the prosecutor may introduce physical or doc.umentary evidence to the grand jury. The Rules governing the county and the State Grand Jury differ in this regard. A count,Y grand jury is not required to file the physical evidence presented to the grand jury with the indictment. For the State Grand Jury, Rule 12.25(A) of the Rules of Criminal Procedure requires that all physical. evidence "presented to or considered by" the grand jury be filedwith the clerk 9t the sup
	According to our case records data, documents, notes, and checks were the most common forms of physical evidence introduced. In more than threequarters ( 78%) of the cases sampled, some form of documentary evidence was presented to the state Grand Jury. This statistic reflects the heavy emphasis placed on land and securities fraud and other "economic" crimes. In addition, handwriting exemplars were introduced in 13 percent of "the cases; in another four percent, the results of handwriting analyses were no
	Exculpatory Evidence 
	Division attorneys were advised that they are to present "clearly exculpatory evidence" to the grand jury, in accordance with ABA Criminal Justice standard §36B, the Prosecution Function. The issue is most 1ikely to arise when a potential defendant learns of the grand jury investigation and" his or her counsel makes a written request to present exculpatory evidence. 
	/J 
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	Division documents indicated that case. law is divided on this issue. For 
	" example, a number of courts have ruled that prosecutors must disclose exculpatory evidence, basing their arguments on either statutory or due process 
	1
	1

	The Rule does not specify whether the original or a copy of the original. evidence should be filed. -{!'he Di vision's suggested procedure was ib use copies. Attorneys wereinstructed ,regarding procedures to be fol.lowed in order to identify and maintain the evid_ence properly. v 
	~ 
	. •~ .. ,~ti ••.• The _contention that a grand jury must consider all 
	: exculpatory vevidence misreads the 
	1 
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	" ·-•~. function of determining whether to believe that a crime has been individual being investigated was it. • • • Any -more would . :Su t grand 
	of holdi~ng mini trials • • • • " 
	of holdi~ng mini trials • • • • " 
	grand jury's primary probable cause exists committed and that the the one who committed juries in the business 
	The Di vision has set forth the ci;ollowing procedural guidelines for responding 
	to defense att,or~eys' requests to .present exculpatory evidence: "'' 
	'· 
	~ 
	1 • Determine exactly what the evidence is and how the defense attorney proposes to p/esent it. 
	2. Interview proposed' wi tl1esses prior to their appearance 
	· .. 1-••r.),.'.~';'.' ~. 

	I t before the grand jury. Review documentary evidence for authenticity. "' 
	{ 
	p 

	~~ ~c~ 
	~~ ~c~ 
	3. Evaluate the evidence to determine whetlier it is exculpatory and whether it should be presented, Wherever 
	· possible, preclude the issue of "failure to present exculpatory evidence." 
	The written guidelines stressed that any investigation is a search for truth and that understanding a suspect's defenses before indictment can help in that search. 
	ij 
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	In the event that the'' person under investigation wished to appear, pros.ecut
	// 


	ing attorneys were ref erred to Rule 1 2. 6 of the Arizona Rules of Criminal 
	ProcEJdUre, which states that a person under investigation may be permitted to 
	appear before the grand jury upon written request. The prosecutor had two 
	options if such a request was made. Fi:t~st, the person under investigation 
	may be subpoenaed to appear before the grand jury. Second, the grand jurors 
	' ~ 
	' ~ 
	1 

	-'The leading case cited is Johnson v. Superior Court of San Joaquin County, 124 Cal. Rptr. 32, 15 Cal.3d 248, 539 P.2d 792 (1975). See also Strehl v. District Court of Salt Lake County, 558 P.2d 597 (Utah s. Ct. 1976). 
	2 
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	.... ._ ·--.. _ Among the cases cited are Ex Parte Bain, 121 U.S. (1887), and 
	United States v. Dionisio, 410 u.s. 1 (1973). 3 
	state v. Baumann, 125 Ariz. 404, 610 P~2d 38 (1980). 
	state v. Baumann, 125 Ariz. 404, 610 P~2d 38 (1980). 
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	may be informed of the request and asked if they wish the potential defendant 
	--The . prosecutor wanted to -avoid any cl.aim -that -he used only -incrimi.· nat·i· ng. 
	--The . prosecutor wanted to -avoid any cl.aim -that -he used only -incrimi.· nat·i· ng. 
	j 

	to appear. If the grand j,prors wish, they may decline the request. Tactical 
	to appear. If the grand j,prors wish, they may decline the request. Tactical 
	portions of the target's statement. Therefore, he informed the grand jury: 
	considerations generally dictated which approach was followed. 
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	Since this interview,. was of someOJ;\f.l..; w.b,o., jus.-1 .. 1ndt.:t',-cin,v.e.stJb-;x;a~-5.,::.;;:::~=X~;:;L:::C:-~ 
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	' know what the whole interview says. . ence of written guidelines, the issue of whether or not to present exculpa-• 
	" tory evidence caused a great deal of confusion. Although Division policy ~~ ,~ 
	He proposed at he play e role of the investigator and ask the quesencouraged presentation of everything that is significant and exculpatory, ,..._, .. ,~ ~--·. 
	th
	th
	-

	tions as they were transcribed and the witness read the answers given 1?Y th 
	tions as they were transcribed and the witness read the answers given 1?Y th 

	"it was sometimes difficult for attorneys to decide what met these, criteria. 
	e target. For example, if a witness's statement contains both damaging and exculpa-i~.,.;; ....-:!!!!I) 
	After the entire transcript was read in this fashion, a member-· of the tory information, should it be introduced? Should the prosec~tion consent 
	grand jury asked whether any of the suspects were going to testify before to defense requests that polygraph results be~ p:t'.esented? Since polygraph ( ·· ·"' ,-...., ' 
	1 

	the grand jury. The prosecutor replied that his office was not going to results may be tailored or may vary depending"' on the conditions surrounding 
	call any suspects as witnesses and noted that he was unsure" whether any test administration,' ~hould the prosecutor offer his own polygraph results ~-~ ~
	-

	of the suspects were aware that an investigation was underway. in turn or call an expert to comment on the resul,ts? Another prob-(' , .. ,,,. ~···. , lem in this regard was actually recognizing what may be exculpatory. tVith-\ out knowing what the defense strategy was going to bs, .some small fact or ~ ~-' piece of evidence which might well become the essence of the defense at a The fact that suspects were sometimes unaware of an investigation made it la'.ter point in time was likely to go unnoticed by the
	witne.ss 
	I 

	, opinion of those interviewed. evidence. There is no provision in Arizona law requiring that suspects be 0 notified of an ongoing investigation. This anecdote also demonstrates the prosecutor's dilemma when faced with questions about a suspect's availability to testify. ' The prosecutor did not want to infringe on the grand jury's tory evidence must be viewed in the context of the role of the grand jury. right to call witnesses or request evidence. However, he wanted to avoid the If one defines the ~and ju
	~• .. ~ 
	The former chief counsel of the Division believes that the issue of exculpa
	~\ 
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	prosecutor, legal advisor to the grand jury, and defense counsel. Furthermaking any suggestions to the grand jury which might raise charges of improper 
	more, while the state puts on as much of its case as it wants, it is required ' influence of the grapd jury process. to put on only a portion of the defense' s case. Since this is inherently unfair, in the opinion of this prosecutor the only question tha,t should be asked of the grand jury is whether the state's case is strong enough to sup
	5.2.3 Case Conclus,ion and Grand Jury Deliberation 
	5.2.3 Case Conclus,ion and Grand Jury Deliberation 
	5.2.3 Case Conclus,ion and Grand Jury Deliberation 
	port formally charging the defendant. 
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	In reality, presentation of exculpatory -0evidence rarely occurred. In our 
	After all the witnesses and evidence have been introduced, the prosecutor 
	After all the witnesses and evidence have been introduced, the prosecutor 
	~~:;.,,. .,._..;,;;;,.' 

	sample of cases, we found no instance in which the prosecuto;r notified the ' 
	generally asked the grand jurors if they had any remaining legal questions 
	generally asked the grand jurors if they had any remaining legal questions 
	generally asked the grand jurors if they had any remaining legal questions 
	grand jury of exculpatory evidence which it could requ~st to hea;i::. Nor did 


	concerning the matter under investigation. The prosecutor was encourag~d 
	concerning the matter under investigation. The prosecutor was encourag~d 

	we find instances in which the pro,secutor presented a witness or doc\Jl\\ent
	to call a recess in the event that he or she could 1;2't answer any such ques
	to call a recess in the event that he or she could 1;2't answer any such ques
	to call a recess in the event that he or she could 1;2't answer any such ques
	ary evidence that was clearly designated as exculpatory. However, in,.,.lone 


	tions. Analysis of case records data revealed tha1/jurors asked legal ques
	tions. Analysis of case records data revealed tha1/jurors asked legal ques

	case, a target's statement was introduced and the question arose whethe~~the 
	case, a target's statement was introduced and the question arose whethe~~the 
	tions in over half (52%) of the cases sampled, The average nµmber of ques
	target would testify. We summarize this case below: 

	tions asked wa~ 2.s, with the range being from Oto 12, 
	tions asked wa~ 2.s, with the range being from Oto 12, 
	I 
	The type of legal questions asked varied from fairly routine requests for redefinitions of statutes to an unusual case in which a series of questions 
	In an investigation of several suspe.cts alleged to have engaged in fraud
	ulent schemes to sell gems, the prosecutor introduced a copy of a tran
	~--,··· =~ 
	focused on the procedure by which the grand jury could add a defendant to the indictment. (This case is discussed in detail later in this section.) Other 
	focused on the procedure by which the grand jury could add a defendant to the indictment. (This case is discussed in detail later in this section.) Other 
	script of an interview with one of the targets. The interview had been 

	conducted by an i-nc"¾estigator who had placed the target under oath before beginning the intervjew. 

	questions concerned the applicability of various laws to certain acts, particularly where a case involved charges of conspiracy. Questions of this ,, ,, 
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	type often bordered on factual questions and required the prosecuting at
	-

	torney to exercise consig.erable, caution in formulating answers. For the ,: most part, only questions of law were addressed, with prosecutors recalling witnesses whenever necessary rather ~t]'lan answering any factual questions 
	d' tl ' , , ~,~ ..... -. -n ~ ,,_ 
	1rec y • ~ .)'V-"' "'""'""•'i:,/1,~~~~~:r~s~~~~---~..,..,•<;•:\1i_y~ .... ,_,, _,,_. 
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	Once. the prosecutor had presented the evidence and the jurors had asked the prosecutor any .legal questions they might have had,. the State Grand Jury was ready to deliberate. Occasionally, complex grand jury investigations continued for two or more sessions. Only those panel members. who had heard the entire case presentation could participate in the deliberations. If a grand juror missed a portion of a'. session., he or she was excused from attending any further sessions on the matter. 
	0 c;f the ,case with a statement of this type: 
	The prosecuting attorney concluded the presentatii:m 

	Ladies .and Gentlemen, this concludes the· evidence I have to present at this time. It is now time for you to determine what you wish to do next. Your options include: 
	Ladies .and Gentlemen, this concludes the· evidence I have to present at this time. It is now time for you to determine what you wish to do next. Your options include: 
	calling more witnesses & evidence, ending this inquiry, or pursuant to A.R.s. §21-408 requesting that the Attorney General.' s Office prepare an draft indictment for you to consider. 
	I 

	As with the Maricopa County Attorney's Office, the procedure followed by the Special Prosecutions Division thus provided for two grand jury deliberations. The first allowed the grand jurors to decide whether they wished to hear more evidence, end the inquiry, or request a draft indictment. The second, assuming the grand jury exercised the last option," gave the jurors the opportunity 
	to determine whether probable cause existed to return a SE~cific~naictment. 
	·~ 

	If the grand jurors l,"'equested that additional witnesses be called or evidence presented, Division policy required that the prosecuting attorney fulfill their requests. In our case records sample such a request was made in only one instance. In the event that a draft indictment was requested, the pro~ecuting attorney typically read the jurors a statement such as this: 
	~•,-. 
	~•,-. 
	'"-..s!:if. 
	The draft indictment is simply that. A draft. It can be""' changed in any manner you desire. Charges may be aclded or deleted from any count. You should feel free to request me to draft any changes you want if there are any. 
	-~ 

	After the draft indictment was read but before leaving ·the <]l:'and 'jury to 
	deliberate on°the charges, the prosecuting attorney was expected to instruct the grand jurors abou.t several legal matters. The following statements were generally read verbatim: 
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	Before retiring from 
	Before retiring from 
	Before retiring from 
	the 
	jury room 
	so 
	you 
	can 
	consider the 

	draft 
	draft 
	indictment., 
	I 
	wish 
	to 
	instruct 
	you 
	on 
	the 
	;!=ollowing 

	legal matters: 
	legal matters: 


	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	It is your duty to determine the facts, and to determine them from the evidence received by this grand jury. 

	3. 
	3. 
	It is my duty to render legal advice to you. I have not purposely said or done anything in the presentation of this.matter to you which is to be construed by Y?U as an indication of my opinion as to any fact. If you feel I have done so, completely disregard those indications. You are the sole judge of the facts. 

	4. 
	4. 
	You are to apply the law to 11:he facts and in this way 


	dec.ide whether or not there is probable cause to believe that the. offense(s) (has) (have) been committed and ,whether there is probable ,cause to believe the potential defendant(s) committed (it) {them). 
	s. You m.ust not speculate _or guess as to any fact. You,1 
	must flot be influenced in your deliberations by sympathy or prejudice. 
	6 • If there is more than one potential defendant listed in the draft indictment you must consider the charge against each potential defendant separately. You must give due deliberation as to each potential defendant in each count. You must not be pr~judiced against one potential defendant if you should find probable cause with respect to another potential defendant. 
	I_'\ 
	7. Therefore, considering only the evidence presented in 
	this matter, the assignment judge's instructions at the impanelment, and your common seJ\.pe, you ar~ to determine whether or not there is probable Qause to believe. that the potential defendant( s) coni,mitted rthe n 
	offense(s) set forth in the draft indictment. 
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	The prosecuting attorney concluded with these words: 
	• 
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	If there are no l;iegal questionl, I will·'now '-leave the draft 
	indictme'nt with you and retire from the grand jury ;oom, so 
	you can delibe.rate • • 
	you can delibe.rate • • 
	0 
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	grand jurors inquired "whether additional' persons or counts <c certain individua]s or counts might be delet(:!d, or 
	Occasionally, the 
	O 
	might be added,)) whether 
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	why certain individuals were or were not named in the draft indictment. In sue~ cases, prosecutq,rs were advised,, to remind the grand jur~JJso of their right and' duty to return an indictment if they found probaole cause against any particula:r; individual. Furthermore,, prosecutors typically instructed the 
	The naming of pe~sons , at the beginning 9f this session as possible subjects of an investigation is not to be construed in any way as an opinion'' or recommendation of tfie 
	The naming of pe~sons , at the beginning 9f this session as possible subjects of an investigation is not to be construed in any way as an opinion'' or recommendation of tfie 

	attorney 
	attorney 
	attorney 
	general 
	that 
	there 
	is 
	or 
	is not 
	probable 
	cause 

	as 
	as 
	to 
	those 
	named 
	persons. 
	That 
	is 
	a 
	State 
	Grand 
	Jury 

	function. 
	function. 


	Should the grand jurors wis~ to change the draft indictment, the prosecuting attorney was instructed to call for a recess and redraft the indictment as requested. 
	0 
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	In the cases sampled, we found that the average number of minutes spent in 
	deliberation per case,, was 11 ( standard deviation = 10) , significantly greater than the time spent in deliberating at the cqunty level. In one case, the jurors deliberated for only one minute, whereas the longest period of deliberation was 40 minutes. In all but one of the cases sampled, the grand jurors voted unanimously to return a true bill; three jurors voted against the indictment in that one instance. In the case summarized below, a defEindant was added <1ii~the final indictment. 
	A case with five individuals suspected of fraud in the sale of estate gems was presented to the grand jury. All named suspects owned or were employees of a single corporatioin. This case was unusually lengthy and involved a total of 29 counts, with each suspect charged with a different combination of offenses. 
	A case with five individuals suspected of fraud in the sale of estate gems was presented to the grand jury. All named suspects owned or were employees of a single corporatioin. This case was unusually lengthy and involved a total of 29 counts, with each suspect charged with a different combination of offenses. 
	During the presentation of evidence, the grand jurors exhibited confusion to which suspects. The prosecutor was asked to clarify which •.suspects committed which offenses. The prosecutor defined the grand jury' s1 role and the attorney general's role and pointed 
	as to which allegations applied 
	1

	out that it was the responsibility of the grand jury to make exactly those 
	determinations. · Re was careful to stress that when the prosecutor named individual suspects, this should not be interpreted as an opinion or a recommendation. 
	Later in the proceeding the grand jurors co~.mented that there was a si~th person whom they might wish to indict. (This person was involved with the corporation in a capacity similar to those whom the prosecutor had included within the scope of the inquiry and had been mentioned in the evidence which had been introduced. The involvement of this person in the fraudulent acts that were tqe subject of the indictment was not noticeabl"'y greater or lesser than that of the other targets. This person was n.ot a w
	1 
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	that any questions about evidence that might or might not exist must be d~re~ted to _a witnes~f n~t the prosecutor. He offered as_sistance in identifying . a witness wlio might be able to answer the questions, but pointed out that sometimes answers might not be available. ~ 
	a,,,. 
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	At that point, they discussed the mechanics of adding a defendant to the draft indictment. When the final indictment was returned, six individuals were charged--the five originally named by the prosecutor and the sixth added by the grand jury. All six defendants were ultimately convicted of at least one charge in the indictment. 
	At that point, they discussed the mechanics of adding a defendant to the draft indictment. When the final indictment was returned, six individuals were charged--the five originally named by the prosecutor and the sixth added by the grand jury. All six defendants were ultimately convicted of at least one charge in the indictment. 

	I In all other cases, the grand jurors returned an indictment containing the 
	; 

	-,z-~,11l~ .,,_..,-9 
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	number of defendants and charges as proposed in the prosecutor's draft. 
	5.3 Summary 
	This examination of the State Grand Jury has gi;ven us a somewhat broader, although not substantially different, perspective on the grand jury than was gained by studying the grand jury at the county level. At the time of our study, both served essentially screening functions; the full investigative potential of the grand jury system had not yet been realized in Arizona. Nonetheless, there were differences in the nature of the State Grand Jury and the county grand juries, even though both performed a simila
	Many prosec~tors have suggested that the preliminary hearing would be so inefficient as to be unworkable as a screening device for complex white collar crimes. Clearly, we were unable to study this hypothesis in Arizona,?since the preliminary hearing was not used at the state level for cases of this type• However, it is important not to overlook the potential of the grand jury as a screening devi9e in complex cases and as an investigative tool in any comparison of the roles of tho grand jury and the prelim
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	. As noted in the introduction to this•report<, 
	this study had several purposes: 
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	• • 
	toji examine .:!=he reasons underlying prosecutors' choice of'. different modes of case screening; to compare the grand jury and the preliminary hearing with respect to efficiency, due process sa~eguards, and efficacy; ., 
	0 

	• 
	• 
	to examine the manner are implemented; and 
	in which enacted reforms actually 

	• 
	• 
	to 
	explore 
	the 
	use 
	of 
	the 
	grand jury in complex 
	cases. 
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	In order j:.o address these questions, we chose to examine multiple jurisdictions within 'a single state. Thus, we could look at natural variation between jurisdictions·while holding constant the legal framework--e. g. laws, 0 rules of procedure, and overall court structure--within which the study sites operated. Arizona was se~ected as the state in which to conduct the study for a number of reasons, the most important of which was j:,he sharply con trasting pretrial screening procedures utilized in its tw
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	In the preceding chapters, we desc;;ribed in detail the use of the preliminary hearing and grand0 jury in P:i:ma and Maricopa Counties and the rationales offered by prosecutors for choice of one 'or the other J?roceeding. . We also described the use o~ ti;le grand jury in prosecuting more complex 'cases at the state level. ~ this chapter, we summarize our findings. brief.ly, drawing a more direct comparison between the two competing screening. procedures. We conclude with a discui:fsion of several importan
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	• Aithougho hearsay is allowed in the preliminary hearing, ~-,,••.•/· ·-·ther_e .. ,,;i._s_,,,.,a_..J:imi·taU:ort~-=.,,.c'durfse1:"~~-1rnist·0 ·demun:st:rate~.,.'fliat -... ------·-ther~ are reasonabl~ grounds to ,:believe that the witness whose evidence is introduced through hearsay will be available for trial. No evidence may be challenged on constitutional grounds • • In addition, the prosecutor does not have to establish foundation when introducing physical o~ documentary evidence. Otherwise, trial rul
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	The rules governing the preliminary hearing in Arizona may be summarized briefly as follows: • The preliminary hea-;ring must b.e held wi.thin 10 to 20 days of the defendant's initial appearance in court, II depending on his or her custody status. While both j::he lower (justice) court and trial (superior) court have jurisdiction over preliminary hea~ings, th~ bulk of such prc:>ceedings are heard i:n lower coilrt,. • Justices of the peace need not be .,lawyers. Thus,, ·the 0111 iay grand jury" may have as i
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	Most cases involved one defendant. One count was alleged in 76 percent of the cases in Maricopa County but only 51 percent of the cases in Pima County. The !nean number of wi tness'es in Maricopa County was slightly under two per case.whereas it was slightly over two per case in Pima Couniy. The defense exercised its right to c~?ss-exmaination quite extensively. The d~fense eliciled 61 percent of the testimony in Maricopa County and 57 percent of it in Pima County. 
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	The justice need he~r only such evidenc~ as he or she feels is necessary to establish probable cause. At the close of the prosec~tor's case, including defe~se crq~sexamination, the justice must determine and: stateo for the record whether the prosecutor has established probable cause. The de.fendant may then make a specific offer of proof, including the names o:6 witnesses who would testify or produce the evidence offered. The jus;.. tice may refuse to allow such evidence d.:f. he or,, she feels it would.
	G With re~pect to the grand jury, Arizona has both innovativ~ and traditional requirement;;. Summarizing briefly, Every aspect of the grand jury procee~~ng must be re• corded, excluding grand jury deliberat-:i.ons. This includes all witness testimony, and any exchanges between jurors, witnesses and/or prosecutors. Recent case law reinforces. and extends the statutory requirement, allow-,, !\ ing n<3thing to be said "off the record" within or out..: side the grand jury room itself and effect;i.vely elimi.::
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	Grand jury transcripts are to be made available to the:) prosecutor and defendant within 20 days th~j 
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	return of the indictment. Upon motion of any party I the court may limit dis-" closure required by this rule when it finds that (1) the disclosure would result in a risk or harm outweighing any usefulness of disclosure to any party; and (2) that the risk cannot be eliminated by a less substantial/;; restriction of discove~y rights. fr 
	showing good caus_e, however 

	. "\ 
	Arizona is one of only 15 states which allows witnesses\\ 
	to have counsel present in the grand jury room. In ""c"' 
	. ·~ 
	Arizona such representation is limited to target wit-" nesses, i.e., prospective defendants. The law does not, however, require tha~ the target be notified of the impending proceeµing and prosecutors rarely, if ever, do so in the typical case. If defense counsel is aware of the upcoming grand jury proceeding, he or she may request to have the target testify. In the rare event that this occurs, the grand jury is not required to 
	. allow the target to testify. 
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	Table 6. 1 summarizes the results of the case records analysis, focusing on key characteristics of both the preliminary hearing ana the grand jury. As can be seen, the vast majority of cases in both jurisdictions involved a single defendant; there was little variatidh by type of proceeding. On the counts charged. For example, preliminary hearing cases in Maricopa County involved a single count in three out of four cases; grand jury cases presented by the prgan~zed Crime and Racketeering Unit ( 09Ru le, in c
	other. hand, 'there was a sharp differential in 'the· nµmb~r of 
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	less of.Z;a discrepancy in Pima County on this variable," although single 
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	the preliminary hearing than in either 
	cases were also more prevalent at 
	0

	grand jury setting. 
	Preliminary hearing cases in both sites"were apt to employ two witnesses in a typical case, at least one of' whom W<!S likely to he a civilian. In cofitrast, the grand jury typically, heard only• one witness--a law enforcement officer or investigator. Nei.ther forum was· likely to have defendants/ta:i:'gets testify, however. Thus, · due proces~ _firotections designed to protect the rights of such witnesses at the pretrial screening stage were lar.gely moot in such cases. 
	Preliminary hearing cases also involved many more pages of testimony than did gr,9-nd jury cases. '1n Maricopa County, this was reduced SOI\lewhat 
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	SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS FROM THE CASE RECORDS ANALYSIS 
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	MARICOPA COUNTY PIMA COUNTY 
	C 
	C 

	Preliminary Grand Jury Grand Jury Preliminary Grand Jury Grand Jury Hearing (routine) (OCRU) Hearing (routine) (CECU) (N = 75) (N = 75) (N = 25) (N = 84) (N = 74) (N = 25) 
	1. Pei-bent single defenda11t 
	1. Pei-bent single defenda11t 
	,, 

	cases 89% 80% 80% 81% 78% 80% 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Percent cases with one·: count 76% 59% 20% 51% 41% 44% 
	0 


	3. 
	3. 
	Me.an witnesses per case: 1. 7 1. 1 1. 0 2. 3 1. 1 1. 0 


	I) 4. Percent cases with 67% 0% 8% 92% 5% 8% civilian witnesses 
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	(,), 
	(,), 

	s. Percent cases with targets/ 4% 0% 0% 4% 0% 4% defendants testifyin9: . t 
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	6. Median _pages of 28 7 
	6. Median _pages of 28 7 
	I-' 


	w 11 39 4 4 
	C'S'\, 
	C'S'\, 
	testimony Eer case 
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	7. Median page's of 12 6.6 11 20 4 3.1 
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	I '~ ., testimony controlled (43%) (94%) (100%) (51 %) 0(100%) (78.%) by erosecutor " ~ 
	a. 
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	Q, 
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	7% 0% 4% 7% 0% 0% 
	Percent cases with 
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	physical/documentary ev.l-~ 
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	dence ,1:i31troduced directly 
	' 
	0 9. Percent cases with offer \:; 
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	of proof/exculpatory* s 8% 0% 0% 14% 0% 0% i "' II 
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	e'vidence ,. 
	e'vidence ,. 
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	10. Percent cases with no <\ 3% '"0%" 0% 6% 0% 0% 
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	probable cause found** 
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	*Excluding ta:t;'get testifying. ,, 
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	**'AS reflected in ithis table, n9n~ of the grand jury cases in our random sample resulted in a "no bill." 
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	However, our caseflow estimat:es ';for all cases, displayed in Table 2. 2, indicate that no bills are returned in less than one percent of~the 'krand jury cases in Maricopa Count, and in approximatley two percent of the cases in Pima County,. 
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	when the portion of the transcript devoted to defense questioning was subtracted from the total. In Pima County, this was not the case. EVen discounting the portion of the testimony generated by defense counsel's questioning, prosecutor-directed testimony at the preliminary hearing was five or six times greater than that presented at the grand jury. This probably reflects the fact that the preliminary hearing was used only rarely in this jurisdiction, particularly when the prosecutor wished to test the c
	when the portion of the transcript devoted to defense questioning was subtracted from the total. In Pima County, this was not the case. EVen discounting the portion of the testimony generated by defense counsel's questioning, prosecutor-directed testimony at the preliminary hearing was five or six times greater than that presented at the grand jury. This probably reflects the fact that the preliminary hearing was used only rarely in this jurisdiction, particularly when the prosecutor wished to test the c
	Obviously, defense counsel made extensive use of their opportunity to crossexamin_e witnesses at the preliminary heaiing: they controlled u,pwards of an offer of proof, however. such an offer was made in only eight percent of the~.cases in Maricopa County and 14 percent in Pima County. No exculpatory evidence introduced by the prosecutor to the grand jury in either county, but, as noted in the discussion\.j.n Chapters 4 and 5, there is no clear mandate that they do so. 
	one-half of the testimony ·presented. They were unlikely to make 
	11 
	(apart from the target's testimony in one case) was 
	0 

	Neither forum was likely to terminate in a finding bf no pro~)able cause. ' Furthermore, as noted in Chapter 4, grand jurors did not play a very active role in the proceeding. Grand jurors typically asked only two questions of the witnesses per case, delibe~ations were relatively brief, and the decision of the, jurors was almost always unanimousc,,,::.:::-, 
	Despite the faqt that the special prosecution units in both counties reported using the grand jury for "investigative" purposes, the table illustrates the similarity between cases brought by these units and other more routine grand jury cases. By and large, the use of the grand jury at the county level in Arizona was fairly rote. 
	f 
	\ Cl 
	We also examined use of thi~ State Grand Jury in Arizona.' While the state Grand Jury was not used as aggressively as an investigative tool at the time of our study, it did allow us to explore grand jury op~rations in more complex cases. In general, we found that the proceeding lasted somewhat longer 
	(91 minutes), typicallyAnvolved multiple counts, and had physical evidence introduced more frequenfi~ (in 78 percent of its cases) than did the tounty grand juries. .2\s discussed in Chapter 5, the Special Prosecutions Di vision of the Attorney GeneraJ.'s Office has also established a number of guidelines for case presentation that are designed to avoid proceq,ural error. These may be useful to others desiring to fo:i;-malize the grand jury proceeding. 
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	6.2 Conclusions 
	We believe that our limited focus on a single state was amply rewarded. By holding constant the legal framework within which the study jurisdictions operated, we were able to explore the natural variation between them. Thus,, despite our concentration on Arizona, or more properly because of it, we believe our findings suggest a number of important conclusions which may be useful to policymakers, practitioners, and other researchers. These are summarized in the remainder of this section. 
	6. 2. 1 Choice of Proceeding 
	Nothing is so inherent in the real nature of either proceeding as to preclude using the grand jury or the preliminary hearrttg for the same screening related purpose. Often, the "Same rationale governs the choice of different proceedings. For example, when Pima County wishes to test a case involving sensitive political issues (e.g., a case involving alleged police brutality) it will often look to the preliminary hearing as a forum. The perceived advantages of this approach include the fact that the prelimi
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	ratified. (Similarly, if charges are dismissed at this point as a resu;tJ:; of a finding of no probable cause, the decision will have been made in a public""'' """ 
	0 
	forum and not in the secret grand jury proceeding.) In contrast, Maricopa County prefers to invo~ve the community in such cases and is apt to present them to the grand jury. 
	Essentially, each county has chosen to prosecute its atypical cases through its atypical screening mechanism. In Pima County, the grand jury is the routine screening mechanism and is perceived to be under the direct control of the prosecutor. Therefore, when in doubt about the strength or due to the sensitivity of the case, the prelimj.nary hearing is the preferred screening mechanism. In Maricopa County, where the preliminary hearing is the routine pretrial screening procedure, major felonies and other com

	·:;\' 
	cases are likely to go to the grand jury. 
	cases are likely to go to the grand jury. 
	D 
	.C:) Anothe_r rationale which may be offered for utilization of either proceeding involves protection of government witnesses. Protection may be very important when the witness is testifying against others involved in an organized criminal enterprise or when the witness has. infiltrated such an enterprise as an undercover agent. Histori<::ally, one justification for grand jury 
	•;.,,p 
	' .E;?,-'\ This is the approach typically followed by most jurisdictions. 
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	secrecy has been to protect the identity of sue~ witnesses, thereby avoiding the possibility of intimidation or actual harm. In both Pima and Maricopa Counties, however, prosecutors favored the preliminary hearing when the witness was considered to be in danger. Prosecutors in both sites stated that, since preliminary hearing testimony may be preserved for use"at trial, having witnesses testify at the preliminary hearing removes one of the primary motivations for tampering with them: preventing damaging t
	Sometimes, two different proceedings are used to handle similar cases for dissimilar reasons. For example, in Maricopa County, sexual assault cases are expected to go to the preliminary hearing in order to test the credibility ox witnesses, assess case strength and preserve testimony. In contrast, Pima County prosecutors prefer the grand jury for such cases, since use of'' that proceeding prevents the victim-witness from having to confront the defendant and submit to crol:if-examination twice: once at the 
	The necessary conclusiori"'is that these processes in actuality do not supply any unique benefits or disadvantages with respect •to their screening functions. They are what prosecutors want them to be. Furthermore, the choice of proceeding is affected more by "local legal culture" and perceived corol
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	.,,lary benefits than by the nature of the proceeding Ber~• 
	G I'.;~) 
	Local norms and historical practices of segments of the criminal justice community (prosecutors, judges, and the defense bar) have a more important relationship to, and effect on, the relative advantages of the grand jury and,.the 
	-


	preliminary hearing than do formal laws and rules. our analysis revealed that even jurisdictions operating under a common legal framework--statutes 
	D 

	• • I 
	• • I 
	criminal procedures, and court rulei,; which define legal operations--can elect widely different mechanisms for pretrial screening, and that it is virtually impossible to attribute these differences to something other than ''local 
	legal culture. 
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	See, for--example, United States v. Proctor and Gamble co., 35 u.s. 677 ( 1958). 
	2 
	These decisions parallel the typical choice of proceeding in each district. What is interesting is that each jurisdiction offers a unique, carefully considered rationale for handling these special types of cases 
	in different ways. 
	142 
	By local legal culture, we mean the informal norms, values· and attitudes, of the individuals and groups within the criminal j us t;i.ce sys tern, and the informal rules and procedures adopted by them. In part, these expectations reflect the cultural characteristics of the community--including ~ernographics, raciaJ and ethnic mix, prevailing community attitudes, and local history. They are also shaped by the distribution of poJ.i tica.l and per::ional power among the various individuals and groups within
	Like others before us, we use the term local legal culture to explain t~e observed differences between jurisdictions because laws and legal structures and differential resource::i constraints do not afford a ready explanation. While Maricopa County has more magistrates than Pima County, it certainly does not have a sufficient number to accommodate the preliminary hearing caseload without a significant proportion of hearings being waived. On the other hand, were Maricopa county interested in using the gran
	\\ ,·,, 
	each instance, their orientation reflects aspects of the re-lationship with the local courts and the defense bar. 
	In Maricopa County, cooperative justices of the peace and a willingv defense bar make the preliminary hea~ing setting the perfect opportunity to weed out many cases without the nece..;sity of either a preliminary hearing or grand 
	jury review. J:n effect, as Arenella suggested concerning trials, the pre-, liminary hearing is offered in Maricopa rounty to most, if not all, in the expectation that only a_ few will accept. The use of straight waivers an~ negotiated pleas at this stage keeJ?S the Justice Court docket manageable. The defense bar also receives something in return for waiving the preliminary hearing. Stated rationales include earlier discovery, conc~ssions regarding conditions of release, and avoidance of stif£ penalties. I
	ru:enella, Peter, "Reforming the Federal Grand Jury and the State Preliminary Hearing to Prevent Conviction Without Adjudication," Michigan Law Review, 78: 463, 1980. 
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	prosecutors in Maricopa County report that if the preliminary hearing is actually held, they are unlikely to offer major concessions in subsequent plea negotiations. 
	In addition, the Superior Court caseload is reduced by the number of cases weeded out at the time of the scheduled hearing. 
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	Moreover, the fact that most defendants are bound over at the conclusion of 
	Moreover, the fact that most defendants are bound over at the conclusion of 
	the hearing may be used as a justification for waiving the preliminary hear
	ing without necessarily sacrificing the interests of the client~ 
	In Pima County, local norms and informal relationships among system partici"'! pants have resulted in an entirely different approach to pretrial screening. While the County Attorney Is Office has initiated a number of innovative programs--e.g., victim-witness, adult diversion--and weeds out a significant number of marginal cases early on, it has a fairly tough policy with respect to those cases which survive its initial. screen. Facing a:n aggressive public defender• s office, the prosecutor• s office leave
	',( 
	Both the grand jury and the preliminary hearing serve a variety of collateral functions which may be important in determining when and how each mechanism is used. Many commentators have concentrated on the formal or stated goal~? of these institutions, while ignoring the functions actually fulfilled in practice. our study complements the findings of previous researchers by pointing out the many secondary or col;l,.ateral functions served. by the two major pretrial screening devices. These functions, which
	Discovery. Since Arizona's revised Rules of Criminal Procedure provide for broadc and early disclosure by both the prosecution and defense' the "Importance of the "grand jury and the preliminary hearing for discov,e;ry purposes is somewhat mitigated in this state~ '.!ndeed, the liberal discovery policy is cited as an important factor in the decision to cut back on the scope of the preliminary hearing proceeding. At the same time, these institutions_ do serves certain purposes with regard to pretrial discov
	Cl 
	Preservation of testimony. Use of the preliminary hearing proceeding to preserve testimony is important in a. number of ways: 1) it preserves the testimony of very young children who may forget the incident over time; 2) it preserves the testimony of ol-der w,itnesses who may become infirm or die; and 
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	3) it preserves the testimony of witnesses who may be intimidated into not testifying at trial or subject to bodily harm. As noted above, the latter factor is often cited by proponents of the grand jury: grand jury secrecy'• is seen as an important factor in protecting the identity of such witne~ses. Given the fact that secrecy is often difficult to achieve in practice, use of the preliminary hearing to preserve the testimony of witnesses for use at trial may be a useful alternative. 
	3) it preserves the testimony of witnesses who may be intimidated into not testifying at trial or subject to bodily harm. As noted above, the latter factor is often cited by proponents of the grand jury: grand jury secrecy'• is seen as an important factor in protecting the identity of such witne~ses. Given the fact that secrecy is often difficult to achieve in practice, use of the preliminary hearing to preserve the testimony of witnesses for use at trial may be a useful alternative. 
	Testing constitutional issues. Neither the grand jury nor the preliminary 
	hearing serves as a forum for testing constitutional iss~s in Arizona, another collateral function served in other jurisdictions. The preliminary hearing does provide a limited opportunity for the defense to explore the police officer• s actions in obtaining evidence and/or the chain of custody involved in handling the evidence. The extent to which this opportunity is utilized, however, is very much dependent on the aggressiveness of the defense attorney in pursuing this line of attack and the permissivene
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	Of course, it should be pointed out that there are reasons for this restricted view of the preliminary hearing in Arizona. As noted earlier ( Section 3.1.2), the revised Rules reduced the scope of the preliminary hearing. At the same time, disclosure provisions were broadened and the omnibus hearing for pr_etrial motions was introduced. Under these Rules, the legality of the evidence obtained is tested before a judge in the Superior Court rather than at the preliminary hearing. Given ~hat magistrates need 
	Of course, it should be pointed out that there are reasons for this restricted view of the preliminary hearing in Arizona. As noted earlier ( Section 3.1.2), the revised Rules reduced the scope of the preliminary hearing. At the same time, disclosure provisions were broadened and the omnibus hearing for pr_etrial motions was introduced. Under these Rules, the legality of the evidence obtained is tested before a judge in the Superior Court rather than at the preliminary hearing. Given ~hat magistrates need 
	C_i 
	Review of conditions of release. The issue of bail may be discussed in an adversarial setting a:t the preliminary hearing. ' Favorable conditions of release are also negotiated, on occasion, in exchange for a waiver of the preliminary hearing. In the case of the grand jury, however, the bail recom
	·mend9-tion is made by the prosecutor following the return of ,,an indictment, and the judge must make his or her decision without defense input. 
	1 

	!L.,;:: 
	General Accounting Office, Comptroller General, Report to the Congress: More Guidance and Supervision Needed Over Federal Grand Jury Proceedings, GGD-81-18 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1980). 
	General Accounting Office, Comptroller General, Report to the Congress: More Guidance and Supervision Needed Over Federal Grand Jury Proceedings, GGD-81-18 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1980). 
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	Graham, Kenneth, and Leon Letwin, "The Preliminary Hearing in Los Angeles: Some Field Findings and Legal Policy Implications." UCLA Law Review, 18:636 (1971-) (see discussion in Chapter, 3 of this report). 
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	Use of the Transcript. Clearly, the grand jury and preliminary hearing are not used as slJl?stitutes for ful~ trial in Arizona. That function is fairly probable for all counts. 
	rendered a unanimous decision. 
	1 
	Similarly, magistrates typically found 

	ca~se 
	ca~se 
	unique to Los Angeles County. On the other hand, the grand jury and the preliminary hearing transcript are used by both parties to prepare for trial. 

	1 On the other hand, these findings are also consistent with another causal explanation: prosecutorial screening is so effective that few cases are likely to be weeded out at the preliminary hearing or grand jury stage. Occasion for plea negotiation. As noted throughout this report, the time Given · the fact that prosecutors report using the likelihood of conviction scheduled for the preliminary hearing in Maricopa County is frecauently used as an occasion for plea negotiations. In fully one-third of the ca
	standard to screen cases, whereas the two formal screening mechanisms employ 
	I 

	stage. 
	stage. 

	6.2.2 Efficacy and Efficiency of the ~'wo Proceedings It is important to point out that the low standard of proof required by both attitudes and behaviors of prosecutors and the defense bar ~ith respect to use of these Neither the grand jury nor the preliminary hearing screened out a significant proceedings. Prosecutors, for example, feel no need to put on multiple wit-=percentage of cases in the jurisdictions under study. There are at least two nesses or to introduce physical evidence when the hearsay tes
	pretrial screening mechanisms appears to influence strongly the 
	0 
	tions of 
	0 

	ious negative consequences, the possible impeachment of the witness at trial, prosecution for perjured testimony, and early' disclosure of ~ \iefense strategy. 
	ious negative consequences, the possible impeachment of the witness at trial, prosecution for perjured testimony, and early' disclosure of ~ \iefense strategy. 
	includ,;i.ng 
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	Ibid. 1 
	see carp, Robert A., "The Harris 'County Grand Jury: A Case Study," Houston Law Review, 12:90 (1974), for similar findings in his intensive.par
	see carp, Robert A., "The Harris 'County Grand Jury: A Case Study," Houston Law Review, 12:90 (1974), for similar findings in his intensive.par
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	Comparable data were unavailable in Pima County. ticipant observation study of the Harris County g~and jury. 
	Q 
	Q 
	147 
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	f) 
	preliminary hearing allowed the defense an opportunity to test the credibil
	If the probable cause standand is appropriate at this stage in case proces~ 
	ity of .certain witnesses through use of extensive cross-examination. Thus, 
	ity of .certain witnesses through use of extensive cross-examination. Thus, 
	sing, then rules designed to turn the preliminary hearing or the grand jury 

	the preliminary hearing may;:c:provide a somewhdt better test. of probable cause 
	into a rigorous pretrial screening device may not achieve the desired re
	into a rigorous pretrial screening device may not achieve the desired re
	in,terms of the amount of evidence presented and the opportunity to challenge 

	sult. Alternatively, raising the standard of proof may place a severe strain 
	that evidence. 

	on system resources, as the proceedings more closely resemble mini-trials. 
	Either way, this brings us to a corollary conclusion, as discussed below. 
	/! 

	Despite the relative merits of the two proceedings in screening routine cases, there may be instances in which state or local prosecutors need ~~,use 
	Despite the relative merits of the two proceedings in screening routine cases, there may be instances in which state or local prosecutors need ~~,use 
	Prosecutorial screening must be examined carefully, since it appears to play 

	\) the grand jury proceeding to investigate an~ prepare for the pr~secu~ion-of 
	a critical role in the pretrial screening process. If we can generalize 
	a critical role in the pretrial screening process. If we can generalize 
	complex criminal cases. As noted in Chapter 5, among the ways in which the 
	from the findings of this study and related research efforts, prosecutorial 
	grand jury may assist in case development are these: 
	screening, where it occurs, is far more likely to'--influence who is bound over for trial than either the preliminary hearing or the grand jury. Thus, those 
	• to subpoena records and other forms of physical evi
	seeking to "reform" the pretrial screening processes may also want to focus 
	d~nce; 
	their attention on prosecutors' screening policies and procedures. 
	• to compel testimony from uncooperative witnesses; 
	While it is beyond the scope of this study to generate a set of "reform" 
	While it is beyond the scope of this study to generate a set of "reform" 
	to assess and "lock-in" the testimony of possible de
	principles, an approach worthy of consideration would be the articulation • 
	fense witnesses; 


	of standards by prosecutors, i~cluding the standard of proof required ~pr a 
	of standards by prosecutors, i~cluding the standard of proof required ~pr a 
	,I 
	given case to pass through the prosecutor's screening net. such standards 
	for purposes of impeachment of trial testimony or prose

	could be fairly explicit, while preserving prosecutorial discretion and • 
	l 

	cution for perjury; ·:o 
	cution for perjury; ·:o 
	flexibility. Consistent with the historical goal of community involvement in charging decisions as rep:r:esented by the grand jury, the screening stand
	to grant immunity to individuals in return for testimony 
	1 

	ards might be developed and/or reviewed by members of the local community. • 
	against others higher up in the criminal org:~nization; 
	against others higher up in the criminal org:~nization; 
	against others higher up in the criminal org:~nization; 
	To help ensure that standards arecapplied eve~-handedly, a review system is 
	and 


	desirable. Like the preliminary hearing and grand jury transcripts, a formal written record of the screening decision would allow internal office review. = 
	in conjunction with use of electronic surveillance, to 
	in conjunction with use of electronic surveillance, to 
	• 
	elicit truthful testimony, and/or to encourage requests for immunity in return for cooperation. 

	While both the preliminary hearing and the grand jury are fairly perfunctory proceedings, the preliminary hearing does appear to be a slightly more rigor0ous mechanism for det,ermining probable cause. Neither procedure was used 
	-

	Furthermore, unless the. preliminary hearing, is actually held, the rela
	Furthermore, unless the. preliminary hearing, is actually held, the rela
	Furthermore, unless the. preliminary hearing, is actually held, the rela
	to test the legality of evidence, and the preliminary hearing was used only 

	tive ef~icacy of that proceeding as a screening device may be moot. While 
	rarely to present affirmative defenses in the jurisdictions under study. In 
	Aranella and others have expressed concern over the failure of both the grand 
	Aranella and others have expressed concern over the failure of both the grand 
	essence, each proceeding offered a relatively weak test o:f factual guilt,. 

	jury and the preliminary hearing to provide adequate pretrial scre~ning, . fr:;~ 
	jury and the preliminary hearing to provide adequate pretrial scre~ning, . fr:;~ 
	Morover, there was little difference in the ultimate dispo1:1i tion of cases 
	quent waiver of the preliminary hearing results ~n many cases being adJudi
	reviewed by either the preliminary hearing or the grand jury. Wh.ile this may 

	cated without benefit of any independent test of either the factual or legal' 
	cated without benefit of any independent test of either the factual or legal' 
	not' completely reflect the capacity of either process to screen "cases, it 
	basis of the charge. 

	does suggest that neither forum may have the potent±al to have an effect on the flow of cases through the criminal justice system. ~ 

	C 
	It is impossible to say which approach is more eff~cient; ea~h jurisdiction · has found a way to process large numbers of cases quickly• Pim~ County :e
	0 

	Nevertheless, the preliminary hearing finding of probable cause was typically 
	Nevertheless, the preliminary hearing finding of probable cause was typically 
	lie~lmost exclusively on the grand jury, screening out certain categor~es 
	based on the direct testimony of at least one civilian witness, and in a few 
	based on the direct testimony of at least one civilian witness, and in a few 
	of c:;~s beforehand and submittin~ the remainder to one of two Jrand juries, 

	instances' (7%) involved the direct introduction of physical ~vidence. The 
	instances' (7%) involved the direct introduction of physical ~vidence. The 
	each operating two days a week. In the view of local prosecutors, the 


	grand jury, 'in contrast, relied almost exclusively on the hearsay testimony of police officers in :making a rc>utine determination of probable cause. Even in complex cases involving economic crimes and major felonies, civilian wit·.J!.>. 


	the 
	the 
	the 
	:1rafter 


	nesses were rarely called to offer grand jury testimony. In addition, the grand jury finding, through use of dismissals. 
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	noted above, a second round of screening takes 
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	however, 
	however, 
	however, 
	point out 
	a 
	number 
	of. factors 
	which 
	should be kept in mind by those 

	TR
	considering 
	or 
	advocating change., 

	grand jury process 
	grand jury process 
	is very 
	ef:l:icient for 
	several 
	reasons. 
	First, the ·'grand 

	jury proceeding 
	jury proceeding 
	takes 
	slightly less. tlil!e 
	than 
	the preliminary hearing 
	sin'ce 
	If the grand jury and 
	the preli~inary hearing co-exist as 
	alternative 
	screen

	it involves fewer civilian witnesses and precludes the opportunity for 
	it involves fewer civilian witnesses and precludes the opportunity for 
	cross
	ing devices, 
	the 
	question 
	of 
	equal protection 
	may 
	arise. 
	In 
	approximately 

	0 
	0 
	examination. by defense counsel. 
	It also minimizes the time needed to prepare 
	one-half 
	of 
	the 
	states 
	(including Arizona), 
	the preliminary hearing 
	and 
	the 

	TR
	for 
	the 
	proceeding: 
	it is 
	easier 
	to 
	pzepare 
	police officers 
	than 
	civilian 
	gran1 
	jury function 
	simultaneously, 
	with the prosecutor choosing between 
	the 

	TR
	witnesses. 
	Second, 
	the 
	timing 
	of 
	the 
	proceeding 
	is 
	somewhat 
	more 
	predic.;. 
	two. 
	Depending 
	on 
	local 
	practice, 
	this 
	structure 
	may 
	operate 
	in 
	several 

	TR
	table, 
	since it is scheduled and lc:1,r.gely controlled by the prosecutor. 
	Thus, 
	different ways. 
	In 
	some 
	jurisdictions, 
	such 
	as 
	Pima County, 
	nearly all cases 

	TR
	prosecutors 
	and 
	governm~nt 
	witnesses 
	need 
	not 
	waste 
	larg,e 
	amounts 
	of 
	time 
	will be proce_ssed through 
	the 
	same 
	screening mechanism, 
	whereas. 
	in other in

	TR
	waiting 
	for 
	their 
	turn 
	on 
	the 
	docket. 
	Finally, 
	the · grand jury is 
	a 
	fairly 
	stances 
	each proceeding handles 
	a 
	portion of the caseload. 

	TR
	inexpensive, screening procedure: 
	despite 
	the 
	fac;\:: 
	that there 
	are 
	{ip 
	to J6 

	TR
	persdn~ 
	on 
	the 
	grand 
	jury each 
	day, 
	· th,ey· 
	serv~ 
	at 
	a 
	ve.ry ", low 
	rate 
	of pay. 

	TR
	0 
	Although 
	this 
	system 
	has 
	beerr 
	cqplllenged 
	on 
	equal protec,tion grounds 
	on 
	the 

	TR
	t,heory 
	that 
	the 
	leveJ. 
	of 
	due 
	process "protection provided 
	to 
	the 
	defendant 

	TR
	When 
	used 
	as 
	an" opportunity 
	£or 
	plea negotiation, 
	the 
	preliminary heiiiring 
	differs depending 
	on 
	J:he screening mechanism selected by the prosecutor, 
	most 

	TR
	process can also be described as extremely efficient, sine~, so ma'ny ca'se~. terminate at that stage. '' In Ma:t,:icopa ,cowity, :the system handles the large 
	cour:ts, incl~ding the Ar;Lzona Supreme Court, have upheld this dual system of prosecution. California stands alone in ruling that the fse of alternative 
	D 

	TR
	volume 
	of 
	cases 
	scheduled for 
	the preli~inar"y hearing only because, the 
	screening meobanisms 
	violates 
	equal protection guarantees. 
	One 
	other 
	state 

	TR
	.. various" parties, ~.ccept 
	and 
	follow ,local 
	n~rms: 
	the 
	preliminary hearing is 
	(Wisconsin) 
	has 
	addresse~ 
	the issue 
	legislatively, 
	requiring 
	that 
	a 
	prelimi

	TR
	· actually 
	held 
	only 
	when 
	no 
	other 
	arrangement 
	is 
	possible. 
	Through 
	t43e, .of 
	nary hearing 
	be 
	held 
	even 
	though 
	an 
	inictment has 
	been 
	returned 
	in 
	a 
	case., 

	TR
	plea negotiation in lower court" and plea arraignments ,il\ trial court, many cases are resolved without committin,g further resources at the pretrial or· 
	the 
	same 
	remedy . imposed by the California Supreme Co1,1rt in Hawkins. 
	:/ i 

	TR
	trial" stage. 
	In' essence, 
	by 
	scheduling, 
	but 
	not 
	necessarily l:lolding I 
	the 

	0 
	0 
	,more 
	lengthy 
	pretrial 
	screening: procedure, 
	the 
	·· systeµi 
	saves 
	i>rosecuto~s, 
	'' 
	It is clear, then, 
	that the 
	use 
	of different mech~nisms 
	to determine probable 

	0 
	0 
	defense coun§lel, 
	ang the trial court time and 
	resources~ 
	· 
	cause 
	does 
	no,t" constitute 
	a 
	vi.elation. of 
	the equal prq)'ection0 
	doctrine under 

	TR
	c.1 
	the 
	laws 
	of 
	most 
	states. 
	Nevertheless, 
	there 
	is 
	no 
	doubt 
	that in practice 

	TR
	,.c,O 0 
	\:,~} 
	certain 
	types 
	of 
	cases 
	recei, ve 
	different 
	treatment 
	through 
	the prosecutor's 

	TR
	discretion. 

	TR
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	The Issue of Reform 
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	TR
	In 
	Arizona, 
	the 
	type 
	of 
	pretriaJ\,. 0 scifeni11gJJ procedure 
	utilized 
	was 
	dependent 

	0 
	0 
	Although those'urging grand jury reform (or even abolitioru_.,pften base.their arguments on the comparison between the grand jury and the \preliminary hearing, our finding~ reveal that the logic of such a position i\S weak in _· several wa:,,:s. First, there ts no uniform or standard preliminary' hearing against 0 which to .measure the grand jury~ Depending upon the jurisdiction ;involved, 
	c:::!J 
	in large measure on two dominant' f'a,ctq;s) 1 ) the community in whic9; ,,,the defendant was charged; and 2) 'a nilmpet' o:f collateral ohjectives, including , the prosecutor's" desire to test wi tnessesi'1 credibility, <preserve testimony, avoid., possible defense ¢liscovery, and/or demonstrate to the victim or com1munity the fact that the case was being pursued vigorously. 

	TR
	the prelimina_ry hearing may be an ~ parte proceeding, ~y deny the accused many of the 'aue process safeguards which ref o;rmers advocate for the grand jury1'.: or ,Jpay be a perfunctory "rul?ber stamp." Second, in some jurisdictions the··· gran!i jupcy has been moo.ified and offers ttie defendant a f'J_;unber of due process safegu~!ds. Third, i"!r :i,s dangerous to make such cotnpariilhns in a 
	0 0 At the same time, "our findings fered and the rights afforded examine government witnesses, 
	r , revealed that the nature of the eviBence ofthe defendant, including the right to crossvaried somewhat from one proceeding to the 

	TR
	vacuum; 
	it is 
	much 
	more 
	appropriate 
	to 
	examine 
	the prqpeedilhgs 
	as 
	they 
	are 
	other. 

	0 
	0 
	a?tually us'ed in practice. Fourth, the theoretical d~ate over the grand jury versus the preliminary hearing often fails to take into account the fact that ea~h s~:rves a broad array of collateral functions which'in large measure 
	1 As 
	discussed 
	in-· Chapter 
	1, 
	the 
	other 
	options 
	are 
	1) 
	to 
	have 
	the 
	two 
	\1 

	TR
	are 
	;inl:errelated with local preferences and practice. 
	Finally, 
	there may be 
	proceedings 
	operate 
	in 
	sequence, 
	as 
	is 
	the 
	case 
	in the 
	federal 
	system; 
	and 

	TR
	a 
	traditional way 
	of doing things 
	in_a 
	jurisdiction that is redsonab1y 
	com
	2) 
	to rely eJ!:clusively 
	on 
	the grand jury (or preliminary hearing). 

	TR
	fortable to all parties. Any ,;1.ttempts to question the existing e-J=aCtice or suggest alternatives may face serious obstacles if they are not sensitive to local tradition~ We c<1,nnot prescribe which approach is bes;\: for pretrial screening, nor can we say what ~ach ~roceeding should look .like. We can, 
	2see, for example, State (1975). 3Hawkins v. superior Court, 
	v. Bojorquez, 22 Cal. 3d 584, 
	111 Ariz. 549, 535 P.2d 586 P.2d 916 (1978) •. ' 
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	While ··these differences were not as striking in practice as some commentator:;; have argued, one can still reasonably question whether the nature of the pretrial screening process should be entirely depende):lt on where the crime was committed and a host of ~econdary considerations. 
	While ··these differences were not as striking in practice as some commentator:;; have argued, one can still reasonably question whether the nature of the pretrial screening process should be entirely depende):lt on where the crime was committed and a host of ~econdary considerations. 
	For any jurisdiction examing its pretrial screening process, it is important 0 whether each proceeding· serves a useful and distinct purpose. otherwise, there may be little reason to keep both as competing mechanisms. Or, one may wish to retain both, but'· expressly distinguish between tneir: functions--e.g., the \,grand jury would be used "for complex, multiP,le-defen-,dant cases and, groad :i,nvestigations into organized crime and public corru,Elti~n, ".7h~reas,th~pi~limt1~ry hearing would be ret~ined f
	to consider 

	screening. · ·· \J, 
	0 
	0 
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	The Natm:-e of the Proceedings 
	0 

	which mechanism or combination of mechanisms exists i.n a given jurisdiction, questions concen,;iing the nature of the.' proceeding rernain. Whether probable cause is to be determined "by the grand jury and/orlL'the preliminary hearing, the following operational issues must be resolved: what procedures should be foflowed in the conduct of that hearing,,what standards of evidence or proof should be required, what role does the accused and e.,;.idence favorable to., his or her behalf play in the hearing, an
	&'Regardlt:lss of 
	0 

	0 
	0 
	cost of t,he proceeding? .. In answering these questions, several con~tdera1
	-

	tions must be kept in mind. 
	,., 
	6 
	First, there is no "perfect" or "ideal" preliminary hearing (or grand jury). Criticizing the performance of the grand jury because it i,s not·' like, the, theoretical perfoi':'Illance .of th~ _preliminary hearing focuses too much atten
	0
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	~~ ,. 
	tion on abstract models and is not likely to produce practical ,solutions. The debate on what ,protections the g;rand jury proceeding should offer should be more concerned ~~th the nature of the grand jury per~, than with whether the grand jury matches a hypotheti"cal and possibly flawed standard. Furthennore, defining the nature of the pr'eliminary hearing or' the grand jury involves assessing the appropriate balance between considerations of ~fficiency and the implementation of wide-ranging due process 
	,, 
	(I 
	Second, attempts to "reform" a proceeding may produce unanticipate'd results. In Arizona, prior to the implementation of the new Rules in 1973, the preliminary hearing was essentia~y ,, a mini-trial. Ono~ grand juries began to be convened regularly, rather than on an as-needed basis, prosecutors in Pima County readily turned. to that alternative since they felt the preliminary hearimi) was essentially unworkable. If a proceeding is-modified to 
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	incorporate broad due process protections and is perceived to have forfeited 
	incorporate broad due process protections and is perceived to have forfeited 
	efficiency as a result, the modified system may be a failure. 
	Decisions regarding which, ,if any, reforms to implement in either proceeding must be based on a thorough understanding of both their intended and likely impac\•. By all accounts, a record ol tlte proceeding does prevent possible abuse of the grand jury process. Yet it may also have an unintended consequence: the prosecutor lll,a.y ·be tempted to present the bare minimum of evidence to meet the legal· s-i;.andard of proof while avoiding the possibility of ,,error or prejudice and ntinimizing potential def
	, I 
	screening. 

	0 
	This is not to say that this and other reforms may not be desirable or beneficial. It' is simply important to recognize that refonns as conceived may not be the same in actual practice. In large measure, local customs and practice will dictate how the screening process operates, regardless of the legal framework. 
	f 
	r 
	Moreover, it is important to consider refonns in tandem. For exampl'e, the 1 
	'I 
	rig~t to counsel before the grand jury is considered to be one of the most important of the American Bar Association's proposed principles and is certainly one of the most controversial. Yet, unless targets have the right to testify bE?fore the grand jury and receive notice of any inquiries concerning them, the right to counsel may be relatively meaningless in the majority of cases. 
	The impact of reform on grand jury practice is extremely difficult to define and measure. Often, researchers and policymakers rely on the perceptions of those who have adopted. one or more proposed reforms to assess their effectiveness and to' detennine whether any of the anticipated problems actually arose. Such assessments usually fail to take into account the length of time the reform has been tried, the nature of the proceeding before modification~ 
	1 
	the manner in which the reform is act~ally implemented, and the overall legal framework in which the jurisdiction operates. Fqr example, most of the respondents in Arizona expressed a favorable opinion concerning the defendant ' s right to have counsel in the grand jury room. Yet, this opinion was based largely on individual philosophy and conjecture and, at most, knowledge of a handful of cases in which the issue arose. 
	A fourth consideration in determining· the natu.:re. of the pretrial screen
	!) 
	ing mechanism is the extent of the resources avail:able to support proposed changes. A proceeding which strains the resources of the prosecutor, the ,, and/or the court is not likely to be well received. In fact, it is quite probable that such a proceeding will be . · Maricopa 
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	County schedules preliminary heari:ngs in most cases with the expectation that a sizable portion of the heariQgs wi:11 be waived. Maricopa County did screening mechanism? Does "r~" ·· sGreening through experiment with routing more cases to the grand jury over the last year, but the preliminary hearing or the grand jury render the quickly desisted as large backlogs built up. {The grand jury proceeding in criminal justice system inefficient? Does it reflect Maricopa County is slightly longer and more formaliz
	trial proceeding is so costly
	0 

	than i:t di:d before. ceeding, how do they compare? Does a model grand jury I. residual benefits, if any, does one or the other pro-" 
	closely parellel a model .preliminary hearing? What 

	A final conclusion is that efforts to improve the pretri:al screening process ceeding have? 

	<~," 
	<~," 
	I 

	0 
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	and to protect the rights of defendants should not focus exclusively on the grand jury and the preliminary hearing. As noted above, prosecutorial How do prosecutors screen cases? Are their policies screening plays an important role in weeding out weak and low priority cases, well articulated and consistently applied at the local 
	5. 

	, and. should be subject to some form of formalization. So, too, rules governand/or state level? ing pretrial di:scovery and the plea negotiation process can go a long way 
	6. What has been the experience of the California sys
	6. What has been the experience of the California sys

	towards guaranteeing an open and fair case disposition process. Reform eftem following the Hawkins decision? Does mandating a 
	forts are unlikely to achieve their intended objectives unless they take into post-indictment preliminary hearing result in a reduc
	considerat½on the system as a whole. tion in the use of the grand jury? Does it change the nature of the preliminary hearing and if so, how? 
	7. How, frequently ar·e preliminary hearings waived? Is 
	7. How, frequently ar·e preliminary hearings waived? Is 

	6.3 Suggestions for Future Re~larch use of waivers more common in jurisdictions which rely 
	heavily on-, the preliminary hearing? What considerations affe[:;t use of waivers? Does the waiver represent 
	(J 

	Clearly, this study was limited in its objectives, and its findings raise a an extra bargaining chip for the defense or' the loss of 
	number of additional research questions. The following issues might be exan important step in the pretrial screening process? 
	plored in future research efforts: u "' 
	1'~,, What role does the grand jury play in complex, investigative cases? Are there si.tuations in which the 
	1'~,, What role does the grand jury play in complex, investigative cases? Are there si.tuations in which the 
	Answers to these and other questions concerning the role of. the grand jury 
	Answers to these and other questions concerning the role of. the grand jury 
	power of subpoena, as well as the ability to compel 
	{ and the J?reliminary hearing) do not come easily. The issues addressed in 

	testimony and to hear evidence in secret, make the 
	testimony and to hear evidence in secret, make the 
	this study and in any future research are sufficiently important to justify 

	grand jury uniquely suited to case development? Under 
	continuing examination b~ practitioners, policymakers and researchers. 
	what circumstances does the grand jury supplement/supplant the prosecutors' investigative powers? 

	2. What has been the experience o~ jurisdictions which have in'gorporated more of the ABA' s principles on grand jury reform, particularly the right of all.witnesses to be accompanied by counsel inside the grand jury room? What has been the effect on the usage and/ or th~ nature' J) of the proceeding? Have they produced unintended consequences? Do such re:f;orms impede the grand jury in 
	its in1v;}igati!e role, as opposed to its more routine screeninf functions? 
	its in1v;}igati!e role, as opposed to its more routine screeninf functions? 
	. t' 
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	Are th¥e jurisdictions in which either the prelimi, l 
	,nary razing or the grand jury serves as an "" 
	,nary razing or the grand jury serves as an "" 
	effectJ.ve
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	APPENDIX A 
	APPENDIX A 
	METHODOLOGY 
	Site Select.ion 
	The site se],ection process was a very important component of tf'As study' s methodology given the broad range of research objectives. Arizona was well suited as the state in which to conduct our investigation for several reasons: 
	O prosecutor to select either the grand jury or the preliminary hearing as the screening mechanism to be used in individual cases. . 
	1 • State laws allow the 

	2. Both the grand jury .J?roceeding and the preliminary hearing are held with some frequency. 
	00

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	.At least some types of witnesses have the right to counsel-in the grand jury room under state law. 
	1 


	4. 
	4. 
	State laws require that the p::oceeding ~whether grand ·jury or preliminary hearing) be recorded. ~; 


	At the same time, Arizona served as a perfect natural experiment, since its two larg~,st counties (Maricopa County and Pima County) differed dramatically in their use of pretrial screening mechanisms. , Thus, we were abl.e to explore alter~ative approaches to the pretrial process under a uniform legal framework. 
	1 
	The right to counsel was included as a criterion because it is one of the most controversial of the American Bar Association s "reform" .J?rincipJ.,,es. we felt it would be useful to obtain data on the extent to which it was utilized, as well as the perceptions of the various groups in".olved in its implementation. 
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	~This requirement was deemed essential not only as .a research ±ssue, but also as a mechanism for facilitating data collection, since it assured 1;:fiat tram;cripts wou,ld exist for all cases. 
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	c,;c. In contacting states whose legal framework met the criteria defined above, \lte discovered that in most large counties either thengrand jury or the prel}iminary hearing was the predominant screening mechanisnr, handling 90% or moreltof the cases filed. In addition to Arizona, only Illinois emerged as 
	0 
	a si t'e ',candidate, since Cook County reported that it used the grand jury 46% of the time and Peoria County reported 83% usage. Practical considerations and th~ opportunity to study the gran('! jury at the state ''as well as the county iilevel led t6 the decision to conduct' 'the research in Arizona. 
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	In addition to these theoretical reasons for selecting Arizona as the foc~f of our study, there were certain practical considerations. First, each county had management information systems which could facilitatethe ac0 quisition of statistics and data as well as the c;process of case sampling. Second, and of utmost importance, the receptivity to this ,research by-key officials in both counties and at the state level, in conjunction with,., their generous offers of cooperation and assistance, were critical 
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	The case level data 'bollection.methodology was designed to explore the operations of the screening grand jury and the preliminary hearing in both counties. In addition, the role of the grand jury in complex cases was,, studied through examination of cases handled by the State Attorney Genaeral and by special units in the county p1:osecutors,offices which 
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	in Maricopa County and the Consumer Protection/Economic Crime Unit ( CP/ECU) 
	in Pima County. In conjunction with drawing these samples, 500 cases were 
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	caseflow in each county. The last sample was drawn fromthe 1to the State Grand Jury by the Attorney General's Office. 
	caseflow in each county. The last sample was drawn fromthe 1to the State Grand Jury by the Attorney General's Office. 
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	THE 0 LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

	This mate;rial is intended to provide •?brief overview of the, laws and rules which affect the pretrial screening process in Arizona. This discussion is not meant to be an exhaustive treatment of the Arizon~ legal framework, but rathe-r is intended to highlight those characteristics of the system which may help explicate prosecutorial decision; ·regarding use of the grand jury and preliminary hearing and the ways in which these me.chanisms function. '' 
	This mate;rial is intended to provide •?brief overview of the, laws and rules which affect the pretrial screening process in Arizona. This discussion is not meant to be an exhaustive treatment of the Arizon~ legal framework, but rathe-r is intended to highlight those characteristics of the system which may help explicate prosecutorial decision; ·regarding use of the grand jury and preliminary hearing and the ways in which these me.chanisms function. '' 
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	Arizona. Laws 
	and Rules Affecting Pretrial Sbreening 

	The-. Arizona Rules of Criminal Proce'!,ure ~llow prosecutors to elect thecy~~trial sc:i:·eening mech,;mism--i .e., the preliminary hear,?-ng or the grand jury~ to be employed. Although the primary focus of this study is on those two proceedings, ~hey a~e part of and interrelated with a sequence of pre-trial events and ~hould not be examined in isolation. To place these proceedings ifi context, .. this section briefly summarizes the laws and rules governing alternative ways in \\'hich felony charges may be
	The-. Arizona Rules of Criminal Proce'!,ure ~llow prosecutors to elect thecy~~trial sc:i:·eening mech,;mism--i .e., the preliminary hear,?-ng or the grand jury~ to be employed. Although the primary focus of this study is on those two proceedings, ~hey a~e part of and interrelated with a sequence of pre-trial events and ~hould not be examined in isolation. To place these proceedings ifi context, .. this section briefly summarizes the laws and rules governing alternative ways in \\'hich felony charges may be
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	Revised to stream~ine the processing of er imi11al cases and to reduce the hardship imposed by the system on the nonconvicted accused, Arizonf • s new Rules of Crimin.al Procedure became "'e,£fective on September 1 ,° 1973. The procedu,t:es governing the processing of criminal Gases under the new Rules differ depending on the nature of the case-initiating event.. ,The case flows stemming from the three basic types of initiatil¼g .events -'are depicted in simplified form in Figure B.1. Pattern A depic~s the 
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	0 Pattern A" depicts those 5,;ases ' arising from a reactive warrantless ar:rest. Rule 4 of the Rules of ci::_;i.m:i.nal Pro1edure requires that ;th~ arrested person be brought betore a magistrate "without unnecessary delay" for an initial appearance. If that appearance-:does not oqcur within 24 hours of arrest, tl'le person must immediately be released from custody. At the initial appearance, the magistrate informs the defendant of the charges, determi~nes the conditions of release, and -informs the def
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	Within 48 hours of the initial appearance, the charges must be•, incorporated •· into a :l;ormal complaint. Failur,~ ~o meet this deadlfa1e results in release of0 the <l.efendant and vacating of· the 'date set for the preliminary hearing. Following the issuance0 of ~. formal ,pomplaint, a P_te~iminary hearing mu~t be held with:j.n 10 de:ys if the defendant is in custody ang_~"-within 20 days if. the defendant is not in custody, unless: the preliminary h~aring is waived; the p~elimihary hearing is postponed.
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	waiver of the preliminary hearing is governed by Rule S.1(b). Under its ~revisions, a defendant cannot enact a waiver unless given the opJ;Jortunity to consult with an attorney. Fl,l~ermore, any waiver mus~ be in writing and signed by the defendant, his attorney, and the J;J~oseoutor. 
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	investigation, before the charges a'.te pressed. Alternatively, the complaint may be dismissed because it has been superseded by a grand jury indictment. The defendant does not have an absolute right to a preliminary hearing under Arizona law. As specified in tHe state Constitution, there is a right to a preliminarhearing in,, all felony cases except where there-is a grand jury indictment. Thus, it is wholly within the prosecutor's discretion to by pass the preliminary hea~ing through use of the grand jury
	investigation, before the charges a'.te pressed. Alternatively, the complaint may be dismissed because it has been superseded by a grand jury indictment. The defendant does not have an absolute right to a preliminary hearing under Arizona law. As specified in tHe state Constitution, there is a right to a preliminarhearing in,, all felony cases except where there-is a grand jury indictment. Thus, it is wholly within the prosecutor's discretion to by pass the preliminary hea~ing through use of the grand jury
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	preliminary hearing or even if there is a finding of no probable cause prosecutor may refile the charges. 
	will be resolved at a 
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	Following a preliminary hearing (or a waJver), in th·e SuJ?erior Court w.i,j::hin 10 days. An directly to the Superior Court by the foreman 
	by a grand jury. However, at one 'bf these hearings, the• 
	an information must be filed indictment must b e ret,urned 
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	of the grand jury accompanied 
	by the members of the grand jury and the prosecutor. In cases which follow the flow depicted }is Pattern A, '" a notice of supervening indictment must be issued to inform the defendant's "attorney of the indictment and the date on which the defendant must first appear in Superior Court. Regardless of whether a case is filed in Superior Court by an indictment or an information, the difendant is ari:'aigned on t?,},e charges within 10 days. 
	Pattern B cases are initiated by filing a complaint in Justice Court rather than by an _;arrest. The magistrate receiving the complaint may issue subpoenas for any witnesses he or she deems necessary and any· -additi~nal witnesses requeste.d by the prosecutor. On the basis of the info:qnation con_tained in the complaint, any affidav.its and any testimony that is taken, the magistrate must determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe an offense was committed 'and the 'defendant committed it. Unl

	'of proof is met, the complaint will be dismissed. 
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	If the magistrate finds that the complaint is based on reasonable c&use, he must issue either a warrant or a summons to notify the defendant of the .complaint and .bring him or her before the court;, This appearance, which must occur within seven days of the servLce of the summons or within 24 hours of the arrest if a warrant is issued, follows the procedure described earlier in reference to Pattern A case.s, 
	If the magistrate finds that the complaint is based on reasonable c&use, he must issue either a warrant or a summons to notify the defendant of the .complaint and .bring him or her before the court;, This appearance, which must occur within seven days of the servLce of the summons or within 24 hours of the arrest if a warrant is issued, follows the procedure described earlier in reference to Pattern A case.s, 
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	In Pattern B cases, within 10 or 20 days of the initial appearance (depending on custody status) the probable cause determination must be made, either PY the grand juxy, a preliminary hearing, or a W'iiiver of the latter. Unli~e Pattern A c9ases, there is no need to file a complaint after the initial appearance in these cases. The procedures for dismissing the complaint 0 for conducting or waiving .a preliminary hearing are identical to those discussed earlier. From this point on, there are no difference
	In Pattern B cases, within 10 or 20 days of the initial appearance (depending on custody status) the probable cause determination must be made, either PY the grand juxy, a preliminary hearing, or a W'iiiver of the latter. Unli~e Pattern A c9ases, there is no need to file a complaint after the initial appearance in these cases. The procedures for dismissing the complaint 0 for conducting or waiving .a preliminary hearing are identical to those discussed earlier. From this point on, there are no difference
	in the event of a supervening indictment or

	The third type of case initiation is depicted as ~Pattern C on the flow diagram. This category of cases does not involve any proceedings at the Justice Court· level. Instead, the 9ase begins with a grand jury presentation by the prosecutor prior to an arrest or the filing of charges. The grand jury proceeding may or may not result in an indictment. In the latter situation, no further activity occurs unless the prosecutor pursues the case again at a later date. If the grand jury votes ,,a true bill, an ar
	Rule 14. Ha) establishes the general rule that an arraignment .should occur before the Superior Court within ten days after the filing of an ino.ictment. If . the defendant has not been arrested or summoned within that time frame or is in custody elsewhere, the arraignment,. is to be held as soon as possible. In cases in which an arrest warrant is ).ssued, the defendant must be: brought before a magistrate for an initial appearance within 24 hours of 0 the magistrate is not a Superior Court judge and there
	arrest. If

	In addition to the Rules governing case ini:tiation, two other aspects of Arizona law influence the pretrial screening process--the provisions govern0 the recently revised criminal 11 code. These are briefly described below. 
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	• fewer.motions for continuance at trial due to surprise, 
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	and less confusion at trial due to better. preparation; 
	and less confusion at trial due to better. preparation; 
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	• better 'informed and •incr'eased plea negotiation, and 
	• better 'informed and •incr'eased plea negotiation, and 
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	• an increase in the speed of case processing by reducing pretrial delay associated with the defendant's need to gather information and by enabling presentation of ~lmo~t all necessary motions in a single pretrial hear

	0 ing. 
	Opponents believed that the adoption of expand~d discovery would have a number-·of potentia~ly harmfuJ. con~equences, including: 
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	possible perjury and defense fabrication. 
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	. pient or information is filed in Superior Court. Requests may include appearance in a lineup, fingerprints, photos, hair and blood samples, handwriting exemplars and the like. Counsel may be present at the taking of such evidence. · 
	Within 20 days following arraignment, an additional provision in the Rules specifies that the defense must provide the prosecution with 'a written.notice specifying all defenses to be used at trial. The notice muet specify for each defense, the persons who will be called as witnesses at trial, including the defendant. t' Simultaneously, the defense must ma~~ available ( 1) the names and statement~ of all witnesses other than the defendant; (2) the names and reports of ,_experts who will be called; and ( '3
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	witness;. or ( 3) in exchange for prison releas.e. The Rules specifically exclude persons who have testified at the preliminary hearing. Howey"'er, either party may seek a voluntary interview with such witnesses and, in exceptional cases, the court may order a deposition under the Rules govern
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	ing additional discovery. o 
	Related to the expanded discovery provisionsf the new Rules embodied another key change: t~e requirement of an omnibus hearing to expedite crimin~l case processing. The hearing, .which is to be held after the discovery process is 
	"completed, is designed to deal with all pretrial motions. According to the Rules, the parties must present ''all motions specified in the Omnibus Hearing form;,, and any other motionj defense, objection or request which is capable of resolution at that time. If a matter is not raised in a timely manner, it will be overruled unless the basis of it was not known and could have been known through use of reasonable diligence. If such an instance arises, the party must raise the issue prompt;y upon learning of 
	~\ 
	The mandatory prehearing conference was .established in tandem with the omni-" bus hearing. At the prehearing conference, counsel must disclose tot.he opponent those issues which will be raised at the hearing. Both the hearing and the conference are intended t9 make case processing both speedy and effic1ent. 
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	Taken together, the revised Rules greatly expanded the discovery process, requiring both parties to disclose a great deal of information in a timely manner. At the same time, the Rules removed much of the motivation underlying the full-fledged preliminary hearing procedure which had been in operation prior to the Rules changes. No longer was the preliminary hearing to be regarded as the primary vehicle for ensuring early and comprehensive"disQf the preliminary hearing for discovery purposes is discusse.i
	cov'ery. The impact of these provisions on use 
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	oepositions "may be used as prior recorded testimony'l' in subsequent court proc~}edings. However, a "discovery" deposition may .!!£!: be useci ,at trial wi thllut the defendant's consent, if he was not present and did not waive being present. If the defendant waives his right to be present at the deposition, the testimony given may be used' at trial since the ~courts reason that the defendant has been accorded the right to cross-examine the witness. , 
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	In 1978 Arizona revised its criminal code, which was largely a codification of the 6omrnon law, and replaced it with a new code intended to make the law more .,Precise and to elimin~te the u lofty common law language. 'h Al though the language of the l::aw did change dramatically, the substance of the law did not; that is, with few exceptions, those acts which were crimes under the old 
	law remained crimes under the new. 

	The new code made significant changes in the sentencing structure, however. 'As part of its revisions, the 1978 criminal code established six classes of felonies and three classes of misdemeanors" •For each class of felony, ~,the new criminal code established ,a presumptive sentence. To allow a degree of" judicial discretion in the presence of mitigating or aggravating circumstances, minimum and maximum sentences were also specified. The new sentencing ptructure did not prohibit the imposition of probatio
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	The adopt.ion of this sentencing structure was intended to .reduce discretion in sentencing apd to incarcerate. a greater proportion of career and dangerous criminals• According to a number of resp-ondents, however, the new code has simply',removed discretion from judges and unintentionally given it to prosecutors• That is, under the new law, prosecutors can determine what the sentence will be by alleging or not alleging prior convictions or the dangerous quality of the offense. Th·us, charging decisions 
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